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PREFACE

A variety of ceramic materials has been recently shown to exhibit
nonlinear stress-strain behavior. These materials include transformation-
toughened zirconla which undergoes a stress-induced crystallographic
transformation in the vicinity of a propagating crack, microcracking ceramics,
and ceramic-fiber reinforced ceramic matrices. Since many of these materials
are under consideration for structural applications, understanding fracture in

these quasi-brittle materials is essential.

Portland cement concrete is a relatively brittle material. As a result
mechanical behavior of concrete, conventionally reinforced concrete,
prestressed concrete and fiber reinforced concrete is critically influenced by
crack propagation. Crack propagation in concrete is characterized by a fracture
process zone, microcracking, and aggregate-bridging. Such phenomena give
concrete toughening mechanisms, and as a result, the macroscopic response of
concrete can be characterized as that of a quasi-brittle material. To design
super high performance cement composites, it is essential to understand the
complex fracture processes in concrete.

A wide range of concern in design involves fracture in rock masses and
rock structures. For example, prediction of the extension or initiation of fracture
is important in: 1) the design of caverns (such as underground nuclear waste
isolation) subjected to earthquake shaking or explosions, 2) the production of

geothermal and petroleum energy, and 3) predicting and monitoring
earthquakes. Depending upon the grain size and mineralogical composition,
rock may also exhibit characteristics of quasi-brittle materials.

Recently, considerable interest has been developing in understanding
and modeling the fracture processes in these quasi-brittle materials as well as
in designing materials with improved toughness. The research activities in

these groups oi materials: ceramics, cement and rock can be substantially
enhanced wit', the exchange of information between these three groups of
investigators. Since the field is relatively new, it is likely that the researchers
working with one set of materials are not aware of similar developments with

other sets of materials. Although each material has its own set of specific
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characteristics, many common aspects can be shared among these quasi-brittle
materials. These include: 1) application of nonlinear fracture mechanics, 2)
experimental and theoretical considerations of strain localization, 3)
microscopic observation of fracture process zone, 4) non-destructive evaluation
of damage, 5) models to relate microstructure with macroscopic response, and
6) development of experimental and theoretical tools.

The purpose of this workshop is to bring together researchers addressing
the problem of fracture in cement, ceramics, and rock so that they can share
their knowledge and develop a more general syntheses of the problem.

This preprint volume contains contributions from lecturers for each of the
9 sessions. The final proceedings of this workshop will be published in a
hardcover book by Kluewer Academic Publishers (NATO ASI Series). This
book will contain 36 chapters; the finalized contributions of 27 lecturers and 9
reporters.

I hope that the efforts of all who have contributed to this woi-kshop will
produce lasting and worthwhile results.

Surendra P. Shah

June 1990

Evanston, Illinois, USA
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FRACTURE PROPERTIES IN SiC-BASED PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

K. T. Faber, W.-H. Gu, H. Cai, and R. A. Winholtz
Northwestern University
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Evanston, Illinois 60208
U.S.A.

D. J. Magley
The Ohio State University
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Columbus, Ohio 43210
U.S.A.

ABSTRACT. In order to evaluate the role of residual stresses in fracture
toughening, a SiC-based particulate composite has been studied under
uniform stressing conditions and in the near tip stress field of a
pre-cracked specimen. First, residual stresses in a SiC-TiB2 composite
before and after stressing have been measured using x-ray diffraction.
Tensile residual stresses in the TiB2 drop by 50% after bending stresses of
250 MPa were applied. Likewise, the compressive residual stresses in the
SiC phase decrease accordingly. Second, in the near tip stress field, a
process zone of m.crocracks has been measured using transmission electron
microscopy of thin foils taken from various locations from a fracture
surface of a fracture mechanics specimen. Microcrack zones greater than
150 pm in height have been measured. Crack bridging sites of TiB2
particles operate more than a few millimeters behind a propagating crack.
Hence, the toughening in this system is comprised of both stress-induced
microcracking and crack bridging. The various contributions to the
toughening are discussed.

1. Introduction

The fracture toughening of ceramic materials has received a great deal of
attention over the last decade. Mechanisms by which brittle materials can
be toughened fall into two categories: prvcess zone mechanisms and bridging
mechanisms.[l] Process zone toughening, either by stress-induced phase
transformations or stress-induced microcracking, provides shielding of a
propagating crack by virtue of the microstructural changes which occur in
the near vicinity of the crack. Bridging mechanisms operate behind a crack
tip and provide closure forces which also act to reduce the applied stress
intensity. In both cases, residual stresses may serve either as source or
as a consequence of the the toughening process and should be considered in
examining the toughening increment.

Residual stresses in two phase materials have long been recognized as
having a significant influence on mechanical strength. In the extreme,
residual stresses can result in spontaneous microcracking on cooling,
destroying mechanical integrity. The conditions under which such cracking
occurs are now well established.J2,3] Cracking can be avoided by
maintaining a particle size distribution below some critical size, b
described by
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2 2(1b l K,2 (l+v )/2 + (l-2v ))/[E MAT]

where q is constant ranging from 2 to 8, KIc is the fracture toughness of
the microcracking site (often the interface), E is the elastic modulus, v
is Poisson's ratio, P is the modulus ratio, Em/Ep, and the subscripts, m
and p, refer to the matrix and particulate phases, respectively. The
product AT is the thermal mismatch strain, where Au is the difference in
thermal expansion coefficients of the matrix and particulate phases, and AT
is the difference between the temperature at which relaxation stops and the
temperature of interest. However, it is below the threshold bc where the
present interest lies. It has been postulated that a regime exists whereby
residually-stressed particles in the vicinity of an advancing crack will
microcrack when a critical value of applied stress is reached. Such
stress-induced microcracking is suggested to result in significant
toughening by shielding the crack from the applied loading. [3-7] It is
the intent of this paper to examine stress-induced phenomena in two-phase,
non-transforming ceramics under uniform and non-uniform loading. The
system chosen for study is a SiC-TiBz composite where residual stresses
arise from a high thermal expansion mismatch.

2. The Silicon Carbide-Titanium Diboride System

Silicon carbide, although a highly refractory material, is limited by its
low fracture toughness (Kic ' 3.22 MPaVm). Additions of TiB2 to SiC have
provided significant increases in the fracture toughness (AKc a 5.0 MPa/m)
as measured by a few investigators (8-10], although the operative
toughening mechanisms were not identified. SiC-TiB2 has also been known. to
exhibit R-curve behavior [10], a manifestation of both shielding and
bridging processes.

The materials studied here were prepared by pressureless sintering at
temperatures in excess of 2000 C and were nearly 99% dense. The materials
examined in this study contained TiB2 concentrations of 15.2%, by volume.
The average TiB2 grain size was measured to be approximately 4.5 Mm, less
than the critical size for spontaneous microcracking calculated using Eqn.
(1). Residual stresses in this system arise from a high thermal expansion
mismatch where a (SiC) 9 5.6 x 10-6 0c-1 and a (TiB2) Q 7.9 x 10-6 OC-1

over the temperature range 250 to 17000C. We may approximate the residual
stress by considering a spherical TiB2 particle in an isotropic SiC matrix
by [11]:

AaATa - (2)

(l+V )/(2E m ) + (l-2v p)/Ep

For the appropriate thermal and elastic properties of SiC and TiBz, aR is
of the order of 1.9 GPa.

3. Experimental Observations of Toughening Processes in SiC-TiB2

In an effort to examine the potential toughening mechanisms associated with
the high degree of residual stress in these SiC-based materials, a variety
of experimental techniques have been utilized. First, if stress-induced
microcracking is actually occurring, then some monitor of the stress relief
on microcracking is warranted. Residual stress analysis via x-ray
diffraction is chosen for such studies. This technique will provide
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conclusive, albeit indirect, evidence for the microcracking process.
Direct observation of the microcrack zone via transmission electron
microscopy is also employed. Finally, additional toughening behind the
crack, also associated with residual stress, is examined through
interrupted fracture experiments. The three will be described herein.

3.1 Microcracking Under Uniform Stress

To establish stress-induced microcracking in a uniform stress field,
residual stresses were measured by x-ray diffraction prior to stressing and
upon unloading. For this investigation, the SiC-TiB2 specimens were
electrically discharge machined into bars 7.62 x 1.27 x 0.635 cm3 and
polished to a 0.25 pm finish using a sequential treatment of diamond
pastes. A pressureless-sintered SiC, containing sintering aids of boron
and carbon, was diamond machined with identical surface finishes and used
as a standard. The reflections examined were the (121) for 6H SiC, the
major SiC polytype present, and the (202) for TiB2 at approximately 1480 29
and 144 28, respectively. Further details of the x-ray diffraction
experimental set up may be found in reference 12.

During x-ray diffraction the sample was oriented according to the
scheme shown in Figure 1. A General Electric quarter circle was used for
both the 0-tilts and the O-rotations. Diffraction measurements were made at
six 0 values between 0 and 3000 and six 0 values between 0 and 450 for each
0 setting. Peakopositions at any 0, 0 rotation were measured by step
scanning at 0.05 29 increments for 100 seconds. Because peaks have a
tendency to broaden as the specimen is rotated about the 0 axis due to
x-ray defocussing, longer counting times were employed at large values of
for greater accuracy. Peak positions were determined by fitting the
measured values of intensity versus 28 to a parabola.

After the x-ray measurements were made and the residual stresses
determined, the SiC-TiB2 composite and the SiC standard were placed in a
four-point bend fixture and loaded until fracture occurred. At fracture
the outer fiber tensile stress reached 249 and 266 MPa for the composite
and the standard, respectively. X-ray measurements were repeated in areas
which experienced the maximum tensile stress to monitor any changes in
the residual stress profile following stressing. Although four-point
bending can hardly be considered uniform loading, the depth of penetration
of the x-rays (approximately 50 pm below the surface to account for 90% of
the x-ray intensity) allows examination of the stress over a nearly
uniformly stressed region.

The complete stress matrix can be determined from the stress analysis,
as shown by Noyan [13] and Cohen [14]. The change in the interplanar
spacing related to stresses in the coordinate system in Figure 1 is

d S22
d - - (olCos 2 + al2sin2o + a22sin 2-a 33)sin 2

0

+ S2 + S1(a11 + 022 + 033)

+2 (o13COSO + o23sino)sin2 (3)
2

where do is the unstressed lattice spacing, c represents the strain, and
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and S /2 are the x-ray elastic constants 1+v/E and Y/E, respectively,
for an isotropic solid. (The bulk values of v and E were used to determine
their values [15,16]). The stresses were determined from the measured
d-spacings by a least-squares proceduret [17] The x-ray d-spacing
measurements yield the total stresses, a , associated with each phase.
These must be partitioned into microstressAs, Ao , (those resulting from

m ii
thermal expansion mismatch and macrostresses, aii (those from machining):

(tijsic ) - ( SiC ) + (ma) (4)

(tv TiB2) _ (PuijTiB2) .<m a) (5)

where the macrostresses are assumed to be the same in each phase. The

total microstresses must also sum to zero, such chat

(lf)K aijliC) + fKa ijTiB 2) -0 (6)

where f is the volume fraction of the TiBz phase. Solving Eqns. (4), (5)
and (6) simultaneously allows the microstresses and macrostresses of each
phase to be resolved:

(ijsc a f C Ktciis)_ tiTiB2 (7)

a~~j 2)]f) aij 2

~ =' )ta iB 2  - TaiC)8

(in) -lf)(Ktiji C) + f~ta ij i2  (9)

A difficulty of triaxial stress measurement by diffraction has been

the determination of a precise valve of d . It has been shown that errors
in d give rise to an error in the hydrostatic microstresses. [18) In
contrast, errors of this kind will cancel out in the present measurements
when comparing the pre-stressed with the post-stressed material.

Rather than examining the total stress matrices in order to compare

the pre-loaded and post-loaded microstresses, the stress matrices are
better analyzed by examining the hydrostatic component of the stress.
However, one must first note that the stresses derived from x-ray
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diffraction analysis do not provide the true internal stresses. The a
component is influenced by the near surface effect, and should necessarily
be zero if stresses only at the surface are measured. However, the 33

measurement represents d-spacing data collected from up to 50 microns, or
approximately 10 grain diameters below the surface. To supersede these
difficulties, an "effective" hydrostatic stress (defined as (a + a )/2)
has been calculated and it is plotted in histogram form in Figure 2.2It is
clear that the data represents definitive evidence for residual stress
relaxation on application of a stress in SiC-TiB2 as the microstresses drop
by nearly 50%. The SiC standard, in contrast, shows no significant change
in the average stress after loading. The present observations demonstrate
indisputable evidence for stress-induced microstress relief in a
non-transforming brittle material. These results are consonant with the
model of stress-induced microcracking in SiC-TiB2.

3.2 Microcracking in the Near Crack Tip Stress Field

The near crack tip region in conventional fracture mechanics specimens
provides a region to examine stress-induced -ocess zone formation. The
crack opening displacement of microcracks in SiC-TiB2 composites is too
small to be detected by either optical microscopy or scanning electron
microscopy; the resolution of transmission electron microscopy is
necessary to explore any microcracking. Thin sections were cut from the
fracture surface of the SiC-TiB2 composite prepared from four depths from
the fracture surface of a double cantilever beam specimen. Details of the
TEM sample preparation are given in reference 19.

Microcracks can be identified by Fresnel diffraction using the
underfocus-overfocus process in the bright-field image.[20] Typical
microcracks occur at the boundaries between TiBz and SiC (Figure 3(a)), due
to the thermal expansion mismatch described earlier, or between TiB2
particles (Figure 3(b)), due to thermal expansion anisotropy in the
hexagonal TiB2 structure. The former, however, are the more common. The
thickness enabling the image formation is about 0.1 pm and the crack
opening displacement is about 26 nm. Therefore, it is necessary to rotate
the thin foil through various stereo angles to observe every microcrack.
The observable fraction of the solid angle for the double tilt stage which
is allowed to rotate from -300 to +30° is 0,29.

The distribution of microcrack lengths at different distances from the
fracture surface are similar in shape and are shown in Figure 4. The
number of microcracks increases dramatically as the fracture surface is
approached. The microcracks located at approximately 5 mm from the
fracture surface represent cracks produced during sample preparation,
either occurring spontaneously during cooling (based upon the conditions in
Eqn. 1) or through the ion thinning process, and will be treated as
background. Since the TiB2 particles are polyhedra and the microcracks are
generally located along grain facets of the polyhedra, a microcrack can be
reasonable treated as a penny-shaped crack. Hence, the microcrack density
parameter, e, may be defined as [21]:

3
-_NA <f2> (10)
4n

where NA is the number of microcracks per unit area and t is the length of
the microcrack measured in the thin foil. The mean microcrack diameter is

approximately 2.8 pm and is independent of distance from the fracture
surface. This implies that the residual stress from the thermal expansion
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mismatch dominates the applied stress term. The profile of microcrack
density perpendicular to the fracture surface is shown in Figure 5. These
data are corrected for the fraction of the observable solid angle described
above. The microcrack density is said to be saturated; that is, all TiB2
particles have a least one microcrack associated with them, and e equals
0.53 near the fracture surface. Furthermore, from the limited data, e
linearly decreases with increasing distance from the fracture surface. The
microcrack density extrapolates to the background level at about 160 pm if
a linear profile is assumed. Microcrack zones on the order of hundreds of
microns in a similar SiC-TiB2 have also been measured using small angle
x-ray scattering. [22]

This quantitative examination provides unambiguous information to
evaluate microcrack toughening. It provides the first direct evidence of
stress-induced microcracking in a particulate non-transforming ceramic
composite by demonstrating the existence of a microcrack process zone.

3.3 Crack Bridging Behind an Advancing Crack

The fracture surface of SiC-TiB2 provides further insight into the
mechanisms which give rise to enhanced toughening in this system. As in
unreinforced sintered SiC [23], fracture in the SiC appears to be primarily
transgranular. However, TiB2 particles rarely fail transgranularly at the
crack tip in the materials studied. Upon examination of double cantilever
beam specimens interrupted during testing, there are numerous examples of
TiB2 particles acting as bridges spanning the primary crack (Figure 6). On
examination of samples during testing and prior to catastrophic failure on
unloading, the bridged grains were observed to be active nearly 3 mm from
the crack tip. At large distances from the crack tip, breakaway generally
occurs in the SiC matrix, or by complete pullout of the TiB2 grains. Given
these microstructural observations, the contribution of crack bridging to
the toughening by unbroken TiBz grains must also be evaluated in addition
to the contribution of stress-induced microcracking.

4. The Toughening Analysis

4.1 Stress-Induced Microcracking

In order to assess the contribution of stress-induced microcracking, we
examine the model of Hutchinson.[24] Shielding from microcracking is
comprised of two contributions: shielding due to the reduced moduli and
shielding due to residual strain associated with the microcracking event.
For conditions where the crack is assumed to be steadily growing with a
zone of randomly-oriented microcracks induced by a critical mean stress,
the shielding due to the reduced moduli can be written as

KI/Km G 1 - 0.608 6 + 0.707 6 (11)II1 1 2 (1

where K is the stress intensity factor at the crack tip, K( is the
applied Istress intensity and 61 and 6 are given as

61 - 32 (5-v) es / [45 (2-v)]

and

62 = 16v (l-8v+3v 2) C / [45 (2-v)]2s
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where e is the saturated microcrack density.
Tht shielding contribution from the residual strain is of the form

1 1 E .. cos(3/2)
K -K--- j 3 /2  dA (12)I"31(2w (1-Y) r3/

where 9 and r are the polar coordinates, is the dilatation strain
associated with microcracking, and the integral is taken over the upper
half of the microcrack zone. We approximate the microcrack which forms
along a SiC-TiB2 facet by a prototypic microcrack which forms in the center
of a particle under a residual tensile stress. The dilatation strain may
then be written

eM - 16 (l-v2) e '/ 3E (13)

where aR is the residual stress. The elastic mismatch between SiC and TiB2
is small, and therefore, neglected.

Substituting Eqn (13) into Eqn (12), we obtain

16 cos(30/2)
K K- - (|+') a e - dA (14)K K I  6,/2 rlu ~ 3/2

612n r31

The above integral was evaluated numerically using the microcrack
distribution information presented in Section 3.2, and coupled with
calculations of a R . The amount of shielding due to the residual strain
contribution for the SiC-TiBz system is then computed to be -1.98 MPa/m.
The combined effects of the modulus reduction and residual strain derive
from Eqns. (11) and (14). However, to evaluate the toughening, one must
recall that a crack must now propagate through a medium of microcracks.
The reduced toughness of the microcracked material Km ahead of the crack
tip has been found to be of the form, [25] c

Km1K- 1 - (15)c

where Kc is the toughness of the microcrack free material and the value of
is 0.825. By setting K - Km in Eqn (14), and equating K to the

toughness of monolithic SiC (3c22 MPam), K affords a prediction of the
toughness due to stress-induced microcracking. For the SiC-TiB2 examined,
the toughening due to stress-induced microcracking is approximately 2.14
MPa/m, on the order of half of the observed toughening.

4.2 Crack Bridging

We use the model of Campbell et al. [26] designed for
whisker-reinforced materials to examine toughening due to the bridging of
TiBz grains. The steady state toughening can be written in terms of the
critical strain energy release rate, 1 , as

C

Ac/fd = S2/E - Ee + 4(ri/R)/(l-f) + (r/d)'(h2 /R) (16)
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where d is the debond length, eT is the misfit strain, r is the interface
fracture energy, R is the particle radius, f is the volume fraction of
reinforcing particles, S is the particle strength, r is the sliding
resistance, and h± is the pullout length. The four terms represent,
respectively: the stored elastic strain energy in the reinforcement over
the microcrack length prior to failure, the residual strain energy within
the microcrack length, the energy needed to fracture the SiC-TiB2 interface
and the energy contribution to TiB2 pullout.

For particles under residual tension, the last term can be neglected
and we use Campbell et al.'s solution for reinforcements under tension
which are oriented normal to the applied stress:

Ay - fS2R [(A +A2d/R)
2 - (Ee/S)2 (A + Ad/R)2 /E( + A

+ 4frid/(l-f)R (17)

The parameters, A , for i - 1 to 4 are coefficients used to describe the
matrix crack opening for a given value of modulus mismatch between the
reinforcement and the matrix. Any estimate of the toughening increment
will represent the toughening afforded from bridging only from grains
oriented parallel to the applied loading (i.e. no TiB2 grains are subject
to bending moments, and consequently, there is no effective frictional
pullout contribution). Further, these estimates are limited by the
reliability of our estimates of the bridge strength, S, and of the
interfacial toughness, r .

For estimates of the nenessary parameters, we make the following
assumptions: First, the elastic strain energy component is highly sensitive
to the choice of reinforcement strength, S. As the TiB2 particles rarely
fracture in the wake, one would anticipate that the interface is
strength-controlling. The strength of the interfaces may then be estimated
to be bounded by the average residual stress, 1.6 GPa [19], since the
interfaces did not spontaneously crack on cooling. Second, the misfit
strain component is reduced from its theoretical value due to microcracking
ahead of the crack tip. We calculate an effective misfit strain based upon
microstress results from x-ray studies. Hence, the strain e is
approximately 50% of the microcrack-free value. Third, the Interfacial
fracture toughness (i) is estimated to be of the order of SiC, i.e.

2approximately 15 J/m , as an upper bound. Fourth, debonding only occurs
over the grain facet length less the average microcrack length. TEM
observations have provided data for the average microcrack length, 2.1 pm,
in this case. From the above assumptions, it is clear that the energy
contribution to fracture the SiC-TiBz interface is dominant, though not
large (a 5.6 J/m2 ). The elastic strain einergy and the residual strain
components are of nearly equal magnitude, though opposite in sign, and
nearly cancel. Converting A~c to AKc, the toughening increment due to
crack bridging is equal to approximately 2.0 MPa/m. This value is of the
correct order of magnitude to account for the remainder of the fracture
toughening. However, the effect of interlocking grains (not oriented
parallel to the applied stress) and their effective frictional contribution
to the pullout are not accounted for and could result in additional
toughening.

10



5. Concluding Remarks

In the SiC-TiB2 composites studies, residual stresses are of a large enough
magnitude to cause stress-induced microcracking in the near vicinity of a
propagating crack. Both x-ray residual stress measurements and direct
transmission electron microscopy observations provide evidence for this
phenomenon. The total toughening, however, cannot be explained totally in
terms of stress-induced microcracking. Instead, contributions from crack
bridging are of the same order of magnitude as those from microcracking. A
likely scenario is one suggested by Amazigo and Budiansky [27] where the
bridging and process zone mechanisms are likely to interact. Specifically,
the bridged crack, which allows for a greater crack tip stress intensity,
will afford larger process zones. Direct measurements of the microcracking
stress are required to test this hypothesis.
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Figure 1. The coordinate system used in residual stress determinations.
The SIS 2 surface represents the tensile surface of the SiC-TiB2 bend bar,
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Figure 2. The effective hydrostatic stresses before and after loading for
(a) the SiC phase in SiC-TiB2, (b) the TiB2 phase in SiC-TiB2, and (c) the
SiC standard.
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Figure 3. Transmission electron micrographs of (a) microcracks occurring on
the boundary between TiB2 and SiC and (b) a microcrack on the boundary
between two TiB2 particles.
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Figure 5. The microcrack density parameter, c, as a function of the
distance from the crack plane in a SiC-TiBz double cantilever beam
specimen.
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Figure 6. Scanning electron micrographs of bridging TiB2 grains behind the
crack tip in a SiC-TiB2 composite. Micrographs were taken during an
interrupted double cantilever beam test.
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CRACK BRIDGING PROCESSES IN TOUGHENED CERAMICS.*

Paul F. Becher
Metals and Ceramics Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P. 0. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6068

ABSTRACT. The fracture toughness of ceramics can be improved by the
incorporation of a variety brittle discontinuous reinforcing phases.

Observations of crack paths in these systems indicate that these reinforcing
phases bridge the crack in the region behind the crack tip. Recent
developments in toughening models based on crack bridging processes in
such systems are discussed and compared to the experimentally observed
toughening responses with second phase whisker and self (matrix grain)
reinforcement. The bridging model then can be used to optimize tb'"
toughening effects based modification of the pertinent material characteristics
(e.g., microstructure and physical properties).

Introduction

The brittle nature of ceramics has, over the years, prompted us to

explore a variety of approaches to increasing their fracture
toughness/resistance. Initially the concern was to toughen these materials to
to improve their fracture strength and/or reduce the flaw size sensitivity of
the fracture strengths. Then it was recognized that resistance to damage in

* Invited paper to be presented at the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on
Toughening Mechanisms in Quasi-Brittle Materials, Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL, July 16-20, 1990
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service was a further issue and that toughening these materials could

enhance heir damage resistance. While many issues still need to be

addressed, e.g., cyclic fatigue resistance, crack size effects-R-curve behavior,

improving the fracture toughness has been deemed, in general, to be quite

beneficial.
One approach to toughening ceramics has been the incorporation of

strong discontinuous brittle phases, e.g., whiskers [1], which is the subject of
this paper. The mechanisms contributing to the increased fracture toughness

are described herein in terms of crack bridging by the reinforcement. A crack

bridging model is discussed which is found to accurately predict the observed
toughening response in SiC whisker reinforced ceramics [2]. The results
reveal that debonding of the interface between the reinforcing phase and the

matrix is required to achieve significant toughening. The bridging model also

illustrates how some of the properties of the matrix, interface, and reinforcing
phase influence the fracture resistance of the composite. The predictive

capability of the whisker bridging model then allows us to develop other
approaches to achieving toughness by crack bridging. These include crack

bridging by other types of second phases (platelets) and by matrix grains (self-

reinforced).

Crack Bridging By Discontinuous Reinforcements

Bridging of the crack surfaces behind the crack tip by a strong

discontinuous reinforcing phase which imposes a closure force on the crack
is, at times, accompanied by pull out of the reinforcement [1-6]. The extent of
pull out, i.e. the pull out length, brittle discontinuous reinforcing phases is

generally quite limited due both to the short length of such phases and the

fact that bonding and damping stresses often discor-rage pull-out. However,

pull-out cannot be ignored as even short pull-out lengths contribute to the

toughness achieved. Crack deflection by such reinforcements has also been

suggested to contribute to the fracture resistance. Often, out of plane (non
mode I) crack deflections are limited in length and angle and are probably best

considered as means of debonding the reinforcement-matrix interface. Such
interfacial debonding is important in achieving frictional bridging (bridging

by elastic ligaments which are partially debonded from the matrix) and pull-
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out processes. Frictional bridging elastic ligaments can contribute

significantly to the fracture toughness as is described herein.

ANALYSIS OF TOUGHENING BY DISCONTINUOUS BRIDGING PHASES

Here we will concentrate on the toughening due to crack bridging by
various brittle reinforcing phases where the reinforcement simply bridges the
crack surfaces and effectively pins the crack and increases the resistance to
crack extension. The bridging contribution to the toughness for is:

AKf = (Ec Aj)l/ 2 = KICC. KCm

where KIC c is the overall toughness of the composite, KIcm is the matrix

toughness, and the term AJ corresponds to the energy change due to the
bridging process.

The energy change associated with the bridging process is a function of
the bridging stress/traction, Tu, and the crack opening displacement, u and is

defined as:
Umax

AJ = f T, du 2

0

where Umax is the maximum displacement at the end of the zone [7], Figure 1.

One can equate the maximum crack opening displacement at the end
of the bridging zone, Umax, to the tensile displacement in the bridging brittle

ligament at the point of failure:

Umax = -f' ldb 3

where eft represents the strain to failure of the whisker and ldb is the length of

the debonded matrix-whisker interface, Figure 2. The strain to failure of the
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AK = (2EOAJ)1/ 2

BRIDGING STRESS U
T max

AJ= Tdu

1 __ 0
T Frictional

Bridging
by Debonded

_ - Reinforcement
x ,-

Figure 1. Crack bridging by discontinuous brittle reinforcing phases impose a
closure or bridging stress in the wake of the crack tip and enhance the fracture
resistance of the brittle matrix.
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whisker can be defined as:

e L = (oYfi / ) 4

where Et is the Young's modulus of the reinforcing phase. The interfacial
debond length depends on the fracture criteria for the reinforcing phase
versus that of the interface and can be defined in terms of fracture stress or
fracture energy. The analysis of Budiansky et al [81 yields:

kdb = (r /69 ) 5

where '9/ ' represents the ratio of the fracture energy of the bridging ligament

to that of the reinforcement-matrix interface.
From equation 3, one quickly notices that the tensile strain

displacement achieved in the bridging reinforcement and hence the

maximum crack opening displacement at the end of the bridging zone
increases as the debonded length/the gage length of the reinforcing ligament
increases. Consideration of equations 4 and 5 show that increasing the
reinforcing phase strength and/or enhancing interface debonding will

contribute to greater tensile displacement within the reinforcing ligament.
Increases in the crack opening displacement supported by the bridging zone

will enhance the toughening achieved by such reinforcements. Therefore
debonding of the matrix-reinforcement interface can be a key factor in the
attainment of increased fracture toughness in these elastic systems. In fact in

ceramics reinforced by strong ceramic whiskers, debonding is observed only
in those systems which exhibit substantial toughening. An example of
interfacial debonding associated with a bridging whisker in the wake of the
crack tip is seen in Figure 3. In this case debonding is evidenced by the
interfacial offsets at the leading and trailing sides of the bridging whisker.

For the case of a bridging stress which increases linearly from zero at

the crack tip to a maximum at the end of the bridging zone and immediately
decreases to zero, equation 2 can be reduced to Tma×(utnax)/ 2. The maximum
closure stress Tmax imposed by the reinforcing ligaments in the crack tip wake
is the product of the fracture strength of the ligaments, of , and the areal
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CRACK OPENING u (=Umax) AT THE END OF BRIDGING
ZONE EQUATED TO MAXIMUM WHISKER TENSILE

DISPLACEMENT ( LDE3 f).

Figure 2. The formation of the bridging zone behind the crack tip requires

that the reinforcing phase-matrix interface separate/debond (a) during
fracture. The crack opening displacement associated with the bridging zone

then is related to the tensile displacement in the bridging ligaments (b). At
the end of the bridging zone the maximum crack opening is equivalent o the

displacement in the ligament corresponding to its fracture stress.
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Figure 3. Debonded whisker-matrix interfaces are associated with whisker

bridging in region immediately behind the crack tip in a polycrystalline
aluminum oxide matrix.
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fraction of ligaments intercepting the crack plane, A!:

Tmax = afL AL af V1  6

where A! is approximated by the volume fractio,, V , for ligaments which

have large aspect ratios (e.g., /r >30 for whiskers). Reinforcement by
frictional bridging introduces an change in energy equal to:

Ajnb = [ (;'V(f'/ ( )] /12 7.

From these results, the resultant toughness contribution from frictional
bridging by the reinforcing phase in the crack tip wake is:

AKfib = OfI [ (r V/36) (Ec/ E )( / Y )]1/ 2  8.

The overall toughness of the composite then includes both the bridging

contribution, equation 8, and that the fracture ; - stance of the matrix per
equation 1.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING TOUGHNESS

The toughening contribution then can be enhanced by utilizing matrix-

reinforcing phase combinations with comparable Young's moduli and by
improving the strength of reinforcing phase and increasing the
reinforcement content and diameter. There are obvious limits as to how

large a diameter reinforcing phase can be used in systems employing a matrix
with a thermal expansion coefficient greater than that of the reinforcement as

the thermal contraction mismatch tensile stress intensity scales with increase
in inclusion/reinforcing phase diameter. In the alumina-SiC whisker system,

the larger thermal expansion coefficient of the matrix versus the whisker and

the high elastic property values result in substantial hoop and longitudinal
tensile strains in the matrix [3,9]. Larger diameter reinforcements can
generate matrix crack during post-fabrication cooling and degrade the
properties of such composite [10). The maximum reinforcement diameter

employed will depend on the elastic and thermal expansion properties of the
matrix versus those of the reinforcing phase.
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A critical factor in such toughening processes is interfacial debonding
which can be achieved if the interfacial failure conditions are much less than
those required to fracture the reinforcement. In fact, substantial toughening
by such crack bridging is obtained only when the reinforcement-matrix
interface debonds before or just as the main crack tip reaches the interface.
The formation of a debonded interface spreads the strain displacement
imposed on the bridging reinforcement ligament over a longer gage section
generating a larger crack opening displacement per unit of stress supported by
the ligament. As a result, the bridging traction/stress supported by the
reinforcement increase more slowly with distance behind the crack tip, and a
longer bridging zone is developed behind the crack tip. The resultant increase
in crack opening displacement with distance behind the crack tip due to
interfacial debonding, equations 3-5.. significantly enhances the fracture
resistance/toughness of the composite.

At this point, this model of the frictional bridging contribution by
discontinuous brittle reinforcing ligaments provides a very useful means of
designing such composites and analyzing their response. One can, at least,
characterize those properties which are most important when selecting
materials, and then systematically dissect the toughening response of

composites to either uncover problem areas or to develop advanced systems.
The bridging ligament model can be further refined by including a pull-out
contribution and by addressing the response and contribution of whiskers
which are inclined to the crack plane. In fact, the simple crack bridging model
describe here and the effects of reinforcement by brittle whiskers have been
successfully applied to a variety of oxide (including glasses) and nonoxide
matrix ceramics.

Observed Toughening By Crack Bridging Processes

Several types of discontinuous brittle reinforcements have been
successfully employed to form toughened ceramics including second phase
whiskers [1-6] and platelets 1. 1-13] and both elongated [14-17], plate-like [18]
and large [3, 19-22] matrix grains. Studies of cracks in such materials reveal
that, within the wake of the crack tip, the reinforcement does bridge the crack.
The following sections will describe the observed toughening response in
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whisker reinforced ceramics, ceramics with both elongated grains and larger
grains, and when such bridging processes are combined in a composite.

Crack Bridging by Brittle Whiskers

The experimental fracture toughness results obtained to date confirm

the various features of the model for crack bridging by these discontinuous
brittle reinforcements [2] as shown in Figure 4 which compares experimental
data with predicted curves based on equation 8. These results are based on a
specific SiC whisker of a given strength and diameter. Thus Figure 4 reveals
several features. First that the whisker bridging toughening contribution,
AKur = AKf tb, does increase with volume/areal content of the reinforcing

phase as predicted. Second, the toughening contribution also increases as the
ratio of the composite's Young's modulus to that of the whisker increases.
This best illustrated by the increase in AKwr with increase in Ec at a given
whisker content. For the examples here, E' values were obtained by rule of
mixtures [Ec = Em (1-Vf) + EWVf]; thus at a constant volume fraction of
whiskers, E' increases in the order from glass (Em = 80 GPa) to mullite (Em=
210 GPa) to alumina (E'= 400 GPa) vs SiC (Eu= 500 GPa).

These same experimental observations [21 also show that the whisker
bridging toughening contribution, AKfIb, increases as (r, the whisker

radius)1/ 2 increases as predicted by equation 8. For example, the toughness of

alumina composites containing 20 vol % SiC whiskers, increased from =6.5 to
=9 to =12 MPa qm when the mean diameter of the SiC whiskers increased

from 0.4 to 0.75 to 1-1.5 microns, respectively. From the toughening model,
we also expect the toughness to increase as the matrix-whisker interface
fracture energy (strength) decreases with respect to that of the whisker (rP
substituted for Y). While, values of the ratio of the whisker to interface
fracture energy (r/ y ) are not available there are two observations which

support the predicted behavior. First, whisker-matrix interfacial debonding
and crack bridging by the whiskers are only observed in the composites

exhibiting significant toughening. Second, the length of the whiskers
protruding above the fracture surface increases with increased toughening
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and this length can be related to the interfacial debond length. These

findings indicate that the bridging contribution does indeed increase with

increasing whisker diameter and when the fracture energy (and) of the
interface decreases with respect to that of the whisker.

Matrix Grain Bridging: Grain Shape Effects

Crack bridging phenomena and toughening effects which are very
comparable to those observed in whisker reinforced ceramics are also found
in ceramics containing other reinforcing phase geometries. For example in

the development of more thermal shock resistant electrical insulator,
alumina ceramics which had microstructures which contain large (-100-200
gm across by -10 gm thick) plate-like alumina grains in a medium sized (-5
micron) equiaxed grained matrix. These materials had excellent thermal
shock resistance; in fact, their thermal shock resistance was much greater than

any of the variety of ceramics tested including zirconias, various other oxides,
silicon nitrides, and aluminas with equiaxed grains. Further examination

showed that fracture toughness values were -7 MPa qm for samples
containing - 25 vol % of these large single crystal alumina plates [181.
Aluminas prepared at the same time but with only equiaxed grains which

were- 5gtm in size had toughness values of only 4-4.5 MPa 4m. Observations

of the crack paths in the alumina containing the plate-like grains revealed

that cracks deflected along the interface between the matrix and the large
plate-like grains. This produced plates which bridged the main crack and

contributed to the high toughness in much the same manner as SiC whiskers
do.

The logical extension of this is to consider whether or not crack

bridging by second phase platelets contributes to fracture toughness.
Composites consisting of an equiaxed polycrystalline matrix of TiO 2 in which

alumina platelets are dispersed also exhibit increased fracture resistance as

described by Hori et al. [11]. This work shows that under conditions where the
platelet dimensions remained fairly similar that toughness increased with

platelet content leading to nearly a three-fold increase at 30 vol % of alumina
platelets. Initial studies also reveal that SiC platelets can produce similar
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increases in toughness in alumina as do SiC whiskers [12]. Each of these
composites give evidence for crack bridging by the reinforcement.

In this same vein, reinforcement of Si3N4 [14-16] and SiAlON [17]
ceramics by the in situ growth of elongated or whisker-like grains is also a
potent toughening approach resulting in toughness values of ,10 Ma 4Im.
Such materials have been labeled as self-reinforced and from the crack
observations of Li and Yamanis [15] crack bridging by these grains contributes
to the improved toughness. Sufficient additional experimental results exist

to begin to test how well the current crack bridging model describes the
toughening effects of such elongated grains. First, Tajima ef, al. results show
that the toughening contribution, AKftb, increases with increase in volume

content of the elongated grains [23].
More recent observations also reveal that AKfLb increases with increase

in the cross section of the elongated grains, Table 1. In fact the authors plotted
the data in the form of AKf Ib versus the square root of the diameter of the

elongated grains [24]. The resulting plot exhibit excellent fit to the behavior
predicted by equation 8. The diverse sources of observations then would
support crack bridging by the elongated grains as the toughening process in

these silicon nitride ceramics.

Matrix Grain Bridging: Grain Size Effects

In the present discussion, grain size effects on toughness are related to
bridging ligaments formed by matrix grains which are left intact behind the
crack tip [3, 19, 21, 251. The toughening analysis is analogous to that for the
whisker reinforcement described above. However here the bridging stress
supported by ligaments formed by microcracking along grain boundaries is
product of the frictional stress required to pull out each bridging grain times
the fraction of bridging grains, Jgb tgb The grain bridging zone length is

dictated by equating the crack opening displacement at the end of the zone u
to that required to completely pull out the bridging grains. Assuming that
half the grain must be pull out to disrupt a ligament, u will be equal to one
half the grain size (d), and the incremental increase in fracture toughness due
to grain bridging AKgb is:
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'CA gb = [Jgb tgb Er (d/2)] 1/2 9

yielding a grain bridging toughening contribution consistent with

experimental observations [3, 18, 21] at grain sizes below those resulting in
spontaneous microcracking [18]. As noted in Figure 5, the grain size

dependence of the fracture toughness of alumina ceramics is consistent with

this behavior.

Table 1. Fracture Toughness of Silicon Nitride Ceramics With Elongated

Grain Structures.+

Diameter of Elongated Grains, Fracture Toughness,
gm MPa 4Im

2.8 5.7

3.5 CA

4.5 7.0

7 8.3

8.7 9.0

10-11 10-11

+ Data taken from results of H. Okamoto and T. Kawashima, NKK Corporation,

Kawasaki, Japan.
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Figure 5. The fracture toughness of alumina ceramics is enhanced by increase
in the matrix grain size.
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Conclusions

Reinforced ceramics including reinforcement by strong whiskers

initiate crack bridging processes to achieve improved fracture resistance.

Similar toughening processes and effects are achieved by changes in grain size

in noncubic ceramics, and/or by altering grain shape, e.g., formation of

elongated grains in Si3N4 and SiAlON and plate-like grains in alumina

ceramics. These reinforcing phases can contribute considerable toughening to

brittle ceramics; factors of three increases in the fracture toughness are not

uncommon.
The bridging processes involve frictional bridging where the matrix-

reinforcement interface debonds which allows the reinforcement to elastically

stretch over some finite gage length hindered only by frictional sliding against

the matrix. The contribution of pull-out of these reinforcements to the

toughness is rather limited; in part, due to their limited pull-out dimension.

Enhanced interfacial debonding leads to greater toughening effects in these

systems by promoting the crack opening displacement supported by the

bridging zone. The amount of toughness realized is dependent upon the

properties and characteristics of the reinforcing phase and the interface as

described by the micromechanics models developed for these systems. The

model for frictional crack bridging reveals that the bridging contribution to

the toughness is a function of the whisker strength, diameter, and content, as

well as the ratio of the whisker to interface fracture resistance, and the ratio of

the composite to whisker Young's moduli. The predicted effect of these

parameters are supported by experimental observations for SiC whisker

reinforced ceramics.

Extension of the micromechanics model of toughening by crack

bridging reinforcements illustrate the importance of considering other

reinforcements including second phases and changes in matrix

microstructure. Experimental results confirm various aspects of the

toughening response due to crack bridging resulting from grain size and grain

shape changes in alumina and silicon nitride ceramics. These finding suggest

a variety of approaches may be possible to obtain improved fracture

toughness in ceramic and other brittle systems by incorporating reinforcing

phases which can generate crack bridging mechanisms. Such processes can be

combined with each other or with other toughening mechanisms to develop
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synergistic toughening effects. The approach described here offers a means of
developing these materials by considering the material
characteristics/parameters which control the crack bridging contribution.
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ABSTRACT

The crack closure stress versus crack opening displacement (COD) associated with
the fracture process zone (FPZ) in concrete was determined through a hybrid
experimental-numerical procedure. COD measurements, which were obtained by moire
interferometry. of subcritically growing cracks were used interactively with an elastic
finite element model of the concrete specimen to back out the above constitutive relation
by an inverse analysis. A constitutive relation, which is similar in form but greatly
different in magnitude, was also used to characterize the FPZ associated with stable
crack growth in SiCw/A1203-matrix ceramic composite. Similarity in the genesis of the
FPZ's in concrete and ceramics is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Research on concrete fracture during the past decade [1-7] has shown the existence
of a fracture process zone (FPZ) ahead of a macro crack tip of concrete where microcracks
form and coalesce. For mode I fracture, the behavior within the FPZ can be described by a
crack closure stress, a, vs crack opening displacement (COD), w, relationship which can be
determined from the decreasing strain-softening portion of a direct tension test [3,4].
When incorporated into a finite element model, these o-w curves can be used to predict
the overall fracture strength and to simulate the progressive damage process of a
fracturing concrete structure.

Crack closure stress has also been identified as the primary toughening mechanism
in similar FPZ ceramic composites [8-12]. However, a constitutive relation, which
quantifies the crack closure stress versus COD relation, as described above, has not been
studied by others.
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The authors and their colleagues have been studying the FPZ's associated with stable
crack growth in concrete and ceramics using an inverse analysis based on finite element
models of concrete and ceramic fracture specimens. Part of the ambiguity associated
with the :nversp analysis was removed in their recent studies using a hybrid analysis
which incorporates the measured COD's by moire interferometry. These results are
discussed in the following.

FPZ IN CONCRETE FRACTURE SPECIMENS

The theoretical background and the experimertal details of the hybrid-inverse
analysis used to study the FPZ of concrete fracture specimens can be found in [13-15].
Concrete specimens of two different geometries, the crack-line wedge-loaded, double-
cantilever beam (CLWL-DCB) specimen shown in Figure 1(a) and the three-point bend
specimen shown in Figure 1(b), were analyzed. Figures 2 and 3 show typical moire fringe
patterns in the WL-DCB and three point bend specimens, respectively. Figure 4 shows the
wedge load versus COD, 2V1 , relations of four CLWL-DCB specimens. Figure 5 shows the
load versus load-line displacement relations of four three-point bend specimens.

Figure 6 shows the a versus w relation which were obtained after several iterations
in the optimization process of the inverse analysis. The three line segment model, which
were used in previous studies [1,2], was replaced with a smooth varying a-w relation as
shown in the caption of Figure 6. This constitutive relation with only two disposal
parameters of a and 13 simplified the iteration process used in the inverse analysis. The
coincidence between the three line segment model and the continuous model is remarkable
considering the fact that the two models were derived from different concrete specimens
using different computer codes.

Figures 7 and 8 show typical comparison between the COD's which were computed by
using the optimized finite element model with the a-w constitutive relation of Figure 6
and those obtained by moire interferometry. The computed load versus load line
displacements and the wedge load versus COD relations are shown as data points in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The excellent to good agreements between the measured
and computed values validate the finite element model of the concrete fracture specimens
with the FPZ constitutive relation of Figure 6.

FPZ OF CERAMIC COMPOSITE

A similar hybrid-inverse analysis was used to study the FPZ in three-point bend
specimens machined from SiC-whisker/AI 2 0 3 -matrix ceramic composite [16]. Moire
interferometry could not be used in high temperature testing and thus was replaced with
crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) measurements using laser interferometric
displacement gages [17,18]. Figure 9 shows the specimen geometry used in this study.
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Figure 10 shows the FPZ constitutive relation for SiCw/AI20 3 ceramic composite
fracture specimen tested at 12000 C. Figure 11 shows the load versus CMOD relations
which were obtained experimentally and from the finite element model with the FPZ
constitutive of Figure 10. Again, the excellent agreement between the two results
validate the FPZ model used in this study.

The same hybrid-inverse procedure was used to determine the crack growth
resistance crack extension, Aa, relation for SiC-whisker/alumina-matrix composite. The
specimen is a wedge-loaded, double cantilever beam (WL-DCB) specimen with a chevron
notch along the entire length of its remaining ligament as shown in Figure 12. This
fracture specimen is inherently rigid and is thus suitable for stable crack growth study of
brittle materials. Crack growth is confined to the entire chevron notch plane without the
annoying crack curving which is prevalent in ceramic DCB specimens without side grooves.
The friction force at the loading pin and the location of the crack tip, which is not
observable, in addition to COD variation in the FPZ, are the unknowns which cannot be
measured directly.

A hybrid experimental-numerical procedL e was thus developed to determine these
quantities as well as the stress intensity factor of the stably growing crack. Moire
interferometry was used to determine the displacement field on the side surface of the
WL-DCB specimen. Figure 13 shows a typical moire pattern representing the lateral
displacements on the side surface of the chevron-notched specimen. The measured
horizontal displacement at the loading pin, together with the measured pin-load, were
input to a three dimensional finite element model of the WL-DCB specimen. An assumed
crack front, which is estimated from the moire fringe pattern, is used in the first
iteration and this crack front was adjusted in subsequent numerical analyses until a
reasonable match between the computed and the side-surface COD's, from the moire
fringes, were obtained.

Figure 14 shows the a versus w relation used in this study. Figure 15 shows the COD
measurements and the computed COD's, one without the FPZ and identified as (LEFM) in
this figure and one with the FPZ which is identified as (FPZ) on the exposed side surface
of the fracture specimen. The notable difference between the computed COD's with, and
without, the FPZ and the discrepancy with the measured surface displacement, is noted.
These results validate the FPZ constitutive relation shown.

CONCLUSIONS

The FPZ constitutive relations for concrete and SiCw/A1203 ceramic composite are
similar in form. The crack closure stress for SiCw/A1203 ceramic composite was two
orders higher than that of concrete while the COD's were comparable in magnitude.
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Figure 13. Moire Fringe Pattern of Chevron Notched DCB Specimen.
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MICROCRACKING AND DAMAGE IN CONCRETE

D.FRANCOIS. CNRS. URA 850
ECOLE CENTRALE DE PARIS. F92295 CHATENAY-MALABRY CEDEX

ABSRE~

Microcracks opening and propagation by successive steps
provide concrete with a non linear behaviour and increase the
fracture toughness with respect to the hardened cement paste.
Several criteria were proposed for the propagation of microcracks
Damage mechanics is an efficient tool to meodelize the behaviour of
concrete. The damage is related to the strain. Various expressions
were proposed for this relation. This evolution is related to the
opening and to the propagation of microcracks through their
influence of the compliances of the material. Extension of these
models can be given in the case of fatigue, where the viscous
behaviour of concrete must be taken in consideration. A new model
is proposed. Lastly numerical models provide a better understanding
of the behaviour of concrete and of the effect of structural
parameters.
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1 . Microcracking in concrete

The cracking of concrete was studied and described by many
authors for instance, (Slate and Hover, 1984). Let's simply recall that
before any loading this material contains many defects and
microcracks. In the cement paste porosities are present. Their sizes
are distributed over a wide range and when they are observed at
different scales, the appearence remains the same. The cement paste
is a fractal object whose dimension is equal to 2.90 to 2.97. (Regourd,
1986). The density is lower near the aggregate interface, in the
"auriole de transition", and moreover this feature is accentuated
under the aggregates.

Microcracks exists at the interface between the aggregate and
the mortar, mostly underneath the aggregate. They are due to
bleeding and to internal stresses coming from the mortar shrinkage.

There are also longer cracks at the surface which are produced
by the shrinkage from drying.

When the concrete is loaded, at some critical stress the cracks at
the aggregate interface, propagate through the mortar until they
meet an aggregate boundary where they are stopped. It is not until
further loading that they can propagate again and produce the final
fracture. It is this two steps propagation which somewhat lessen the
brittleness of concrete, if compared with the mortar. As the cracks
are stopped before final fracture, their opening increases the
deformation, producing a non linear stress strain curve and offering
a way to reduce the stress concentrations at the macroscale.
Furthermore this diffuse cracking absorbs energy and this increases
the toughness of the material. At a smaller scale the same can be
said of the mortar compared to the cement paste.

This behaviour of concrete leads quite naturally to a description
in terms of damage mechanics.

If a connection is sought between the macroscopic behaviour
and the physical processes of crack propagation at the microscale, a
crack propagation criterion is needed.
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2 - Crack propagation criteria

Cracks in concrete are loaded in mixed mode I and II. For a
crack which propagates in its own plane, with no deviation, several
propagation criteria can be written.

The Griffith criterion, which states that the strain energy release
rate Gjs equal to a critical value Gic yields :

G = GIc or KI2 + KII2 =
KI and KII being the stress intensity factors in mode I and II

respectively, it is the criterion which is the most satisfactory from a
thermodynamics point of view.

The normal stress criterion, which is based on the idea that the
propagation will start when the normal stress on the propagation
plane reaches a critical value yields simply

KI = KIC
because the mode II loading does not produce any normal stress on
the plane of the crack.

The maximun principal stress criterion yields
KI + KII = KIC

The criterion of the strain energy density proposed by Sih
(1973) yields :

2
2 K2 2

I - 2v

where n in the Poisson ratio. It is equivalent to a maximum strain
criterion in that case.

The question becomes more confused when the crack is allowed
to branch. The Griffith criterion is now very difficult to use because
there is no simple relation between the strain energy release rate
and the branching angle.

The normal stress criterion is the most likely. It gives now the
following equations (Di Tommaso, 1984)

KI sin 0o + K11( cos 0- 1)= 0
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Cos , [KCos 2 KIisinO0  -KIc

2 2 2
where 00 is the crack branching angle.

When the normal stress on the crack is compressive, it can still
propagate if the shear stress is high enough with respect to the
friction force on the crack faces. The condition can be written.

1K111 - flK1I = KuIc
f being the friction coefficient.

Another complication comes from the cracks lying at the
interface between two dissimilar materials. A solution to this
problem exists (Di Tommaso, 1984) Depending on the ratio of the
shear moduli and on the stress applied on the interface the crack
propagates in the interface or branches into either the aggregate or
the mortar. The tendency is for the cracks to propagate into the less
rigid material, Thus in normal concrete they will not cross the
aggregates, whereas this can happen in light weight concrete or in
high strength concrete.

3 - Damage mechanics models.

The microcracks decrease the effective area of the material
which carries the load. A damage parameter can be introduced,
defined as the ratio between the effective area and the total area. It
is an increasing function of the number of cracks and of their sizes.
As there are cracks allready present in the concrete before any
loading, there is an initial damage present. It then increases when
loads are applied.

Another definition is to relate the damage parameter to the
decrease of the elastic moduli, owing to the opening and to the
propagation of microcracks.

In any case, the development of the cracks is not isotropic and it
is obvious that the damage must be rigourously defined as a tensor.

It seens better to relate the evolution of the damage to the
strain rather then to the stress. The crack propagation, whatever the
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criterion used, is produced by a local stress, included in the Kl and
K11 stress intensity factors. However on a macro scale, microcracks
can propagate even when KI and KII are equal to zero. It is the case
in a compression test where cracks open parallel to the load axis.

This of course is due to local stress fluctuations at the microscale
and this would never happen in a perfectly homogeneous material.
Back to the macroscale this damage can be related to the Poisson
expansion of the concrete under compression.

But there are some thermodynamics arguments to support this
idea. If the thermodynamics potential is y, the damage evolution
force Y, i.e. the damage associated variable, is given by

y =iE(e, D)

For an elastic material such as concrete
1~ 1 M' "g IM (1 -D): '

2 2 2
where M represents the matrix of the elastic moduli. The damage D
is defined as an evolution of this matrix. In such a case

-1
y=2 1 O' "

is purely related to the deformation and so it must be the same for
the evolution of damage which is a function of Y.

Another way to look at it is to consider the strain energy release
rate G which is the microcracks driving force. It can be expressed
either as a function of the load or of the deformation. In the first
case G is damage dependent, whereas, this parameter does not
appear in the expression of G as a function of the deformation.

In a way this reflects the interaction between microcracks, an
effect which is seldom taken in consideration.

The different behaviour of microcracks according to the sign of
the normal stress shows that it is not possible to use a single law of
evolution for the damage.

In the most general case there could be 21 components of the
damage tensor as there are 21 elastic moduli. Simplifications are
introduced the most stringent being to simply use a scalar.
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Considering that the concrete is an orthotropic material, reduces
the number of components to nine (Collombet, 1985; Pijaudier Cabot,
1985), To identify and to use such a model remains costly.

More simply Karihaloo and Fu (1990) proposed to use two
parameters D11 and D22 to describe the damage in two dimensions,
in the principal strains directions. Using the equivalence of
complementary energy of the damaged and the equivalent elastic
material these authors give the effective compliance tensor S* as

= 1S * I Il l Il =  
1 T

g1 - D1 1)

S* 12 1 2 = S2121 = D V
-l D, )(I - DA2

= 1S' 2222 =~ D
- 2

They further give the evolution law as
C

D2 2 =[A + B((Y2 2/ (Y I )](F2 2 - F-2 )

where A = 150 ± 10, B = 40 ± 5, and C = 0.8 ± 0.02 p 11th and 8 22 th

are thresholds, which depend on the concrete and below which there
is no damage. According to experiments of Kaplan (1963) who
measured the strain at first cracking (in micro strain)

th 2 3 4 5
e 1 1=79.5(±6)+43.4V-406.1V +707.2V - 1150V +763V

where V is the volume fraction of coarse mix. This model of damage
cannot describe caszs where one of the stress comporment is
compressive.

Mazars (1984) took this problem in consideration but taking the
damage as isotropic i.e. as a scalar. In a first version (Mazars, 1986
a) an equivalent deformation threshold is introduced, this equivalent

2
deformation being defined as <ei> where are the principal
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-positive strains. The evolution of damage differs in tension and in
compression. Another version (Mazars, 1986) introduces an
unilateral damage by partitioning the stress tensor in two parts, o
built with the positive eigen values and F- with the negative ones.

Keeping only two damage scalars Dt and Dc the behaviour of the
damaged concrete is described as :

1-Io 1 + -V tra)+ I; I 1 11+v" - vjtro) "I¢=Eo (Il-Dt) (lv)+ lr) )Eo (1-De)

The corresponding damage extension forces ar

Yt = - "[(l+Vj3Y,' (I+2(tcY*j~ (1+2v,)(tra+)j
6E0 (1-Dt)"

and the same expression for Yc replacing U by 0.
The evolutions of the damage parameters are given on loading

by :

b - (1 - at) at bt

and a simular expression for DC.

where cY and are thresholds, at, bt, ac, bc  material
parameters.

The damage parameters remain constant when unloading. In
such a model the material keeps the memory of the previous
damage in cyclic loading.

4 - Relation between the damage and the inicrocracks.

The relation between the damage parameters and the
microciacks comes from the influence of their propagation and of
their opening on the compliances of the material.

For a penny shaped crack of radius a under a normal stress o,
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the crack discontinuity b is given by
( 22)1/ 2  8(1 V2)

b=(a2.r !).8( 2).

rE

whose average is 2
- 16(1-v2).

3xE
This shows that the presence of such a crack introduces an extra

2-
strain na b / V, V being the volume of the material. The compliance
is increased proportionally to the cube of the crack size. If it
propagates a strong non linear effect appears.

Karihaloo and Fu (1969) remind that the effective moduli of a
material containing voids can be computed as :

fijkI = Cijmn I mnkl - fp (I mnkl - Smnkl)
where f is the volume frection of voids, and Sijkl Elshelby's tensor,
which depends on their shape. This expression can give the
evolution of damage as a function of strain when there is no
propagation of the defects nor nucleation of new voids. In the case of
an orthotropic material under plane stress condition they find a
damage evolution which displays a similar behaviour as the one
given before.

t h )

Dii=[A +Bai 1+C (' 2 2 / 03 3)] (1 / C)

E v being the volumetric strain.
In the case of an evolution of the population of voids, the

effective moduli can be computed, as a function of f and of Sijkl.
In a similar fashion Krajcinovic and Fanella (1986) built a model

in which initial cracks occupy a fraction of the aggregate mortar
interfaces. Their sizes and orientations are randomly distributed.
When the load is increased a few cracks will suddenly grow to a size
equal to that of the aggregate. Then more and more cracks jump in
this way until one crack will propagate in the mortar, this being
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considered as the final failure. It is possible to calculate the damaged
compliances which are a function of the size distribution of the
aggregates and of the applied load. Similar calculations were
proposed by Nobile (1986).
5 - Extension to the fatigue of concrete.

The previous models are based on the opening and on the
propagation of microcracks in concrete on loading. In those models,
unloading is purely elastic. When loading again the microcracks
would recover exactly the same configuration as before and the
cycles could then be repeated over and over without any evolution.
The only way to explain the fatigue of concrete is to take in
consideration its viscous behaviour. Under constant load this
material creeps. This could be due to water migration in the mortar
and to slow growth of the microcracks. At each cycle of loading some
irreversible deformation accumulates.

Tait and Garrett (1986) showed for example that the fatigue
crack propagation in mortar could be correlated to the static crack
growth rate under constant stress, checking a relation established by
Evans and Fuller (1974).

Hu (1990) used this idea to study the evolution of fatigue
damage in concrete. He writes the evolution of the sizes of a
microcrack population obeying a Weibull statistics. Each crack grows
according to the law :

da /dt = AK1n
In this way the evolution of the fracture probability can be

evaluated as a function of time. This can be done either with a
constant stress or with a cyclic stress.

H( , this nmodei is based on the concept of the weakest link
and it d apply to a single phase material, such as hardened
cement i .e containing a population of cracks. For concrete the
detailed description of the microcrack behaviour could be the
following : slow growth of the cracks at the interfaces of the mortar
and the aggregates until they reach a critical size at which time they
jump accross the whole interface and stop. This critical size is a
function of the local stress. This first phase produces a decreasing
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demage rate because as time goes on more and more cracks have
reached the critical size. The next step will be the branching of the
microcracks into the mortar and their slow growth into an
orientation which favours mode I. When they reach a critical size,
they propagate quickly until they meet another aggregate where
they stop and grow slowly. This phase will correspond to an
increasing damage rate as the KI factor on each crack keeps
increasing because K1 can be written :

Each crack grows according to the law
I I n-2 n n----- AY t
n-2 n-2 2
a2 a 2

The time for an individual jump of a crack to the next aggregate
is thus proportionnal to f-n. This would give a viscous behaviour for
concrete characterized by :

n

We can now build a fatigue model for concrete having such a
viscous behaviour. We consider that the material is decomposed in N

elements each having a fracture strain CR which is distributed

according to a Weibull law. For a strain C the proportion of broken
elements is :

NR/ N=I - exp[-(k/ o)m]

We can take the damage parameter as this ratio NR/N. We can
now write the stress strain law as

C=Ic/ aY( - ( a0o) exp( / o)mn
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During one fatigue cycleJ ~+ Ac/A&N [t )Tf/2

feex p- _ojmn de = ft (a/ C)n d t

This quantity is constant and equal to (Ae/AN) 0 at the beginning
of the test. After N cycles we will have a strain accumulation such
that

J e exp [-(i X)m de = N (AE AN)o
0

,E/E 0  [ ii N
Or else: exp [- xjn dx =-(AC / AN)0

This function is such that for a very large number of cycles the
strain per cycle remains almost constant. A very fast acceleration

occurs for C = Eo, when :

fo Ie xp (- x )d x = I = NR,(Ae/AN)de 0

This model yields a life time which varies as eo/(Ae /AN) o . In a

tensile test a strain e equal to eo corresponds to a damage equal to

0.93, so that eo can be considered as the fracture strain.
Experimentaly it was found that the strain increased at each

cycle, in a manner which is well represented by the model (Alliche,
1990).

A simplified version consists in using a damage parameter the
increase of which for one cycle is proportionnal to the increase in
strain.
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6 - Numerical models.

The complex structure of concrete led many authors to use
numerical simulation to study the evolution of damage in concrete.
The best known example is due to Zaitsev and Wittmann (1983).
Other computation were published (Hu, Cotterell and Mai, 1986;
Zaitsev, Kondrashenko and Arshabov, 1986; Roelfstra and Sadouki,
1986). They start from a certain distribution of initial cracks at the
interfaces of the mortar and the aggregates and by introducing crack
propagation criteria they follow the growth of the damage in a 2D
structure. Roelfstra and Sadouki (1986) put special elements at the
interfaces to simulate crack initiation.

A somewhat different numerical analysis consists in introducing
random fracture resistances in the finite element mesh (Rossi and
Richer, 1987).

A somewhat different approach was used by Schorn (1986) who
modelized the concrete by a series of struts with random fracture
resistances. This kind of model is also developped by De Arcangelis
et al. so as to study the size effect. They found a master load-
displacement curve if both the load and the displacement are
divided by the size L of the elements to the power 3/4.(in a 2D strut
system).

Besides this possibility to test the size effect, the better
understanding which the visualization of damage can bring,
numerical concretes constitute good models to test the influence of
various parameters.

In this way for instance Zaitsev, Kondrashenko and Arshabov
(1986) found that a large heterogeneity of the structure lowers the
strength of light-weight concrete, that it decreases drastically when
the resistance of the interfaces drops below the resistance of the
mortar, and, most of all they showed the detrimental effect of the
porosity of the light-weight aggregates.'
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7 - Conclusion.

A great deal of progress has been achieved in the understanding
and in the modelization of such a complex, multiscale system as
concrete. Damage mechanics, its relation with the influence of voids
and microcracks on the compliances of the material, numerical
modelling can help to predict its behaviour and the influence of
various structural parameters. It seems that the models that are
needed must incorporate a damage tensor the evolution of which is a
function of strain, the viscous behaviour of concrete (or the slow
crack growth) a statistical distribution of strength or of microcracks.

Experiments are still needed to better understand the fracture
criteria of an individual microcrack in mixed mode, depending on its
exact location, on the nature of the aggregate. A more exact
knowlege of slow microcrack growth needs also to be obtained. This
would allow more precise modelizations.
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1. Introduction

The quasi-brittle behaviour of crustal rocks has many
aspects in common with the processes of crack growth, fracture
and failure in other quasi-brittle materials such as concrete and
polycrystalline ceramics. Most of these similarities arise due
to the intrinsic heterogeneous, polycrystalline and commonly
polyphase microstructure of these materials. However, there are
also a number of fundamental differences that affect rock
fracture, and which arise primarily due to their burial in the
environment of the Earth's crust. Important among these are: (1)
that under all but exceptional circumstances, rocks are subjected
to compressive triaxial strasses in the crust; (2) that in the
overwheling aajority of situations in the crustal environment,
pre-existing microcracks, pores and void spaces contain fluids
(especially water) which are also commonly under pressure; and
(3) the average rate of natural deformation is very slow.

Since crack growth is necessarily a dilatant process
(involving volume increase) it is pressure dependent, and
therefore the application of compressive stresses acts to
stabilize crack growth and hence to strengthen or toughen the
material. Conversely, the presence of pressurized pore fluids
acts to weaken rocks, both by reducing the confining effect of
any applied compressive normal stress via the principle of
"effective" stress (see Jaeger & Cook 1976), and also through
weakening fluid-rock chemical reactions that allow subcritical
crack growth processes such as "stress corrosion" to proceed.
Subcritical crack growth becomes a fundamentally important
deformation process in rocks because the inferred rate of natural
tectonic deformation in the crust (strain rates of the order of
10"'/s) is much lower than typical engineering rates of strain.
This leads to a time-, environment- and deformation rate-
dependence of the mechanical properties of rocks. For example,
the compressive fracture stress of unconfined rock can decrease
by a factor oF two or three as the strain rate is reduced from
those ordinarily used in laboratory tests (10"- 10"/s) to that
commonly associated with natural tectonic deformation. Most
rocks containing pore fluids also exhibit brittle creep behaviour
(time-dependent cracking at constant stress, or "static
fatigue"), especially if the applied stress is a significant
fraction of the short-term fracture stress (Kranz & Scholz 1977,
Kranz 1979, Costin 1987).

Furthermore, the underlying rationale behind the methodology
for determining basic fracture mechanics parameters is different
for rocks than for some other quasi-brittle materials (e.g.
concrete), and this is reflected in the different codes of
practice recently developed by ISRM and RILEM (ISRM 1988, RILEM
1985, Hillerborg 1989). In general, the size of rock masses
being considered in deep engineering problems and in crustal
geophysics can be considered to essentially infinite, and under
these circumstances an LEFM analysis is appropriate. On the
other hand, the realistic size of laboratory rock sampkes is
normally many orders of magnitude smaller. Hencie the ISRM
approach has been to attempt to obtain valid fracture toughness
values b y testing sub-size samples and then making a correction
for non-LEFM bahaviour. There is, therefore, the addi/tional
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problem of the scaling effect to be considered when modelling and
analysing rock fracture problems using laboratory derived data.

By contrast, the RILEM approach has been to abandon LEFM
altogether and to determine the fracture energy from tension-
softening measurements. This stems, at least in part, from the
relatively small scale defference between test samples and real
enginering structures.

In summary then, the major part of this paper is concerned
with an integrated discussion of those aspects of the fracture
and failure of rocks that are different from other quasi-brittle
materials, i.e. compressive stress fields, the presence of pore
fluids, time-dependent propereties, and scaling relations.
However, it is well recognised (e.g. Kranz 1983, Meredith 1990)
that even under compressive loading rock deformation proceeds by
the growth, interaction and linkage of many tensile microcracks.
It is apposite therefore to consider briefly the fracture of
rocks under simple tensile loading before proceeding to the more
complex case of compressive loading.

2. Fracture under Tensile Loading

There have been a number of comprehensive reviews published
in recent years detailing different aspects of the propagation
of tensile cracks in rocks (e.g. Atkinson 1982, 1984, Swanson
1984, Atkinson & Meredith 1987a, 1987b, Meredith 1989) so that
only a brief summary is provided here to avoid needless
repetition.

2.1 CRITICAL FRACTURE

Meredith (1989) has shown that mode I fracture toughness
measurements for rocks exhibit similar treands as for many other
quasi-brittle materials. The fracture toughness of
polycrystalline rocks is generally found to be much higher than
that of any of the rock's constituent minerals (Atkinson &
Meredith 1987b, Meredith 1990), and Figure 1 also illustrates
that, for rocks of similar mineralogical composition, the
fracture toughness tends to increase with increasing grain size.
For rocks with a large variation in grain size, it is the maximum
grain size that is the controlling influence. Large grains or
phenocrysts appear to act as crkck "stoppers" in a similar manner
to the large inclusions that are used to artificially toughen
some polycrystalline ceramics.

In addition, Figure 2 shows for Merrivale granite the type
of rising R-curve behaviour that is typical of many rocks (e.g.
Schmidt & Lutz 1979, Ingraffea 1987, Swanson 1987, Meredith 1989)
and polycrystalline ceramics ( e.g. Hubner & Jillek 1977, Cook
et al. 1985). The existence of R-curve behaviour is linked
directly with the development of an inelastic fracture process
zone that comnprises microcracking ahead of, and craSk interface
tractions (frictional interlocking due to the rbugh three-
dimensional nature of crack surfaces, and igamentary bridging
between opposing crack walls) behind a macrocrack tip (Labuz et
al. 1985, Ingraffea 1987, Swanson 1987, Feiman & Swanson 1990).
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Crack extension resistance increases as crack length increases
until the process zone is fully developed and there is at least
a portion of the crack that is traction-free. Only at or beyond
this critical crack length is a steady state reached, and only
then can a fracture toughness value that is truly representative
of the bulk material be determined.

2.2 SUBCRITICAL CRACK GROWTH

In systems where rocks are subjected to long-term loading,
the classical LEFM approach does not provide an adequate
description of crack growth. This is especially so at elevated
temperatures and in the presence of reactive environmental
species. A considerable body of evidence supports the idea that
cracks can propagate in a stable, quasi-static manner at stress
intensities that are substantially below the fracture toughness,
albeit at velocities that are orders of magnitude lower than the
terminal velocity associated with critical fracture. This
phenomenon of subcritical crack growth has been observed
experimentally in many quasi-brittle materials, including glass
(Wiederhorn 1978), ceramics (Wiederhorn 1974), and mine)poals and
rocks (Atkinson 1934, Atkinson & Meredith 1987a, 1987b).

The overwhelming body of experimental and observational
evidence suggests that extension of pre-existing cracks and flaws
by the mechanism of "stress corrosion" is likely to dominate
subcritical crack growth in rocks at low homologous temperatures.
Stress corrosion proceeds by the preferential weakening of
strained bonds at crack tips through reactions with chemical
species in the environment. Although a whole range of
surfactants can contribute to stress corrosion (e.g. Dunning et
al. 1984), the most active reagent for the process appears to be
water.

The subcritical crack growth behaviour of many materials
approximates to the classical trimodal pattern exhibited by glass
in aqueous environments. This pattern of behaviour is
illustrated schematically in Figure 3, where the logarithm of
stress intensity (K) is plotted against the logarithm of crack
velocity. In region 1, the crack extenvion velocity is
controlled by the rate of stress corrosion reactions at crack
tips. In region 2, crack growth is controlled by the rate of
transport of reactive species to crack tips (Lawn & Wilshaw
1975). In ragion 3 the curve becomes asymptotic to the critical
value (denoted by 'c'); crack growth is primarily due to
thermally activated bond rupture and is relatively insensitive
to the chemical environment (Freiman 1984). A lower limiting
threshold is thought to exist, below which no crack growth will
occur (denoted by '0'). The existence of such a subcritical
crack growth limit has been demonstrated for various glass/water
systems (e.g. Wiederhorn & Johnson 1973, Simmons & Freiman 1980),
but has not yet been confirmed for polycrystalline ceramics or
rocks. Note that because stress corrosion is a chemically-
enhanced and thermally activated process, the subcritical crack
growth kurve should be shifted to a higher velocity for the same
valua of K if either the partial pressure of the active
environmental reagent or the temperature is increased.
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Figure 4 illustrates experimentally derived subcritical
crack growth data for Westerly granite under a range of
environmental conditions. All of the data of Figure 4 relate to
region 1 type behaviour and may be described by a power law
(Charles 1958) of the form:

V = VC(K/K,)' (1)

where n is known as the stress corrosion index (for the data of
Figure 4, values of n lie in the range 33 - 40).

Atkinson & Meredith (1987b) provide a compilation of
subcritical crack growth data for a wide range of rocks and
minerals, and for polycrystalline rocks values of n in equation
(1) generally lie in the range 20 - 60. Comparison of
subcritical crack growth behaviour for different rock types is
problematical, but an attempt is made to do this in Figure 5
(after Atkinson 1984) by normalizing stress intensity factors by
the fracture toughness of each rock type. Figure 5 therefore
illustrates in a broad way the relative susceptibility of
different rock types (and quartz) to subcritical crack growth,
bearing in mind that it is only constructed from existing
experimental data. The overall trend is that the more complex
the microstructure, the lower is a material's susceptibility to
sub itical crack growth. Similar conclusions have been reported
by *anson (1984). These observations imply that the more
heterogeneous rocks behave in a more brittle manner, at least
during slow deformation. This is not what one might intuitively
expect, and appears to contradict the conclusions of Cox & Scholz
(1988) and Cox & Peterson (1990) that heterogeneous rocks with
large initial flaw distributions tend to behave in a less brittle
manner than more homogeneous rocks.

3. Fracture under Compressive Stresses

Fracture of quasi-brittle materials subjected to compressive
stresses is generally much more complex than for the tensile
case, since compressive failu/re generally involves the
nucleation, propagation and interaction of a distributed array
of microcracks. Direct observation of such stress-induced
microcracks in rocks (e.g. Peng & Johnson 1972, Tapponier & Brace
1976, Kranz 1979, 1980, 1983, Wong & Biegel 1985) suggests
strongly that they nucleate from pre-existing flaws (pores,
inclusions, microcracks, etc.), and propagate in a direction
parallel to the maximum pr4ncipal compressive stress.

The stabilizing influence of the minimum principal
compressive stress (confining stress) is illustrated in Figure
6. Where there is no confining stress (uniaxial compression)
failure may be unstable, and is dominated by the propagation of
a small number of axial cracks. By contrast, the application of
even a modest compressive confining stress causes individual
cracks to extend stably. A microcrack will extend to relieve the
local stress concentration caused by an increase in the
compressive stress difference, and will then arrest. In terms
of fracture mechanics, neglecting for the moment any subcritical
crack growth, microcracks extend once the critical tensile stress
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intensity (Kit) is exceeded locally. However, since K is a
decreasing function of crack length under these conditions (7ada
et al. 1973, Costin 1987), individual cracks only extend until
equilibrium is reached at K - K . As the compressive stress
difference is increased, an increasing population of microcracks
extend until their density and average size is such that they
interact to produce macroscopic failure.

At moderate confining stresses, the failure mode is
controlled by the interaction of numerous microcracks in a
relatively narrow fracture zone to form a macroscopic shear
failure (i.e. a fault); and at much higher confining stresses by
distributed, near-homogeneous microcracking to cause pseudo-
ductile deformatioL by cataclastic flow. Hence the compressive
strength of rocks is very pressure dependent.

Furthermore, Main, Peacock & Meredith (1990) have noted that
both seismic data from crustal earthquakes and acoustic emission
data from laboratory-scale rock fracture experiments (reported
in a later section) are consistefnt with a ferdbark model of
compressive failure., Where a population of microcracks exists,
the overall situation appears to be initially one of negative
feedback. Once a crack has grown. to relieve the stress locally
in a high stress zone, it becomes a relatively low stress zone.
It is then more likely that further stress relief will be
accommodated by growth of a. different crack than by further
extension of the same crack. Eventually, under conditions of
increasing 2trems, a proportion of the original population of
cracks will have grown stably until their lengths are comparable
to their spacing, whereupon the locally perturbed stress fields
due to the presence of the cracks interact in a cooperative
manner. The situation can then flip from one of negative
feedback to one of positive feedback, leading to instability and
failure. In terms of stress/strain relations this corresponds
to a change from strain hardening to strain softening behaviour
during dilatancy.

So far we have neglected any influence of time-dependent
processes such as stress corrosion, but like tensile fracture,
failure under compressive loading has long been recognised as a
process that is dependent upon both environment and deformation
rate. Therefore if we wish to use our understanding of the
behaviour of individual tensile cracks to address the problem of
fracture in compression it is necessary to consider the combined
effects of arrays of multiple cracks in order to account for bulk
material behaviour. In an attempt to address this problem,
modified Griffith theories were developed to predict the shapes
of failure envelopes in normal stress - shear stress space (Mohr
diagrams) from consideration of the action of microcracks
(modelled as elliptical flaws) at different orientations (e.g.
McLintock & Walsh 1962, Murrell & Digby 1970). The essential
features of this approach are illustrated in Figure 7 (after
Murrell 1990). In particular, the figure shows conditions for
compaction (due to crack closure), dilatancy (following crack
initiation), macroscopic shear fracture, and the transitions from
fracture to cataclastic flow or plastic flow (at elevated
temperatures). Each of these features is associated with a
particular state of crack damage.
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However, a full treatment of brittle failure requires
consideration of all phases of crack development including crack
nucleation, crack extension and crack interaction. In recent
years a number of authors have contributed to the development of
a new body of theory known as "damage mechanics" that takes
accourt of a)! of these phases of cracking in an attempt to
explain the various aspects of non-linear, time-dependent
mechunical behaviour by utilising' the concept of a single
varable or set of variables to describe the changing
microstructural state of a material as it is deformed (e.g.
Cortin 1993, 1985, Horii & Nemat-Nasser 1986, Ashby & Hallam
1986, Sarnis & Ashby 1986, Kemeny & Cook 1987). A brief review
and comparison of the predictions of thes various damage models
has been provided by Gueguen et al. (1990); and so is not
repeated here. Costin (1987) has pointed out that there are
three basic elements required for any damage theory: (1) a
definition of the state of damage; (2) an equation to describe
damage evolution; and (3) a constitutive law that predicts the
relation of damage to stress and strain.

It is trivial to note that any predictions derived from the
models will depend crucially upon the assumed initial flaw
distribution. In his comprehensive review of microcracks in
rocks, Kranz (1983) points out that while a great deal of theory
exists on the role of microcrack populations in rock fracture
processes,there is a paucity of supporting observational data.
Common assumptions include collinearity or randomness in
orientation and location of the initial microcrack population,
and initial length-frequency distributions that can be uniform,
Gaussian, exponential or power law in form. However, the
aisumption of randomness in the cracking process and stochastic
independence between cracks becomes increasingly untenable as
stress levels increase and cracks interact and coalesce as
failure is approached. Furthermore, since cracks are quasi-
planar features, the growth of microcracks that are aligned with
respect to principal stress directions will result in even an
initially isotropic material being rapidly transformed into a
mechanically anisotropic material.

4. Indirect Monitoring o Damage Development by Integratel Rock
Physical Property Measurements

Where the experimental work described in this section
differs from, but aims to build upon, earlier theoretical damage
mechanics studies is by incorporating the diagnostic results of
contemporaneous measurements of rock physical property changes
during deformation experiments into the modelling process, in
order to provide a physically more realistic description of crack
damage development. The underlying rationale of this approach
is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. In essence: (1)
changes in the velocity of elastic waves pulsed through an
experimental sample occur in response to changes in the
cumulative density of cracks and pores, and hence indirectly
describes the changing state of damage; (2) acoustic emission
statistics relate to the contemporary rate of crack extensions,
and hence can provide information about the rate of damage
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evolution; and (3) measurement of changes in transport properties
such as fluid permeability or electrolytic conductivity provides
information about the interaction and linkage of dilatant
microcracks leading to macroscopic fracture and 'failure.
Currently, we are making simultaneaous measurements of elastic
wave velocity changes and variations in acoustic emission
parameters during our triaxial rock deformation experiments. The
contemporaneous measurement of changes in connected pore volume
and fluid permeability is in an active state of development.

4.1 ELASTIC WAVE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Results of measurements of both P- and S-wave velocities
made during triaxial deformation of dry sandstone in our
laboratory have reviously been reported in Sammonds et al.
(1989) for all -f the failure modes illustrated in Figure 6.
More recent results for the cases of failure by localized shear
faulting and by distributed cataclastic flow are shown in Figure
9. For both cases, the velocity of both P and S waves increases
during the initial quasi-linear phase of loading, with maximum
velocity occurring at about half the peak stress difference. This
is interpreted as being due to the closure of cracks in response
to the increasing applied stress. The most favourable oriented
(i.e. those oriented normal or sub-normal to the axial stress)
and most open cracks close first, and crack closure then becomes
progressively more difficult. Above about half the peak stress,
new dilatant cracks begin to propagate, and hence both wave
velocities start to decrease. However, note that during the
initial phase of deformation, the relative increase in Vis
substantially higher than the increase in V,, but that V,
decreases more rapidly than V, in response to dilatant crack
growth. Since axial P waves are more sensitive to cracks normal
to the axial stress, and s waves more sensitive to cracks
parallel to the axial stress, this observation supports the
concept that dilatancy occurs by the growth of tensile cracks
oriented parallel to the maximum compressive stress. It also
shows that simultaneous measurement of changes in both velocities
provides a guide to the progressive development of crack
anisotropy as deformation proceeds.

A number of theories have been propolsed to relate changes
in elastic wave velocities to changes in effective elastic
moduli, and thereby to changes in microcrack concentration or
density. One of the first of these was by Walsh (1965) who
calculated the excess strain energy due to the presence of an
isolated penny-shaped crack in an infinite medium under stress.
However, Walsh's formulation did nottake account of stress field
interactions between adjacent cracks, and is therefore only
applicable to low densities of relatively short cracks.
O'Connell & Budiansky (1974) on the other hand specifically
inclvded crack interactions in their model which assumes that a
crack is imbedded in an homogeneous medium whose effective
elastic moduli are those of the crzcked material. Not
surprisingly, the latter theory predicts a much more rapid
decrease in moduli with increase in crack density and average
crack length than does the formulation that ignores interactions.

O'Connell & BAdiansky's model predicts that not only both
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Vp and V,, but also the ratio V,/V, would decrease with increasing
crack density. However, the experimental results of Figure 9,
and those reported by Gupta (1973) and Sammonds et al. (1989) do
not support this latter prediction. For example, Sammonds et al.
note that for their experimental results, the V,/V, ratio
initially increases with increase in stress difference. This
initial increase is follr,wed by a period where the ratio is
essentially constant, betore again increasing close to peak
stress and beyond. Gupta (1973) reports a similar result.

Furthermore, in Figure 10 we show the results of
calculations of the change in crack density from the initial
unstressed state determined according to O'Connell & Budiansky's
model. The crack density parameter (d) is given by

d = N(al) (2)

where N is the number of cracks per unit volume of the solid and
(a> is the mean major axis of the ellipsiodal cracks. d is
further defined as a function of the Poisson ratio (v) according
to

d 4 [45(v, - v)(2 - v)]/[16(1 - vs)(1Ov, - 3v, - v)] (3)

where v is the Poisson ratio for the initial state, and v is the
effective Poisson ratio of the cr.cked solid. From elasticity
theory,

v a [(V/V)l - 2]/[2(V/V)' - 11 (4)
I I i i(4

and hence variations in d may be determined from variations in
VI and V,. Figure 10 shows the variations in the crack density
parameter (d) calculated from the data of Figure 9. Rather than
an increase in crack density, the model erroneously predicts a
decrease in crack density as deformation and dilatancy proceeds.
This result stems directly from the observation that the ratio
V /V, does not decrease during deformation as predicted by the
model.

The explanation for these discrepancies between model
predictions and experimental observations is that the model does
not take account of the development of any crack anisotropy. As
rocks deform, their compliance parallel to the axis of
compression decreases due to crack closure, and that normal to
the axis of compression increases due to the growth of dilatant
tensile axial cracks.

More recently, Hudson (1981) and Crampin (1984) have taken
crack anisotropy into account by calculating theoretically the
variations in P and S wave velocities through solids containing
aligned cracks. However, their formulations are only valid for
crack concentrations that are low enough for no interaction to
occur, and where the wavelengths of the pulsed waves are large
compared with the length of the cracks.

To date, therefore, no systematic theoretical treatment
exists that can take full account of both crack interactions and
the development of anisotropy.
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4.2 ACOUSTIC EMISSION MEASUREMENTS AND GEOMETRICAL
SCALING RELATIONS

It is well documented that, for subcritical crack growth of
tensile cracks, the rate of acoustic emission (AE) activity is
directly related to the rate of crack propagation (e.g. Atkison
& Rawlings 1981, Meredith & Atkinson 1983, Meredith 1990), and
that the magnitude or amplitude of an individual AE event is
related to tha source dimension and the increment of crack
extension that generated the emission. Meredith & Atkinson
(1983) have previously reported data describing the distribution
of event amplitudes as a function of stress intensity factor,
from tensile tests on a range of crystalline rock types. The
parameter that characterizes the amplitude distribution is the
"seismic b-value" (c. f. the Gutenberg-Richter frequency-magnitude
relation for earthquakes), where b is an empirical constant in
the relation

log M - a - bm (5)

where N is the number of times an event of magnitude (log scale)
or peak amplitude (in dB) m occurs, and a is a constant. The
data are shown in Figure 11. For these tensile experiments, the
b-values are seen to lie in the range 1 - 3, and are negatively
correlated and linearly related to K/K , the normalized stress
intensity. Physically, ahigh b-value caracterizes crack growth
dominated by a large number of relatively small events, whereas
a low b-value indicates a larger number of relatively large
events. Note also that the b-value is higher in a "wet" as
opposed to a "dry" environment, especially at low values of K
(low crack velocity). Changes in b may therefore be due either
to changes in stress intensity or to changes in the humidity of
the crack tip environment.

This may be related to the observation of a trend from
dominantly transgranular cracking at high crack velocity and low
humidity, to dominantly intergranular cracking at low velocity
and high humidity, since jrain boundaries provide the main
conduits for the access of water and will therefore stress
corrode preferentially. At values of K close to the fracture
toughness crack growth is iery rapid, and hence the environment
has little effect on either crack growth rate or the b-value.
For either environment, the critical b-value for dynamic failure
(at K a Kit) is unity.

The power law distribution of AE event amplitudes described
by equation (5) implies that a power law distribution of flaw
sizes of the form

N(a) = C a*$ (6)

is necessary to generate this range of e~ent sizes, where C is
a constant, a is the crack length, and D is the power law
exponent. Furthermore, if the distribution is geometrically
scale-invariant between the minimum and maximum lengths, then D
is strictly defined as one aspect of the fractal dimension of the
system (Mandelbrot 1982). Several authors (e.g. Caputo 1976, Aki
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1981) have shown that

D = 3b/c (7)

where c is a constant that depends on the relative time constants
of the event and the recording system. Main et al. (1989) have
shown that, for the data of Figure 11, c = 3, so that b = D;
whereas for the triaxial compression experiments to be reported
below, c - 3/2 and therefore b = D/2. The crack length fractal
dimension (D) inferred from the above argument is also indicated
on Figure 11.

It is well known that many geological structures and
fab)rics are often scale-invariant within well-defined
characteristic limits, otherwise it would not be necessary to
include scale bars or the ubiquitous geological hammer on
photographs of rock samples and rock outcrops. Figure 12 (after
Shaw & Gartner 1986) shows convincing evidence for the scale-
invariance of shear fault systems with one dominant throughgoing
fault, over a range of scales from fractions of a mm to hundreds
of km. Without the scale bars and annotation it would be very
difficult to distinguish laboratory shear-box experiments from
plate-rupturing faults. Figure 13 superposes the size
distribution of the four fault systems of Figure 12, with each
normalized to the length of the dominant throughgoing fault. Two
aspects emerge immediately: (1) all the fault systems have the
same relative size distribution of subsidiary faults; and (2) the
size distribution is a power law with a negative exponent D = 1,
corresponding to critical rupture.

The most appropriate mathematical description of the size
distributions of Figure 12 is the Cantor set (Mandelbrot 1982,
Turcotte 1989, Main et al. 1990) which describes a dominant
straight line drawn on a two-dimensional plane, with more and
more identical replicas in a cascade of smaller scales, and with
a power law frequency distribution of lengths. Extension to
three dimensions would require a dominant fault plane with a
cascade of smaller area fault planes (Main et al. 1990).

AE results from laboratory-scale triaxial compression
experiments on samples of Darley Dale sandstone are shown in
Figures 14 and 15. All data are plotted against time, but this
is equivalent to strain for these constant strain rate tests.
Details of the experimental arrangement and methodology are given
in Meredith et al. (1990).

Figure 14 shows data from a test on a water-saturated sample
deformed under a confining stress of 50 MPa. The stress/time
curve is markedly non-linear, with peak stress followed by a
significant decrease in in stress precursory to dynamic failure
on a well-defined fault plane, and finally, stable sliding on the
fault. Macroscopic dynamic failure occurs when the negative
slope of the stress/time curve is a maximum (i.e. when the rate
of stress drop is a maximum).

The AE rate increases rapidly with the onset of dilatancy,
which in this case occurs at little more than 50% of the peak
stress. We can usefully separate dilatancy into two phases; the
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first dominated by the growth of new microcracks in the period
up to peak stress, and the second dominated by the interaction
and coalescence of these microcracks to form a throughgoing fault
in the period of post-peak strain softening. Around peak stress,
the AE rate at first flattens out and then falls dramatically to
a short period of apparaent quiescence. This quiescence
associated with dynamic failure is thought to be caused by
saturation of the monitoring system due to a cascade of events
which become indistinguishable from each other at critical crack
coalescence. Similar apparent quiescence has been reported to
occur close to dynamic failure by a number of other workers (Gowd
1980, Kikuchi et al. 1981, Sondergeld et al. 1984), but only when
a strain softening phase preceded failure. Finally, following
instability the AS rate recovers before decaying in a manner
analogous to an earthquake aftershock sequence (i.e. according
to Omori's law).

b-value data for this experiment exhibit the following
important features: (1) during the early quasi-elastic phase of
loading, where there is a low level of AE activity, the b-value
remains evsentially constant, with a high value close to 1.5 (and
by inference D = 3). At higher levels of stress, the major trend
is of a decreasing b-value, correlated with increasing AE rate
and the growth of new microcracks, and which flattens out at
around peak stress (b = 1, D = 2). This is followed by an
inflection point leading to a much shorter time-scale b-value
anomaly leading to dynamic failure close to the expected value
of b, -- 0,5 (DC = 1). Post-failure the b-value recovers as
expected. Note that the error in measurement of b-values is
proportional to 1/NI", where N is the total number of AE events
in each time period for which a b-value is determined. So the
variability in b-values is much greater during the relatively
quiet low-stress phase of loading than during the dilatant phase
where the AE rate is much increased.

?inally, Figure 15 shows the same suite of data from a test
o;n a water-saturated sample deformed under a much higher
c' rsfining stress of 200 MPa. In this case there is no stress
dlXop, and deformation takes place quasi-statically by cataclastic
flow rather than by dynamic rupture on a localized fault. Under
these conditions, the AE rate again increases with the onset of
imo.rocracking, but remains at a consistently high level
!troughout the phase of cataclastic flow, with no indication of

w-y period of quiescence or decay. Here, the b-value is simply
;,gatively correlated with the level of stress, and falls from

.s background level of 1.5 to reach a constant value of unity
twil.h an inferred instantaneous value of D = 2) associated with
d . tribut.d microcracking during the phase of cataclastic flow.
? i alue never falls to anywhere near the critical value of 0.5,
:rnce there is no critical stress concentration.

i. Concluding Remarks

It is clear that the geometrical distribution of flaws on
3L ae s plays a crucial role in controlling the mechanical and
pnlvval bejhaviour of heterogeneous, polycrystalline, quasi-
bri'ie materials such as rocks. It is therefore vital that



theoretical models describing the evolution of crack damage
utilise physically realistic flaw distributions if predictions
of the deformation response and failure of these materials are
to be useful.

A whole plethora of evidence now supports the 2oncapt of a
power law distribution of flaw sizes in rocks, witn an exponent
that varies as deformation proceeds, but that re&hes a critical
value for catastrophic rupture. Encouragingly, tnis also implies
that, within certain limits, the process of fracturinQ is scale-
invariant, which suggests that data derived frcm laboratory-scale
samples may be able to be applied usefully to much larger scale
rupture.

For the future, more detailed damage f aO.s will be required
qpW accommodate time-depenlent crackirg 'opaceses and more
realistic descriptions of both initial f: - ieiistributions and the
developing state of damage. This is liely to bi an iterative
process requiring input from the tecnfiuef that indirectly
monitor damage development during progresiive deformation into
enhanced theoretical models.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. Mode I fracture toughness as a function of grain
size for granitic rocks, (After Meredith 1989).

FIGURE 2. Illustration of R-curve behaviour in samples of
Merrivale granite. Fracture resistance (K)' is plotted against
maximum crack length at critical failure. (kfter Meredith 1989).

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the dependehce of crack
velocity on stress intensity (K) between the subcritical crack
growth limit (0) and critical rupture (c). The influence of
temperature and partial pressure of water is also indicated. The
different behaviour in regions 1, 2 and 3 is discuused in the
text.

FIGURE 4. Stress intensity factor - crack velocity diagram
for Westerly granite at temperatures from 200 to 300'C under water
vapour pressures of 2.5 and 15 kPa. Solid lines are least
squares fits to the data points. (After Meredith & Atkinson
1985).

FIGURE 5. Synoptic diagram illustrating variation in
subcritical crack growth behaviour with rock type. In general,
polyphase rocks exhibit higher values of "n" than monominerallic
rocks, with single mineral phases having the lowest values.
Arrows indicate the range of data. (After Atkinson 1984).

FIGURE 6. Failure modes of quasi-brittle materials in
compression, and their associated stress/strain curves: (a) axial
splitting under uniaxial compression; (b) crack linkage to form
a macroscopic shear failure or fault under moderate confining
stress; and (c) near-homogeneous deformation by distributed
cracking during cataclastic flow at high confing stress. (After
Ashby & Hallam 1986).

FIGURE 7. Mohr diagram (tensile stresses taken as positive)
showing envelopes for crack propagation, fracture and sliding
friction, and for plastic anad cataclastic flow. Q is the
intermediate principal stress. Cataclasis with dilatancy
associated with new crack propagation occurs under stress
conditions lying between the fracture abd crack propagation
envelopes and in the cataclastic flow region of the diagram.
(After Murrell 1990).

FIGURE 8. Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship
between various rock physical properties and crack damage
development for brittle rock.

FIGURE 9. (a) Stress difference, (b) percentage change in
P-wave velocity, and (c) percentage change in S-wave velocity for
triaxial deformation of dry samples of Darley Dale sandstone
under confining stresses of 50 and 150 MPa.

FIGURE 10. Calculated variation in crack density from the
initial unstressed state for triaxial deformation of Darley Dale
sandstone. Crack densities were determined from the data of
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Figure 9 according to the model of O'Connell & Budiansky (1974).

FIGURE 11. Synoptic diagram of the variation in seismic b-
value and the inferred fractal dimension (D) with normalized
stress intensity (K/K ) and crack tip humidity for tensile crack
propagation in a variety of crystalline rocks. Solid lines are
least squares fits to the data points and converge approximately
at the point (K/K -1 , b - 1, Dm1).

FIGURE 12. Geometry of shear faulting over a range of length
scales (after Shaw & Gartner 1986). On the scales shown, each
zwaampla i± .do,n,,t by one major throughgoing fault.

FIGURE 13. Normalized discrete frequency-length distribution
of the faults shown in Figure 12. All four data sets are
consistent with a power law of negative slope D a 1 (solid line).

FIGURE 14. Contemporaneous measurements of (a) stress
difference, (b) AE event rate, and (c) b-value and inferred
fractal demension (D) as functions of time for a water saturated
sample of Darley Dale sandstone deformed at a nominally constant
strain rate of 1O'/s under a confining stress (P) of 50 MPa.
This sample failed by localized shear faulting after a dynamic
stress drop. Peak stress and dynamic failure are marked by
dashed vertical lines.

FIGURE 15. As for Figure 14, but for a sample of Darley Dale
sandstone deformed under a confining stress of 200 MPa. In this
case deformation occurred by distributed cataclastic flow, and
there was no dynamic failure or stress drop.
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ROCK PHYSICS - the role of cracks I pores
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(a) California faults showing evidence of activity in latest 15m.y. (Howard a others,
1978)

100km

(b) Dasht-e Boyez earthquake fault , Iran (Tchalenko, 1970)

(c) Clay deformation in a Reidel shear experiment (Tchalenko, 1970)

10mm

(d) Detail of shear box experiment (Tchalenko, 1970)

1mm
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TEST METHODS FOR DETERMINING MODE I

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF CONCRETE

B.L. KARIHALOO and P. NALLATHAMBI
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia.

SUMMARY

This lecture will review the various test methods considered by sub-committees
A and B of RILEM TC 89-FMT for the determination of mode I fracture toughness
of plain concrete. These methods have been categorized depending on the geom-
etry of the test specimen. Thus, sub-committee A considered only the notched
beam specimen, while sub-committee B considered three different compact speci-
men geometries. Moreover, as linear elastic fracture mechanics is fully applicable
only to very large structures, three separate models have been proposed in relation
to the application of LEFM to laboratory size notched beam specimens and these
will be discussed. A further method considered by an earlier RILEM committee
(TC-50 FMC) will also be included in the review not only because reference will
often be made to this method but also to complete the presentation of all existing
test methods for mode I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the earliest methods for studying the fracture behaviour of concrete was pi-
oneered by Hillerborg et al. (1976). In this method which is based on the so-called
cohesive crack model, it is assumed that fracture under monotonically increasing
mode I loading occurs when the maximum (tensile) principal stress reaches the
(uniaxial) tensile strength of the material ft. It is further assumed that fracture
is localized in the so-called process zone such that there is no energy dissipation
in the bulk of the structure. The process zone (Fig. 1) is modelled by a displace-
ment discontinuity with the proviso that the faces of the discontinuity are capable
of transmitting certain cohesive stresses, less than ft, such that a = F(w) with
F(0) = ft, and F(w) >_ 0, where F(w) describes the tensile softening behaviour.
In practice, F(w) was approximated by a linear or bi-linear relation and was as-
sumed to vanish when the crack opening displacement w reached a certain critical
value w,. The fracture response of concrete in this method is characterized by frac-
ture energy GF defined as the energy required to open a unit crack fully, or in other
words, as the area under the strain-softening curve between w = 0 and w = w,.
Moreover, from the material parameters E, ft, GF an independent parameter with
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Figure 1: Pre-peak (linear) response and post-peak tension softening

the units of length Ih = GFElfi is defined and is called the characteristic length.
An extensive round-robin testing programme organised by RILEM FMC-50

(1985) and using the same concrete mix in all participating laboratories confirmed
earlier doubts that GF varied significantly with the size of test specimens for one
and the same mix. In the light of this confirmation it is somewhat surprising that
this method is still widely used. It is now generally accepted that the size (scale)
effect is due to curing conditions which result in cracking, to the development of
microcracks at the aggregate/paste interfaces or the paste itself, to crack bridging
between the aggregate particles, etc. These processes consume energy and lead to
the observed non-linear load response, not only in the post-peak regime but already
in the pre-peak behaviour. In the above method, the material response is assumed
to be linear right up to the peak load (Fig. 1).

In order to better understand the reasons behind the observed size (scale) ef-
fect and, what is more important, to propose a reasonably size-independent test
method(s) for determining the intrinsic mode I fracture toughness of concrete the
RILEM TC-89 (FMT) was set up in Paris in 1986, under the chairmanship of
Professor S.P. Shah. Of the several sub-committees formed at this Paris meeting,
sub-committee A (Chair: B.L. Karihaloo) was charged with analysing available
test data from three-point bend notched specimens (including the data from above-
mentioned round-robin testing programme) according to the two-parameter model
(Shah & Jenq 1985) and the size-effect law (Baiant & Pfeiffer 1986). These two
proposals were before the committee at its inception. However, of the extensive
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body of raw test data available for analysis, only a very small fraction was suitable
for analysis according to these two proposals. The reasons for this were twofold.
First, very few sets of data were accompanied by load-CMOD diagrams and un-
loading compliance figures necessary for analysis according to the two-parameter
model. Secondly, even fewer sets of data met the rather strict size requirements

of the size-effect law. The available data were therefore also analysed accord-
ing to a third method, namely that based on effective crack model (Karihaloo &
Nallathambi 1986a). This lecture will review all three methods in relation to three-
point bend notched specimens on the basis of one and the same set of test data, as
well as on the basis of their maximum load prediction following the methodology

proposed by Planas & Elices (1987). This latter method of comparison also serves
as a link between the above three methods and the earlier method due to Hillerborg
et al. (1976).

Sub-committee B (Chair: P. Rossi) on the other hand, was asked to consider
other, more compact specimen geometries for the determination of fracture proper-
ties of plain concrete. This lecture will review the three compact specimen geome-
tries analysed by Sub-committee B, namely the tapered double cantilever beam
(TDCB), the cylindrical wedge splitting specimen and the cubical wedge splitting
specimen.

Both sub-committees have now finalised their reports in anticipation of their
publication in October 1990. These reports have not only eased the task of prepar-
ing this review lecture, but more importantly have provided a valuable reference
source. To keep this lecture within manageable length, frequent reference will be
made to these reports.

THE TWO-PARAMETER MODEL (TPM)

The two-parameter model or the effective Griffith crack model (Shah & Jenq 1985)
allows for both pre-critical and post-critical crack growth. The pre-critical stable
crack growth is accompanied by an increasing stress intensity factor K, (R-curve
behaviour). It is assumed that the load-CMOD (Fig. 2) is more or less linear up
to about half the maximum load and the corresponding crack tip opening displace-
ment (CTOD) is zero. Significant inelastic displacement and slow crack growth
occur when the load increases from about 0.5 P., on the ascending branch of the
load-CMOD plot to 0.95Pm,,, on the descending (tension-softening) branch. The
latter load level is associated with the instant of growth of the original notch, i.e.
with critical K, which is designated Kjc and with the critical value of CTOD of
the original notch tip which is designated CTODC.

The load-CMOD diagram is used to calculate both E and K] by the traditional
compliance approach. The initial compliance Ci of the load-CMOD plot (Fig. 2)
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Figure 2: A typical load-CMOD plot (Jenq & Shah 1985)

is measured and used for determining the elastic modulus F of the mix.

E = 6S(ao + Ho) V, (-) /(C, BW2 ),

where H0 is the thickness of the knife-edge used for holding the clip gauge and the
function V(ao/W) established from finite element calculations is

V (a) = 0. 76 -2.28 ('ao) + 3.87 (ao)2.04 ( ) a3 + 0.66 2 (2)

For a notched three-point bend specimen, B, W, S are respectively the width,
depth and loaded span of the beam. It should be mentioned that the principle of
two-parameter model should be applicable not only to notched beam specimens
but to other geometries as well. However, recent calculations would seem to cast
doubt on its applicability to geometries other than the notched beam. We shall
have more to say on this subject when we discuss compact specimen geometries.

The unloading compliance C,, (Fig. 2) corresponding to 0.O5P,,,.. on the de-
scending branch of load-CMOD plot is used to obtain an augmented traction-free
notch depth g (equal to a0 plus the effective slow crack growth size) by solving the
following equation

E = 6S(a + Ho) V ( (C.BW2 ). (3)
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Figure 3: Decomposition of CMOD due to non-linear effect

g. is determined from (3) by a trial and error procedure or from nomograms provided
by John, Shah & Jenq (1987). Having calculated 1, the critical stress intensity
factor KI is determined from the LEFM formula (Srawley 1976) after replacing in
it a0 by a 3Pro SK! = /a-G F(a), (4)

KC=2BW

where a = a/W and

1.99 - a(1 - a)(2.15 - 3.93a + 2.7a 2)r( ) = (1 + 2a)(1_ - )3/2 5

The effective notch depth a may also be used to calculate the critical crack tip
(original notch) opening displacement CTODc

CTODC = 6pm Sa V(a){(I - fl)2 + (-1.149a + 1.081)(0 - f#2))1/2, (6)
W2BE

where a = a/W and f = ao/a.
Practical difficulties are faced in unloading the specimen at precisely 0.95P,,'

on the descending branch of load-CMOD plot. Even in laboratories which are
equipped to perform a stable bend-test, unloading the specimen at 0.95P,, is
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Table 1. Summary of Results According to TPM

Si g n f E Range Range Kc CTOD,(mm)
No ao/W p_/W Mean(sd) Mean(sd)
1 19 6 55.8 36.8 0.29-0.67 0.55-0.81 0.931(0.263) 0.0148(0.0076)
2 19 4 53.1 38.4 0.29-0.70 0.41 1.054(-) 0.0153(-)
3 19 3 54.4 39.3 0.30-0.67 0.42-0.73 1.128(0.269) 0.0200(0.0085)
4 19 25 53.1 38.4 0.25-0.61 0.44-0.83 1.146(0.014) 0.0316(0.0067)
5 19 22 54.4 39.3- 0.16-0.57 0.54-0.69 1.220(0.102) 0.0312(0.0087)
6 3 12 - 36.8 0.13-0.51 0.15-0.56 0.894(0.068) 0.0042(0.0013)
7 6 2 60.7 33.5 0.20-0.21 0.25-0.28 1.141(0.095) 0.0145(0.0057)
8 13 3 45.5 31.0 0.20-0.21 0.25-0.35 1.475(0.191) 0.0220(0.0086)
9 13 3 43.4 31.0 0.20-0.21 0.24-0.28 1.530(0.022) 0.0169(0.0024)

10 19 8 25.2 27.2 0.29-0.33 0.35-0.55 0.976(0.103) 0.0170(0.0068)
11 32 17 31.0 32.3 0.50 0.121(-) -

12 2 11 35.0 25.7 0.50 0.090(-) -

13 8 2 110. 56.5 0.33 2.130(- ) 0.0338(0.0039)

Notes:

1. g = Max. aggregate size (mm); n = No. of specimens tested.

2. fc in MPa, E in GPa, Kjc in MPaVmi

3. The entries have been grouped according to mix variables only because they do not
vary with the size of test specimens. Thus entries differ only by the maximum size of
coarse aggregate (g) used in the mix and other mix parameters, e.g. water/cement
ratio, texture of coarse aggregate. That KIf, (but not CTODC) is relatively insensi-
tive to the specimen size is best judged from Fig. 4 which shows the relative KI( of
a mix calculated by dividing the KIc of a particular specimen group from this mix
with the K)' for the specimen of least depth from this group and mix. The various
plots on Fig. 4 refer to different mixes.

not always successful, so that inaccuracies in the determination of C,, are unavoid-
able. For those laboratories which cannot perform a stable three-point bend test
Shah & Jenq recommend that C,, be approximated by its value corresponding to
CMOD* = 0 (Fig. 3). They suggest that KI, and CTODC determined under this
approximation are about 10% to 25% higher than the values calcula'ed using the
C,, corresponding to 0.95P,a, on the descending branch (Fig. 2). A summary of
results according to TPM based on test data from several laboratories around the
world (Karihaloo & Nallathambi 1990a) is given in Table 1.

The two fracture parameters KIc and CTOD,, together with an appropriate
approximation of the tension-softening behaviour may be used to calculate ft and
any other parameters required for the full description and finite element modelling
of the fracture process. We shall demonstrate this calculation later in this lecture.
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Figure 4: Variation of relative K18 with specimen depth

THE SIZE-EFFECT LAW (SEL)

In this model (Baiant & Pfeiffer 1986) which is applicable to materials whose
fracture front is blunted by a non-linear zone of distributed cracking and damage
(process zone), the fracture energy G! (not to be confused with GF used previ-
ously) is defined as the specific energy required for crack growth in an infinitely
large structure, for which the LEFM is strictly valid. This definition is obviously
independent of specimen size and geometry, provided the law for extrapolating the
results of geometrically similar specimens of fi.ite size to infinite specimen size is
known and is unaffected by other size effects, such as those 'ue to hydration heat
or shrinkage.

An exact form of the scaling law for blunt fracture is not known, although
an approximate form which appears to be suffcient for practical purposes was
proposed by Baiant (1981)

ON= Of ( + ,(7)

in which aN = nominal stess at failure, g = maximum size of aggregate in the mix,
and f, A0 = empirical constants. It appears that Eqn (7) is adequate for a size
range 1:30 and is not affected by alterations to the specimen geometry provided
W is appropriately reinterpreted.
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As applied to the notched three-point bend specimen, it is recommended that
the span-to-depth ratio S1W be at least 2.5. Moreover, it is recommended that
ao/W be in the range 0.15 < ao/W < 0.4, B and W not be less than 3g, and that
the notch width be as small as possible and not exceed 0.5g. For the scaling law
to retain its validity, tests have to be performed on specimens of at least three
different sizes, characterized by depths W,..., W, and loaded spans SI,..., Sn. It
is necessary that the smallest depth W not be larger than 5g and the largest depth
W, not be smaller than 15g, and that the maximum W to minimum W be at least
4. These size requirements may necessitate fabrication of very bulky specimens if
large size aggregate is used in the mix. It is also recommended that the ratios of the
adjacent sizes be roughly constant, with as broad a size range as feasible. Ideally,
the specimens of all sizes should be geometrically similar in two dimensions, with
the third dimension (width B) the same for all specimens to avoid intrcduction of
undesirable size effects of thickness.

In actual testing, one needs to record only the maximum loads P1,..., P. This
does not require the use of closed-loop systems and is thus a great advantage of
this method of testing. A linear regression of the depths X, = W, (j = 1,.. . , n)
against the inverse square of the nominal stress at failure (= P.*/BW) is carried
out and the slope A of the regression line is determined

A = EjX-.9)(Y -

where

E, 4 y=-zyj.(9n, n (
where Y = (BW 1 P*) and (X, Y) defines the centroid of all data points. Pj" which
is related to P. takes into accomnt the self-weight of the specimen, the effect of any
overhang, i.e. if Li is much larger than S,, and of any geometrical dissimilarity in
the specimens (Karihaloo & Nallathambi, 1990a). Having determined the slope A
of the regression line (Fig. 5), the fracture energy G1 is calculated from

gf (LO) /(EA), (10)

where the non-dimensional energy release ,ate is

g (aO) = ( I )2 ( (10 5 (2)2,()

and (ao = ao/W)

F(ato) = F4(ao) + (Sm/1 i4 [Fs(ao) - F4(ao)], (12)

F4(ao) = 1.090 - 1.735ao + 8.20a' - 14.18ao + 14.57a , (13)
Fs(ao) = 1.107 - 1.552ao + 7.71%o - 13.55ao + 14.25ak (14)
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Figure 5: Linear regression plot constructed from measured maximum load values

In Eqn (11), Sm and W. are respectively the median span and median depth
of the group of geometrically similar specimens. The interpolation formula (12)
is not recommended for use outside of the range 3 < S/W < 10. Since LEFM is
applicable at the limit of extrapolation, the fracture toughness may be calculated
from fracture energy G! using the plane stress relationship

IC= V~ (15

Finally, in order to establish the confidence level of calculated Gf it is necessary
to perform statistical analysis of the test data. In particular, it is necessary to
calculate the coefficient of variation WA of the slope of regression line A and the
relative width of scatterband m. It is suggested that WA not exceed about 0.08 and
the value of m be around 0.15. These statistical measures prevent situations in
which the size range used is insufficient compared to the scatter of results. Three
such situations are illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a shows the situation in which A is
uncertain, while Fig. 6b illustrates the case of large scatter necessitating the use
of a very broad range of sizes. Fig. 6c on the other hand illustrates the case of
small scatter permitting the use of a narrow range of sizes.

It should however be borne in mind that since the value of WA can be reduced
by increasing the number of test specimens even with a wide scatterband, it is
necessary also to limit the value of m, in addition to limiting the value of WA.
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Figure 6: Examples of correct and incorrect regression plots

A summary of results according to SEL based on test data from several labo-

ratories (Karihaloo & Nallathambi 1990a) is given in Table 2.

THE EFFECTIVE CRACK MODEL (ECM)

The effective crack model (Karihaloo & Nallathambi 1986a, 1989a) is based on

the assumption that the effect of various (non-linear) energy consuming processes

taking place in the fracture process zone can be represented by a supplementary

traction-free crack (Fig. 7). The latter, when added to the pre-existing notch

depth ao gives the size of the effective notch ae. It is evident that this assumption

is also made in the TPM. However, as will become clear in the sequel, the method

of determining ae differs from that of g in TPM. What is more important, it is

much easier to determine ae accurately than it is to determine 0- without the use

of a servo-hydraulic testing machine. That is the major advantage of ECM over

TPM, otherwise in principle they are very similar.

It is also obvious from Fig. 7 that the size of the traction-free supplementary

crack Lae = a, - a0 cannot be equal to the size of the fracture process zone which

has residual stress carrying capacity.

The application of ECM to notched three-point bend specimen (Fig. 8) does

not require any load/deflection information past the peak load. However, if a

closed-loop testing machine is available, then CMOD or load-point displacement

may be used as a feed-back signal to achieve stable failure.
The Young modulus (E) of the mix is calculated from the initial, linear segment

of the continous load-deflection plot. However, if such a plot cannot be obtained, E

may be determined by testing cylindrical specimens, preferably using two electrical

strain gauges with gauge length at least 3g glued opposite to each other at mid-

height.
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Table 2. Summary of Results According to SEL

SI. g n Size, mm ao/W A G! KIc WA m
No. S B W (J/m)
1 6 0600 80 076
2 4 100080140
3 20 4 120080200 0.200 0.759E-01 22.986 0.874 0.144 0.161
4 4 150080240
5 4 180080300

6 6 060080076
7 4 100080140
8 20 4 1200 80 20 0.300 0.123E-00 23.989 0.892 0.185 0.211
9 4 150080240
10 4 1800 80 300

11 6 0600 80 076
12 4 100080 140
13 20 4 120080200 0.400 0.231E-00 21.600 0.847 0.102 0.121
14 4 1500 80 240
15 4 1800 80 300
16 3 095 38 038
17 3 191 38 076
18 13 3 381 38 152 0.167 0.578E-02 42.531 1.084 0.133 0.146
19 3 762 38 305

20 3 095 38 038
21 3 191 38 076
22 5 3 381 38 152 0.167 0.873E-02 23.670 0.883 0.031 0.048
23 3 762 38 305
24 3 0400 100 100
25 19 2 0800 100 200 0.400 0.270E-01 71.059 1.520 0.537 0.585
26 2 2000 100 500

27 8 0400 100 100
28 2 0800 100 200
29 19 2 1200 100 300 0.200 0.709E-02 94.058 1.751 0.331 0.435
30 1 2000 100 500
31 1 3200 100 800

1. g = Max. aggregate size in mm; n = Number of specimens tested.

2. Of the hundreds of specimen groups for which peak load values were avaiiihe only
the above few groups satisfied the rather strict size requirements of SEL. Even for
these few groups, statistical measures (WA should be less than 0.08 and m should be
about 0.15) point towards poor quality of results.

3. Extreme care should be exercised in determining slope of regression line A. A slight
error in its determination can significantly alter Gf.
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Figure 7: Schematic illustration of process zone and effective notch depth
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Figure 8: Loading apparatus and LVDT fixing arrangement
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Figure 9: Typical load-deflection plots up to peak load for various ao/W ratios

Typical load-deflection plots up to the peak load are shown in Fig. 9, for
various ao/W ratios. It should be emphasized that these plots need not be drawn
continuously; it is sufficient to measure mid-span load-point deflection at several
load levels up to the peak load. From these plots, P, P,,, (P in linear range) and
the corresponding mid-span deflections 6i, 6p are read, and E calculated from the
following equation (Karihaloo & Nallathambi 1989a)

E~~~ ~ I W2 S - 0.84 (W)3]
9 P 21 q

2B 1 +P W 2a,(6

where q is the self-weight of the beam per unit length, and

F2(aO) = i: fFj'(f3) df, (17)

with ao = ao/W, and for S/W = 4, F(Q) is given by Eqn (5). A slightly less

accurate expression (error < 1%) for F1(P) is available in the range 0.1 < 3 < 0.6
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for two span to depth ratios (S/W = 4 and 8) with linear interpolation permitted
within, and outside of, these ratios

F1 (/3) = Ao + A,# + A2 
2 +A 3 # 3 + A4# 4  (18)

where

Ao = +0.0075.-- + 1-90
S

A, = +0.0800-L - 3.39w
A 2 = -0.2175-L + 15.40 (19)w
A 3 = +0.2825- - 26.24w
A 4 = -0.1450-- + 26.38

The coefficients Ai(i = 0,1 .... 4) have been obtained by linear interpolation from
the coefficients given by Brown & Srawley (1966) for S1W = 4 and 8.

The reduction in the stiffness of the beam (Fig. 8) is a result of both the stable
crack growth and the formation of the discontinuous process zone ahead of the
visible crack. It is however difficult to separate these two causes. Therefore it
is assumed that the critical notch depth a. may be calculated by introducing a
fictitious beam containing a notch ae whose unchanged stiffness (proportional to
E) would be equal to the reduced stiffness of the real beam containing a notch of
depth a0 , i.e.

4BE 8, + (W) 2.70 + 1.35 - -0.84(W---

4BE kW) 8Pmax \S Pm..1
9Pax ( 1 1 F2(c, (20)

where
F2 (ae) =Jo Ci (21)

Here a, = ae/W and F1() is again given by Eqn (5) or Eqn (18). It will be noticed
that Eqn (20) equates the stiffnesses and not the energies, as should be done in
the ECM. Later in this lecture, we shall use the actual comparison of energies and
shall show that a, thus calculated is indeed very close to that calculated from Eqn
(20).

ae = aelW is calculated from Eqn (20) by a trial and error procedure described
by Karihaloo & Nallathambi (1989a). This procedure was applied to all notched
three-point bend test data available to the authors from various laboratories (Kar-
ihaloo & Nallathambi 1990a) and the corresponding a,/W was calculated. The
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following regression equation gave the best fit

W_ (E) W (i+ )f (22)

where, --i before, g is the maximum size of the aggregate used in the mix, a,, =
6M/(BW 2), M = (Pm0 , + qS/2)S/4, and -t = 0.088 ± 0.004, 72 = -0.208 -

0.010, f3 = 0.451 ± 0.013 and -y4 = 1.653 ± 0.109. The elastic modulus E in Eqn
(22) was determined from the initial, linear segment of the load-deflection plot
using Eqn (16). This method of determining E is more consistent with the ECM.
Having determined the effective crack length ae, the critical stress intensity factor
according to the ECM is calculated using

Kle = o,,V'a_,F(a./W), (23)

where FI(a/W) is given by Eqn (5) or Eqn (18).
It is possible to improve the above expression Klc by considering the true state

of stress at the front of a pre-crack in a three-point bend specimen. Elastic finite
element calculations show (Nallathambi & Karihaloo 1986b) that this stress field
consists not only of a tensile stress normal to the crack plane (as assumed in the
derivation of Eqn (23)) but also of a significant (tensile) stress in the crack plane
and of a shear stress. By making an allowance for the true stress state ahead of
the existing crack front, Eqn (23) becomes

f c-I = av6 Yi(a) Y2(a,), (24)

where as before a = ae/W, / = S/W, and

YI (a) = AO+A l a+A 2a 2 + A 3a 3 + A 4a 4  (25)

Y2(a,/3) = Bo + BO + B 2 #
2 + B 3# 3 + B 4a3 + Bsoap 2  (26)

Regression coefficients A,, B1, (i = 0,...,4; j = 0,1, ... ,5) are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Regression coefficients A, Bj(i = 0,...,4; j = 0,...,5)

i/j 0 1 2 3 4 5
Ai 3.6460 -6.7890 )9.2400 -76.8200 74.3300 -

Bj 0.4607 0.0484 -0.0063 0.0003 -0.0059 0.0033

Fig. 10 shows the relative variation of K' with specimen depth. The plots refer
to different mixes. It is clear that K' is reasonably independent of the size of the
specimen. Further decrease in variation is expected when the tests are conducted
in strict accordance with the requirements of the ECM.

Tables 4 and 5 compare the fracture parameters K' , Aa, predicted by the ECM
with the predictions from the TPM and SEL (Nallathambi & Karihaloo, 1990a)
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Table 4. Summary of Results According to (ECM) & (TPM)

Sl n g f E Range Range Range KK€ IC CTODc

No ao/W a,/W g/W Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd)
1 90 2 44.3 26.3 .20-.60 .27-.63 - 0.633(.065)
2 84 5 42.1 29.3 .20.60 .27-.64 - 0.641(.057) -

3 60 10 40.3 32.0 .20-.50 .28-.56 - 0.706(.046)
4 30 14 40.9 32.6 .20-.40 .28-.47 - 0.728(.018)
5 30 20 37.6 33.0 .20-.40 .29-,49 0.776(.028)
6 76 20 38.0 33.2 .20-.60 .29-.69 0.884(.057)
7 6 19 55.8 36.8 .29-.67 - .55-.81 - 0.931(.263) .0148(.0076)
8 3 19 53.1 38.4 .29-.50 .36-.55 .41 0.965(.045) 1.054(- ) .0200(.0085)
9 3 19 54.4 39.3 .30-.67 .37-.73 .42-.73 1.145(.098) 1.128(.269) .0316(.0067)
10 20 19 53.1 38.4 .15-.61 .23-.68 .44-.83 0.797(.075) 1.146(.014) .0312(.0087)
11 20 19 54.4 39.3 .19-.57 .27-.63 .40-.71 0.971(.078) 1.220(.102) .0042(.0013)
12 12 10 29.0 21.7 .50-.50 .54..55 0.760(.039)
13 8 10 58.9 24.5 .30.50 .37-.55 0.908(.068)
14 8 10 33.1 19.7 .50.50 .54-.55 0.85r.(.091) -

15 15 10 55.5 29.8 .20-.50 .27-.55 1.023(.052)
16 14 20 36.2 24.0 .50.50 .53-.55 1.031(.129)
17 15 16 38.3 34.1 .33-.33 .40-.41 1.120(.217) -

18 8 19 29.0 32.5 .20-.40 .27-.47 1.413(.272) -

19 4 19 34.3 33.2 .20-.40 .28.48 - 1.759(.172) -

20 16 19 26.3 32.0 .20.40 .28.48 1.232(.147) -

21 12 3 - 36.8 .13.50 .18-.56 .15.56 0.926(.061) 0.894(.068) .0042(.0013)
22 2 6 60.7 33.5 .19-.21 .28-.29 .25-.28 1.221(.061) 1.141(.095) .0145(.0057)
23 3 13 45.5 31.0 .19-.21 .27-.29 .25-.35 1.429(.046) 1.475(.191) .0220(.0086)
24 3 13 43.4 31.0 .20-.23 .28-.29 .24-.28 1.610(.026) 1.530(.022) .0169(.0024)
25 12 13 34.1 27.7 - 0.975(.150)
26 12 5 48.4 32.9 1.004(.068)
27 8 19 25.2 27.2 .29-.33 .36.40 .35-.55 0.982(.169) 0.976(.103) .0170(.0068)
28 6 13 48.5 33.3 .50.51 .62.73 - 0.421(.091)
29 11 8 93.0 32.0 .50-.50 .53-.54 1.198(.199)
30 11 8 28.0 31.0 .50-.50 .55-.57 0.830(.117)
31 6 12 68.0 39.0 .50-.50 .55-.57 1.356(.101)
32 6 12 21.0 26.0 .50-.50 .57-.58 0.727(.038)
33 17 32 31.0 32.3 .50.50 .56-.57 1.585(.210) 1.211(.121)
34 11 2 35.0 25.7 .50-.50 .53-.58 1.102(.098) 0.790(.090)
35 2 8 110. 56.6 .33.33 .37-.38 1.896(.064) 2.130(- ) .0338(.0039)

Notes:

1. g = Max. aggregate size in mm; n = No. of specimens tested.

2. f, in MPa, E in GPa, KIc in MPa./7, CTODC in mm.

3. Absence of an entry in KI' and CTODC columns means that load-CMOD plot was
not available.
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Table 5. Summary of Results According to ECM & SEL

Sl g n Size, mm ao/W A G! Kjb, WA m KeC
No S B W (J/m) Mean(sd)
1 6 0600 80 076
2 4 100080140
3 20 4 120080200 0.200 0.07590 22.986 0.874 0.144 0.161
4 4. 150080240
5 4 180080300

6 6 060080076
7 4 100080140
8 20 4 120080200 0.300 0.12300 23.989 0.892 0.185 0.211 0.867(.063)
9 4 1500 80 240
10 4 180080300

11 6 060080076
12 4 1000 80 140
13 20 4 120080200 0.400 0.23100 21.600 0.847 0.102 0.121
14 4 1500 80 240
15 4 1800 80 300
16 3 095 38 038
17 3 191 38 076
18 13 3 381 38 152 0.167 0.00578 42.531 1.084 0.133 0.146 0.975(.150)
19 3 70238305

20 3 095 38 038
21 3 191 38 076
22 5 3 381 38 152 0.167 0.00873 23.670 0.883 0.031 0.048 1.004(.068)
23 3 762 38 305
24 3 0400 100 100
25 19 2 0800 100 200 0.400 0.02700 71.059 1.520 0.537 0.585 1.264(.293)
26 2 2000 100 500

27 8 0400 100 100
28 2 0800 100 200
29 19 2 1200 100 300 0.200 0.00709 94.058 1.751 0.331 0.435 1.208(.260)
30 1 2000 100 500
31 1 3200 100 800

Notes:

1. g = Max. aggregate size in mm; n = Number of specimens tested.

2. All Ki, values are given in MFu/'V'm.

3. For the purposes of comparison G1 has been converted to an equivalent fracture
toughness value K6 using the LEFM plane stress relationship K6C =

4. See also notes 2, 3 appearing after Table 2.
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Figure 10: Variation of relative Kle, with specimen depth

COMPARISON OF ECM WITH TPM

As seen from Table 4 the fracture parameters of plain concrete calculated using
the effective crack model(ECM) and the two parameter model(TPM) are in good
agreement despite the fact that they were determined from essentially separate se-
ries of test data. This was because of the paucity of simultaneous load-displacement
and load-CMOD measurements from one and the same three-point bend specimen.

An investigation was conducted (Nallathambi & Karihaloo, 1990a) to compare
the results of the two models using the necessary data from the same test spec-
imens. To achieve this aim, both load-displacement and load-CMOD plots are
simultaneously recorded for all notched specimens tested in three-point bending.
A further aim of this investigation was to make this comparison for a wide variety
of concrete mixes, ranging in (cylinder) compressui e strength from about 25MPa
to nearly 80MPa.
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It is found that irrespective of the concrete strength, the fracture parameters
calculated using the effective crack model (namely, the effective fracture toughness
Kj' and the effective traction-free notch length ae) are practically indistinguish-
able from the corresponding parameters calculated using the two parameter model
(namely, the fracture toughness Kjc and the notch length ; the latter being also
used to determine the critical crack tip opening displacement(CTODc)).

Table 6 shows selected mix properties and the elastic modulus E calculated in
four different ways, both direct and indirect. It will be appreciated that all four
values of E for each of the mixes are in very good agreement with one another.
This proves conclusively that any variations in fracture parameters between various
models (Hillerborg's cohesive crack, ECM, TPM and SEL) cannot be attributed
to differences in the measurement of E.

Table 6. Mix Properties

Compressive Tensile
Strength Elastic Modulus, (GPa) Strength

Mix f,(MPa) E- E,- Et E ft(MPa)
C1 26.8 24.62 24.51 25.56(.35) 25.04(.29) 2.58
C2 39.0 33.80 29.56 29.87(.21) 31.56(.64) 3.11
C3 49.4 34.65 33.27 33.28(.22) 32.96(.24) 3.50
C4 67.5 37.20 38.89 37.13(.23) 38.39(.82) 4.09
C5 78.2 40.30 41.86 40.99(.60) 40.26(.99) 4.41

Notes:
" Determined from separate cylinder tests (using strain gauges)

Estimated from the relationship, E, = 4734vJ'MPa (=57000V7/psi)
t Calculated from P - 6 plot

Calculated from P - CMOD plot
® Estimated from the relationship, ft = 0.4983V/T MPa(=6V7psi)

Table 7 shows the fracture parameters calculated according to ECM and TPM.
As mentioned above, the agreement between the two models is excellent. It should
however be mentioned that the regression formula (Eqn 22) overestimates slightly
the values of ae/W (see Table 7). It is therefore recommended that a, be cal-
culated from Eqn (20) using the trial and error procedure given by Karihaloo &
Nallathambi (1989a).

Another approach to comparing ECM with TPM is by calculating the tensile
strength fi, the total work of fracture Wd, and/or the critical crack opening w,
using the pair of fracture parameters defined by these models. These additional
(but dependent) parameters are in any case required for a full description and
finite element implementation of the fracture process. As an additional benefit this
comparison approach allows us to put Aa, on a sound physical foundation. It will
be recalled that Aae was calculated above from a comparison of stiffnesses, whereas
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Table '. Fracture Parameters for Various Mixes

Mix/ 01 02 03 C4 05
Data Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd) Mean(sd)
ao/W 0.295(.001) 0.296(.003) 0.295(.001) 0.293(.003) 0.293(.003)
ae 1Wt 0.443(.005) 0.441(.001) 0.435( .004) 0.428(.002) 0.419(.006)
ae!Wt 0.447(.003) 0.454(.001) 0.446(.003) 0.442(.004) 0.426(.008)
.q/WE) 0.443( .015) 0.4.42(.006) 0.436( .001) 0.430(.002) 0.413( .006)

Kle 0.992( .015) 1 .265(.013) 1 .376( .020) 1 .502(,.046) 1 .881( .095)
KI', 0.993(.054) 1.269(.028) 1.381(.031) 1.509(.040) 1.847(.098)

CTODC 0.033( .010) 0.026(.001) 0.026( .001) 0.024(.01) 0.026( .001-)

t ECM

Notes: Eqn 22
Noes ~ TPM

K1 , in MParm, CTODC in mm

the basic assumption in ECM is that it be determined by equating the actual work
of fracture Wd with the energy required to create a hypothetical supplementary
traction-free crack Aa,, = a,- a0. This will be done in the sequel.

For the above comparison approach to work, it is necessary to judiciously ap-
proximate the post-peak tension softening diagram. For simplicity this diagram is
usually approximated by a linear segment, although the present authors have re-
cently given an analytical solution (Karihaloo & Nallathambi, 1989b)' for a highly
non-linear law that better approximates the observed post-peak behaviour (Fig. 11)
particularly at P,,a. (horizontal tangent at a = ft).

The transmitted stress-displacement law in the post-peak region is approxi-
mated as follows:
a W

7;- 1 -- (Linear) (27)

11 - 9.2431.3' + 33.8259p3 - 59.42480' + 49.3O0W - 15.4722fl 6J (Non-Uin),

(28)

where j9 = w/w,.
For the assumed a - w laws it was shown by Nallathamnbi & Karihaloo, (1990b)

that

K'C= 0.7071\rEw7f

Wd = j'c I" f (w) dw ds = 0. 1050E'w, . (Linear law) (29)

'Several unfortunate errors irn this paper have been corrected in (Nallathambi & Karihaloo
1990b).
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. Probable stress distribution
o"

ft - - - -= [I- 9.2431 (-)' + 33.8259 (')3 59.4248

+ 49.3000 (X)- 15.4722 (X)"]

wW

Figure 11: Approximations to tension-softening diagram

and

Ktc = 0.7043F/ c7
WS = 'f1 (w)dwds = 0.0521E'w 2. (Non.linear law) (30)

where f-'(w) represents the right hand side of Eqns. (27, 28). Equating Wd to
(K"2 /E)Aa, gives

Aa, = 0.210Ewo/ft (Linear law)

Aa, = 0.105Ewc/ft (Non-linear law)

Finally, one may also calculate the critical process zone size epc corresponding to
the two assumed a - w laws:

tPC = 0.366Ew/ft (Linear law)

= 0.359Ewc/ft (Non.linear law) (31)

Using the pair of fracture parameters (Kec, Aa,) or (Kjc,Aa) from Table 7 in
Eqs. (29)-(31) one can calculate wc without knowing ft and compare it with the
CTODc of the TPM (Table 7). The results are given in Table 8.
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Table 8. Additional Material Parameters Calculated From ECM and
TPM

CTODC we(mm) ft ft(MPa) £,c(mm)
Mix (mm) Lin Non-fin Lin Non-lin Lin Non-lin
C1 0.0332 "0.0208 0.0296 2.58 3.70 2.63 52.6 103.1
C2 0.0263 0.0213 0.0318 3.11 4.78 3.39 51.2 100.4
03 0.0261 0.0219 0.0305 3.50 5.29 3.76 49.5 9,.0
C4 0.0242 0.0202 0.0203 4.09 5.88 4.18 47.7 93.6
C5 0.0261 0.0221 0.0322 4.41 7.61 5.40 44.8 87.8

mean 0.0272 0.0216 0.0307

Note: t calculated from the empirical relationship ft = 0.4983v/T(MPa)

It is evident from Table 8 that the CTOD according to TPM agrees better
with the authors' non-linear approximation. The same is true, if one now uses
the calculated values of wc to determine ft and tpc (Eqn 31) and compares the
resulting ft with that given by the well-known empirical formula (Table 8). It
is worth noting that ft is the only material parameter for which an independent
formula, albeit an empirical one, exists. There is at present no similar independent
way of checking the accuracy of CTODc or 1p,. It would seem though that the
linear a - w approximation underestimates both w, and tpc.

COMPARISON OF FCM, ECM, TPM AND SEL

The above comparison was restricted to two methods, namely TPM and ECM.
Moreover, the comparison was based on the fracture parameters determined using
these methods. To the extent that both these methods approximate the actual
pre-peak behaviour and use LEFM, albeit after accounting for the stable slow
crack growth, it is advisable to compare them at the asymptotic limit of large size
structures when LEFM is strictly applicable. The comparison will not be restricted
to TPM and ECM but will also include SEL and fictitious cohesive crack model
(FCM) of Hillerborg et al. (1976).

The methodology for such a comparison was proposed by Planas & Elices (1987)
and will not be repeated here. Readers will find a succinct account in the report
by Karihaloo & Nallathambi (1990a). It will suffice here to summarize the major
conclusion reached by Planas & Elices. It should be mentioned though that Planas
& Elices did not include ECM in their comparison. However, their methodology
was recently followed by Karihaloo & Nallathambi (1990b) and applied also to
ECM.

The major conclusion flowing from this extensive comparative study is that all
four models are able to predict accurately the maximum load carrying capacity of
concrete specimens in the practical range of sizes used in the laboratory but that
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predicted for large sizes by ECM, TPM, SEL and FCM with linear softening

the predictions for large size structures are less accurate. The latter part of this
conclusion is illustrated on Fig. 12 which compares the predictions of the various
models in the limit as the representative size of the structure (D,) tends to infinity.
It should be mentioned that the comparison for ECM is only applicable to notched
beam geometry and not to the other two geometries shown in Fig. 12.

Planas & Elices argue that the reason for the disci npancy among the models at
large sizes is due to the inconsistency in the definition of size effect in the various
models and therefore in that of the fracture energy based on this effect. It should
however be mentioned that the prediction of ECM is the least conservative of the
models studied.

MODE I FRACTURE TOUGHNESS FROM COMPACT SPECIMEN
GEOMETRIES

In the foregoing we analysed and compared four methods (models) for determin-
ing mode I fracture toughness of concrete from notched three-point bend speci-
mens. Only three of these models (TPM, SEL, ECM) were considered by Sub-
Committee A. FCM was included in the above discussion for completeness of pre-
sentation. Except for ECM which is applicable only to notched three-point bend
geometry, it is claimed that TPM, SEL and FCM can be applied to any geometry.
We shall however see in the sequel that their applicability to geometries other than
the notched three-point bend is not fully validated. In fact, it would seem that
CTODC of TPM is particularly susceptible to geometry and cannot therefore be
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regarded as a material parameter without further validation. fl, on the other
hand, would seem to be relatively insensitive to geometry changes.

Sub-committee B which analysed three compact geometries did not choose any
of the above models per se as a starting -point. Nevertheless, it is clear that its
approach can be regarded as a judicious mix of the effective"Griffith cra k model
(whicb forms the basis of TPM and ECM) and the scaling law (extrapolation to
infinite size specimens) implied in SEL (Rossi et al. 1990). They started from the
same premise as SEL, namely that LEFM is strictly applicable in the asymptotic
limit of very large concrete structure (representative size D -+ oo). They claim
that it is possible to obtain the intrinsic KI, for ordinary concrete using a DCB
test specimen 3.5m long and 1.1m wide. They recognized however the difficulty
associated with handling and testing such a specimen in a normal laboratory and
proposed to carry out parallel tests on small specimens. The latter will yield non-
objective K, (i.e. size-dependent KI,), whilst the large specimens would yield the
objective Kc. Their aim is to find an analytical relation between these two KI,
with a view to establishing the scaling law (scale factor). If this aim -is attained,
then it would be possible to determine the intrinsic fracture toughness of 'in-situ'
concrete from core samples.

With these two broad objectives in mind Rossi et al. (1990) chose the tapered
DCB (Fig. 13) as the infinitely large specimen for determining the objective KIc and
cylindrical and cubical wedge splitting geometries (Fig. 14) as the small specimens
for determining the non-objective KI,. The choice of the last two geometries was
dictated by the desire to accommodate on the one hand core samples drilled from
existing concrete structures and dams and on the other fresh concrete specimens
prepared using large aggregate (Jenq & Shah 1988).

The crack opening displacement was used as the feedback signal to obtain stable
failure. Loading and unloading were performed during the test to determine the
compliance function that was approximated by only four data points (crack lengths)
resulting in a surprising inflexion point in the compliance function. Rossi et al.,
(1990) are aware of the inaccuracies so caused and have also used the program
FRANC to improve the accuracy. A sample calibration curve is shown in Fig 15
for the cubical WS specimen.

Typical load-COD plots for the three geometries are shown in Figs. 16-18,
respectively. Concrete A refers to a mix with f, = 51 MPa, E=36.6 GPa and
indirect tensile strength = 3.7 MPa, whereas concrete B refers to a mix with
the corresponding properties 55 MPa, 36 GPa and 4.5 MPa, respectively. The
maximum size of aggregate used in concrete A was 20mm and that in concrete B
was 12.5mm.

Finite element calculations were performed to establish the compliance function
C(a) for each geometry. However, the above remark regarding the accuracy should
be borne in mind in the practical use of these functions.
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Figure 13: The tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB) specimen.

TDCB Specimen (0.55 < a < 1.55m):

C(a) = !(3410.75a3 - 7470.05a 2 + 5700.1a - 1281) (m/N) (32)

Cubical WS Specimen (0.059 < a < 0.15m):

C(a) = - (268.1a 3 - 58.7a 2 + 4.4a - 0.1) (r/N)

Cylindrical WS Specimen (0.047 < a < 0.09m):

C(a) = !-(33.03a 3 - 5.19a2 + 0.28a - 0.005) (r/N) (34)

Then from the standard plane stress relationship between the stress intensity

factor and rate of change of compliance with crack growth the following expressions

for the R-curve result:
TDCB Specimen (0.55 < a < 1.55m):

1
K(a) = -- (0232.25a - 14940.la + 5700.1)1/2 F (MPav/m), (35)
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Cubical WS Specimen (0.059 < a < 0.15m):

1002_/2
KI(a) = lr-0B0(804.3a2 - 117.4a + 4.4)1/2 F (MPavm), (36)

Cylindrical WS Specimen (0.047 < a < 0.09m):

Kj(a) = - (99.09a - 10.38a + 0.28)1/2 F. (MPavr'), (37)

where B = thickness of the specimen.
To avoid having to use unreliable surface observations of crack advance, Rossi

et al. (1990) use the notion of effective crack. The length of this crack aqj! is
determined by equating the experimental compliance of the real crack having an
irregular front preceded by a microcracked zone with thai of an effective crack with
a regular front (Fig. 19).

They also calculate an effective elastic modulus Ef,1 for use in compliance'
expressions (32)-(34). It is calculated by matching the theoretical compliance cor-
responding to a0 with the experimental compliance during the first loading (i.e.
in the elastic domain before the formation of any microcracks at the notch tip).
The critical stress intensity factor K1, for each geometry is then calculated from
(35)-(37) with a replaced ae.f and E by E ff.

Typical K1, - aef curves for the three geometries are shown in Fig. 20-22
respectively.

It is claimed that the mean value of the objective K1 , following from the TDCB
specimen is 2.21 and 2.11 MPaViii for mixes A and B respectively, whereas the
mean value and variation = (Kic),ma: - (Kc)mi,/(KIc),a of the non-objective K1c
determined from cylindrical WS specimen is 1.44 (33.7%) and 1.52 (14.3%) for
mixes A and B, and from cubical WS specimen is 1.82 (17.4%) and 1.97 (11.8%),
respectively.

Rossi et al. (1990) have shown that as the TDCB specimen is tested in a vertical
position, the influence of the self-weight upon K, is negligible. They also claim
that the influence of the reinforcing bar (required for suspending the specimen) on
the energy consumption is negligible. This is a rather doubtful claim in the light of
the stiffening effect of the reinforcing bar on the TDCB system as a whole. It would
be helpful if Rossi et al. could provide some quantitative estimate of this stiffening
effect. Until such further evidence is forthcoming, the objective K1, determined
from the TDCB must be regarded with caution.

They also propose the following regression equations for calculating the objective
Kic of plain concrete from the results of small specimens

Kl,(Cubical WS) = Kl,(TDCB)(1.075 - 0.075-) (38)

Ki,(Cylindrica WS) = K1c(TDCB)(0.802 - 0.042-) (39)
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where g* = 6mm and 6 < g(mm) < 20.
They have also calculated the specific fracture energy GF as a function of the

ligament length and found that it increases with increasing h, besides the maximum
aggregate size, g. It is reasoned that the increase in GF with h (Fig. 23) is because
of the changes in the width and length of the fracture process zone as it propagates
along the ligament, so that the longer the ligament, the more energy is expended
outside of the localized fracture process zone.

Based on GF and K,, the Sub-committee report ends with the finite element
evaluation of the maximum load based on a bilinear approximation to the tension-
softening diagram, in much the same manner as it has been done by Petersson
(1981).

CONCLUDING REMARK

The aim of this lecture was to review the various test methods and models con-
sidered by sub-committees A and B of RILEM TC-89 (FMT) and to present the
results as they appear in the final reports of these sub-committees, with very occa-
sional remarks on the drawbacks of one method or the other. In a general review
of this nature it is very tempting to criticise methods or models which may be
competing with one's own. It is to be hoped that this reviewer has avoided that
temptation, and that the presentation will result in a lively debate and discussion
which will be included in the final version of this paper.
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ABSTRA CT. The lecture reviews several recent results achieved at Northwestern University
in the problem of size effects and nonlocal concepts for concrete and other brittle hetero-
geneous materials, and presents a new method for calculating the load-deflection curves of
fracture specimens or structures with time-dependent crack growth and viscoelastic material
behavior. The results reviewed deal with the size effect law in fracture and its exploitation for
determining material fracture characteristics, statistical generalization of the size effect law
with a nonlinear reformulation of Weibull's weakest-link theory, determination of the size
dependence of the fracture energy determined by work-of-fracture method, nonlocal models
for smeared cracking and damage, microstructural determination of the nonlocal material
properties and fracture process zone behavior, size effect in fatigue fracture of concrete, and
use of the size effect for determining the fracture properties of high-strength concrete.

1. Introduction

Fracture analysis of concrete structures has to deal with two important complicating
characteristics: the distributive nature of crackng and damage in concrete, which causes the
fracture process zone to be relatively large and engenders a size effect, and time dependence
of both the crack growth and the material behavior. The nonlinear behavior caused by
the existence of a large fracture process zone has been in the focus of attention for some
time and its treatment is becoming quite well understrod 1-3, etc.]. Attention to the size
effect is more recent [8] but it has already led to some useful extensions of fracture theory
and a new method for determining material fracture properties [4-7, 9-12]. The existence
of the rate effect has been known for a long time and has been studied extensively with
regard to dynamic fracture. However, the nonlinear fracture aspects of the rate effect, which
are manifested in interaction with the size effect, have not received attention until recently,
although they are no doubt very important for predicting the response of structures.

The present lecture intends: (1) to present a new effective and relatively simple method
for calculating the load-deflection response of a structure with a large fracture process zone,
time-dependent fracture growth, and viscoelastic material properties; and (2) to review
several recent results achieved at Northwestern University. No claims for exhaustive or
even balanced coverage of the latest developments are made. Due to exploding research
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activity, this would be beyond the scope of the present paper.

2. Review of Some Recent Results

2.1 A REVIEW OF SIZE-EFFECT - THE SALIENT CHARACTERISTIC OF FRAC-
TURE

The structural size-effect is the most important characteristic and the easiest measur-
able consequence of nonlinear fracture behavior. Considerable attention has been devoted at
Northwestern University to the phenomenologic description of the size effect [8-12] as well as
its physical mechanism. We will begin by a brief overview of the latest phenomenologic char-
acterization of fracture in terms of the size effect and the consequences for the measurement
of fracture properties.

The size effect may be defined in terms of the nominal strength aN = P,,/bd (for
2D) or c,,P,/cd (for 3D) in which P = maximum load of geometrically similar specimens
of size d (dimension) and, in case of two dimensions, thickness b; c. = factor chosen for
convenience. Under the assumption that there is a large fracture process zone that is not
negligible compared to d, and that the crack at failure of geometrically similar structures of
different sizes is also geometrically similar, the nominal strength approximately obeys the
size effect law [8]:

oN = Bf.(1 + P/=)/, d/do (1)

in which f, = any measure of material strength, e.g., the tensile streigth, and B, do =

empirical constants. This law describes a smooth transition Lrom plastic limit analysis, for
which there is no size effect (aN = constai) to linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM),
for which the size effect is the maximum" possible, given by aN oc 6-1/2. The plot of Eq.1
is shown in Fig.1. The horizontal asymptote represents the limiting case of plastic limit
analysis, and the inclined asymptote of slope - 1/2 the limiting case of LEFM. Parameter do,
called the transitional size, corresponds to the intersection of these two asymptotes. Eq.1
has originally been derived by dimensional analysis and similitude arguments, based on the
hypothesis that the energy release due to fracture depends not only on the fracture length
but also on a second length characteristic that is approximately a material property and
characterizes either the effective length or the effective width of the fracture process zone,
or the nonlocal properties of an equivalent continuum.

Under certain further simplifying assumptions based on equivalent LEFM, it has been
shown [11] that the size effect law from Eq.1 can also be written in the form

( Ec )1/2 (2)
g'(cro)cf + g~czo.)d)

in which GC = fracture energy of the material, defined as the energy required for crack
propagation in an infinitely large specimen, E = Young's elastic modulus, c] = effective
length of the fracture process zone in an infinitely large specimen (a material constant), ao
= ao/d, ao = length of initial notch of crack, and g(a) = non-dimensionalized energy release

rate of the specimen of the given geometry, which is obtained by writing the LEFM solution
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for the energy release rate in the form G = P2g(a)/E b2 d where P is the applied load or
reaction, a = a/d, a = ao + c, c = crack extension from the notch or initial crack tip. These
formulas are valid for plain stress. For plain strain or axisymetric propagation, E must be
replaced by E/(1 - V2). Defining the so-called intrinsic strength rN = (Pjbd)g'(ao) and
intrinsic size J = g(ao)d/g'(ao), one can rewrite Eq.2 in the form

TN = E d/2 (3)
(\cf + j

which involves only material constants EG! and cf. Comparing Eq.2 or 3 with Eq.1, one
gets the following expressions for material fracture constants

Gf = cl = (4)

Thus, after measuring the maximum loads for geometrically similar specimens of sufficiently
different sizes, one can determine B and do by least-square fitting all the data (Eq.1 can
be rearranged to a linear regression plot), and then evaluate the fracture energy and the
effective process zone length from Eq.4 (strictly on the basis of maximum load data). This
method is probably the easiest to implement in the laboratory (even a soft testing machine is
adequate and no measurements of displacements or crack lengths are required). The method
has been verified by numerous tests on concrete and rock. The results are, by definition, size
independent and they were also proven to be approximately shape independent, since very
different fracture specimen geometries furnished approximately the same results, as expected
theoretically.

The ratio R, which may be calculated by one of the following two expressions,

g g(ao) d B2g(ao) df (5)
g'(ao)cj c2 EG1

is called the brittleness number. For R --+ 0, plasticity applies, and for/9 --- oc, LEFM
applies. For 0 < 0.1 it is possible to use plasticity as an approximation, and for # > 10
it is possible to use LEFM. For the intermediate fi-values, nonlinear fracture mechanics
must be used. However, if the transitional size do is determined, an approximate prediction
of maximum load can be obtained by interpolating between the solutions of plasticity and
LEFM according to Eq.I. This should be useful for design; proposals to modify the existing
design formulas for diagonal shear failure of beams (without or with stirrups, unprestressed
or prestressed), punching shear failure of slabs, torsional failure of beams, pullout failures of
bars and of studded anchors have been made and verified by extensive tests [14-22].

Based on size effect measurements, other basic nonlinear fracture characteristics can also
be obtained. The critical crack-tip opening displacement may be determined as

6C= " [-2' with Kif = VEG1  (6)
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Furthermore, the R-curve (resistance curve) for the specimen or structure can be calculated
as

R(c) = g'(a1 ) c with c g'(ao) (g(al) (7)
Cjc) gao) = g'(a +) QO

in which a, is a dummy parameter representing the relative crack length for structure size
for which R(c) corresponds to the maximum load (Fig.2). Choosing various values of a1,
the values of R (critical G-value required for further crack growth) and c can be calculated
from Eq.7, and thus the R(c)-curve defined parametrically. This curve is by definition size
independent but depends on the geometry of the structure. For very different geometries,
very different R-curves can be obtained. Eq.7 defines the master R-curve for an infinitely
large specimen. For a specimen of finite size, the R-curve given by Eq.7 is followed only
up to the maximum load P,, and after that the actual R-curve is constant (horizontal),
with the R-value equal to that attained at the peak load [23, 24]. The reason is that for
prepeak loading the fracture process zone grows in size while remaining attached to the
crack or notch tip (provided structures with g'(ao) > 0 are considered), whereas in post-
peak softening the fracture process zone gets detached from the notch tip and travels ahead
retaining approximately a constant size.

Using the equivalent LEFM approach, the curve of load or reaction P versus the load-
point displacement u may be calculated from the equations

= P C, + , P = b-R(c), (8)
bE 0 g(er)

in which Co is the compliance for a specimen without any crack. Choosing various values of
c, with a = (ao + c)/d, the values of P and u can be evaluated from Eq.8, defining the load-
deflection curve parametrically.

Eq.8 provided a strong verification of the size effect method of determining fracture
properties. The material fracture parameters were determined solely from the maximum
loads measured on geometrically similar rock fracture specimens of very different sizes [23];
then the R-curve was calculated from Eq.7, and from that the load-deflection diagram shown
in Fig.3 from Eq.8 was computed. The results showed excellent agreement with the measured
load deflection curve (Fig.3). Similar agreement has been obtained for concrete [13].

2.2. STATISTICAL GENERALIZATION AND WEIBULL'S EFFECT

The fact that Eq.1 or Eq.3 can be algebraically rearranged to a linear regression plot of
Y = TrV versus X = j makes it possible to obtain easily the statistics of the material fracture
parameters. The coefficients of variation of fracture toughness (defined for a specimen of
infinite size), the effective length of the fracture process zone, and the fracture energy may
be approximately obtained as

WK, =WAiW = (W ~ = W, ),WGf = (4w~,, + WE (9)

in which ,A and ,-c are the coefficients of variation of the aforementioned slope and of the
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Y-intercept of the linear regression plot, and wE is the coefficient of variation of the elastic
modulus of concrete [11].

Eq.9 takes care only of the uncertainty of the material parameter values in the foregoing
deterministic model. More realistically, one should note that the failure process in itself is
stochastic, and the simplest vehicle to take that into account is Weibull's reasoning. However,
the classical Weibull-type formulations do not apply to concrete structures because they
exhibit stable growth of cracking with significant stress redistributions prior to maximum
load. Good results, however, can be obtained with a nonlocal generalization of Weibull
approach [25], in which the survival probability of the structure is calculated as the joint
probability of survival of all the material elements based on the stress distribution just prior
to failure, in which the material failure probability is determined from Weibull distribution
using the nonlocal stress average, ai;

-n(I - PI) = J , 7, (&aV 0 -Jv - E)ai(,a)dV(s) (10)dV =ao (fo

in which P = failure probability of the structure, ai = principal stresses (i = 1,2, 3), V -
volume of the structure, V = volume of a small representative volume of the material, Z, s =
coordinate vectors, a(A- x) = given weighting function of a nonlocal material model (based
on characteristic length 1); and m, ao = Weibull modulus and scale parameter determined
by fitting Weibull distribution to direct tensile test data (assuming a zero Weibull thresh-
old). It has rec-!ntly been found [25] that the nonlocal Weibull concept leads, under certain
approximations, to the following generalization of the size effect law (Fig.4).

UN = B (fi 2n/m + P)-1 /2  (11)

in which the overbar denotes the mean nominal strength, av; and n = 2 or 3 for two-
or three-dimensional similarity. For concrete, typically m = 12. For large structure sizes,
Eq.11 aproaches LEFM, saxne as Eq.1. For small structure sizes, fl -- 0, Eq.1l asyptotically
approaches the classical Weibull size effect, a =fi-1 /m, which gives a rather weak size effect,
&N = 6-1/6 for two-dimensional similarity. Thus, Eq.11 represents a smooth transition from
the classical Weibull size effect to LEFM. Eq.11 has been shown to agree with the data for
concrete somewhat better than Eq.1, but the difference is rather small except when dealing
with very small structure sizes. The formulation in Eq.2-7 can be generalized in accordance
with Eq. 11.

2.3. SIZE DEPENDENCE OF FRACTURE ENERGY OBTAINED BY CURRENT RILEM
METHOD

The fact that the size effect method based on the maximum load yields excellent predic-
tions of the load-deflection curves, in good agreement with measurements, makes it possible
to exploit this formulation for examining the fracture energy determined from the area un-
der the load-deflection curve, which represents the work-of-fracture method proposed for
ceramics by Nakayama [26], and by Tattersall and Tappin 1271, and introduced for concrete
by [28.29]. The work of fracture has been calculated for concrete specimens on the basis
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of the load-deflection curve obtained from the R-curve (Eqs.7 and 8), keeping the R-value
constant for the post-peak softening (area in Fig.2c). This calculation indicates a size effect
on the value of the fracture energy GR, due to the fact that the peak load occurs at different
points of the R-curve for specimens of different sizes. The calculation results are shown in
Fig.2d; note that the size dependence of GR is quite strong, in fact stronger than that of
the R-curve, although not as strong as that of the apparent fracture energy Gc determined
by LEFM method. This agrees with the conclusions of Planas and Elices [4], who showed
that the fracture energy measurements according to the RILEM standard, which is based on
the work-of- fracture method, must be extrapolated to a specimen of infinite size in order to
obtain consistent (size independent) results.

2.4. NONLOCAL DAMAGE MODELS

In finite element analysis of damage and cracking in concrete structures, the size effect
has long been neglected. Unfortunately, most of the existing models are based on plasticity
or its modifications and exhibit no size effect, which is unacceptable for concrete structures.
Modeling of the size effect should be accepted as the basic criterion for correctness of a finite
element code. The only way to achieve a correzt size effect in agreement with Eq.1 is to either
use some type of a nonlinear fracture model for a line crack with cohesive crack-bridging
zor.-, or a nonlocal form of a finite element code for distributed damage of smeared cracking.
The latter approach is more versatile and perhaps somewhat more realistic due to the diffuse
nature of cracking in reinforced concrete structures. A nonlocal generalization of the classical
smeared cracking formulation has been introduced in [30], and a good agreement with size
effect data and with Eq.1 has been demonstrated. A more realistic constitutive flaw for the
evolution of damage or cracking in the fracture process zone is the microplane model, in
which the material properties are characterized separately on planes of various orientation
in the material. This model has recently been generalized to a nonlocal form, and it was
again demonstrated that such a generalization agrees well with size effect fracture data as
well as Eq.L (Fig.5); see [31].

2.5. MICROMECHANICS MODELING

It is very difficult to identify the strain-softening constitutive relations for the fracture
process zone on the basis of measurements alone. Therefore, micromechanics modeling could
be of great help. Micromechanics models need to represent systems of microcracks that are
observed experimentally. Therefore, initial studies of micromechanics of fracture of concrete
concentrated on the analysis of an array of cracks in a homogeneous elastic matrix. Some
observed features coid be reproduced with such models, particularly the strain-softening
behavior. This was, for example, demonstrated for an array of parallel microcracks spaced
on a cubic lattice and subjected to a microscopic uniaxial stress field. Application of the
homogenization conditions to such a crack array also showed that the corresponding macro-
scopic smoothing continuum is nonlocal, and of the nonlocal damage type. Stability analysis
of the interacting crack systems, however, indicated that such a model is unrealistic because
only one of the cracks can grow in a stable manner, which is of course not what is seen in
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experiments. The reason for this discrepancy no doubt consists in the micro-inhomogeneity
of the material, especially the presence of harder inclusions.

Interaction of cracks and inclusions in an elastic matrix has been studied in 132), using
a Green's function approach (Fig.6). Approximate solutions have been obtained for a crack
interacting with many inclusions, for various geometric configurations. The solution was used
to obtain an apparent R-curve of a microcrack in a smoothed homogeneous matrix such that
its growth is the same as the growth of the actual crack interacting with inclusions. It was
found that in many situations the apparent R-curve is rising, which has a stabilizing effect
on the system of cracks. The apparent rising R-curve can stabilize a system of many cracks,
such that many cracks can grow simultaneously, in agreement with observations.

As a conclusion from this study, it appears that a study of crack arrays in a homogenous
continuum is in general insufficient, and the presence of inhomogeneities representing the
aggregate pieces must be considered simultaneously in the analysis. It should be also noted
that this result is simular to that of Gao and Rice [33], who however considered only the
case when the elastic moduli of matrix and inclusions differ very little, using perturbation
method. A special problem of this type has also been solved by Mori et al. [34).

2.6. SIZE EFFECT CORRECTION TO PARIS LAW FOR FATIGUE FRACTURE

Under repeated loading, cracks tend to grow, which is described by the well-known Paris
law [35, 36]. Applicability of this law to fatigue crack growth in concrete has been verified by
Swartz et al. 37]. Since Paris law describes the crack growth as a function of the amplitude
of the stress intensity factor, a question arises with respect to the size effect. In monotonic
loading, the stress intensity factor does not provide sufficient characterization of fracture
when different sizes are considered, as is known from the previously discussed size effect
law. The same phenomenon must be expected for cyclic fracture, especially since fracture
under monotonic loading can be regarded as a limiting case of fracture under cyclic loading.
Recent fatigue fracture experiments on notched concrete beams at Northwestern University
[38] have shown that the fatigue crack growth in geometrically similar specimens of different
sizes can be described by the following law:

SK1

in which Ki = fracture toughness for an infinitely large specimen, AKI = amplitude of the
stress intensity factor, Aa/AN = crack length extension per cycle; and C, n = constants.
For # -* o, this equation reduces to the well-known Paris law. For normal size concrete
specimens, however, the deviations from Paris law are quite significant. This is revealed by
the experimental results in Fig.7 for three different sizes in the ratio 1:2:4. In this plot, the
Paris law gives an inclined straight line of slope n, but it is seen from Fig.7 that for each
size one obtains a different straight line. The solid straight lines represent Eq.12.

2.7. FRACTURE OF HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE

It has already been well established that high strength concrete is more brittle than
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normal strength concrete. This question has been investigated at Northwestern University
using the size effect method of determining material fracture properties [13]. Concrete of
28-day standard compression strength 12,000 psi, typical for high-rise construction in the
Chicago area, has been used. The results are summarized in Fig.8, which shows the relative
values of various material properties compared to the normal strength concrete, particularly
the compression strength f,, modulus of rupture f, Young's modulus E, fracture toughness
Ki, and fracture energy G (both for an infinitely large specimen), effective length of the
fracture process zone c1, and Irwin's characteristic size of the nonlinear zone to. Whereas the
compression strength is 2.6-times higher than that of normal-strength concrete, the fracture
toughness is increased only by about 25%, fracture energy by about 15%, and the effective
lengths of the fracture process zone is decreased 2.5 times and the characteristic size of the
nonlinear zone is decreased approximately 5-times. Consequently, the brittleness number of
the high strength concrete structure is approximately 2.5-times higher than the brittleness
of an identical structure made of normal-strength concrete. This aspect of high strength
concrete is unfavorable for design and requires special attention.

3. Effect of Rate of Loading and Creep

Fracture of rocks as well as ceramics is known to exhibit a significant sensitivity to the
rate of loading. For concrete, the influence of the rate of loading on fracture propagation is
even more pronounced and is further compounded by viscoelasticity of the material in the
entire structure. To calculate the response of a structure, as well as to be able to evaluate
laboratory measurements, the most important is the determination of the load or reaction
P as a function of the load-point displacement u and time t for a prescribed loading regime.
The following simple method has been formulated for this purpose.

We begin by rewriting Eq.8 for a structure with rate-independent fracture as follows
=C(a)P, C(a) = Co - 2 P = bd KIR(C)

k() 3a)

in which C(a) is the secant compliance of the structure at growing crack length a, Co is

the elastic compliance or the same structure without crack, KIR(c) = ER(c) = R-curve
of fracture toughness (material property), c = a - ao = crack extension from the notch
or initial crack of length ao, d = characteristic dimension of the structure, o = a/d, b =
structure thickness, o(a) = fO g(a')da', k(a) = vga. When both the load and the crack
length are varying (and 6 = da/dt > 0) are varying, differentiation of Eq.12 yields

i= C(a)P + P dC(a) (14)

da

(15)

in which we introduce the notation

l[ Jf' R(c) KfIR(c) (ca) (16)
b = - k(a) k(o)2 d 1
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Materials which under a constant fast rate of loading follow linear elastic fracture mechanics
exhibit crack growth that approximately obeys the following equation

r,,,KAK) nexp( (# -) (17)
[_ U (I

in which K1 = stress intensity factor, U = activation energy of crack growth, Ro = gas
constant, T = absolute temperature, To = reference temperature, and rc, n = empirical
constants. The applicability of this well-known equation to concrete has been verified in
[39]. For materials which under constant fast rate of loading exhibit nonlinear fracture
properties, the proper generalization of Eq.16 is as follows:

Kexp -(18)

(IR(c) ji o

in which
RR(c) = KIR(c) if P > 0; otherwise fip.(c) = KIR((c) (19)

When the loading rate is approximately constant and temperature is constant, Eq.17 auto-
matically yields the size effect in agreement with the size effect law.

Outside the fracture process zone, concrete behaves as a linearly viscoelastic material
described by the stress-strain relation

C(t) = j J(tt')duQ') (20)

assuming that the free shrinkage strain f,h and the delayed thermal expansion are zero; here
c, a = strain and stress, J(t, t') = compliance function for creep, representing the strain at age
t caused by a unit uniaxial stress applied at age t'. Based on Eq.20, the elastic-viscoelastic
analogy yields for the load-displacement relation the following Volterra integral equationt

u(t) = J(t, t')C[a(t')]dP(t') (21)

in which '(a) = EC(a) = compliance of the structure for a unit value of the elastic modulus
(i.e., for E = 1). This equation results by noting that the delayed viscoelastic displacement
at time t caused by load increment dP(t') occuring at time t' on homogeneous a structure
with crack length a(t') is J(t,t')C[a/(t')]dP(t'). Differentiating Eq.21, one obtains

= C[a(t)]P(t) + , ,() (22)

in which
(t) =--o j i(t, t')[a(t')]dP(t') (23)

Here J(f. t') = aJ(t, t')/Ot = material compliance rate.
The problem of solving the response of a viscoelastic structure with rate-dependent crack

growth under a given controlled displacement history u(i) consists of solving functions a(f)
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and P(t) from Eq.17 and 21 (with Eq.22). This represents a system of two integro-differential
equations of Volterra type. The initial conditions are a = a0 and P = 0 at t = to. The
problem can be solved by finite difference approximations in small time steps At = t,.+, - tj
where j = 1,2,3,... = subscripts for chosen discrete times. With the notation denote
fPa) = K Ph,)n exp - the finite difference approximations of Eqs.17, 21 andf(Pa)= zcbVd-91c)ex Ro T To

22 are as follows
Aa = f (P,a)At + $(a)AP (24)

= P- a)Aa + C(a)AP + Au, (25)
da

i-1

Au" = Z[J(t,+i,tj+ ) - J(ti, tj+j)]0[a(t1+j)]AP (26)
j=1

in which A denotes the increments over the time step At. In each time step, the solution
algorithm may proceed as follows:

1. Loop on iterations.

2. For the first iteration, use the P- and a -values from the end of the previous step,
and for the next iterations, use the P and a values for the midstep as determined
from the previous iteration of this step. Evaluate f(P, a), C(a), 0'(a)and 4 (a). Then
evaluate dC(a)/da s- AC/Aa based on the final a-value in the previous step, for the
first iteration, or on the average value of a as determined in the previous iteration of
this step. Then calculate Au, from the load increments and crack lengths at previous
discrete times and time steps, using Eq.27.

3. Solve AP and Aa from Eqs. 25 and 26. which represent a system of two linear algebraic
equations. Check for convergence according to the given tolerance. If the tolerance
criterion is not met, return to step 2 above and start the next iteration. Otherwise
begin the first iteration of the next time step.

The most important simplification in the preceding solution is the approximation of a
crack with a finite fracture process zone and cohesive crack bridging zone by an equivalent
sharp crack which supposedly gives about the same overall response of the specimen. This
is no doubt adequate for a sufficiently large structure but inadequate for a sufficiently small
structure. For smaller structures it is necessary to solve the problem taking at least into
account a crack bridging zone of a finite length, which requires postulating a relationship
between the crack bridging stress and the crack opening displacement as a material property.
This relationship involves both instantaneous response and crack bridging creep. A solution
of this type has recently been formulated.

The rate-of-loading effect on fracture has been studied experimentally by the size effect
method. The most interesting result [40] is that the effective length of the fracture process
zone decreases as the loading rate increases, and thus the response is getting more brittle,
closer to LEFM. This is seen in Fig.9 which shows that, for specimens of 3 sizes (1:2:4), for
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max aN-points shift to the right (i.e., toward a higher brittleness P) as the time to reach the
peak load increases (tests at constant displacements rates). Measurements are continuing.

4. Closing Remarks

As a final comment on the rate and creep effects, many concrete structures, (for example
dams), develop large cracks over a long period of time. Taking the rate effects in fracture
growth as well as material creep (and shrinkage) farther away from the fracture process zone
into account is essential for realistic predictions. To present the mathematical groundwork
representing perhaps the simplest possible formulation has been one goal of the present
workshop contribution. The other goal has been to review a host of recent developments
which all exploit in some way a knowledge of the size effect due to fracture This effect itself
is a consequence of the nonlocal character of damage in this type of materials.
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Abstract
Laboratory testing of rocks subjected to differential compression have revealed many

different mechanisms for extensile crack growth, including pore crushing, sliding along
pre-existing cracks, elastic mismatch between grains, dislocation movement, and hertzian

contact. Micromechanical models based on fracture mechanics have been developed for

these different mechanisms by many different researchers. In this paper, the KI solutions

for these micromechanical models are reviewed. Because of the similarity in rock behavior

under compression in a wide range of rock types, it is not surprising that the

micromechanical models discussed in the previous sections have many similarities. This
may explain the success of models based on certain micromechanisms in spite of the lack of

evidence for these mechanisms in microscopic studies. Based on these similarities, a
generic micromechanical model is proposed that in some way takes into account all of the

above phenomena. It is demonstrated how the KI solutions from the micromechanical
models can be used to derive nonlinear stress-strain curves that exhibit strain-hardening and

strain-softening, dilatation, 02 sensitivity, and rate dependence. By using subcritical crack

growth, transient and tertiary creep behavior can also be predicted. Also, it is shown how

these micromechanical models can form the basis for continuum damage models using the
finite element method.
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1 Introduction

Rock is a very heterogeneous material, containing different and often anisotropic crystals,

as well as structural weaknesses at all scales. These weaknesses include grain boundaries,

pores, and cracks on the small scale, and joints, faults, and bedding planes on the larger

scale. When rock is subjected to differential compressive stresses, extensile, opening-

mode microcracks grow from these flaws and degrade the properties of the rock. Our

understanding of the fundamental mechanisms involved in the micromechanics of brittle

and semi-brittle rock deformation has increased greatly in the past decade, due to the many

microscopic studies that have been carried out on rocks subjected to compressive stresses

in the laboratory. It has been found, for instance, that microcrack growth occurs

preferentially in the direction of the maximum principal stress, and this results in stress-

induced anisotropic rock properties (Wong, 1985; Fredrich et al., 1989; Zheng, 1989). As

more cracks grow and the cracks increase in length, crack interaction becomes important,

and cracks can coalesce to form large scale splitting or shear fractures. The growth of

cracks has been shown to be closely associated with the macroscopic constitutive behavior

of the rock. For instance, the initial, stable growth of microcracks is associated with strain-

hardening stress-strain behavior, and the interaction and coalescence of cracks is associated

with unstable strain-softening stress-strain behavior (Hallbauer et al., 1973). Both strain-

hardening and strain-softening behavior exhibit dilatation as a result of extensile crack

growth. Also, experiments have shown that for tests conducted at higher confining

pressures, the average length of the cracks is reduced, promoting the transition from brittle

to semi-brittle behavior (Fredrich et al., 1989; Zheng, 1989). Microstructural parameters

such as grain size, porosity, and initial crack density play an important role in rock

deformation, and recent experimental studies have helped elucidate their effects (Zhang et

al., 1989; Fredrich et al., 1989). An example of microcrack growth in Indiana limestone is

presented in Figure 1, revealing several of the different mechanisms that can cause crack

growth under compression (from Zheng, 1989).

Another aspect of rock deformation and failure of great importance is the time and rate-

dependence of rock deformation. Recent experimental studies have shown that both time

and i ate dependent behavior in brittle rocks can be the result of rate-controlled processes

acting at the tips of cracks where stress concentrations exist (Sano et al., 1981; Carter et

al., 1981; Atkinson, 1984). This time-dependent crack growth occurs at values of the

stress intensity factor below the fracture toughness of the material, and is referred to as

sub-critical crack growth. Subcritical crack growth is the result of several mechanisms that
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can occur simultaneously, including stress corrosion, diffusion, dissolution, ion exchange,
and microplasticity (Atkinson, 1984).

Fracture mechanics theory (i.e., Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975) is now routinely being applied
to many different aspects of the micromechanics of rock deformation and failure. Fracture
mechanics models have been developed to analyse crack growth under compressive
stresses due to grain crushing (Zhang et al., 1989), sliding along pre-existing cracks
(Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1982; Steif, 1984; Ashby and Hallum, 1986; Horii and Nemat-
Nasser, 1986; Kemeny and Cook, 1987a,b), stress concentrations around pores (Sammis
and Ashby, 1986), elastic mismatch between grains (Dey and Wang, 1981), dislocation
movement (Krajcinovic, 1989), and combinations of these mechanisms (Costin, 1985).
One of the important aspects of these models is that even though they are based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), nonlinear stress-strain behavior can be predicted due to
the growth of the cracks in an otherwise linear-elastic solid. For instance, the models
predict that the initial growth of cracks results in strain-hardening stress-strain behavior.
Also, the models that include crack interaction show that crack interaction can cause a
transition from strain-hardening to strain-softening stress-strain behavior. Several fracture
mechanics models have been able to predict the transition from axial splitting to shear
faulting as the confining pressure is increased (Horii and Nemat-Nasser, 1986; Kemeny
and Cook, 1987a). Also, a few of the models have implemented a crack growth criterion
based on subcritical crack growth, and these models are able to predict the creep and rate
dependence in rock (Costin, 1985; Kemeny, 1990).

The experirients and theoretical models described above are in general based on the
standard triaxial test consisting of an axial stress and a confining pressure. Ideally, under
these boundary conditions the stress state is constant throughout the body, and a rotation of
the principal stresses does not occur during loading. In actual field situation where rock
deformation and failure are occurring in a rock mass, stress gradients occur due to the
complicated boundary conditions imposed. These stress gradients play an important role in
the fracture systems that develop, and in rock mass stability. Experimental studies have
been conducted looking at the effects of stress gradients on rock deformation and fracture
formation (Guenot, 1989; Gough and Bell, 1982; Haimson and Herrick, 1985; Santerelli,
1987; Ewy, 1989). Fracture mechanics models based on the micromechanics of crack
growth, interaction, and coalescence are now being developed that can take into account
complicated boundary value problems with stress gradients. These models are formulated

by implementing micromehanical models into an elastic finite element code. In each of the
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elements, the micromechanical models are utilized to calculate the effects of crack growth,

interaction, and coalescence, and the stress gradient effects are accounted for by the finite

element calculations. Examples of finite element damage models that have been developed
in this way are given in Costin and Stone (1987), Krajcinovic (1989), and Kemeny and

Tang (1990).

This paper discusses the use of fracture mechanics in modelling the deformation and failure

of rocks subjected to differential compressive stresses. In section 2 that follows, linear
elastic fracture mechanics theory is briefly reviewed. Then, in section 3, some of the

micromechanical models that have been developed to model the different mechanisms for

crack growth under compression are reviewed. In section 4, it is shown how these models
can used to develop nonlinear constitutive relations for rock. This includes

micromechanical models for nonlinear constitutive relations based on the rate-independent

fracture toughness, rate dependent models based on subcritical crack growth, and creep due

to subcritical crack growth. In section 5, these micromechanical models are implemented
into an elastic finite element code, to look at the effects of microcrack growth on

complicated boundary value problems. As an example, we look at borehole breakout using

both the rate-independent and subcritical crack growth models.

2 Fracture Mechanics Preliminaries

The analyses in this paper are limited to two-dimensional, linear-elastic bodies subjected to

compressive principal stresses aY ar'id 02, and containing simple configurations of cracks.

In this section, some of the important aspects of linear elastic fracture mechanics are briefly

discussed. The discussion is limited to those topics that will be used in later sections of
this paper. For a complete discussion of linear elastic fracture mechanics theory, see
Liebowitz (1968), Lawn and Wilshaw (1975), or others.

Following the usual notation in linear elastic fracture mechanics, three types of stress

intensity factors, K1, K11, K111, are distinguished, which relate to the three types of crack

displacements: mode I (opening), mode 1I (sliding), and mode III (tearing). The stresses
near the crack tip then have the following form (Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975):

KI70
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where r is the radial distance from the crack tip, 0 is the angle measured from the plane of

the crack, Q takes on the values I, 11, and IMI for the three cracking modes, and f(O) are

smooth functions of 0. The stress intensity factors take into account the crack geometry

and boundary conditions, and can be extremely simple for simple crack configurations

(e.g., Rooke and Cartwright, 1976). For instance, for a single flat crack of length 21

oriented along the x axis in an infinite body subjected to normal crack face tractions o(x),

the mode I stress intensity factor at the tip x=l is given by (Cherepanov, 1979):

z

Much of the usefulness of the stress intensity factors for rock deformation lies in their

relationship to the strain energy of the body that contains the cracks. The energy release

rate, G, is defined as:

where Ue is the elastic strain energy of the solid that contains the crack, and 2! is the crack

length. The relationship between G and the stress intensity factors is given by:

where E' = E for plane stress and E' = E/(1 - v2) for plane strain. By integrating 2G from

zero to the given crack length, the additional strain energy due to the crack, Ue, can be

calculated.

A convenient method for calculating the displacements of an elastic body containing cracks

is Castigliano's theorem (Sokolnikoff, 1956). From Castigliano's theorem the
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displacement xi that occurs under a load Pi when a linear elastic body is subjected to loads

P1, P2, ... Pn is given by':

The displacements due to the uncracked body are already known for the simple

configurations considered in this paper. Equations (3) to (5) give the procedure for

calculating the additional displacements due to the cracks once the stress intensity factor

solutions are known.

Two criteria for crack growth will be considered in this paper. The first crack growth

criterion (rate-independent) is based on the work of Griffith (1920) and others, and states

that crack growth occurs when:

-T =, 76 )

where KIC is the fracture toughness. Assuming that KIC does not change with crack

growth, the criterion for unstable crack growth is:

A second crack growth criterion (rate-dependent) is based on crack growth that occurs

below KIC and is referred to as subcritical crack growth. A corrnon empirical equation

used to describe subcritical crack growth is based on the power law formulation of

Charles(1958), and in given by:

where A and n are material constants.
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Micromechanical Models for Crack Growth Under Compression

As discussed in the introduction, microcrack growth under compression occurs by many

different mechanisms, and in the past few years, mechanical models have been developed

for many of these mechanisms. In this section we review the stress intensity factor

solutions for several of these micromechanical models. The discussion is limited to the

axial growth of extensile cracks, i.e., the formation of shear bands or faults is not

considered. It is found that the micromechanical models for crack growth under

compression have many similarities, and at the end of this section we introduce a generic

model for crack growth under compression that encompasses all the models. The stress

intensity factor solutions discussed here will be used in section 3 to derive nonlinear

constitutive relations.

Cylindrical Pore Model

A two-dimensional cylindrical pore is subjected to maximum and minimum principal

stresses al and 02, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. For al > 302, tension will occur at

the boundary of the pore in the direction of the maximum principal stress. As al -302

increases, t.veatually a pair of tensile stresses will initiate and grow in the direction of a1.

When the length of the tensile crack, 1, is small compared with the radius of the pore, R,

i.e., /<<R, a small-crack approximation to the stress intensity factor is appropriate, given

by:

This solution is based on the edge crack subjected to a uniform tensile far field stress

(Rooke and Cartwright, 1976). Notice that KI for this configuration increases with

increasing crack length, and for a fixed al, equation (7) predicts that the crack will grow in

an unstable manner.

When the tensile cracks are long in relation to the size of the gore, i.e., R<</, the stress

intensity factor can be approximated by a straight crack oriented in the direction of al with

a set of point forces at the center of the crack. The stress intensity factor for this

configuration ic ,:,/en by:
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where C is a constant. Note that this solution takes into account the opening force due to

01 and the closing effect that a2 has on the long crack of length 21. Also note that from

equation (7), this solution predicts stable crack growth (KI decreases for increasing 1 for

fixed oj and ;2. Thus equations (9) and (10) together predict that the tensile cracks will

initially grow in an unstable fashion, and stabilize at some crack length.

In order to determine the length of crack at which the crack stabilizes, a solution is needed

tha, is valid at all crack lengths. A stress intensity factor solution that encompasses both the

small and large crack behavic given by Sammis and Ashby (1986):

The KI vs. I behavior for this solution is shown in Figure 3, for various values of o2/ky1.

KI initially increases with increasing 1, reaches a maximum, and thereafter decreases with

increasing 1. The maximum represents the transition from stable to unstable crack growth.

Figure 4 shows that the maximum occurs at a length l<R, and decreases with increasing

Y2/01.

Sliding Crack Model
Consider an initial straight crack of length 2/o, at an angle f3 to the principal stresses ol and

02, as shown in Figure 4. The shear stress along the crack over and above that due to

friction (assuming a linear coefficient of friction, g.) is given by:
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The stress intensity factors for the initial configuration are given by:

Assuming that crack growth will occur in the direction such that ao00 at the crack tip is

maximized, crack growth wili occur at an angle of about 700 from the plane of the crack.

These out of plane cracks are referred to as wing cracks. When the wing cracks are small,

i.e., 1<<10, the stress intensity factors are given by (Cotterell and Rice, 1980):

This solution cannot be used for stability analysis, since aKI/Dl is identically equal to zero.

As the crack grows longer, it grows in the direction of al, and the stress intensity factors at

the tip of the wing cracks becomes predominantly KI. A long crack approximation for the

sliding crack for l>>l0 is given by (Kemeny and Cook, 1987a):

IZ- Z-1-g - 15-,

The long crack approximation to the sliding crack is similar to the long crack approximation

for the cylindrical pore model, when lo = R, where R is the radius of the pore. Compared

with the Sammis and Ashby approximation to the pore model (equation 11), KI in equation

(15) above decreases much less rapidly.

One approximation to the sliding crack valid at all crack lengths is given by Horii and
Nemat-Nasser (1986). This model considers an initial crack length 21o at angle P with
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straight wing cracks of length I which are at an angle (x from the direction of the initial

crack, where a varies with the length of the wing cracks:

where/* = 0.271o. The stress intensity factor for a given wing crack length is given by the

value of cc that maximizes K1. This model predicts stable crack growth for 02

compressive, but shows a transition to unstable crack growth when 02 is only slightly

tensile (Horii and Nemat-Nasser, 1986).

Elastic Mismatch Model

Consider a body containing two materials (or one material with a change in anisotropy

orientation) and subjected to principal stresses al and 02, as shown in Figure 5. In two

dimensions, each material can be described by a compressibility matrix, as given by:

-7

where, for instance, S2 1 gives the strain in the 2 direction due to a stress ai. The Sij can,

for instance, take into account the strong anisotropy that occurs within individual grains.

For o1>02, differential expansion will occur in the 2 direction, and a tensile stress will

develop at the interface in the material with the smaller lateral expansion. For a small crack

in this material at the interface, the stress intensity factor can be approximated by the edge

crack with point forces P at the edge (Rooke and Cartwright, 1976):
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Dey and Wang (1981) give an approximate solution for the point force P in terms of the S
matrix and the width of the body, d:

where the superscript indicates material 1 or 2. 1 .der a uniaxial stress (aY2 = 0) and for a

large contrast in compressibility between materials 1 and 2, this reduces to:

If we take d to be the grain size, then this result is very similar to the results for the long-
crack approximations to the pore and sliding crack models when d/2 = R = 1. One
drawback with this model is that the growth of the crack will significantly reduce the
compressibility of material 1, essentially shutting down all crack growth when the
compressibility reduces to that of material 2 (see Dey and Wang, 1980).

Dislocation Pile-up Model
When a solid is stressed beyond its yield point, dislocations will be created, giving rise to
plastic slip. The yield point for different minerals can differ by orders of magnitude,
causing grair boundaries to become barriers to dislocation movement. At such a barrier, a
dislocation pie-up can occur. As the strength of the pile-up increases, a tensile crack can
develop at the edge of the pile-up, referred to as a Zener-Stroh crack.

Consider a slip plane subjected to a resolvd shear stress tr, as shown in Figure 6. This
stress has to exceed the lattice friction stress "f before the dislocations can move. If there

are n edge dislocations of Burgers vector magnitude b in a pile-up of length L, the driving
stress "* is given by:
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The stress distribution due to the pile-up at a distance x and angle 0 is given by

(Krajcinovic, 1989):

6 -Z)_

Using the stress distribution in equation (22), and using the formula for KI for a variable

stress as given in (2), this gives:

Note that this solution has the same form as the stress intensity factor for the sliding crack
model given in equation (15).

Herztian Crack Model
Consider the simple model of two spheres of radius R in contact and under a compressive
force P. Using Herztian contact theory (e.g., Johnson, 1985), the pressure distribution
along the contacting portions of the spheres is given by:

where a is the radius of contact given by:

-

and Po is the maximum pressure at the center of the circle of contact given by:

3To = -
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At the edge of the contact area, a tensile stress ;r exists, the maximum value of which is

given by:

V'r =  - rr -

Based on this tension, the stress intensity factor for a small crack in this tension region is

given by (Zhang et al., 1989):

This model predicts unstable crack growth and is only valid for 1<<a. A tensile stress will

also develop in the sphere similar to that in a Brazilian test (Sternberg and Rosenthal,

1952). A small flaw in the center of the sphere will be subjected to a mode I stress

intensity factor which for a two dimensional disk of radius R can be approximated by

(Rooke and Cartwright, 1976):

I, -2

Again this solution predicts unstable crack growth.

Generic Model

Because of the similarity in rock behavior under compression in a wide range of rock

types, it is not surprising that the micromechanical models discussed in the previous

sections have many similarities. This may explain the success of certain models such as the
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sliding crack and pore models, in spite of the lack of evidence for these models in
microscopic studies. The similarities in behavior between the different models include:

1. Crack growth predominantly in the al direction.

2. KI proportional to a distance parameter such as pore size, grain size, initial crack length, etc.

3. Crack growth unstable when the crack length on the order of the small parameter.

4. Crack growth stable when the crack length is large compared with the small parameter.

5. KI very sensitive to 02.

6. KI linearly proportional to 01 - C02, where C is a constant.

Because of these similarities, is seems appropriate to develop a 'generic' micromechanical

model that in some way takes into account all of the above phenomena. Here a generic
model is proposed, which consists of a crack of length 21 oriented in the direction of 0l,

and subjected to a tensile stress 0o over a region of length 2a, as shown in Figure 7. The

length of this tensile region remains fixed as the crack grows. Initially the crack length 21

can be smaller than the length 2a, and for this case the behavior should be described by the

small-crack approximations. As the crack grows and becomes long compared with a, the

model should behave like the long-crack approximations. Based on item 6 above, we take

Go to be linearly proportional to 01 - Ca2, i.e.:

where C1 and C2 are constants. A closed form solution for KI for this configuration can be

derived from the Green's function solution given in equation (2). The stress distribution is

given by:

Thus KI for this configuration is given by:

-4
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Note we have added the effect of 02 closing the crack. The results of this equation with C2
= 3 are shown in Figure 8, at different values of q2/Ol. Figure 8 shows that initially KI
increases with increasing crack length, and starts to decrease as soon as 1 >a. Thus initial
unstable behavior is predicted, followed by stable crack growth for >a. The model has
three free parameters, a, C1 and C2.

Consider a slightly more realistic configuration where the stress co is not constant over the

region 2a but decreases linearly as shown in Figure 7. KI for this case can be calculated in

the same manner and gives:

The results of this equation with C2 = 3 are shown in Figure 9, at different values of 0F2/1.

In contrast with the results in Figure 8, the peak in the KI vs. I curves in Figure 9 decreases
with increasing cy2/cr. This matches closely with the Sammis and Ashby (1986) model

shown in Figure 3.

Crack Interaction
The effects of crack interaction were not considered in any of the models described above.

In gereral the two extremes of crack interaction effects (in two dimensions) are collinear

interaction and parallel interaction. Simple models for the effects of collinear and parallel

crack interaction are considered here. Recall that many of the long-crack approximations
are based on a crack oriented in the direction of cl and subjected to point normal forces P at

the center of the crack. Collinear crack interaction can be included by considering a

collinear array of cracks, each containing center point forces P. The stress intensity

solution for this is given by (Rooke and Cartwright, 1976):
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where b is the center-to-center distance between the cracks. This solution can form the

basis for interaction effects in the models described above. For instance, for the long-crack

approximation to the sliding crack as given in equation (15), the inclusion of crack

interaction gives:

The intensity of crack interaction is a function of 1/b, which varies from lob initially to 1

when the cracks have coalesced into a splitting fracture. Similarly, the effects of parallel
interaction can be included by considering a doubly periodic array of cracks, each

containing center point forces P. For the sliding crack model, the KI solution becomes

(Kemeny and Cook, 1987a):

L e'__

Derivation of Nonlinear Stress-Strain Curves

The KI solutions as given in the previous section can be used to derive nonlinear stress-

strain curves due to the growth of cracks under compressive stresses. Experiments have

indicated a close relationship between nonlinear constitutive rock behavior and the grov, th,
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interaction, and coalescence of microcracks (e.g.,.Hallbauer et al., 1973). In general, the
initial growth of cracks is associated with strain-hardening behavior, and the interaction and
coalescence of cracks is associated with strain-softening behavior. These results also agree
with experiments on plexiglass sheets containing slits and subjected to compressive

stresses (Horii and Nemat-Nasser, 1986). In addition to the KI solutions given in last
section, we have the choice of the crack growth criterion to use, namely:

KI = KIC crack growth criterion

or

Subcritical crack growth criterion - al/at = A(KI)n

If the KI = KIC criterion is used, then rate-independent stress-strain curves can be derived.
If the subcritical crack growth criterion is used, then rate-dependent stress-strain curves and
creep behavior can be derived. In this section we demonstrate how these three deformation
phenomena can be derived, using first the KI solution for the long-crack approximation to
the sliding crack without crack interaction (equation 15), and secondly, using the long-
crack approximation to the sliding crack with crack interaction (equation 35). The results
show that without crack interaction, the following characteristics of rock behavior can be

modelled:

1. Strain-hardening
2. Sensitivity of stress-stain curves to 02.

3. Rate-dependence of strength

4. Transient creep behavior

With crack interaction, the following two additional characteristics of rock behavior can be

modelled:

5. Strain-softening

6. Creep Rupture

Also, it is found that using realistic material parameters, the models give an excellent match

with laborator data.

Nonlinear Stress-Strain Curves - Ki = KIC Criterion
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Consider a body of width 2w, height 2h, and unit thickness, containing a single sliding
crack, and subjected to principal stresses 01 and Y2. The displacement at the boundary of

the body will consist of the displacement of the body if the crack was not present plus the
additional displacement due to the crack. The displacement due to the body with no crack

is simply given by:

S-e E

The additional displacement due to the crack can be calculated using Castigliano's theorem,
as given in equation (5), and using the KI solution for the non-interacting sliding crack as
given in equation (15), This gives:

_ tC_

where throughout the rest of this section c and s are used for cosp and sinp3, respectively.

At this point we consider the displacement due to N non-interacting sliding cracks, which
will be N times the displacement given above. The total strain is calculated from the total

displacement (elastic plus crack displacements) and gives:

where we define X as the initial crack density, given by:

V
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V is the volume which is equal to 2w x 2h for a two dimensional body of unit thickness.

For a fixed crack length, equation (39) represents a linear relationship between stress and

strain. On a plot of stress vs. strain, this represents a series of straight lines with different
slopes for different values of 1, as shown on Figure 10. These lines would be the effective
moduli for proportional loading, al = ko2.

The crack growth criterion KI = KIC is now introduced. On each of the straight lines (i.e.,
for a given crack length 20, there will be a point on the line where the KI = KIC criterion is

met, which is given by:

-- -

This equation can be solved for al (* is a function of 0l, see equation 12), which gives

the stress at which cracking will occur along any of the straight lines on Figure 10.
Initially, the crack has a length lo, and as the stress is increased loading will initially follow

this line. When equation (41) above is satisfied for 1 = lo, the crack will start to grow, and
the stress and strain values will follow the nonlinear curve defined by the locus of points
calculated from the stresses in equation (41) and the strains from equation (39). The results

of this procedure are plotted in Figure 11 for material parameters representing Westerly
granite (material properties given in Table 1), for different values of 02. Note that this

model predicts initial linear loading, followed by strain hardening. Also, the results are
very sensitive to small increases in 02.

For the case of uniaxial loading (02 = 0), a closed form solution for this nonlinear curve

can be derived by eliminating the crack length a from the two equations, which gives:

+3
This analysis is now repeated, using the KI solution for the model with crack interaction as
given in equation (35). First the linear stress-strain behavior is calculated for a body
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containing N cracks, where collinear crack interaction is included. Using Castigliano's

theorem, the total strain is given by:

+ _by C(5c-' zb

Again the crack density parameter X has been used as given in equation (40). The second

equation that is needed is the crack growth cit-rion, given by:

2 _4 -
'q

Taken together, equations (43) and (44) represent the nonlinear stress-strain behavior, i.e.,

the stress-strain curve is the locus of stresses calculated from equation (44) and strains

calculated from equation (43) for crack lengths that vary from lo to 1., Nonlinear stress-
strain curves calculated for different values of 02 are presented in Figure 12. The material

properties used are that of Westerly Granite, as given in Table 1. Also in Figure 12, these

results are compared with experimental results from Wawersik and Brace (1971). The

model results are able to reproduce many of the features of the stress-strain behavior of

Westerly granite. This includes the initial strain-hardening due to the initial stable growth

of the wing cracks before crack interaction, and the strain-softening behavior due to crack

interaction. Also, the model predicts the large increase in strength with very small

increases in confining stress. The model predicts that ultimate failure occurs by the wing

cracks coalescing to form a single, macroscopic axial-splitting crack. The model does not

predict the transition to shear faulting that occurs at higher values of confining stress. More

sophisticated results could be produced by considering more complex crack interaction

effects.
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Nonlinear Stress-Strain Curves - Subcritical Crack Growth Criterion

Consider a body of width 2w, height 2h, and unit thickness containing N noninteracting

sliding cracks, and subjected to uniaxial loading (02 = 0). On the boundary of the body, a

fixed uniaxial strain rate i is applied. Assuming the strain at t=0 is equal to zero, this

gives:

Using the value for the stress intensity factor from equation (15), the subcritical crack

growth equation becomes:

The linear stress-strain relation for this configuration is the same as equation (39) that was
derived in the previous section (and setting 02 = 0). Equation (39) can be solved for a1

and along wi:h equations (45) and (46), this gives:

-2_ _7
7r7

This nonlinear ordinary differential equation, along with the initial condition that 1= 10 at

t=0, can be solved numerically to give crack length as a function of time (1(t)). This, along
with equation (39), gives o1 as a function of time:

it
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The strain as a function of time is given by equation (45), and the nonlinear stress-strain

curve is the plot of these a(t), e(t) pairs-for different times. Some numerical results are

shown in Figure 13, using the properties of Oshima granite as given in Table 2. The

results are shown for two values of the loading rate that differ by an order of magnitude.

As shown in Figure 13, the stress-strain curve is sensitive to the loading rate. Initially, the

cracks grow at extremely small rates due to the n value of 30, and this region the results for

the two loading rates follow the same elastic slope. As the cracks start to grow at higher

rates, the case with the higher loading rate results in higher stresses, which agrees with

experimental data (Jaeger and Cook, 1979).

The analysis is now repeated, using the stress intensity factor solution that includes

collinear crack interaction (equation 35). This solution is used in the subcritical crack

growth equation, along with the linear stress-strain relation for the case of collinear crack

interaction as given in equation (43). As before, this results in a nonlinear ordinary

differential equation. Using the initial condition that I/b = l0/b at t--O, this equation can be

integrated to give 1/b(t). This along with equation (43) can be used to give a1 as a function

of time. These results are presented for the material properties of Oshima granite (Table 2)

in Figure 14a for four values of applied strain rate. The results are compared with the

experimental data of Sano et al. (1981) at the same strain rates in Figure 14b. The results

show several interesting features. Initially, the behavior is linear, and this is due to the

region when the cracks are growing at a very low rate. As the crack velocity increases,

strain-hardening behavior is initially predicted, followed by strain-softening behavior. The

volume strain is initially compressional, dominated by the solid matrix before the cracks

begin to grow. As the cracks grow, the volume strain becomes dilatational. The stresses at

which this occurs, and the amount of dilatation, match closely with the results of Sano et

al. (1981), as shown in Figure 14b. The results show an increase in strength with

increasing loading rate, which is in agreement with experimental results.

For the case with no crack interaction, consider the same two equations as before, i.e., the

linear stress-strain equation as given in equation (39), and the crack velocity equation as

given in equation (46). To model the creep behavior of crack growth under compression,

we now consider the boundary conditions of a constant uniaxial stress 01. In this case,

using the initial condition that 1 = l at t=O, equation (46) can be integrated analytically to

give:
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and the strain as a function of time becomes:

This can be rewritten into the form:

where

C -- 2-c/g '

Equation (51) predicts transient creep and is of the exact form that is often used to describe

the transient creep in brittle rocks from experimental studies (Jaeger and Cook, 1979).

The above analysis can be repeated using the stress intensity factor solution that includes

collinear crack interaction, equation (35). When this solution is used in the subcritical

crack grov th equation, it can be integrated to give /b(t), and using equation (43), C(t). The
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results for different values of creep stress are presented in Figure 15. For small times for
all values of al and for all times for low values of al, the results agree with the results with
no crack interaction, i.e., transient creep. For values of a1 close to the failure stress, a

transiion from transient creep to creep rupture is seen.

Continuum Damage Modelling
The nonlinear results derived in the previous section were made under the assumption that
the principal stresses 0l and 02 are uniform throughout the body (no end effects or stress

gradients). Using the finite element method, these results can be extended to complicated
boundary conditions that contain stress gradients. This is accomplished by implementing

the procedures described in the previous section into an elastic finite element code on an*
element by element basis, where in each element it is assumed that the principal stresses are
uniform. Like the results in the previous section, nonlinear behavior is predicted due to
crack growth in an otherwise linearly elastic body. Also as in the previous section, two
relationships are needed, the first being the linear stress-strain relationship for each element
as a function of its crack density, and the second being a crack growth criterion. If the Ki
=KIC crack growth criterion is used, then rate-independent nonlinear behavior will be
predicted. If the subcritical crack growth criterion is used, then rate-dependent nonlinear

behavior and creep will predicted. Results using both the KI =KIC and subcritical crack

growth c -11a are presented in the following sections. First the issue of stress-induced

anisotropy is discussed.

Stress-Induced Anisotropy
The micromechanical models reviewed in section 2 predict that crack growth under
compression occurs primarily in the direction of 01. For a body that is initially isotropic,

crack growth in the direction of al will result in stress-induced anisotropic rock properties,

and this must be taken into account in the finite element calculations. In the case of an
initially isotropic body, crack growth in the direction of the maximum principal stress will
render the material transversely isotropic. The linear stress-strain relations under the

assumption of transverse isotropy are given by:

x- --
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Note that there are five independent elastic constants, E1, E2, Vl, V2, and G2. In two
dimensions, the linear stress-strain relationship can be put into the form (plain strain):

where the D matrix is given by:

T) k +< (-v,

where n=E:/E 2 and m--G2/E2. The above formula assume that the cracks grow parallel to
the x axis. If crack growth is inclined relative to the x axis, then the D matrix can be
transformed by a matrix containing the direction cosines (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989).
Using equation (52), Castigliano's theorem, and one of the KI solutions for crack growth
under compression from section 2, the five independent elastic constants for stress-induced
anisotropy can be determined. For instance, for the sliding crack model with collinear
crack interaction (equation 35), this gives:
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Finite Element Damage Model - K..Kic Criterion

The D matrix for stress-induced anisotropy discussed above is a measure of the damage

that occurs in each of the elements due to crack growth and interaction. This damage

measure, along with the KI = KIC crack growth criterion, has been implemented into an

elastic finite element code to produce a nonlinear damage model. Details of this damage

model are presented in Kemeny and Tang (1990). Results of this model for the geometry

of a thick walled cylinder are presented in Figure 16. The thick walled cylinder is subjected

to a vertical external stress of 260 MPa and a horizontal stress of 130 MPa. The properties

assumed are that of Westerly granite given in Table 1, and the sliding crack model with

crack interaction was used. As shown in Figure 16, crack growth stabilizes with only a

minimum amount of damage occurring around the boundary of the specimen. An addition

to the model was made to account for the presence of isotropic damage in addition to the

anisotropic damage due to the growth of axial extensile cracks. This allows for the many

additional sources of damage such as the linking of axial cracks via a shear crack. The

results when isotropic damage is added are shown in Figure 17. Figure 17 shows a much

more well developed breakout shape, which agrees with the numerical results of Zheng et

al. (1989) and experimental results of Ewy (1989) and others. It is interesting to note that

damage progresses into the rock without completely failing the rock in t!,e damage zone.
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For instance, at the boundary of the hole, the damage variable, i/b, reaches a value of 0.508

(1/b=l is complete failure). This agrees with experimental results (e.g., Ewy, 1989).

Finite Element Damage Model - Subcritical Crack Growth Criterion

Here the subcritical crack growth criterion is used as the basis for a finite element damage

model. Details are given in Kemeny and Tang (1990). Implementing the subcritical crack

growth criterion rather than the KI = KIC criterion results in several improvements in the

damage model. One improvement is that the increase in crack length in each element at

each time increment is calculated explicitly from the subcritical crack growth equation.

Another improvement is the sensitivity of the results to the applied rate of loading. This
rate dependence plays an important role in actual problems in geomechanics. In drilling,

for instance, stress concentrations around the borehole can occur almost simultaneously

with the drilling. In laboratory experiments, however, rock samples are usually pre-

drilled, followed by the application of load at slower loading rates. These differences can

be examined using the rate-dependent damage model. Some results of the rate-dependent

damage model are presented in Figure 18. A thick walled cylinder is subjected to vertical

and horizontal stresses of 50 and 25 MPa, respectively. The properties used are that of

Oshima granite (table 2). In this creep test, the loads are applied instantaneously at t--O,
and held constant. Figure 18 presents the results _ hours after the loads have been

applied.

Conclusions

Linear elastic fracture mechanics is an important tool in understanding the nonlinear

deformation of rocks. There are many different mechanisms for extensile crack growth in

rocks due to differential compression, including pore crushing, sliding along pre-existing

cracks, elastic mismatch between grains, dislocation movement, and hertzian contact. We

have reviewed several fracture mechanics models for these different mechanisms, and

many similarities between the models are evident. Based on these similarities, a generic

model is proposed that encompasses the different models. Models to take into account the

effects of crack interaction are also discussed. From the micromechanical models,

nonlinear stress-strain curves are derived that exhibit strain-hardening and strain-softening,

dilatation, 02 sensitivity, and rate dependence. Also, it is shown how these models can

form the basis for continuum damage models using the finite element method.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of Berea sandstone subjected to uniaxial compression (al
vertical) showing stress-induced microcracks formed by averal different micro-
mechanisms, from Zheng (1989).

Figure 2. a) Cylindrical pore model for crack growth under compression. b) small-crack
approximation. c) long-crack approximation.

Figure 3. Results from the pore model of Sammis and Ashby for different values of 02/0l.

Figure 4. Sliding crack model for crack growth under compression.

Figure 5. Elastic mismatch model.

Figure 6. Dislocation pile-up model.

Figure 7. Generic model for crack growth under compression. a) constant stress ao over a
distance a at the crack center. b) linearly decreasing stress at the crack center.

Figure 8. Results of the generic model in Figure 7a for different values of a2/01, and
taking C2 = 3.

Figure 9. Results of the generic model in Figure 7b for different values of ai2/, and
taking C2 = 3.

Figure 10. Illustration of the derivation of nonlinear stress-strain curves using the effective
moduli for the body containing cracks of different lengths (straight lines), along with the KI
= KIC criterion for crack growth for each of these crack lengths (solid points). Nonlinear
stress-strain relation is the curve connecting these points.

Figure 11. Nonlinear stress-strain curves calculated from the sliding crack model without
crack interaction using the KI = KIC crack growth criterion. Parameter values used for
Westerly granite (see Table 1).

Figure 12. Nonlinear stress-strain curves calculated from the sliding crack model with
crack interaction using the KI = KIC crack growth criterion. Parameter values used for
Westerly granite (see Table 1). Experimental results by Wawersik and Brace (1971) at the
same confining stresses (dashed lines).
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Figure 13. Nonlinear stress-strain curves from the sliding crack model without crack
interaction using the subcritical crack growth criterion. Parameter values for Oshima
granite (see Table 2).

Figure 14. a) Nonlinear stress-strain curves from the sliding crack model with crack
interaction using the subcritical crack growth criterion, at four values of applied strain rate.
Parameter values for Oshima granite (see Table 2). b) Experimental results by Sano et al.
(1981) at the same strain rates.

Figure 15. Creep vs. time using the sliding crack model with crack interaction and using
the subcritical crack growth criterion, at three values of creep stress. Parameter values for
Oshima granite (see table 2).

Figure 16. Contours of damage for a thick-walled cylinder subjected to horizontal and
vertical stresses of 260 and 130 MPa, respectively. Damage model based on KI = KIC
crack growth criterion and sliding crack model with crack interaction.

Figure 17. Contours of damage for a thick-walled cylinder subjected to horizontal and
vertical stresses of 260 and 130 MPa, respectively. Damage model based on KI = KIC
crack growth criterion and sliding crack model with crack interaction. Isotropic damage
also added.

Figure 18. Contours of damage for a thick-walled cylinder subjected to horizontal and
vertical stresses of 50 and 25 MPa, respectively. Damage model based on subcritical crack
growth criterion, and results are shown after loads have been applied for_ hours.
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ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF COHESIVE CRACKS AND ITS
RELATION WITH EFFECTIVE ELASTIC CRACKS

J. Planas and M. Elices
Department of Materials Science. Escuela de Ingenieros de Caminos.

Universidad Politdcnica de Madrid. Ciudad Universitaria. 28040-Madrid. Spain.

ABSTRACT

Replacement of a cohesive crack problem by an approximate linear elastic problem was
proven useful in some instances. This contribution provides a unified treatment of a wide
class of equivalences between such problems and sets limiting conditions for the effective
crack models. After reviewing the cohesive crack model, the concept of equivalent crack
is introduced and some examples of equivalences are discussed. Finally, the equivalences
are analyzed in the limit of very large sizes, and it is shown that some equivalences,
different for small sizes, merge when the specimen size is increased. Some equivalences,
however, remain different, particularly the equivalence which is at the root of the R-
CTOD-curve model. Equations to improve the predictions of this model are given for
large sizes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modelling crack initiation and propagation in cohesive materials leads to solving a non
linear fracture mechanics problem and, with a few exceptions, one has to resort to
numerical analysis. Under these circumstances it is quite natural to look for approximate
solutions based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), a field where computation
is easier and more experience is available.

The substitution of an actual fracture process -with a plastic or non-linear zone
sur:ounding the crack tip- by an effective or equivalent crack was probably the first
approximation to non-linear fracture problems. In the early approaches the effective
crack extension was mildly related to the size of the plastic zone in quite an intuitive way,
but the ability of the effective crack to represent the actual behaviour was not deeply
investigated at a theoretical level, although it was extensively used in experiment
interpretation and in design.

The equivalent linear elastic problem has to be solved in conjunction with an associate R-
curve or, otherwise stated, a crack growth rule has to be independently stated as a
relatioanship between the effective crack growth resistance and the effective crack
cxtension. This is not the only price one has to pay for simplifying the cohesive crack; it
was proven that the R-curve is geometry and size dependent -i.e., is not a material
property- and, consequently, the equivalence becomes severely restricted.

In spite of these shortcomings there is some evidence [1] showing that for usual
geometries and available sizes, differences among R-curves (when adequately
formulated) are well inside the experimental scatter and, in this respect, they may be
considered a material property for practical purposes, as long as peak-load versus size
prediction is concerned.

However, there is no way to know a priori whether this R-curve which fits very well the
peak-load size effect will be equally accurate in describing other aspects of the behavior,
for example the load-displacement curve, or any other curve.
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The aim of this contribution is to deepen in this research line and provide limits of validity
of the effective elastic crack models as approximations of cohesive crack models. in this
paper the concept of effective elastic crack is discussed first and afterwards the
equivalence for large sizes is explored with the help of the asymptotic method, already
developed by the authors [2, 3, 4].

2. THE EQUIVALENT ELASTIC CRACK

We shall restrict to a class of cohesive materials and loading according to the following
hypothesis:

H. 1.- Loading: Loading is assumed to consist in monotonic mode I crack growth,
achikved by symmetric proportional loading of an initially symmetric specimen.

H.2.- Bulk Behaviour: The material di3plays linear elastic bulk behaviour -with Young
modulus E and Poisson's ratio v- as long as the major principal stress does not
reach a critical value (rR.

H.3.- Crack Initiation: When the maximum principal stress reaches "R (the tensile
strength) fracture is initiated and strain localization takes place in what is called the
Fracture Process Zone (FPZ). The FPZ is modelled as a cohesive crack where the
strain localization is idealized as a displacement jump or crack opening, while
cohesive stresses simulate the softening behaviour.

H.4.- Crack Evolution: Once the cohesive crack has formed, the stress transferred
through the crack faces is assumed to depend upon the relative displacement of the
crack faces.

For these loading conditions, the stress normal to the crack plane, a, is supposed to be

given by a single-valued, non-negative function of the crack opening w, i.e.:

a = F(w) where F() = aR and F(w) _> 0 (2.1)

The material function F(w), together with E and v, suffice to characterize the cohesive
material behaviour, as far as monotonic mode I is concerned. Based on this function,
usually called the - -ftening curve, several definitions were done:

a.- The work nZL. d to monotonically open a crack of unit surface up to w, the specific

work supply, is a material function given by

w

WF(w) = JF(w')dw' (2.2)
0

b.- The specific work supply needed to fully open a unit surface is also a material
property called the specific fracture energy GF (or, simply, fracture energy), i.e.,

wc

GF = JF(w')dw' (2.3)
0

where, it is assumed that the value of F(w) is zero for crack openings exceeding wc.

Now, let us go back to the concept of equivalent crack, and consider a particular
equivalence -the force-displacement equivalence- to fix the idea. Two geometrically
identical cracked samples, as shown in figure 1, are loaded under displacement control u.218
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One sample is made with a cohesive material, as defined above, and the other is made
with a linear elastic material. The measured response of the two samples -i.e. the loads
P and Pe - for every displacement u will be different, but we can force the responses to
match each other, P = Peq, by choosing a suitable equivalent crack length aeq and a
suitable equivalent crack growth resistance Re at each deformation level.

In doing so, we force both samples to exhibit the same P-u behaviour, but in general, the
equivalence ends here; stress or displacement fields, or relevant parameters like CMOD or
CTOD, are not the same. Moreover, the price paid for the equivalence is that the linear
elastic material has not a constant crack growth resistance. Instead, a changing value with
crack length is needed in order to keep the P-u equivalence. Moreover the R-Aa curve
obtained is not a material property, it depends on the geometry and specimen size.

At first sight, the advantages of using this equivalence are not obvious since there are not
simple rules for the generation of the R-curves for every geometry and size. However, in
some circumstances this can be done as we shall see later.

In a general equivalence, the equivalent resistance to crack growth may be obtained (for a
monotonic process), by using the classical concepts of LEFM, because the equivalent
specimen is, by construction, linear elastic. Given the equivalent load Peq and the
equivalent crack length aeq, we may compute the stress intensity factor for the equivalent
crack, which will always take the form:

-i P.-- S (a.,( .4
q := KIe(Peq, aq) = B - (2.4)

where B is the specimen thickness, D one of its characteristic in-plane dimensions, and
S(a/D) is the geometrical shape factor.

Owing to the postulated linearity of the material of the equivalent specimen, the resistance
to crack growth may be written in any of the following equally valid forms:

:=G K (2.5)
Req :GReq =JReq = E

where GR is the resistant-energy release rate, JR the resistant-J integral, and KR the
resistant-stress intensity factor, and E' is the effective elastic modulus for generalized
plane stress or plane strain. Since the equivalent crack is on the monotonic quasi-static
loading curve, hence in a state of incipient growth, the resistant-K must be equal to the
driving-K in Eq. (2.4), and then

R : [K= (P, aQ)]2  (2.6)

2.1. P-Y Equivalences

This kind of equivalence is shown in figure 1. The actual sample is sketched on the left,
its cohesive zone has grown monotonically up to C, and the corresponding load is P(C).
The equivalent sample, made with an elastic non cohesive material, is sketched on the
right and it is loaded with same P value (hence the P equivalence labeling). Notice that the
crack length is not ao but aP Y = a0 + AaP-Y, where P stands for the imposed load and Y
for the magnitude related with the second degree of freedom. One should realize that the
stress and displacement fields of the right hand sample are known when the load and the
crack length are known. Since load is fixed, only one degree of freedom remains.
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2.1.1. P-u Equivalence

When load point displacement u is chosen as a second variable, one arrives at the load-
displacement equivalence. If P and u are measured in the actual sample, the P-u
equivalent elastic crack length a-'m can be computed from:

C,(aP-u) = u (2.7)

where Ceq(a) is the expression for the compliance of the equivalent specimen for a crack
length a, which may be obtained from linear elastic analyses.

Equation (2.7) determines the equivalent crack length at each loading step, from which,
and the known load, other magnitudes may be computed for the P-u equivalent specimen.
In particular, the P-u equivalent crack growth resistance RP-' may be obtained from
equations (2.6) and (2.4) substituting Rq - RP' u, aeq = aP-u and P,, = P. The resultant R-
curve will be geometry and size dependent because of the implicit size and geometry
dependence of both members of equation (2.7)

2.1.2. P-CMOD Equivalence

When CMOD (Crack Mouth Opening Displacement) is chosen instead of the
displacement associated to the load, one has a P-CMOD equivalence. The P-CMOD
equivalent elastic crack length aP'CMOD can be computed from an equation entirely similar
to (2.7),

CCMOD(aP-CMOD) = CMOD(2.8)eq
.-CMOD.

where C eO (a) is the expression for the compliance associated to CMOD for a non
cohesive sample with a crack of length a.

The P-CMOD crack growth resistance may be obtained -after computing the equivalent
crack length from (2.8)- from (2.6) and (2.4) with the adequate change of indices as
done before for the P-u equivalence. The same comments as before, regarding size and
geometry dependence of R-curves, can be done.

It can not be stated, at first sight, that equations (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent and, hence,
there is no reason for aP-u and aP'CMOD to take the same value.

2.2. X-Y Equivalences

The above reasoning used to set P-X equivalences can be generalized to any couple of
variables X-Y. Now, the actual specimen and the equivalent (or virtual) specimen are not
bearing the same load, in general, and the equivalent load pX.Y and equivalent crack
length aX-Y corresponding to the virtual specimen can be computed by equating X and Y
in both specimens:

Xeq(PXY, ax-Y) = X (2.9)

Yeq(PX'Y, aX.Y) = Y (2.10)

wheie the left hand members are the elastic expressions for magnitudes X and Y in the
equivalent specimen and the right hand members the actual values of X and Y (either
measured or computed using the cohesive model).
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Equations (2.9) and (2.10) determine the equivalent load and crack length, from which
any other magnitude can be found for the equivalent specimen. In particular, the
equivalent crack growth resistance is, -again, obtained from (2.4) and (2.6) with the
obvious equivalence specifiers: Req = RX'Y, aeq = ax 'Y and Peq = pX.Y.

2.2.1. J-CTOD Equivalence

The couple J-CTOD is an example of the generalized X-Y equivalence The variable J
stands for the J-integral, with the essential remark that when the cohesive sample is
considered,the J-integral has to be taken over a path always surrounding the cohesive
zone. Under such circumstances it was shown [5] that:

J = WF(CTOD) (2.11)

where WF, the specific work supply, was defined in (2.2). For the non-cohesive sample,
J is equal to KI/E' as stated before in Eq. (2.5). The variable CTOD is the crack
opening at the initial crack tip.

The couple of equations (2.9) and (2.10) for this particular equivalence are, after use! of
(2.6) and (2.11):

[Kiep(pJ-CTOD, aJ-CTOD)]2EF = WF(CTOD) (2.12)

weq(PJ.c ° D, aJ' CTOD, a0) = CTOD (2.13)

where weq(P, a, ao) is the crack opening at the initial crack tip location ao of the
equivalent specimen subject to load P when the crack length is a.
These two equations may be used in different ways. We first notice that once expressions
for K, and w -depending only on geometry and loading- and for WF -depending
only on material- are given, (2.12) and (2.13) provide the parametric representation of
the P-a curve, with parameter CTOD. We further notice that the LH member of (2.12) is
the equivalent crack growth resistance (2.6) which, according to (2.12) is a unique
function of CTOD. This equivalence results, then, in a R-CTOD curve model, previously
analyzed by the authors on different grounds [1].

Equation (2.13) may be made more explicit by writing the CTOD of the elastic sample
(LH member of 2.13) in the form derived in [6]

Weq(PJC'rOD, aJCOD, a0) = 8 Keq(PJCTOD, aJCrOD) (AaJ-CTOD)I/2 L4 AaJ.TOD)

S(2.14)

where L(Aa/D) is a dimensionless function implicitly depending on shape and initial crack
length and D is a characteristic structural length (for example, beam depth). The function
L(AaID) satisfies the condition L(O) = 1 for any geometry.

The use of this equation in (2.12) and (2.13) allows the elimination of the load, and

further use of (2.6) reduces the equations to:

RJ. ' r OD = WF(CTOD) (2.15)

AaJ.CTOD L (AaJ-Dr) r E' CTOD 2  (2.16)D 32 WF(CrOD)
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The first of this equations is no more than the R-CTOD equation, linked to the material
softening curve by (2.2). The second equation (2.16) gives the J-CTOD equivalent crack
extension. The set of the two equations is the parametric representation of the R-Aa curve
which must be noted to be size and geometry dependent, because of the presence of the
function LAaID). Only for D--o- the R-Aa curvebecomes geometry independent because
then Aa/D--)O and L-41.

From these equations and the relationships (2.6) and (2.4) the load pJ.CTOD acting on the
equivalent specimen for a given CTOD may be obtained. There is no reason to expect that
this load coincide with the actual load P. However, it was found that the maximum load
can be accurately predicted using the equivalent sample, at least for notched beams. As an
example, for concrete beams (where/rh = EGFloR) was supposed equal to 0.3 m), the
error was less than 5% for beam depths larger than 8 cm [1].

2.2.2. Bazant Size-Independent R-Aa Equivalence

As already stated, any of the above equivalences lead, at least in principle, to size
dependent R-Aa curves. Bazant has put forward a method to determine a size-independent
-but geometry-dependent- R-Aa curve from the knowledge of the size-effect curve, or
variation of peak load Ppak with size D for geometrically similar precracked structures[7, 8, 9].

Bazant's approach is a general X-Y equivalence in the sense that two conditions are
imposed. The first condition is that the peak load must be the same on the actual and on
the equivalent elastic specimen for every size D. The second condition is that the R-Aa
curve must be size independent. The only input is the size effect curve, which may be
written as a function Ppeak(D), known from experiments or by computation. The
unknowns are the equivalent resistance and the equivalent crack extension at peak load
for every size. When the size is eliminated, the R-Aa curve appears. The result, derived
and used by Bazant in many papers, is that the R-curve is the envelope of the following
uniparametric family of functions, with parameter D:

R11 G = L (pak) S (xo + AaB-Gj (2.17)

where ao = a0lD is constant because of geometrical similarity, and superindex B-G
stand for Bazant and General, because no special size effect curve is postulated here. The
size effect may come from a cohesive model, from Bazant's size effect law, or from any
other imaginable model. The result depends of course on the size effect behaviour and
also, at least in principle, on ao and on other hidden geometrical parameters in the shape
function S. It !s size-independent, but geometry-dependent.

3. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE EQUIVALENT CRACK

Let us explore, now, the equivalences for large specimen sizes. The authors developed a
method particularly appropriate for analyzing cohesive crack models when the specimen
size is large [2, 3, 4] and some results will be briefly summarized here.

It is assumed that the size of the cohesive zone, c, remains bounded as the specimen size
(characterized by D) grows and that the stress and displacement fields can be developed
in series of cD. The zeroth order asymptotic approach is obtained when terms of the
order of cD or higher are neglected. When the terms linear in c/D are also retained
-neglecting terms of the order of (cID)2- the first order approach is obtained.
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For zeroth order approach, the stress and displacement fields far from the cohesive crack
tip are the same as the corresponding fields of an elastic crack of length a0 . This is a well
known far field property. In this approximation, the solution is written as a weighted sum
of elastic solutions, with a dinensionless density function k*(x) defined on (0,1) the
values of which for every cohesive crack length c are determined from the equation:

f k*(u) (x-u)-1/2 du - F* * fk*(u) (u-x)1 /2 du 0 (3.1)
0*c du 0 31

with c* = 1- C OR2  (3.2)1ch E761

and F*(w*) 1 F( GF _ (33)
OR k;R

where x and u are relative positions on the cohesive zone, so that x and u = 0 at the initial
crack tip and x and u = 1 at the cohesive crack tip; c* and F*(w*) are dimensionless
forms of the cohesive zone size c and of the softening function F(w) in Eq. (2.1).

Once the density function k*(x) has been obtained for a given c, the J-integral, the load
expressed as nominal intensity factor (SIF for the initial crack length and the actual load),
and the CTOD may be found to be:

J = 27tc* G Ff I k*(u) du + O (3.4)

KIN = NTnc*'_ f k *(u) d u +O0 YC5 (3.5)

1

CTOD= GF 8c* f k*(u) u1/2 du + 0/"\ (3.6)
CYR 0

where O(c/D) stands for a function of the same order of its argument, and it is exnlicited
to remember that we are in the zeroth order approach. Since Eq. (2.11) is always valid,
we may use this and Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) to find the following essential relationship
between the cohesive zone size and the CTOD:

n E'CTOD 2 <ul/2>.2 + /- (3.)c =_ T2- WF(CTD) + (.7

where <f(u)> is the k*-weighted average value of any given functionf(u) on the (0,1)
interval:

f f(u) k*(u) du
0

<f(u> = R 1 (3.8)

J k*(u) du
0

When the approximation is extended to first order, a new far field property -not so
obvious- was deduced (restrictedly in [3], a complete proof will be published
elsewhere):

For a cohesive material and a general geometry under mode I loading, every far field may
be approximated, up to and including order cID, by the corresponding elastic field of a
crack of length ao + AaFF,,, where AaFF,, is the Full Far Field effective (or equivalent)
crack extension given,for each cohesive crack size,by the following equation 223
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AaFF. = c <u> (3.9)

where < > has the same meaning as before. Notice that this equation is based only on the
zero order solution, and has a meaning only for first order approximation. The existence
of a full far field equivalence for higher orders of approximation.is dubious.

It is possible to express AaFF. in terms of the CTOD and to derive a lower bound for it.
Substituting c from (3.7) into (3.9) we get:

AaECTOD 2  <u> +U>) (3.10)AaFF = - W(CIOD) <u1t2>2

Use of the Bunyakovsky-Schwarz inequality in the first term of the RH member of this
equation, and the fact that the second term vanishes as D grows to infinite, delivers the
lower bound theorem:

AaFF., > WE COD2  for c/D small enough. (3.11)
7T WF(CTD)

3.1. Far Field (FF) Equivalences

Let us consider the equivalences based on variables associated with fields far away from
the cohesive zone (FF, far fields), and this limited to very large sizes for which the full
far field equivalence exists to a given degree of accuracy. Several among the variables
used to define equivalences in the previous section are far field variables. This is
obviously the case for P, u and CTOD , but also for J. The later is a very special case
because it comes from a path independent integral that may be performed along any
contour. Hence, if two specimens have identical far fields they also have identical J-
integrals, eventhough their near fields may be essentially different . This is in fact the
dual of a reasoning frequently used in LEFM (equal near fields imply equal Js even if far
fields are essentially different).

According to the preceding, the equivalences in which both indices correspond to far
fields are then mutually equivalent, and we have for a given situation (a given cohesive
zone size):

FF P PCMODAa00 = Aa u = Aa (3.12)

where subscript -o means infinite (very large) size.

The R-Aa curve for zero order approximation is expressed parametrically by the first term
of Eq. (3.4) for R and (3.9) for Aa. To get a first order approximation, the linear term in
Eq. (3.4) has to be included which requires the solution of a further integral equation
similar to (3.1).

It is intersting to comment Bazant Equivalence for a Cohesive model at this point (B-C).
Bazant equivalence is based on the knowledge of the peak load over a certain range of
sizes. The peak load is a far field property, but the necessity of having a range of sizes to
find the k-curve limites the analysis for large sizes. Indeed, if we know the size effect for
only one size, no information at all about the R-curve can be obtained. If we know the
size effect in the neigborhood of a size (peak load and its derivative with respect to size)
only one point of the R-curve - and the slope at this point- may be obtained, wich
corresponds to the peak for this particular size. From the asymptotic size effect equation
previously obtained by the authors, and the definition of the B-C equivalence, it may be

224 easily proved that the B-C equivalence is also far field at the peak:
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ia B-C = Aa FF and R B-C = R = GF  (3.13).,peak -apeak -peak

3.2. The J-CTOD Equivalence

When the variables chosen for the equivalence are related with the cohesive zone the far
field property can not be directly exploited. This happens, for example, with the variable
CTOD and with the equivalene J-CTOD. In principle, there is no reason to suspect that
4S.70D and AaFF coincide for very large sizes, and we will see that they do not.

Consider first the J-CTOD equivalence in the limit of large sizes. Putting L = I for D-4
in Eq. (2.16) one inmediately obtains

J.CrOD i E' CTOD2
Aa = W- (3.14)

which is obviously the approximation of order zero of fthe J-CTOD equivalent crack
extension , so that in a neigborhood of cD = 0 one has

AaJ-CroD = AaJC°D + 0( D ) (3.15)

It appears that the RH member of equations (3.11) and (3.14) coincide, so that the lower
bound theorem above turns out to state that the the FF equivalent crack extension is
always larger than the J-CTOD equivalent crack extension in the limit of large sizes:

Aa F J' CTOD (3.16)

One may use the Full Far Field equivalence for large sizes to find first order relationships
between the actual load P and displacement u and those determined through the J-CTOD
equivalence, pJCTOD and uJ'CTOD.

To obtain the relationship between the loads we just write that, by the very definitions of

FF and J-CTOD equivalences

j = jFF = jJ-CTOD (3.17)

The second equality obviously imply that the stress intensity factors at the equivalent
crack tips must be equal in FF and J-CTOD equivalences. Using then the expression
(2.4) one finds

p S(o0 + A-FF = pJ-CTOD.S 0AaJ'CTOD)1T J~o.~o+ D)(3.18)

from which one obtains, accurate to first order:

Aa -Aa JFE
pJ-CTOD = p I + - 1 + (3.19)

where o(AaID) stands for a function vanishing faster than its argument.

To obtain the relationship between the displacemens, we first recall that the displacement
in an equivalent elastic specimen may be always written as
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S (3.20)

where Ceq is the compliance and C*(alD) a dimensionless compliance, related to the
shape factor for the stress intensity factor S(alD) in (2.4) by the relationship

2 S2(-) = C-(a-)(3.21)

where C*' indicates the first derivative of C* with respect to its argument. This equation
follows easily from the well known relationship of LEFM between G and the derivative
with respect to crack length of the elastic energy.

Writting now aeq = ao + Aa , aoJD = a0 = constant, and using (3.21) for the first
derivative of C*, we may find Ze first order expansion of (3.20) as

PC, 0 (1  2So2 Aae, (ALQ.

eqq C* +~- (3.22)

where subindex 0 for C* and S means values for the initial crack length

According to the far field equivalence theorem, at a given instant the load and
displacement in the actual specimen are equal (to first order) than those in the FF
equivalent specimen, hence: *

uP* 2S 02 Aa +0 Aa .( 23
u= COBE 1 + C"o" )+o () (3.23)

For the J-CTOD equivalence the analogous result i found as

pJ-CrOD( 2S 02 Aa J-C OD (AaJ'CT D  .

UJ'CT OD = C*O - -7 1 + C o Do +0 D " (3.24)

The relationship between displacements is now found by eliminating P and pJ-CTOD from
(3.23), (3.24) and (3.19):

AaFF -AaJ'COD D

(S 0  2 S 02 , ,,, 00 A aUJ+0D = U ( +- ) 9 +0(D (3.25)

It appears, then, that up to first order the J-CTOD equivalence may be used to find
estimates of load and displacement that can be further corrected using (3.19) and (3.25) if
an estimate of the difference between the two effective crack extensions is available. In
the next section some numerical results are presented regarding this difference.

3.3. Numerical results for the FF and J-CTOD equivalences at infinite
size

To have a feeling of the trend of the equivalences for large sizes, a numerical analysis
was performed and three softening curves, depicted in Fig. 2, were investigated; a
rectangular softening (or Dugdale softening ), a linear softening, and a quasi-exponential
softening. The numerical method described in [3] was used to solve the integral equation
(3.1) for a number of cohesive zone sizes.
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At each step, the equivalent resistance to crack growth for FF and J-CTOD equivalences
was obtained from equation (3.4) since in these equivalences Re = Je = J. The FF
equivalent crack extension was obtainil from Eq. (3.9) and the I-CTO5D equivalent
crack extension from Eq. (3.14), after obtention of the CTOD from (3.6). The resulting
R-Aa curves for the two equivalences and different softening curves are given in Fig. 3.

For a given softening curve, we observe in Fig. 3 that although there is a neat difference
between the two R-curves at a numerical level, it seems that they would be hardly
distinguishable at the experimental level since both curves would fit into the usual
experimental scatter band. Hence, at least for very large sizes, the J-CTOD equivalence
provides a relatively easy-to-apply approximation of the actual overall behaviour
(remember that for this equivalence the R curve is known in parametric closed form).

As far as the P-u curve (one of the basic experimental "observables") is concerned, the
predictions from the J-CTOD equivalence can be improved by using the relationships
(3.19) and (3.25) which depend basically on the difference between the equivalent crack
extensions for the FF and J-CTOD approximations. Fig. 4 gives a picture of this
difference for the tlree softening curves previously envisaged. It shows a proportional
rising at the begining of loading and ends in a plateau after the peak load, where steady-
state crack growth takes place (only for infinite size, which is our case). We notice that
the plateau values are very close for the progressively softening models, and may be a
constan value of 2.7 % of the characteristic size lch could be a good general estimate for
the difference for any reasonably smooth softening curve.
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Figure 1. Definition of equivalent elastic specimen.
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Figure 2. Softening curves analyzed in this work.
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Figure 3. R-Aa curves for the FF(Far Field) equivalence and
for the J-CTOD equivalence, for infinite size.
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Figure 4. Difference between the equivalent crack extension
of FF and J-CTOD equivalences, for infinite size.
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SYNOPSIS

It now well established that many monolithic ceramics exhibit the

property of rising crack resistance with crack extension; i.e. R-curve or T-

curve behavior. The magnitude of the toughness increase can be respectable,

up to factors of three to four in some systems, occurring over crack

extensions of several millimeters or hundreds of grain dimensions. The R-

curve characteristic determines mechanical behavior. For example, the

stabilizing effect on crack growth can lead to the property of flaw tolerance

i.e. a decreased dependence of the strength on flaw size, which is a

desireable property for structural applications in which the component is

subject to damage.

The magnitude and form of the R-curve is sensitive to detailed

characteristics of the microstructure such as grain size and shape, second

phases, grain boundary toughness and intensity of residual stresses. The

strong influence of microstructure leads to potential manipulation of crack-

resistance properties through controlled processing. Opportunities for the

development of improved structural ceramics rest with a proper understanding

of the influence of R-curves on properties, an appreciation of the role of

microstructure in crack-resistance characteristics, and the development of

novel microstructures which exploit the operative toughening mechanism(s).

A substantial body of evidence has been gathered which demonstrates that

the principal mechanism of R-curve behavior in monolithic ceramics, such as

alumina, is grain-localized bridging at the crack interface behind the

advancing tip. Bridging grains exert closure forces across the crack

interface and shield the tip from the applied stress-intensity field. The

accumulation of bridges with crack propagation leads to increased toughness
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with extensions over many grain diameters.

In the present work we examine the phenomenon of crack-resistance

behavior due to grain bridging using alumina-based ceramics as a model system.

The paper is divided into four sections. In the first a model for grain

bridging, formulated in terms of microstructural parameters, is reviewed and

discussed [1]. Particular emphasis is placed upon the role of microstructural

elements and suggestions for adjustments of R-curves through thoughtful

processing are given. The second section deals with the influences of an R-

curve on a variety of mechanical properties. This latter section is

subdivided into three domains of crack site: short - concerning wear

properties [2]; intermediate - strength [3,4] and fatigue (static, dynamic,

cyclic) [5,6]; long - cyclic fatigue. The links between microstructure, R-

curves and properties will be further stressed ii e discussion of

properties. The third section presents results of a more detailed

investigation of grain bridging in the form of in situ SEM observations of

crack-microstructure interactions [7]. Measurements of crack profiles

demonstrate directly the closure forces exerted by the bridges on the crack.

T1 - final section presents some general conclusions and recommendations for

future work.
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ABSTRACT

The creep and creep fracture behaviour of two hot-pressed
aluminas are presented, for both flexure and tension testing.
Steady-state power-law creep is observed with a stress exponent of
about 2 for each material. Three distinct fracture regimes are
found. At high stress in flexure, fracture occurs by slow crack
growth with a high stress dependence of the failure time. At
intermediate stresses, in both flexure and tension, creep fracture
occurs by multiple microcracking after modest strains. Failure
times exhibit a modest stress dependence (stress exponent of 2 in
tension and 3 in flexure). Thus, the Monkman-Grant is observed in
tension, with a constant equal to 0.09. The failure times are
considerably longer in flexure than in tension, due to the
constraint imposed on crack growth by the bending geometry. We

conclude that flexure cannot be used for creep lifetime assessment,
even in simple, single phase materials such as A1203. At low
stresses in tension, failure also exhibits Monkman-Grant behaviour,
but with a much higher constant 0.21. The material shows the onset
of superplastic behaviour.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing emphasis on the development of structural

ceramics for high temperature applications has led to a greater

need for understanding creep fracture in these materials. Typical

operating lives for engine components, for example, will be several

thousand hours. It is therefore inappropriate to design components

for such applications using only data drawn from short-term tests.

Long term testing however, is costly. Therefore, a fundamental

understanding of the processes which control creep fracture is

imperative. In this study, a model material, hot-pressed A1203, has

been used. Although A1203 itself is not suitable as a high
temperature structural material, its behaviour is representative of
"dry grain boundary" ceramics (i.e. ceramics without significant
amounts of glass between the grains). Moreover, it is a potential
matrix material for some structural composites with high
temperature capability. Other structural ceramics with high
temperature strength such as silicon nitride contain extensive
glass as a second phase. Moreover, they are microstructurally
unstable at high temperature. Creep fracture data for these
materials are therefore more difficult to interpret.

Creep fracture in hot-pressed alumina has been studied
previously2"6, using 3-point flexure testing. The temperatures used
in these tests were fairly high (1300-14000C) with very short

failure times (<3 hours). Two failure regimes have been
identified. In the first, failure is by slow crack growth. In the
second, general damage is associated with the growth and linkage of
microcracks. In keeping with previous work on metals, Dalgleish et
al.6 attempt to analyze their results in the general damage region,
using the Monkman-Grant relationship which suggests that the
product of steady-state strain rate and failure time should be

constant, independent of the applied stress. They find, however,
that the Monkman-Grant product is stress-dependent, and suggest

that this is due to the stress dependence of the crack coalescence
processes. They also caution6 that their results may be related to
testing geometry.
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In the current program, lower temperatures and strain rates,

and thus larger failure times, have been studied. In addition, the
use of tensile testing is explored, in order to avoid the
ambiguities inherent due to stress redistribution in bending.
Finally, the effect of impurities is investigated by studying two
separate hot-pressed aluminas.

2 EZXPERIXENTAL

2.1 Materials

Two commercially available hot-pressed aluminas were used in
this study. The first, manufactured by AVCO* in 1983, contained
about 0.3 wt% MgO as a sintering aid. The second, manufactured by
ARCO* in 1986 contained only 200 ppm (by weight) MgO, but had
about 800 ppm Y. Both materials were obtained in the form of hot-
pressed billets. Both were of high density with residual porosity
<0.05% in each case. Both contained equiaxed grains with a mean
linear intercept grain size of 1.6 Am for AVCO and 1.0 Am for ARCO.
Electron microscopy did not reveal any grain boundary glass in
either iaterial.

2.2 Flexure Testing

Flexure bars 651 mm long were machined from the billets, using
a prescribed machining schedule (Robertson, 1989). Most bars had
a fixed cross-section of 4x6 mm. However, some were deeper
(5x10 mm), thus enabling larger strains to be achieved. The
tensile face was always that taken from closest to the centre of
the billet. The tensile axis was perpendicular to the hot pressing
direction. The tensile edges were bevelled on a 600 mesh resin-
bonded polishing plate. The tensile faces and the bevels were then
lapped to a 0.25 Am diamond finish.

* AVCO, Systems Division, Wilmington, MA

ARCO, Silag Division, Greer, SC.
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Samples were tested in air, using one of two four-point bend

rigs, with 20 and 28.5 mm inner span, and 40 and 54.0 mm outer
span, respectively. Deformation was monitored continuously using

3 probe extensometets.

2.3 Tensile Testing

Creep fracture testing under tension eliminates the
uncertainties associated with the time-dependent stresses which
develop during bend tests. We have therefore designed a simple

tensile creep tester for this work. It uses hot grips so as to
minimize specimen material requirements and machining costs. Thus,
pin-loaded specimens, as shown in Fig. 1, were designed. Provided
that care is taken to align the loading holes accurately, this

specimen provides for minimal bending.

Tests were conducted under dead load in a clamshell furnace,
using SiC pull rods and load pins. Strain measurements were made
using a long focal length telescope. This was sighted on knife
edges machined into each of the four shoulders of the specimen (see

Fig. 1). In order to allow for this, a sighting tunnel with a
sliding glass window was placed on one side of the creep furnace.

Opposite the window, a rectangular wall was machined into the
furnace insulation. This was necessary to produce a dark

background, against which the specimen was visible. The precision
with which flag-to-flag displacements could be measured was found

to be ±5 Am.

In converting the displacements to strains, it is necessary to
divide by the length of the deformation zone. However, for the

configuration used here, this is not known exactly. Deformation is
uniform within the 12.5 mm gauge section. However, because of the
need for gradual flares out to the specimen shoulder, a reduced but
significant rate of deformation occurs outside the gauge section.
We have therefore normalized the displacements by a nominal gauge

length of 20 mm, a value intermediate between the reduced gauge
length and the shoulder-to-shoulder separation. This value also
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produces strains which are consistent with those measured on failed

specimens.

The flat faces of each specimen were lapped by hand prior to
testing, to a 3 Am diamond finish. Edges were bevelled
longitudinally so as to reduce the risk of edge failure. The
loading holes were also bevelled in order to minimize bending due
to any small misalignment of the SiC loading pins. A more complete
description of the tensile test facility is available elsewhere7.

Most samples were tested at a single stress to fracture. In a
few cases however, incremental stress change tests were conducted
to determine the creep stress exponent. Similarly, a few samples
were tested in compression in an MTS servohydraulic machine. In
this case the samples had a 4x4 mm square section and a height of

7 mm. The samples were compressad between SiC platens and the
strain was determined by a differential extensometer measuring the
relative displacements of the platens.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Preliminary Results

Initial work was performed at 1350 0C on the AVCO material, in
flexure. In these early tests, larger bend bars with a 5x10 mm
cross-section were used. Outer fibre strains of up to 7% were
possible with this configuration. Tests with nominal outer fibre
stresses between 12 and 39 Mpa were performed. No fracture

occurred. Indeed, no microcracking was visible on the tensile
face. Moreover, it was discovered'9 that this material swells at
1350°C; i.e. cavity growth occurs due to the pressure exerted by
trapped gas in residual porosity, even in the absence of an applied
stress. Further testing was therefore constrained to temperatures

of 1250 0C and below, in which case swelling rates are found to be
negligible.
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3.2 Flezural Results

Flexural tests were performed on both materials over a range

of temperatures. However, the majority of tests were performed at

12500C for ARCO alumina and at 11500C for AVCO alumina. Typical
creep curves are shown in Fig. 2, for AVCO tested at 11500C. Outer
fibre tensile strain , is calculated from the 3-point probe

displacements using the analysis of Hollenberg et al.10 . The
stresses listed are the nominal outer fibre stress at steady-

state'. These are obtained from the applied elastic stresses using

the formulation of Cohrt et al.11

2n+1 a

3n

where the stress exponent n, for this material, is 1.8. The creep

rate data are plotted in Fig. 3 for both the ARCO and AVCO

materials. Strain rates were measured at a strain of about 0.02.

For tests conducted at stresses above 175 MPa for the AVCO

material (or 180 MPa for the ARCO material)*, steady-state is never

achieved due to short time fracture of the samples, and creep data

is not reliable. At lower stresses, however, steady-state creep

does occur. Power-law creep behaviour is apparent with a stress

exponent of 1.8±0.2 for ARCO, and 2.0±0.2 for AVCO. The activation

energies, estimated from the data are 390 kJ/mole for ARCO, and

480 kJ/mole for AVCO.

The transition in creep behaviour at about 175 MPa is

accompanied by a dramatic change in the fracture behaviour. This is

clearly shown in Fig. 4 in which the failure strain is plotted as

a function of stress. At stresses above the transition stress, in

both the ARCO and AVCO aluminas, fracture occurred at very low

strains, under 1%, and in very short times, typically less than 2

hr. At lower stresses, fracture occurred in the AVCO samples only

* Since the estimated time to relax to steady-state (a few
minutes at 1250 0C) is considerably shorter than most of the tests,
we use this as the most reasonable indicator of stress level.

* A steady-state stress of 170 MPa corresponds to an initial
elastic stress of 200 MPa.
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after strains about 12% were reached, while in the ARCO samples

fracture did not occur out to the maximum strain attainable using

deep bend bars, near 18%. The stress rupture data are plotted

in Fig. 5. They also give clear evidence of a change in behaviour

at about 175 MPa steady-state stress.

3.3 Tensile Tests

Tensile tests were performed only on ARCO alumina at 12500C.
Most samples were crept to failure. The creep curves are shown in
Fig. 6. Very little primary creep is observed as compared with the
bend tests. There is also very little evidence of tertiary creep
prior to failure. The small increase in strain rate at large
strain is due largely to the influence of increased stress during

creep at constant applied load.

The steady-state creep data are summarized in Fig. 7. These
data were obtained from both fixed stress and from stress-change
tests. The stress exponent for tensile creep is 1.8, the same as
that obtained from the compression and flexural tests. Scatter in

strain rate between individual samples was significant (see Fig.
7). However, when incremental stress tests were conducted, the
results were very consistent; i.e., the stress exponent was

constant and close to 1.8. The scatter between tests is thought to
be due in part to billet to billet variations in the material.

Failure strain increases rapidly as the stress decreases.
This is shown in Fig. 8 in which both the true failure strain ef =

ln(Ao/Af) and the longitudinal strain ef - ln(lf/l0) are plotted. At
the higher stresses, above 80 MPa, the failure strain is relatively

constant, around 9%. However, it increases rapidly at lower
stresses, rising to 17% at 40MPa.

The stress rupture data are shown in Fig. 9. Once again, there
are two different regions. At the two highest stresses, the data

fit a relationship of the form tf " U", where the stress exponent
m is about 2. For the lower stresses, below 55 MPa a stress
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exponent of between 1.5 and 2 is appropriate, but at much longer
times. Between these two regimes lies a region in which the time

to failure increases rapidly with decreasing stress. This, along

with the rapid increase in failure strain at the lower stresses,

suggests a transition in failure mechanism between 80 and 55 MPa.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Creep Behaviour

Primary Creed

Stress redistribution during fiexural tests complicates the

analysis of primary creep. However, the tensile tests on ARCO also
show primary creep. At 12500 C, we find primary creep strains of

about 1%. This compares with strains of about 0.5% in a somewhat

different hot-pressed alumina, observed by Chokshi and Porter12.

Several explanations for primary creep have been suggested.

Gruffel et al.13 explain their primary creep in hot-pressed alumina
as due to concurrent grain growth. However, we have done extensive

grain growth measurements in our material and find no significant
grain growth at 12500C, although grain growth is substantial at

temperatures of 1350 0C and above8,9. Frost and Ashby14 have modelled

primary creep due to diffusion creep transients. For ARCO at

12500 C, their model predicts strains of about 0.1% with a time

constant of 0.6 h. This is much less (both in time and strain) than

what is observed. Thus, the physical basis for the observed

primary creep is not clear. There may however, be effects due to
grain size distribution on primary creep. The dominant mode of

deformation at low strains is thought to be grain boundary sliding.

Both grain boundary sliding rates and its accommodation by

diffusion are grain-size dependent processes. Moreover, the

material contains grains of variable size. There must therefore

exist a transient, in which load is redistributed from the fine-

grained regions which deform the most readily to the coarser-

grained regions. No quantitative estimate of the strain required
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by this process has been made. However, it must be greater than
that predicted by uniform grain size models of the type developed
by Frost and Ashby . Moreover, elastic anisotropy is likely to play
a role in modifying local stresses at small strains.

Steady-State Creed

Steady-state creep was established for both materials, and in
both types of tests. The stress exponents measured were close to
2 in all cases. Similar values have been measured for a range of
hot-pressed aluminas ,12,15. The significance of this exponent has
not been firmly established. However, it is similar to that
associated with superplastic deformation in metallic systems and
some ceramics 6.

The activation energy measured for flexural creep in AVCO is
480 kJ/mole. This is very close to that measured by Porter et al.15

of 460 kJ/mole, and by Johnson et al.4 of 480 kJ/mole on similar
MgO-doped AVCO aluminas (but not with the value of 635 kJ/mole
reported by Chokshi and Porter12, also for a similar material).
Moreover, these values all lie within the range of reported
activation energies for Al diffusion in A1203, which extends from
420 kJ/mole (ref.14, pp. 99- 102), to 684 kJ/mole 17. The activation
energy for creep in the ARCO alumina of 390 kJ/mole is considerably
lower. This may indicate 0 diffusion control. For example, in a
study of neck growth between alumina spheres at 1500-19000 C, Dynys
et al.17 found Al control of boundary diffusion at high temperature
and 0 control at low. Given the different impurity levels in the
ARCO and AVCO materials, a difference in the diffusion process is
certainly possible.

The overall creep resistance of the ARCO alumina is greater,
by a factor of about 15, than that of AVCO (see Fig. 3). Thus, the
rate of creep of ARCO at 12500C, is roughly equivalent to that of
AVCO at the same stress, but 1000C cooler. Microstructurally, the
materials are very similar. The small difference in grain size is
insufficient to account for the difference in creep rate. We
therefore suggest that differences in impurity and dopant levels18
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lead to significant differences in diffusion coefficient and the
creep rate. This is consistent with the difference in activation
energy just noted. It is also consistent with our observations of
swelling in these tio materials at higher temperatures 9, in which
swelling rates are considerably higher in the AVCO material.
Swelling is again thought to be due to grain boundary diffusion.

4.2 Creep Fracture

Using a combination of flexural and tensile tests, two
transitions in creep fracture behaviour are observed. At high
stress (above about 175 MPa in flexure), failure is very rapid
(52 hour) and at low strain (51%). Thus, failure occurs before
steady-state creep is established. For a given stress, the scatter
in time to failure is large (2 orders of magnitude). Thus, it is
difficult to determine a stress exponent for stress rupture.
However, it is clearly high, about 40. At stresses below 175 MPa,
in flexure, a transition occurs. The failure strain is much
greater (12-16% for AVCO, >18% for ARCO), and the stress exponent
is between 2 and 3.

A second transition occurs within the stress range covered by
the tensile data, for ARCO alumina. For stresses between 82 and
120 MPa, a stress rupture exponent of 2 is observed, while failure
strains remain constant at around 9%. On further reducing the
stress below 55 MPa, the failure strain increases sharply. The
stress exponent remains near two. However, the time to failure

jumps by about a factor of 3 on crossing the transition. It
therefore appears that three distinct failure regions exist,
depending on stress, for creep fracture in ARCO alumina at 12500 C.

The high stress exponent observed following high stresses in
flexure is indicative of failure by slow crack growth, and this is
consistent with fracture surface observations18 . Below the first
transition, in AVCO alumina, failure also occurs by crack growth.
However, multiple cracks are observed with their eventual linkage
causing failure. In ARCO, the material develops only a few
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microcracks and cavities up to high strains. These are

insufficient to induce fracture. In tension, ARCO alumina develops

the same type of microdamage but in this case fracture is
observed. The stress exponent for rupture is A3 in flexure and =2

in tension.

The creep rupture stress exponent has often been used to

interpret the damage mechanism. An exponent of 3 for example, has
been associated with crack growth controlled by surface diffusion19,
while an exponent of 2 in this case would correspond to Monkman-
Grant behaviour. However, interpretation of damage mechanisms based
on creep fracture exponents can be misleading, partly because of
possible time dependent nucleation effects2 021 and partly due to the

effect of the stress redistribution'in flexural specimens. Thus,
a more detailed assessment of deformation and damage processes is

required to identify the responsible mechanism for fracture. The
analysis of creep damage in these materials is the subject of a
subsequent paper8 , while the effect of stress redistribution will

be discussed next.

Stress redistribution during bending results from a variety of

processes. The first, and most commonly considered is the non-

linear nature of creep which results in load shedding from the
outer fibresio. Microcracking and cavitation, which effectively

increase the strain in the outer tensile region, also increase load
shedding from regions under tension. This effect may also result
in a shift in the neutral axis towards the compressive side of the

flexure bar. Finally, at large strains, movement of the load
points occurs due to rotation. This reduces the moment applied to

the central portion of a flexure bar, resulting in a decrease in
the overall creep rate. This effect occurs only at large strains
and is therefore not of concern unless the ductility of the

material is significant (as it is here). Therefore, it would seem
that evaluation of the fracture mechanism on the basis of rupture
data using flexural specimens may be misleading when cavitation and
large strains are possible.

It is for this reason that tensile testing is of value and may
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even be essential in evaluating the creep fracture behaviour of

ceramics. A comparison of the creep rupture plots in flexure and
tension (Figs. 5 and 9) reveals a much shorter creep life for the
same nominal stress in tension. This difference cannot be

rationalized simply in terms of the lower outer tensile stress
after stress redistribution. The explanation lies in the nature of

crack propagation and the local stress fields surrounding cracks.
Figure 10 shows the stress intensity factors Kjc, at failure, for
both tensile and flexure specimens. These have been determined by

measuring the size of the dominant crack on the fracture surface of
each specimen. Using this and the known nominal stress on each
specimen, KIC can be estimated. The value of KIC so determined is
constant and equal to about 3 MPa mi12 for all of the tensile
specimens and for the flexure specimens in the high stress, slow

crack growth regime. However, a considerably higher value is
estimated for the flexure specimens at lower stresses. Since the

toughness of the material is not a function of geometry, this
suggests that below the first transition in flexure considerable

stress relaxation must occur in the vicinity of the crack tips,
invalidating the KIC calculation. This is apparently not the case

in tension. Crack propagation is less stable in tension. As the
cracks grow they accelerate. This sharpens the crack tips and
restors anelastic crack tip stress field. Thus, fast fracture
occurs at the expected value of Kc. In flexure however, the

geometry tends to stabilize the crack, extending the life
considerably. Thus, while flexure may be a valid test geometry

when failure is by slow crack growth of a single flaw at short
times (i.e when an elastic stress field is maintained in the
vicinity of the crack), it is not valid for determining rupture
life when creep effects become important. In these instances
tensile testing is required.

On the basis of the KiC measurements, we conclude that the
failure times above the first transition stress would be the same

in tension and in flexure. We have therefore replotted the tensile
stress rupture data including the high stress flexure data (Fig.
11). It is clear that the large increase in failure time below the

first transition in flexure is largely an artifact of the
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constraints imposed by the geometry of testing.

Another indicator of failure mechanism is the failure strain.
In the intermediate - failure regime, in flexure, we find a very

small increase in ef with decreasing stress. Dalgleish et al.6

however, observed a much larger increase in the strain to failure

over the same stress range. This may be due to differences in

loading configuration. The 3-point bend geometry used by Dalgleish

et al. places a much smaller volume of material under high stress.

A constant failure strain is one indication of Monkman-Grant

behaviour. In its usual form, the Monkman-Grant relationship is:

68stt-CX

where CMG is a constant. Fulfilling this equation over a range of

stress requires that the stress exponents for creep and fracture be

equal. This is approximately true for the tensile data in both the

intermediate and low stress regimes. However, CMG is different -
0.09 at intermediate stress, and 0.21 at low stress. The Monkman-

Grant relationship indicate that failure is deformation-

controlled. This is consistent with the microstructural

observationsP8 in both stress regimes.

Further macroscopic evidence of the change of fracture

behaviour with stress is given by the difference between the
longitudinal and cross-sectional strains observed at failure. From

Fig. 6 the longitudinal strains, as measured by optical
extensometry, can be calculated. These values are plotted in

Fig. 8, together with the failure strains measured from the cross-
sections of the failed specimens. The two values agree at high
stress. However, at low stresses, the longitudinal strains are

much larger. The difference is due to the contribution of
cavitation and microcracking to the longitudinal strain. The

magnitude of this difference suggests a very high degree of damage
tolerance in this material at the lower stresses. Indeed, the

material verges on superplastic behaviour.
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5. BUORY

1. Creep in both ARCO and AVCO hot-pressed aluminas exhibit
power-law behaviour with a stress exponent of 1.8 for ARCO and

2.0 for AVCO.

2. The creep resistance of ARCO is about 15 times greater than
that of the AVCO. This is thought to be due to the effect of

minor impurities on grain boundary diffusion coefficients.

3. Primary creep transients in tension are larger than that
predicted by existing models. This is most likely due to the

effect of stress redistribution within the polycrystal due to

the distribution of grain size.

4. Creep fracture exhibits three distinct regimes, depending on
the stress applied.

5. At high stress, failure by slow crack growth with a high

stress rupture exponent of about 40. Failure occurs when the
KIC for failure, estimated to be 3 MPa mi1/2, is reached.

6. At intermediate stresses, failure exhibits a modest stress

dependence with an exponent near 3 in flexure and 2 in
tension, and with a constant fracture strain. Thus, the

Monkman-Grant law is valid in this regime. The times to
failure are considerably lower in tension than in flexure,
while only the tensile tests give realistic KIc values from

fracture surface observations. This suggests that flexure
testing cannot be used for estimating failure lives.

7. At low stress, failure also obeys the Monkman-Grant
relationship, but with a much higher failure strain.
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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms responsible for creep damage accumulation and
fracture have been examined in two commercial hot-pressed aluminas.
Differences between the two materials can be ascribed to minor
compositional variations. Three damage regimes have been
identified, depending on stress. At high stress, a single crack
nucleated at a processing flaw controls failure. These cracks grow
in a linear elastic stress field. At intermediate stresses, crack
tip stresses relax, and many microcracks are observed. These are
also nucleated at flaws. They grow and link under strain control.
However, the details of this process are different under tension
and bending, thus invalidating the flexure test as a means of
established creep life, even in simple, single phase materials. At
the lowest stress, extensive cavitation, with relatively little
microcrack development is observed. The material is damage
tolerant, and can be thought of as superplastic. We find that
processing flaws control the creep strength at all stresses. These
should therefore be carefully controlled in materials aimed at high
temperature structural applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The failure of ceramic polycrystals can generally be related to

pre-existing flaws or (in the case of high temperature failure) to

flaws which are generated during servicel'2. At high temperatures,
these defects can propagate under the influence of an applied

stress, coupled with creep deformation, leading to failure.
Alternatively, the applied stress can induce the nucleation of

creep cavities at grain boundary triple junctions. These cavities

grow and link to form microcracks which upon coalescence lead to
fracture. This is an overly simplistic view of the creep fracture
process however. Moreover, there are several aspects of the process

that are not well understood, mostly due to the lack of

experimental data. This paper therefore explores the mechanisms

responsible for creep damage in a microstructurally simple ceramic,
namely hot-pressed alumina.

Creep deformation of fine grained alumina can occur by several

competing mechanisms - basal slip, diffusional creep, grain

boundary sliding, and cavitation. Cavity growth can be thought of

as just another competitive deformation mechanism 3,4. All

deformation mechanisms occur simultaneously during the irreversible

deformation of alumina, the contribution of each one depending on

the applied stress and temperature3,4. When cavities nucleate at

stress concentrations such as grain boundary triple junctions,
particles or slip band/grain boundary intersections, they may grow

by diffusion or grain boundary sliding, contributing to the overall

strain. Cavitation can thus be viewed as a stress relieving,

geometrically necessary feature of the deforming structure. Since

the dominant deformation mechanism is a function of stress, the

need for stress relief by cavitation may also depend on the stress,

leading to a stress dependent fracture behaviour.

In a companion paper5 we have shown that fine-grained alumina

exhibits three distinct fracture regimes. At high stresses (above

175 MPa for AVCO alumina, 180MPa for ARCO), fracture occurs by slow

crack growth with very little strain and a high (of order 40)
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stress exponent of the failure time. At intermediate stresses,

fracture occurs following modest strains, and the stress exponent

in tension is 2, the same as that for creep deformation in this

material. Thus, the material exhibits Monkman-Grant behaviour in

this regime. For the lowest stresses, fracture also obeys the

Monkman-Grant relationship, but with much larger failure strains.

The main concern of this paper is to examine the micromechanisms of
creep damage at the intermediate and low stress regimes in fin*
grained hot-pressed A1203.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Mechanical Testing
The mechanical test procedures are described in some detail

elsewhere5,6. Both 4-point flexural testing and tensile testing

have been performed, in air, under constant load conditions. While

both materials have been tested in flexure, only the ARCO material

has undergone tensile testing. In all cases, the surfaces relevant

to subsequent microstructural and surface damage observations were

polished prior to testing. In the case of flexural tests, a 0.25Am

diamond finish was achieved on the tensile face. In the tensile

specimens, a 3Am diamond finish was achieved on the flat faces

along the gauge length. Specimen edges were bevelled to avoid

premature damage initiation at these locations.

2.2 Microstructural Characterization

Test specimens were examined extensively using scanning electron

microscopy. In addition to the examination of fracture surfaces

and of the external faces of test specimens, internal polished

sections were examined. In this case, samples were sectioned near

the centerline of the test piece parallel to the loading direction

of the flexure bar or tensile sample. This plane was polished to

a 0.25 Am diamond finish and thermally etched6, Specimens were

gold-coated prior to SEM examination. In some cases, by taking
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special care, both an internal polished plane and a specimen face

could be examined simultaneously. This made it possible to assess
the internal penetration of cracks initiated at the surface.

3. REBULTS

3.1 Material Characterization

Two commercially available hot-pressed aluminas were used in this

study, one manufactured by AVCO (from 1983)*, the other by ARCO
(from 1986)'. Both of these materials have fine-grained (i Am)
equiaxed microstructures. Both swell upon exposure in air at

temperatures of 1350 0C and above78 . This is accompanied by grain

growth. However, at temperatures of interest in this study, namely
12500C and below, both swelling and grain growth are negligible.

The materials differ somewhat in their chemical composition, as
outlined in Table I. The AVCO material contains about 0.3 wt% MgO

introduced as a sintering addition. ARCO however, contains only
200 ppm MgO, but 800 ppm Y. The ARCO material also contains

substantially more carbon.

TABLE I: Chemical Analysis

C Fe203  K20 MgO MnO S SiO2 TiO2 Y Zn

ARCO 250 90 4 200 3 16 200 25 800 19

AVCO 140 130 6 3000 2 17 140 25 10 17

Values are p.p.m. byeight.

Carbon data obtained by combustion analysis; all other
analyses by X-ray fluorescence.

AVCO, Systems Division, Wilmington, MA

# ARCO, Silag Division, Greer, SC.
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The porosity of each of the as-received materials is very low,

about 0.01%. However, as revealed by TEM (Fig. 1), it is

distributed differently in the two materials. The AVCO alumina

contains almost exclusively intergranular pores at three-grain

junctions, with a mean radius of 0.12 ;&m. The ARCO alumina

contains mostly intragranular porosity, typically in the form of

clusters. The average pore radius is about 15 rm.

Thermally etched, polished sections of as-received material do not

reveal many microstructural detects. However, subsequent creep

testing exposes defects in the form of porous regions, regions of

large grain size, and regions of. chemical inhomogeneity. The

defects were more numerous and more severe in the ARCO material.

3.2 Failure Times and Strains

Data for time to failure and failure strain have been presented
elsewhere for both flexure and tensile testing5. The behaviour of

the two materials is similar. They show three regimes. For bothl
materials, at high stress (above about 175 MPa steady-state

stress), in flexure, failure occurs by slow crack. The creep

fracture exponent m (tf & "m) is difficult to determine but it is

very large, at least 40. The failure strains are low, less than 1%.

This we call the slow crack growth regime. Below about 175 MPa

there is an abrupt transition to the microcrack growth regime.

Moderate failure strains are observed (12-16% in flexure for AVCO,

8-10% in tension for ARCO), and the stress exponent is about 2 (in
tension). The ARCO alumina does not fail in flexure for strains of

up to 18%, either at 1200 or 12500C. At low stresses (below 55 MPa
in tension), a third regime is observed, the creep fractvre regime.

Monkman-Grant behaviour is observed (with the stress exponent for

creep and creep rupture both equal to about 1.8). The failure

strain is large, about 17%.

The overall creep behaviour of the AVCO material parallels that of

ARCO, but at a temperature about 100 0C lower. Thus, most of the
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AVCO data was collected at 11500C while the ARCO data was collected

at 12500C.

3.3 Slov Crack Growth Failures

Both materials fail very quickly above a threshold stress in

flexure. In all cases, a single crack is found to originate at

or near the tensile surface, and propagate to failure. Only a

single crack is visible on the tensile face of these specimens. It
therefore appears that a crack propagates from the single most
damaging flaw in the specimen, accelerating rapidly as it grows.

Typical failure origins are shown in Fig. 2. These include
internal processing flaws in the form of penny-shaped cracks
perpendicular to the hot pressing direction (Fig. 2a); regions of
abnormal grain growth, generally with many large grains in a
cluster (Fig. 2b,c); and amorphous regions (Fig. 2c). The first
two types of flaws are generally subsurface, and are clearly
present in the material prior to testing. Amorphous regions are
generally connected to the surface and may result from deposits
which develop on the surface during specimen heat-up prior to
testing. The types of failure origins observed are similar for

both materials.

3.4 Kicrocrack Growth Regime

Both materials exhibit considerable damage tolerance in this
regime. Failure occurs by the levelopment of several microcracks
that grow simultaneously until ine becomes critical. Details of the
process depend on the geometry of testing. This regime has been
explored using both tensile and flexure testing.

This 'oes not mean that such failures do not occur in tension. However,
the tensile creep rig we have Lsed is incapable of applying sufficient loads to
produce such failures.
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In ARCO alumina, in flexure, the samples develop relatively few
microcracks. These are mostly nucleated at chemical
inhomogeneities (Fig. 3a). They do not propagate easily through the
material. Rather, they blunt or bifurcate after propagating some
distance (Fig. 3b). Other microcrack origins include large grains,
either isolated (Fig. 3c) or in clusters (Fig. 3d). For the
maximum strains available in the bend rig (about 18%), the larger
cracks which develop never propagate to the point of failure.

In tensile specimens, the outer surface is heavily decorated with
microcracks (Fig. 4). These are also nucleated at chemical
inhomogeneities or other microstructural defects. An example is

shown in Fig. 5 of a crack on a polished internal section. A large
grain is just visible inside the crack near its centre. Another
large grain is visible ahead of the crack (right-hand side). The
boundary of this grai. is decorated by a set of cavities which have
linked together. Thus large grains appear to act as preferential
sites for cavity nucleation. Internal microcrack and cavity
nucleation is more widely distributed in tensile than in flexure
samples, because of the uniform stress. Microcracks remain sharp
while growing (Fig. 6a) while cavities are flat or crack-like, and
cover a single grain facet in most cases (Fig. 6b). Failure occurs
by the competitive growth of several microcracks until one becomes
critical. Figure 7 shows the fracture surface of a sample
following creep at 82 MPa. The failure origin is a well-defined
semi-circular crack emanating from a large-grained region. Only a
single crack is visible on the fracture surface (although several
cracks exist away from the fracture surface as shown in Fig. 5).
As the stress is lowered and the lowest stress regime is
approached, the failure origin becomes less distinct (section 3.5).

In AVCO alumina, samples deformed in flexure develop a large number
of microcracks on the tensile face. A variety of crack origins can
be identified, some of which are different from those responsible
for the slow crack growth failures discussed in the previous
section. The microcracks appear to be organized in "shear" bands

(Fig. 8a) that extend under the surface forming a 3D pattern (Fig.
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8b). The number of shear bands observed does not vary significantly
with increasing stress (Fig. 9). Observation at higher

magnifications reveals an extensive array of individuals cavities
besides the larger cracks. In many cases, it is clear that
microcracks have formed through a process of cavity coalescence
(Fig. 10).

The main difference between the two aluminas studied, in this
regime, lies in the amount of microcracking and cavitation
observed, which is much more extensive in the AVCO material. The
higher density of microcracks in AVCO leads to the development of
"shear" bands. The development of these bands through microcrack

coalescence in flexure is illustrated in Fig. 11. This, in turn,
leads to the development of large cracks as described by Dalgleish
et al.9 10. These large cracks delineate a sort of slip line field
which becomes the dominant feature in the tensile face of AVCO
samples. Several large cracks develop at the same time and compete
with each other until one of them reaches a critical size and
induces failure.

3.5 Creep Fracture Regime

In this regime, observed only in the tensile specimens of ARCO for
stresses below 55 MPa, the outer surface appears almost featureless
with virtually no cracks (Fig.12-a), despite the very large
elongations involved (27%)5. High magnification imaging of polished
internal surfaces reveals a large density of cavities (Fig. 13),
whose eventual coalescence leads to the development of microcracks.

The cavities are all intergranular, crack like or with angular
shapes, suggesting surface diffusion or grain boundary sliding as
growth mechanisms.

Fig. 14 shows the fracture surface of a sample crept at 40 MPa. The
fracture origin is clearly defined (Fig.14-b), but several
microcracks have grown independently on this plane. The final

fracture involves extensive microcrack coalescence. The latter is
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illustrated in Fig. 12-b. As two microcracks grow towards one
another but on different planes, additional small microcracks are
nucleated in the field of stress concentration between them. All of
these grow perpendicular to the applied stress axis. However, as
the two main microcracks approach one another, the region between
them undergoes local bending and the local stress axis rotates.
Crack growth in this regime is associated with large crack opening
displacements, as shown in Fig. 15.

Crack propagation is by cavity linkage in the vicinity of the crack
tip. However, the number and size of the cavities is much greater
than in the intermediate stress regime. There appears to be almost
a cavity cloud at the crack tip (Fig. 16). This accounts for the
large crack tip opening displacements, and is further evidence of
the extensive ductility and damage resistance of the material.

4. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss the various processes which control
failure in the three regimes we have identified. The slow crack
growth regime has not been extensively studied here, and only a few
remarks are warranted. However, the lower stress regimes which
involve failure through a process of widely distributed damage
accumulation will be discussed in greater detail.

4.1 Slow crack growth regime

In this regime, a single Licrocrack is able to propagate
sufficiently rapidly to avoid the creep relaxation processes which
occur at lower stresses. Crack propagation is so rapid that very
few, if any, additional microcracks are observed, other than the
one which causes the failure. Thus failure in this regime is crack
growth controlled. Since the cracks grow from preexisting flaws
which vary widely in both type and size, the large scatter in

lifetimes is not unexpected.
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The transition stress between this and the microcrack regime is

essentially indepen4ent of temperature, at about 17/180 MPa (steady
state stress). This is seen by comparing the present results for
AVCO alumina with those of Dalgleish et al.10, also on AVCO alumina

(although of a slightly different vintage). The transition stress
is the same for both, despite the higher temperature range
used(1200-13000 C). A similar transition stress is found in the
ARCO alumina. The transition stress is determined almost
exclusively by that required to .use early fracture by slow crack
growth. As noted earlier, this process is extremely stress
sensitive (tfP a , with m greater than 40) . It is also relatively
temperature insensitive. Thus even though the position of the
stress rupture curve for the microcrack regime does change with
temperature, the transition stress does not.

The very high stress sensitivity of the failure time in this regime
suggests a competition between crack growth and stress relaxation
processes. Crack growth in an unrelaxed solid is controlled by the

elastic stress intensity factor K. Models for this process
predict a power-law relationship of the form

A-K /
2D1 /2

where D is the size of the damage zone ahead of the crack. The
exponent a depends on the damage mechanism involved in the crack

growth process; however, it is always in the range from 1 to 3. As
relaxation occurs around the crack however, the crack tip stress

fields and thus crack growth, are no longer controlled by K1.
Instead, a different parameter such as C, the creep analogue to
the J-integral, must be used. Models for creep crack growth in this

regime11 lead to cra-k growth relationships of the form

274 (C*)0(n*l)
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where P is usually between 1 and 3 and n is the creep exponent.
The time to failure in either of these two regimes can be estimated

by integrating the crack growth rate equations over the range of

expected crack length (i.e. from nucleation to the onset of fast

fracture). In either case, a modest stress dependence is
predicted, in contradiction to the experimental results. The most

likely reason for this is that crack growth is occurring during the
period in which the stress field relaxes from linear elastic to C.

The time required for this has been estimated by Riedel12 for a
stationary crack. It is

K2 ( -2tl1 K(1-v )

(n +)EC*

where E is the elastic modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. An

estimate of this time for the current study gives values of the

order of 5-30 min. However, the transition from the slow crack
growth regime to microcracking occurs after several hours5. The
explanation for this apparent discrepancy lies in the effect of
crack propagation on crack tip stress fields. Finite element

simulations of creep crack propagation13 indicate that crack tip
stress relaxation is impeded by propagation, while Hui and Riedel"1

have shown that the severity of the crack tip singularity is
increased by crack propagation. Indeed, for n<3, as is the case
here, they show that the elastic stress field dominates at the

crack tip of a growing crack. Thus a fully relaxed stress field
can only be expected for a stationary crack, or one which is highly
constrained and grows very slowly. This is the case for cracks
growing in flexure at intermediate stresses. The transition from
slow crack growth of a dominant crack therefore represents the

onset of stress relaxation as the rate of crack propagation
decreases.

4.2 Microcrack regime
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There are a number of significant differences in the behaviour of

the two aluminas studied. Both have a fine equiaxed grain

structure with very similar grain size. However, ARCO alumina has

the greater density and severity of flaws (large grained regions in

particular). We might therefore expect that the low temperature

strength of this material will be lower than that of the AVCO

alumina. On the other hand, the creep resistance of the ARCO

material is considerably greater5 . This is attributable to

differences in chemical composition (see Table I), and is

consistent with swelling data for the same materials'8. An

extensive study of creep in alumina3"4 indicates that grain boundary

sliding accommodated by grain boundary diffusion is the dominant

mechanism over a wide range of conditions (1.4 to 310 MPa and 1200

to 15500C). Grain boundary diffusion is also thought to be rate

controlling in the swelling experiments8.

The microcracking behaviour also differs substantially between the

two materials. However, the reasons for this are less obvious.

The AVCO material develops a uniform distribution of shear bands

and profuse cavitation on, and for a substantial distance below,

the tensile face of the flexure bars. Dalgleish et al.9,10, found

similar results, including the development of shear bands and

failure following strains of between 10-20%. The stress range used

by Dalgleish et al. was the same (170-100 MPa) as ours. However,

the temperatures (1200-13000C) and strain rates (10-5s"') were

higher. Thus, it appears that the microcrack growth failure regime

extends over a wide range of temperature and deformation rate in

this material.

The ARCO alumina also develops microcracks at intermediate

stresses, but they grow much less readily than in AVCO alumina. In

flexure, samples did not fail even after 18% strain on the tensile

face. This high ductility occurs despite the presence of large

flaws which help to nucleate microcracks. In part, this is due to

crack blunting and bifurcation (see Fig.3-b). In tension, ARCO

alumina does fail after moderate strains. Extensive microcracking

is observed, both internally and surface nucleated, throughout the
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gauge length of each specimen. Microcrack linkage involves a
similar process to that observed in the AVCO flexure specimens.

This suggests that the apparent ductility of ARCO alumina is due

to load shedding around microcracks and stress concentrations.
Indeed, polished internal sections from flexure specimens indicate
that damage extends only a short distance below the tensile
surface.

The development of "shear bands" is much less evident in the ARCO
tensile specimens than in the AVCO flexure bars. This mode of

crack propagation and linkage is peculiar to the beni geometry, and
probably accounts for the much greater times to failure in flexure
than in tension. That is, the development of extensive zones of
damage in shear bands are an effective load shedding mechanism

which is not available in tension.

In summary, we conclude that while there are differences in the
ductility of the two materials studied, their fracture behaviour in
the microcrack regime is broadly similar and involves the same set
of sequential processes - namely, the nucleation and growth of

microcracks from microstructural flaws, followed by linkage and
failure. The propagation of microcracks can be described using

models developed for the growth of isolated cracks under steady
state creep, such as those by Wilkinson and Vitek11 , at least until
the microcracks approach one another and begin to interact. The

microcrack linkage process is complex. However, this is only
likely to control the lifetime in a constrained geometry such as

flexure. The creep lives in this regime obey the Monkman-Grant
equation with a constant of 0.09. This suggests that the
propagation of the wicrocracks is controlled by creep deformation.

4.3. Creep Fracture Regime

At stresses between 82 and 55 MPa, in tension, ARCO alumina

undergoes a second transition. This is readily apparent from the

creep rupture and failure strain datas. There is also a detectable
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difference in the damage accumulation process. Below the
transition, relatively little microcracking is evident. Cracks

which do develop grow slowly and are blunt (Fig. 15). Crack growth

is accompanied by broad damage zones at the crack tip (Fig. 16).

This type of behaviour is similar to that found in metallic alloys
which undergo superplastic deformation15. Moreover, the large

failure strains and a stress exponent close to 2 are all consistent
with superplasticity.

The transition in time to failure at 55 MPa is not associated with
any change in creep deformation mechanism. In addition, Monkman-

Grant behaviour is observed both above and below the transition.

There is simply an increase in the Monkman-Grant constant or
failure strain. This is associated with an increase in damage

tolerance.

The observed cavitation and microcracking morphology give some

indication of changes to the mechanism of damage growth with

decreasing stress. In the microcrack growth regime, cavities are

predominantly flat, i.e. crack-like, even in the vicinity of crack
tips. They lie on grain boundary facets, normal to the stress

axis, and quite often occupy an entire facet. As the stress is

lowered, cavities become angular or blocky in shape. This suggests

that cavities grow initially by surface diffusion until they occupy

a full grain facet. At this point their rate of growth slows down

and further growth requires grain boundary sliding (leading to an

angular shape). This is apparently possible only at the higher

strains achieved in the lower stress regime.

As noted earlier, the creep deformation mechanism in A1203 is

thought to involve extensive grain boundary sliding3". However,

sliding is not in itself a self-sufficient deformation mechanism.

It must either be accommodated by deformation (diffusion or

dislocation motion) or else by cavity formation at triple

junctions. Heuer et al.' refer to this latter process as non-

accommodated grain boundary sliding. In the absence of cavitation,

it is the accommodation mechanism which controls creep kinetics 6.
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However, even when void formation does occur, unless it occurs

uniformly at most triple junctions, most sliding is accommodated by

deformation. In the current study, it is apparent that cavitation

is inhomogeneously distributed throughout the material.

The accommodation of grain boundary sliding is most difficult at

regions of locally abnormal grain size, since this requires

diffusional accommodation over a larger distance. Thus cavities
form preferentially on these grains (Fig.5), which act as

nucleation sites for microcracks. As the stress is lowered

diffusional accommodation becomes possible at isolated large

grains and only large grain clusters are able to nucleate

microcracks. Thus the density of microcracks decreases with
stress. The extreme example of this behaviour is found in

experiments on AVCO alumina tested in flexure at 1350C17,

unpublished research]. After 7% outer fibre strain no microcracks,

and no cavity larger than a single grain boundary facet (about 1

Am) was found. The large grains play no role at this temperature.

Mechanistic models for intergranular cavitation usually assume

that an array of voids sits on a large, flat grain boundary,

oriented normally to the stress axis. This is in contrast with fine

grained materials in which the grain size is comparable to the

cavity spacing. For cavities growing by surface diffusion, the

grain size limits the maximum cavity length18 . Once the cavity

covers a full grain facet, further growth requires the development
of negative surfaces curvatures which are only tenable for low
values of the DsjDb b ratio and/or high stress. For alumina, in

the temperature range of concern here, this ratio is close to 1.

This explains why we rarely see isolated cavities longer than a

single grain facet (Figs.6 and 13).

It is possible to estimate the time required for cavities to grow

to full facet size based on current models 19. This is done in
Appendix I. Since there is considerable uncertainty in the value of

the surface diffusivity in alumina, we have obtained an upper bound

on the time by using the lowest reasonable value for the diffusion
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coefficient. We find nevertheless that cavities grow rather quickly

by this mechanism, and reach facet size in less than 0.2 of the

measured life (Fig. 17). In addition, the predicted stress
dependence of this time is stronger (tf ^00 3), than that for the

measured time to failure. Thus, we conclude that surface diffusion
controls the initial growth of isolated cavities up to full facet
size. However, this process does not control the lifetime, in

either the microcrack or creep fracture regimes.

Creep life appears therefore to be limited by the rate of crack
propagation, in both regimes. The increased ductility observed at

low stress is due to the increased resistance to cavity linkage at
crack tips which slows crack propagation. This is evident from
Fig. 16, showing the large number of blunted cavities ahead of a
growing crack. In contrast with the intermediate stress regime,

crack advance appears to occur only after the development of a zone
of intense damage near the crack tip. The development of

widespread damage throughout the material prior to crack
propagation appears to be important to this process, as it enables
cavities to blunt rapidly by grain boundary sliding as the crack

tip approaches. On a continuum level, this process has been

modelled by treating the region ahead of the crack as having a
failure strain cf, not; necessarily equal to the macroscopic failure

strain ef, at which the ligament at the crack tip fails2 . The rate
of crack propagation due to this process is

ce n

C 1; nr3

where co, a( and n are material parameters, D is the size of the

damage zone, and In is a dimensionless constant. Thus, as the
ductility of the crack tip ligaments increase crack growth slows
down.

Finally, the possible effect of preexisting cavities in the crack
path on crack propagation needs to be addressed. This could result
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in increased crack velocity. However, the effect in this case is
likely to be modest. In particular, there is very little evidence
of tertiary creep in this material. Thus, creep damage does not
affect the creep behaviour.

5. BUMXRRY

1. The micromechanisms of creep fracture of 2 commercial hot-
pressed aluminas have been examined in the range of 40 to 200 MPa.
Three failure regimes have been identified.

2. At the highest stress, fracture occurs by the growth of a single
dominant crack, which is nucleated at a processing flaw. The
stress required to produce this mode of failure is insensitive to

temperature.

3. Below a critical stress (about 175/180 MPa), a stationary
stress field is able to develop at microcracks which enable them to

grow more slowly. Failure in this regime involves the growth and
linkage of multiple microcracks at chemical inhomogeneities and
large grained regions. The crack density and morphology depends on
both test geometry and the material. In bending extensive
coalescence of microcracks on different planes takes place through
a shear band type process. This substantially increases the
failure time with respect to tensile testing, thus raising serious
questions about the validity of such tests for lifetime assessment,
even in simple materials.

4. At the lower stresses, damage accumulation is dominated by
isolated cavities growi.ng by a combination of surface diffusion and
grain boundary sliding. The eventual development of microcracks
occurs at large grains and grain clusters in the structure. These
cracks grow through a material containing a high density of

cavities which however blunt by sliding as the crack approaches.
The material becomes very damage tolerant, and can be thought of as
superplastic.
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5. Isolated cavities grow -quickly by surface diffusion to the

limiting size of a grain facet at low and intermediate stresses.
However, the propagation of cracks in a creeping solid controls the

final fracture process. Consequently, failure is strain controlled

at both the intermediate and low stress regimes, in correlation

with -he observed Monkman-Grant behaviour. The Monkman-Grant strain
is different in the two regimes.

6. Failure is flaw related in all regimes. These should

therefore be carefully controlled in materials intended for high

temperature applications.
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FIGUR CAIONS

Fi . L: Transmission electron micrograph of the as-received
microstructure for the a) AVCO and b) ARCO materials.

Fig. 2: Typical failure origins at high stress - a) an internal
processing flaw (ARCO, tested at 12500C, 200 MPa steady-
state stress); b) a large grain size region (ARCO,
12500C, 185 NPa); c) another large grain size region
(AVCO, 11000C, 200 MPa); and d) an amorphous surface

deposit (AVCO, 11500C, 200 MPa). 100 pm bars.

Fig. 3: The origins of microcracks include a) chemical deposits

(ARCO, 12500C, 140 MPa, flexure); b) chemical deposits

leading to crack bifurcation (ARCO, 1250 0C, 140 MPa,

flexure); c) isolated large grains (ARCO, 12000C, 125

MPa, flexure); and d) clustered large grains (ARCO
12500C, 170 MPa, flexure). 10pm bars.

Fiq. 4: Extensive microcracking is visible at intermediate
stresses on the side of a tensile specimen of ARCO

deformed at 100 MPa and 12500C.

Fig. 5: Internal crack in a tensile specimen nucleated at a large
grain in ARCO at 1250 0C and 55 MPa.

Fig. 6: High magnification view of creep damage in an internal

section of a tensile sample fractured of ARCO at 82 MPa
and 12500C a) near a microcrack; and b) typical general
cavitation damage.
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Ejg, 7: The fracture surface of a tensile specimen of ARCO tested
at 82 MPa~and 12500C.

Fla. 8: Microcracking at intermediate stresses on a) the tensile

surface of a bend bar, and b) on an internal section,

showing the same morphology of damage. AVCO, 100 HPa,

11500C. Stress axis is vertical.

Fig. 9: Extensive microcracking on tensile surface of a bend bar

of AVCO at 11500C, at a higher stress (170 MPa) than in

Fig. 7. Stress axis is vertical.

Fig. 10: Cavitation and microcracking on an internal section of
a bend bar of AVCO,tested at 100 MPa and 11500C. Tensile
face is on the left, with the stress axis vertical.

Fig. 1: Microcrack coalescence through shear band formation is a

major form of crack propagation at intermediate stresses
on the tensile surface of a bend bar. Stress axis is
vertical. AVCO, 100 MPa, 11500C.

Fig. 12: Microcracking at low stresses a) on the side of a tensile
specimen; and b) an enlarged view showing the coalescence

process. Tensile axis is vertical. ARCO, 40MPa, 12500C.

Fig. 13: General cavitation damage and the generation of a
microcrack by cavity coalescence, in a tensile specimen
of ARCO deformed at 40 MPa and 12500 C. Tensile axis is

vertical.
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Fig. 14: The a) fracture surface and b) the origin of the

microcrak on a tensile specimen of ARCO tested at 40 MPa

and .1250°C.

yjg _: Nicrocracking at low stresses on an internal section of

a tensile sample tested at 55HPa. Note the large crack

opening displacement and the blunting of the crack tip.

Tensile axis is vertical. ARCO, 12500C.

Fig. 16: The tip of a crack and its damage zone in an internal

section of a tensile sample of ARCO alumina. 40MPa,

12500C.

FiQ. 17: The experimentally determined time to fracture as a

function of applied stress for ARCO alumina in tension,

as compared to predicted failure times by cavitation

under surface diffusion control (Solid line, Equation A-

2).
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zPPUNDIX 1. The growth of cavities by surface diffusion

Surface diffusion controls cavity growth when surface diffusion is

slower than boundary diffusion. This results in flat, crack-like

cavities. Assuming the extreme case of D6i<<Dbb, the void rate of

growth can be expressed asAl:

dr. 2 D.6.W 03 (A-1)

where the material parameters are defined, along with appropriate

values, in Appendix II. This mechanism gives an essentially

constant rate of growth. Thus, the final size of cavities growing

by this mechanism up to the time of fracture can be readily

estimated. Calculations were performed for two stress levels -

10OMPa (for which tf = 19.5h), and 40MPa (for which tf = 249h).

Using the smallest reasonable value for surface diffusivity (Ds6s =

4 10m25m3/s) we find that the cavity radius at the time of fracture

would be 4.5 Am at 100 MPa and 3.6 Am at 40 MPa. These values are

actually larger than the observed cavity sizes (compare with figs. 6

and 12). This difference is related to the limit imposed by the

grain size on cavity growth. The same type of calculations for

grain boundary diffusion and plastic growth of cavities yielded

very small cavity sizes at the time of fracture.

By integrating eq. (A-i), the time to fracture for cavities growing

by surface diffusion can be estimated Al:

kTi7ly - (,2
tf - t n + /T(l-2f )  s (A-2)
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where tn is the nucleation time (assumed to be zero). We have used
this equation to determine the time for cavities to grow by surface
diffusion across a single grain boundary facet. We have therefore

assumed that the cavity spacing 1 is 6;m, which corresponds to a
situation of cavities 1.5m long (i.e the facet length), separated
by a distance 4 times their length to give a volume fraction at
fracture of 25%). We have again used the lover diffusion

coefficient in order to provide an upper bound on the time of
cavity growth. The results are plotted in Fig.17. They show
clearly that the time required for facet sized cavities to develop

is considerable less than the measured life, even using the most

favourable diffusion coeficient possible.
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IPPEIDXI I. ateirial parametors

The following values of the material parameters for ARCO alumina

are used in the calculations of Appendix I:

T=1523K, test temperature.

d=l.5pm, grain size.

y=lJ/m2 , surface tension.
1, centre to centre cavity spacing, (-6,pm in equation A-2).
w= 2.12 10 "2 m3 , atomic volume (assuming Al-control).
ro=2y/a, initial void size.
fi, initial volume fraction (-0 in equation A-2).

Surface diffusion coefficients are of the form

Dea, - D.08, exp(-Q/R

Several measurements are available for surface diffusivity, as

follows:

TABLE A-I: Surface Diffusion Data for A1203 at 12500 C

Q (kJ/mol) DS°6s (m3 /s) D66 s (m3 /s) Reference

650 7.5 10-3  4 10.25 A2

418 8.6 10-10 4 10.24 A3

547 6.0 106 1 1024 A4

In the calculations we have used the data which gives the lowest

diffusion coefficient, so as to obtain an upper bound on the rate

of cavity growth.
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Fig..i: Transmission electron micrograph of the as-received
microstructure for the a) AVCO and b) ARCO materials.



Fiq. 2: Typical failure origins at high stress - a) an internal
processing flaw (ARCO, tested at 12500 C, 200 MPa steady-
state stress); b) a large grain size region (ARCO,
1250 0C, 185 MPa).



ig. 2: c) another large grain size region (AVCO, 11000 C, 200

MPa) ; and d) an amorphous surface deposit (AVCO, 1150
0C,

200 MPa).



Fig. 3: The origins of microcracks include a) chemical deposits
(ARCO, 1250-C, 140 MPa, flexure); b) chemical deposits
leading to crack bifurcation (ARCO, 1250 0 C, 140 MPa,
flexure).



Fig. 3: c) isolated large grains (ARCO, 12000C, 125 MPa,
flexure); and d) clustered large grains (ARCO 12500C, 170
MPa, flexure; 10Mm bars)



FiQ. 4: Extensive microcracking is visible at intermediate
stresses on the side of a tensile specimen of ARCO
deformed at 100 MPa and 12500 C.

Fig. 5: Internal crack in a tensile specimen nucleated at a large
grain in ARCO at 1250CC and 55 MPa.



Fig. 6: High magnification view of creep damage in an internal
section of a tensile sample fractured of ARCO 

at 82 MPa

and 1250*C a) near a microcrack; and b) typical general
cavitation damage.



Fig. 7: The fracture surface of a tensile specimen of ARCO tested
at 82 MPa and 12500 C.
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Fig. 8: Microcracking at intermediate stresses on a) the tensile
surface of a bend bar, and b) on an internal section,
showing the same morphology of damage. AVCO, 100 MPa,
11500C. Stress axis is vertical.



Fig. 9: Extensive microcracking on tensile surface of a bend bar
of AVCO at 11500C, at a higher stress (170 MPa) than in
Fig. 7. Stress axis is vertical.



Fig. 10: Cavitation and microcracking on an internal section of
a bend bar of AVCO,tested at 100 MPa and 11500 C. Tensile
face is on the left, with the stress axis vertical.

Fig. 11: Microcrack coalescence through shear band formation is a
major form of crack propagation at intermediate stresses
on the tensile surface of a bend bar. Stress axis is
vertical. AVCO, 100 MPa, 11500 C.
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Fig. 12: Microcracking at low stresses a) on the side of a tensile
specimen; and b) an enlarged view showing the coalescence
process. Tensile axis is vertical. ARCO, 40MPa, 1250 0C.



Fig. 13: General cavitation damage and the generation of a
microcrack by cavity coalescence, in a tensile specimen
of ARCO deformed at 40 MPa and 12500C. Tensile axis is
vertical.



FiQ. 14: The a) fracture surface and b) the origin of the

microcrak on a tensile specimen of ARCO tested at 40 MPa

and 1250°C.
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Fig. 15: Microcracking at low stresses on an internal section of
a tensile sample tested at 55MPa. Note the large crack
opening displacement and the blunting of the crack tip.
Tensile axis is vertical. ARCO, 1250 0C.

Fig. 16: The tip of a crack and its damage zone in an internal
section of a tensile sample of ARCO alumina. *JMPa,
1250 0 C.
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Fig. 17: The experimentally determined time to fracture as a
function of applied stress for ARCO alumina in tension,
as compared to predicted failure times by cavitation
under surface diffusion control (Solid line, Equation A-
2).
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STUDY OF THE FRACTURE PROCESS IN MORTAR WITH LASER

HOLOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS

by A. Castro-Montero', R. A. Miller' and S. P. Shah3

ABSTRACT

Center notched plate mortar specimens were loaded in tension. A multiple sensitivity

vector holographic setup was developed to record several deformation stages during the

stable crack propagation range. The three sensitivity vector setup enabled the calculation

of both crack opening displacements and strain fields around the crack trajectories. An

image analysis system was used to isolate the interferometric effect from the sandwich

holograms resulting in fringe patterns with perfect contrast. Image analysis was also used

as a faster, more accurate and more consistent method for fringe count.

After evaluation of the holograms, the existence of tensile forces transmitted through

the crack faces was associated to the presence of tensile strain behind the crack tip. Existing

cohesive crack models were evaluated base on experimental crack profile measurements.

A crack length dependent cohesive crack model with a bilinear closing pressure was

proposed. A definition of the fiacture process zone (FPZ) is proposed based on the

difference between experimentally observed and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)

strain fields.

INTRODUCTION

The fracture of concrete is characterized by formation and propagation of fracturc'

process zone. Several phenomena have been associated with fracture process zone including

microcracking around the crack tip, localization and strain softening and crack bridging

(often also termed aggregate interlock). A key to a better understanding of fracture

mechanics of concrete is the accurate observation of fracture process zone on a microscopic

scale.

I Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Civil Engineenng, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208

2 Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineenng, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45221.
3 Professor of Civil Engineenqg and Director of the National Science Foundation Center for Advanced Cement Based Materials,

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208
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This paper will examine the cohesive crack model which proposes that fracture in

concrete can be modeled using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and applying a

closing pressure to the crack faces. Using experimentally measured crack opening

displacements, four closing pressures proposed in literature were tested as were the basic

underlying assumptions of the cohesive crack model.

In the technique described in this paper, three simultaneous holograms were taken

by illuminating the specimen from three different directions. In addition, digital image

analysis techniques were developed to accurately evaluate wide field in plane deformation.

The results of the strain field calculation obtained using this newly developed technique for

mortar center notched plate specimens are discussed in this paper.

HOLOGRAPHIC INTIERFEROMETRY TEST

Each interference pattern represents the component of the displacements onto the

sensitivity vector k (Abramson, 1981). In order to obtain a two dimensional displacement

field (in plane and out of plane), in principle, two interferograms are required. However,

since there is no sign associated to the fringe counts a third interferogram is necessary.

These requirements are discussed in more detail by Castro-Montero, Shah and Miller .

Figure 1 is a schematic view of the optical set-up with three illumination directions (R,L and

C) used for this study.

For each load step a different hologram is recorded from each illumination direction

(holograms R,L and C).

FRINGE COUNT

The holographic interferograms were acquired into an image analysis system using

a slow scan high resolution camera. The image is represented by a 512x512 2-d array of

integers, each corresponding to the average light intensity across an element area referred

to as pixel (Picture Element). The size of a pixel determines the spatial resolution.

The bright and dark bands of the holographic fringes can be represented as a binary

image. In a binary image the pixel intensities assume only two values, ON (or 1) for perfect

white and OFF (or 0) for perfect black.
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Figure 2 is the enhanced interferometric image in which the intensity value is zero

for dark bands and one for bright bands. Further image processing allows to assign intensity

values to each fringe corresponding to the fringe order.

A pixel P is selected on the binary image (Fig. 2). A flooding procedure which assigns

an arbitrarily selected intensity value (Y) to all the pixels connected to pixel P is performed.

Thus, all the pixels on the band containing P are assigned the intensity value Y. The same

procedure is repeated for consecutive bands. The intensity value Y is incremented by one

for each band.

Figure 3 shows a fully processed interferogram in which same intensity values

correspond to same fringe orders. Note that there is a different intensity level for each half

a fringe (i.e., different intensity for dark and bright bands). The fringe count between any

two points can now be easily obtained by computing half the difference of the corresponding

intensity levels (e.g., fringe count between A and B in Fig. 3 is (90 - 65)/2 = 12.5).

Even though the use of the image analysis system results in very fast fringe counts,

speed is not the main advantage of this technique. The isolation of the interferometric

effect on the holographic images and the binarization process result in accurate and

objective fringe counts. The gradual change in intensity from a dark to a bright band make

it very difficult to obtain consistent fringe counts when conventional (by hand) methods are

used.

EVALUATION OF HOLOGRAMS

Crack Profiles.

For the computation of the crack opening displacements (COD) the modified Nelson

and McCrickerd (Nelson and McCrickerd, 1986, Miller, Shah and Bjelkhagen, 1988) method

was used. This method assumes the out of plane motion to be negligible (i.e. COD is the

main component of the displacement) and that displacements a- e small. Since the direction

of motion is assumed, one hologram is sufficient. Equation " gives the magnitude of the

COD in terms the fringe count and the geometry of the optical set-up.
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nxCOD= (1)

4 cosa cos#

where:
COD = Crack Opening Displacement. Displacement of one point on the

crack face with respect to the point across the crack.
n fringe count from a point on the crack face to the point across the

cross the crack.
angle between illumination direction and Gensitivity vector (k)

= angle between direction of motion and sensitivity vector (k)

Typical crack profiles are shown in Fig. 4. Miller, Shah and Bjelkhagen"2, showed that

short cracks have profiles which are basically the same as LEFM profiles. Longer cracks

have profiles which are much thinner than LEFM crack, suggesting that applying a closing

pressure to the LEFM profile may provide the correct final profile.

Strain Fields.

Fringe counts relative to the left face of the crack, or the symmetry line for points

beyond the crack tip, were taken at every point on a 3 in x 3 in (76 mm x 76 mm) grid (1.5

in on each side of the crack line and 3 in in front of the notch tip) every 1/8 in (3 mm)for

all three holographic images (R,L and C). A computer program was used to calculate the

displacement of every point relative to the left face of the crack by locating the intersection

point of the holodiagrams corresponding to each illumination direction. A third order best

fit polynomial was obtained for the displacements along lines perpendicular to the crack

line. For the sections crossing the crack a different polynomial was obtained for the left and

right side of the crack. The strain field was obtained by differentiation and was evaluated

from x=-1 in to x = + 1 in every 1/8 in (3 mm) at every cross section, where x is the distance

from the crack line and is positive to the right. Figure 5 shows the strain field (e.) around

the bottom crack for crack lengths of 1.375 in (35 mm), 1.875 in (48 mm) and 2.25 in (57

mm), corresponding to 1324 lb (6.0 KN), 1461 lb (6.6 KN) and 1601 lb (7.2 KN) of applied

load. The strain fields shown in Fig. 5 include only the measured additional strain after

the initial preload state.
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In general, a high strain (> 100ge) region can be found around and in front of the

crack tip with a maximum value of approximately 300 Ae. Behind the crack tip there is a

zone of negative strain which suggests relaxation of tensile strain with respect to the initial

preload stage. Also, note that there is a gradual descent of the strain level behind the crack

tip as opposed to the sharp drop corresponding to the LEFM solution.

ANALYSIS OF THE CLOSING PRESSURE MODELS WITH K = 0

Cohesive zone models based on the Dugdale-Barrenblatt approach of placing a

closing pressure on the faces of a discrete crack could be used to account for the non-

linear effects of the fracture process zone (FPZ) and aggregate interlock. Hillerborg, et.

al. 13 proposed a cohesive crack model to account for the complex fracture mechanisms in

concrete. Figure 6 is a summary of the closing pressure relationships studied. The following

four closing pressures were chosen for this study: An exponential closing pressure proposed

by Gopalaratanam and Shah"); a bilinear curve proposed by Roelfstra and Wittmann"'; a

trilinear closing pressure proposed by Liaw, Jeang, Hawkins and Kobayashi"'; and a linear

relationship proposed by Cedolin, Iori, and DeiPolim).

The applied load and the criterion K, = 0 were specified and then the necessary crack

length was computed as indicated by Castro-Montero, Shah and Miller 18
). This was done

applying the experimental load to the FEM mesh and then propagating the crack length 3

mm (1/8 in) at a time.

Many previous studies calibrate the closing pressure vs. w relationship by comparing

the theoretically predicted load-displacement relationship vs. the experimental values. Such

a comparison for one of the specimens tested during the holographic study is shown in Fig.

7. The holographically measured notch tip opening displacements are compared with those

obtained from the finite element analysis and with four different closing pressure vs. w

relationships. It is observed that all four closing pressures give essentially the same load

vs. NTOD curves. This means that a unique closing pressure vs. w relationship can not be

asserted when a discrete displacement measurement is used for calibration. A similar

observation was also made when the computed crack length (K, = 0) is compared with the

holographically measured crack length.
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The authors believe that a better evaluation of the different closing pressures results

from comparing the experimental crack profiles vs. predicted crack profiles. In order to

provide an objective comparison, an error definition was proposed. A positive error means

the closing pressure was not large enough to close the LEFM crack profile down to the

holographic profile while a negative error means the closing pressure was too strong and

closed the LEFM crack profile down too much.

In Fig. 8 it can be seen that there is a substantial difference between the observed

and predicted crack profiles regardless of the closing pressure vs. w relationship used.

A CRACK LENGTH DEPENDENT COHESIVE CRACK MODEL

A more objective method of determining closing pressure vs. crack opening

relationship is not to assume any a priori shape. This was done using a Green's function

type of approach. The necessary closing pressure distribution to match the holographically

measured crack profiles was calculated. Three observations are pertinent from this analysis:

(1) the closing pressure vs w relationship may not be invariant with respect to crack length,

(2) a bilinear curve may be sufficient to approximate the closing pressure vs. w relationship

and (3) as noted before, closing pressure vs w relationship appears to be a function of

compressive strength.

Based on these observations a bilinear relationship was determined using the crack

length dependent model proposed by Cook"'. It was assumed that for crack lengths shorter

than a given length d there is no closing pressure. For longer crack lengths a bilinear

function was used. A finite difference Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was applied to

optimize the closing pressure function for each specimen. A proposed bilinear closing

pressure, based on the optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 9.

For the proposed bilinear closing pressure there is a good prediction of the crack

opening displacements although the crack lengths are over estimated including a segment

close to the crack tip with either small or null predicted crack opening.

Jenq and Shah and Cook, et. al. suggested that K, did not need to be equal to 0. The

above bilinear closing pressure was applied and K, corresponding to the experimentally

observed crack length was calculated. When the calculated K, values include closing

pressure, an essentially constant value for the specimens with the same compressive strength
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is obtained regardless of crack length. In contrast, when cracks are assumed to be traction

free (LEFM) the value of K increases with crack length. Thus, it seems that the cohesive

type of model can explain the R-curve type of response reported for quasi-brittle materials.

Figure 10 shows the relative error plots and typical profiles corresponding to the calculated

value of K. Note that the predicted profiles match well with the measured ones.

DEFINITION OF FRACTURE PROCESS ZONE

In Fig. 11, the differences in strain fields between the LEFM solution and the

experimentally measured values are shown. It is arbitrarily assumed that the differences are

significant when they exceed the strain value of 60 ge. Positive differences mean that the

tensile strain predicted by LEFM was higher while the negative values mean that the LEFM

predicted lower tensile strain than the holographically measured values. The zones marked

A in Fig. 11 are the regions where the LEFM solution predicts tensile strain values of 60

,vc or more higher than those measured holographically. Note that zone A remains

essentially constant regardless of crack length. Since this zone is relatively small and does

not change with crack length a model based on modified LEFM may be a possible

approach. Zones B, with negative values, typically found behind the crack tip show that the

relaxation of the observed strain is 60 pe less than that in the elastic solution. Zones B can

be defined as the wake of the fracture process zone (WFPZ) and they enclose the area

where extensive microcracking has been developed and tensile forces are still transmitted

through the crack. Behind this zone, the fracture process approaches a traction free

condition.

Figures I) s cws the difference between the predicted response using the bilinear

closing pressure and the holographic measurements. Note that there is a good correlation

of the results and the zones with significant deviation from the experimental results are

practically eliminated.

CONCLUSIONS

a. Sandwich hologram interferometry with multiple sensitivity vectors can be used to

measure crack opening displacements and strain fields in mortar specimens under
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tensile stress. When holographic interferometry is used to measure Mode I crack

opening displacements the effect of out of plane motion should be taken into

account.

b. Digital image analysis facility provided a faster, more consistent and more accurate

method of fringe count than the manual method.

c. There is a region of high tensile strain that moves with the tip of the propagating

crack. The material behind the crack tip experiences strain relaxation. However, the

gradual nature of the strain relaxation demonstrates the existence of tensile force

transmitted through the crack faces.

d. Zones of nonlinear behavior can be located by computing strain field deviations form

the linear elastic solution.

e. A bilinear closing pressure vs. COD cohesive crack model has been proposed to

predict both crack profiles and strain field, fully characterizing the material behavior.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Holographic set up with three sensitivity directions.

Figure 2. Typical holographic interferogram after isolation of interferometric effect.

Figure 3. Fully processed interferogram for automatic fringe count.

Figure 4. Typical crack profiles.

Figure 5. Holographic strain fields.

Figure 6. Comparison of closing pressures.

Figure 7. Load vs. Notch Tip Opening Displacement (NTOD).

Figure 8. Crack profile comparison.

Figure 9. Proposed bilinear closing pressure.

Figure 10. Crack profile comparison for proposed bilinear closing pressure.

Figure 11. Difference between experimental and LEFM strain fields.

Figure 12. Difference between experimental and LEFM with bilinear closing pressure

strain fields.
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THE FRACTURE PROCESS ZONE IN CONCRETE

SIDNEY MINDESS
Department of Civil Engineering
University of British Columbia
2324 Main Mall
Vancouver, British Columbia V6T IW5
Canada

ABSTRACT. A number of different experimental techniques have been used
to try to determine: (1) whether a process zone exists in concrete; (2)
if it does, what its dimensions might be; and (3) whether it is a fund-
amental material property. From an extensive review of the literature,
it would seem that not only the apparent size of the process zone, but
its very existence, aze strongly dependent on both the specimen
geometry and on the methods of measurement. It is difficult to avoid
the conclusion that the process zone is not a fundamental material
property for cementitious composites.

1. Introduction

When a brittle material containing a crack is subjected to stress, the
stress distribution ahead of the crack has the form shown in Fig. 1.
That is, for a sharp crack, there are very high stress concentrations
in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip. Because of the heterogene-
ity of concrete at both the macrostructural and microstructural levels,
including discontinuities and pre-existing microcracks, there will be
many highly localized areas of relative weakness in this highly
stressed zone. Therefore, as a crack propagates in concrete, one would
expect a great deal of microcracking to occur, largely (but not exclu-
sively) in this highly stressed region. This region of discontinuous
microcracking ahead of the continuous (visible) crack is generally
referred to as the fracture process zone.

It must be emphasized, as will be seen below, that not all inves-
tigators have found such a process zone. However, if there is a true
fracture process zone, or even simply random microcracking associated
with crack propagation, it is important to try to quantify the amount
of damage that occurs during the fracture of concrete.

There are a number of conceptual problems to be dealt with in any
discussion of fracture process zones in concrete. First, as Thouless
[1) has pointed out (Fig. 2), instead of looking for a process zone
ahead of the crack tip, one can as easily consider a bridging zone
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Figure 1. Stress field ahead of a crack tip.

behind the crack tip. Either assumption leads to similar results when
applied to the problem of crack tip propagation. Second, it appears to
be impossible to define, in an unequivocal fashion, the "true" crack
length in concrete [2); the position of the tip of a propagating crack
is uncertain. Since, as mentioned above, there are already pre-existing
microcracks in virgin concrete. it is necessary to distinguish between
these and the additional microcracks caused by the imposed stresses.
At the moment, it is not possible to do this. Third, investigators
such as Bazant [3) are not really concerned with the size of the frac-
ture process zone as determined by direct observation. They are simply
interested in an elastically equivalent crack system, which yields the
correct energy dissipation and correct stress vs. displacement rela-
tionships in a concrete specimen. Finally, it has been shown [4,5]
that the crack length appears to vary across the width or thickness of
the specimen. Thus, surface crack measurements cannot accurately indi-
cate the extent of the process zone. In view of these complexities, it
is then not surprising that there is a great deal of controversy about
the process zone in concrete.

In this paper, some of the experimental techniques used to identi-
fy the process zone, and the results of these studies, will be
discussed.
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domoge zone
r(a)

crack tip

bridging zone
(b) crock tip

Figure 2, Schematic illustration of a crack tip, and either the (a)
damage zone, or (b) bridging zone, after Thouless 1).

2. Experimental Technitaes
Over the years, a great many different experimental techniques havebeen employed to try to find the extent of the process zone. These maybe divided roughly into three categories:

Surface techniques:
- optical microscopy
- scanning electron microscopy
- electric resistance strain gauges
- photoelastic methods
- interferometry techniquesHeasurements involving the specimen interior:
- X-ray techniques
- mercury penetration measurements
- dye penetrants
- infrared vibrothermography
- ultrasonic pulse velocity
- acoustic emission
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Indirect methods:
- compliance measurements
- Demec gauges
- numerical methods

As indicated above, these techniques tend to measure rather different
properties of the material. Some involve only the surface character-
istics of the specimen, and some include an indication of what is
happening in the interior of the specimen. Still others consider the
system as a kind of "black box", where the physical detatils of the
cracking are not considnred directly, as long z; an assumed crack
system yields the correct stress vs sir&in and/or energy relationships.
Thus, it is sometimes difficuilt to reconcile the very different
conclusions that various researchers have come to with regard *to the
process zone.

It must also be noted that some techniques involve first loading
the specimen to some stress or strain, but then unloading the specimen
before the cracks are examined. Others, however, permit observations
of the cracking while the specimens are still under load. Since the
fine cracks tend to close and become virtually invisible on unloading,
it is clear that valid mea&urements can only be made with those tech-
niques which do not involve unloading the specimens before measurements
are made.

3. Surface Techniques

The earliest attempts to examine cracking in concrete, such as the very
extensive studies carried out at Cornell University using both
optical microscopy [6,7) and X-ray techniques [6,8,9] were not
really sensitive enough to reveal the presence of a process zone.

However, more sophisticated techniques have also not always
revealed a process zone. On the one hand, Tait and Garrett [10), using
in situ observations of cracking in pastes in the sample chamber of a
scanning electron microscope (SEM), did identify a process zone in
the vicinity of the crack tip, 1-4 mm in extent. Baldie and Pratt [11)
used backscattered electron imaging on polished sections of cement
paste. They found that crack growth seemed to occur by first the
formation, and then the coalescence of microcracks ahead of tle crack
tip, but they identified "only a limited formation of an actual process
zone'.

On the other hand, extensive in situ observation in an SEM by
Mindess et al. [12-14] showed no evidence of a process zone. Using
similar techniques, Diamond and Bentur [15) concluded that while there
was crack subdivision and branching near the visible crack tip, "there
is no physical distinction corresponding to separate lengths of
'straight, open crack' behind a crack tip and 'process zone microcrack-
ing' ahead of a crack tip".

Using a replica technique in conjunction with an SEM, Bascoul
and his co-workers [16,17] also found extensive microcracking near the
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crack tip, but not a well-defined process zone. They concluded [17]
that "Nothing allows... (us) ... to think that there is a damaged zone
ahead of the macrocrack except at the beginning of crack branching".

Other, more sophisticated optical microscopy techniques have also
been contradictory. Eden and Bailey [181 used diffuse illmination
with a reflected light microscope, and concluded that stable crack
growth involves the formation of a process zone which grows to some
characteristic size before the crack becomes unstable. Stroeven [19,
20] however, used fluoreucent oils to help delineate the cracks in
concrete. Typical results are shown in Fig. 3 [19], which represents
the crack pattern of an axial section of a grooved concrete specimen
subjected to direct tension, slightly beyond the ultimate load. While
there is very extensive cracking, much of this was already present in
the virgin specimen as a result of shrinkage. Stroeven found that the
cracks developed, and grew together, in a stochastic way. Certainly,
there is no "process zone" in evidence.

Still other techniques have yielded different results. Electric
resistance strain gauges have been used to identify relatively large
process zones [21,22], of the order of 10 to 15 nm wide and lengths of
up to 100 mm. However, these "process zones" were defined in terms of
the surface strain exceeding, typically, 3x10 -4 rather than by direct
observation of cracks. In spite of these rather large dimensions, the
process zone could not, surprisingly, be identified by optical methods.
Photoelastic techniques were also ambiguous; Van Mier [23] and Van
Mier and Nooru-Mohamed [24] could not define a fracture process zone,
while Stys [25] did find one.

Perhaps the most sensitive of the surface techniques for identify-
ing cracks in concrete are the interferometry techniques: holographic
interferometry and speckle interferometry. These technqiues can
achieve a sensitivity down to about 1 pm. Even with this sensitivity
in measuring surface displacements, however, the results are uncertain.
Most studies, as with electric strain gauges, define the process zone
in terms ot some limiting strain [26-28]. Thus, a fairly large process
zone can be identified ahead of the crack tip, as in Fig. 4 [29], even
though it cannot be defined optically. On the other hand, Ferrara and
Morabito [30] could not with certainty specify a well- defined process
zone, while Regnault. and Bruhwiler [28] could not locate, or even
define, the tip of the tension-free crack.

Similarly, white light Moir6 interferometry was used to
identify rather large (20-100 mm) process zones [31-33]. Again, one
wonders why zones this large could nto be observed directly by micro-
scopic techniques.

4. Measurements Involving the Specimen Interior

In principle, measurements involving the interior of the specimen, i.e.
the bulk of the material, should provide a better indication of the
extent of the process zone. Unfortunately, since we cannot directly
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grooved specimen subjected to direct tension slightly beyond
the ultimate, after Stroeven [19].

see the interior of a specimen indirect means of locating cracks must
be used for this purpose.

As indicated abcve, X-ray techniques [6,8,9] are not really sensi-
tive enough for this purpose. Mercury penetration measurements [34]
can only indicate crack widths and volumes, but cannot define the loca-
tion of the microcracked region. Similarly, dye penetrants [35-37]
can reveal the shape of the crack front, but cannot reveal the extent
of the process zone.
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Figure 4. Equal strain contours and the developing crack, as measured
using optical interferometry with laser light: (a) inter-
mediate load level; (b) load level close to failure, after
Cedolin, Dei Poli and Iori [27].

infrared vibrothermography is based on the principle that heat
is generated when there is energy dissipation in a material subjected
to vibratory excitation beyond its stable reversible limit. This tech-
nique has been used [38] to observe progressive damage in a concrete
specimen under compressive loading. This is an averaging technique,
which shows the global damage within the specimen; whether this can be
equated with the microcrack patterns that occur during the growth of a
single crack under monotonically increasing loading is not certain.

Ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements have long been used to
try to assess damage in concrete. This too is an averaging technique,
which is affected by the total damage (or cracking) between the trans-
ducers. Extensive work using this technique carried out by Alexander
and his co-workers [39-43] showed that the main crack would not propa-
gate until a microcracked zone had developed in front of it, typically
about 1/2 of the residual beam depth in size. Similarly, Chhuy et al.
[211 found a damage zone about 100 mm long ahead of the crack tip. On
the other hand, Berthaud [44,45] found it difficult to deduce the size
of the process zone using ultrasonic pulse velocities, and Reinhardt



and, Hordijk [22) concluded that such measurements do not lead to a
geometrical description of the process zone.

Acoustic emission (AE) techniques have been used very exten-
sively to try to assess the nature of the process zone. AE events
occur when transient elastic waves are generated by the rapid release
of energy that occurs upon cracking, and can be measured using piezo-
electric transducers [46). Maji and Shah [47-51], in a very detailed
series of tests, found that beyond the peak load most of the AE events
occurred near the crack tip; they deduced a process zone extending
about 25 nn ahead of the crack tip, and a longer distance behind it
(indicating ligament connections behind the visible crack tip). AE
source locations for mortar specimens, compared to the crack tip
location as determined by holographic techniques are shown in Fig. 5
[52). Others have obtained similar results using AE techniques
[21,53,54).

Berthelot and Robert [55-57) also carried out very extensive AE
tests. They found that a damage zone appeared to grow in size as the
crack progressed, reaching lengths of up to 160 mm and widths of up to

STAGE I
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o oOOo Crock Tip
0 0 00
00
00
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Figure 5. AE source locations for mortar specimen, compared to the
location of the crack tip found using holographic
techniques, after Naji, Ouyang and Shah [52].



120 mm. Similar results were obtained by Bensouda (58]. Again,
however, it is surprising that such extensive damage zones are not
readily apparent by microscopic observation.

Results by Rossi [59] and Rossi et al. [60] indicated that there
was not a clear transition from the uncracked concrete to the process
zone. Overall, a review of the AE literature suggests that the results
depend upon the specimen geometry, the sophistication of the instrumen-
tation, and the method of analysis.

5. Indirect Methods

A number of indirect methods have also been devised to estimate the
size of the process zone. The earliest of these is the use of
compliance measurements. That is, from measurements of specimen
stiffness (and the location of the visible crack tip) the extent of the
process zone can be "guesstimated". Using such techniques, Karihaloo
and Nallathambi [61,62] found process zones in the range of 20-40 mm,
depending on the specimen size. Compliance techniques were also used
by Kobayashi et al. (63], who concluded that the process zone continued
to grow as the crack extended, without ever reaching a constant value.
In the view of this author, however, because of the impossibility of
separating the development of a process zone from slow crack growth,
compliance measurements cannot provide a good estimate of the size of
the process zone.

An interesting variant on compliance measurements is the use of
multi-cutting techniques. One such technique [64] involves the
cutting of thin strips of the specimen normal to the crack path and
measuring their bending stiffness as a function of distance from the
visible crack tip. In another version of this technique [65-67], the
bridging stresses transferred within the process zone are removed by
careful cutting along the plane of the original crack, and determining
the compliance of the specimen at each step as the cutting progresses
through the process zone. This permits an estimate of the process zone
size. Hu and Wittman [65-67] found process zones of up to 43 mm long,
but concluded [65] that "the length of the fracture process zone is not
a material constant but depends on the actual stress gradient due to
the limited specimen geometry".

Demec gauges can be used to determine the average strains in
specimens over fairly large gauge lengths. Clearly, this too can only
average whatever is taking place within the gauge length. However, it
has been found that the use of these gauges can provide similar results
to those found from ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements [39,42].

Finally, numerical methods (i.e., studies on 'numerical'
rather than 'real' concrete) have also been used to try to deduce the
size of the process zone [e.g., 68-70]. Clearly, however, the results
of such methods depend entirely on the a priori assumptions made in
setting up the numerical models, and this cannot provide any definitive
answers.
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6. Conclusions

From the above brief review, it is clear that the different test tech-
niques provide different information. Some investigators have found no
process zone at all; others have found that the process zone size
varies from only a few mm to over 500 mm, as summarized in Table I. It
would appear, then, that this issue is still far from being resolved.
Each different techniques, it seems, is capable of examining only a
limited part of the problem. (Indeed, it reminds the author of the old
story of a group of blind men trying to describe an elephant.) At

Table I. Fracture process zone dimensions determined using
different techniques

Process Zone Dimensions (mm)
Ref. Technique

No, Length Width

61 Compliance measurements 20-40
63 Compliance + replica 114
64 Multi-cutting 30-40
65-67 " 12-43
12 SEM no process zone found
15 " no process zone found
10 1 1-4
21 Strain gauges 100 10
22 " 14
25 Photoelasticity 5
39-43 Ultrasonic pulse velocity 20-160
21 1 100 10
47,49 Acoustic emission 25 ahead of tip

>25 behind tip
53 a 105
21 100
54 " 500
56 160 120
58 160 120
59,60 10
27 Interferometry 20-40
29 50
30 no process zone detected
28 zone exists, 1/2 aggre-

but dimensions gate size
not definable

32 Moir6 interferometry 100
33 I 20-30 10
70 Numerical techniques 40-80
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piesent, one can only conclude that the process zone is not a funda-
mental material property, but depends on the specimen geometry, and the
method of measurement.
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Abstract

The brittle fLacture of structural ceramics, as analyzed from

crack propagation studies under conditions of slow, quasi-static

crack growth, is described. The experimental results allow one to

partition ceramics in to those which have a constant toughness and

those which exhibit increasing toughness upon crack extension. The

latter effect, known as R-curve behavior is addressed in greater

deta-i for long and short cracks in alumina and MgO-partially-

stabilized zirconia. Correlations between microstructure, R-curve

behavior and strength are outlined.

1. Introduction

In recent years, important progress has been achieved in the

fields of material development and mechanical failure characteri-

zation of structural ceramics /I/. The knowledge gathered and

accumulated in-service experience enabled a continous widening of

the field of application. On the other hand, reliable use of

ceramics still demands, for any individual case, knowledge about

the interdependencies between application, loading conditions and

damage mechanisms.

From the materials and mechanical point of view, characterization

of the potential failure mechanisms plays the key role. Speci-

fically, reliable data are needed to avoid catastrophic brittle

fracture. Furthermore, information about subcritical crack growth,

thermal shock, fatigue, corrosion, creep and high temperature

chem-ical stability are important. Often, the failure of ceramic

components is complex because more than one of the forementioned

damage mechanisms may act simultaneously. 353



The present paper expands on previous review articles on

structural ceramics /1-4/ and focusses on aspects of brittle

fracture revealed through crack propagation studies. When using a

Griffith-type crack instability criterion, ceramics can be divided

into two groups; those which have a constant toughness and those

which exhibit increasing toughness upon crack extension. The

latter effect, known as R-curve behavior, is addressed here in

greater detail for alumina and MgO partially-stabilized zirconia.

Correlations between microstructure, R-curve behavior and strength

are outlined.

2. Crack instability and toughness behavior

Brittle fracture of ceramics usually is assumed to be determined

by pre-existing flaws which become unstable upon loading, thus

causing catastrophic failure of the material. Using an energy

concept /5/, the point of crack instability is given by the

equation

1 E Ra)

f ac

which relates fracture stress (Gf) and material resistance (crack

resistance force (R)) to the critical flaw size (ac). The Young's

modulus (E) and the parameter Y, which considers the finite size

of ccmoonents (specimens) with respect to flaw size, are included

in F as well.

In the case of linear elastic fracture, the well known equation

1 KIC (lb)
af = (

holds, where KIC is the toughness parameter (critical stress

intensity factor), which yields a desciption equivalent to Eq. la.

In this paper, K and R formulations are used interchangeably,

assuming that KIC = 4E'R.

Using Eq. 1b, the strength (fracture stress in bending) is plotted

in Fic. 1 as a function of toughness for various commercial cera-
354
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mics /6/. In a crude approximation, increases of strength and

toughness are positively correlated and the data indicate that a

proportionality holds. Using the assumption of surface flaws (Y

1,3 /7/) a critical flaw size of about 60 pm could be deduced from

the strength-toughness relationships.

However, such an interpretation of Fig. 1 should not be stretched

too far, as will be shown by the crack propagation studies des-

cribed in the following sections. Seperating ceramics into those

which have a constant toughness upon crack extension and those

which exhibit a rising crack length-dependent crack resistance

(R-curve), some general aspects of fracture are outlined next.

2.1 Constant toughness

Upon loading, ceramics typically deform linear elastically until

catastrophic failure occurs at crack instability (Fig. 2a) as

described by Eq. 1 with the assumption of a constant toughness. In

fact, quasi-static crack propagation studies reveal that, for many

ceramics, toughness does not change over a wide range of crack

extension. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3 for fine grained

materials: Si3N4 and SiC.

According to Eq. 1, the strength of ceramics can be increased by

reducing the critical flaw size. Furthermore, narrowing the flaw

size distribution helps to increase reliability (decrease in

scatter of strength). The correlation between flaw size and

microstructural dimensions urges the processing of fine grained

ceramics. This concept of materials development has been sucess-

fully applied in recent years /8/. However, a more careful control

of the individual processing steps is necessary to avoid material

inhomogeneities which can act as stress concentrators and cause

premature failure. Fig. 4 shows a large graphite inclusion in HIP-

SiC and a pore in a Si3N4 body. Both were critical flaws for these

fine grained non-oxide ceramics in bending strength tests.

The defect sensitivity of fine grained ceramics and their inherent

failure potential through local stress concentrations or short

overloads, favours an alternative concept of ceramic development

which is based on R-curve behavior.
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2.2 Increasing toughness (R-curve)

In the case of increasing toughness, the fracture stress can

increase despite crack growth (Fig. 2b), if toughening overcompen-

sates the strength decrease from crack growth. Ceramics which

exhibit this crack propagation behavior are, to a certain extent,

"flaw tolerant".

To date, R-curve behavior was predominantly investigated in ZrO2-

containing ceramics /9, 10/ and in coarse grained oxide ceramics

/11, 12/. Fig. 5 shows R-curves from measurements using thin,

compact tension (CT-) like specimens, which highlight the strong

transformation toughening effect of zirconia. The R-curve behavior

of both monolithic ceramics is discussed in greater detail in

sections 3 and 4.

Although it is out of the scope of this paper it should be

mentioned that, in recent years, increasing efforts are under way

in materials development to implant R-curve behavior in a large

variety of ceramics with initially constant toughness by utilizing

second phase toughening. Materials of specific interest are

ceramic-ceramic composites /13/ with whisker-, fiber-, platelet

reinforcment and ceramic-metal composites /14/.

3.1 Measurement and Evaluation of Crack Resistance

In principle, crack propagation studies of ceramics can be perfor-

med with almost all of the testing geometries used in linear

elastic fracture mechanics. However, for stable, quasistatic crack

extension, specific conditions relatiag crack growth-associated

changes in crack driving and resistance forces must hold /15/. The

change in crack driving force (dG/da), which depends on the energy

stored in the specimen and the testing device, has to be less than

dR/da (< 0 for constant R) to avoid crack instability. When dG/da

< dR/da holds, crack propagation is possible only if an additional

amount of external work is supplied. In accordance with these con-

siderations, constant toughness materials need a long starter

crack (deep notch) which may reduce the available range of crack

propagation quite significantly. On the other hand, controlled
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crack growth can be achieved for materials with steeply rising R-

curves over a much wider range. The experimental R-curves of long

cracks presented in this section were obtained from single edged

notched bend (SENB), double cantilever beam (DCB) and double

torsion (DT) specimens (Fig. 6). In section 4, R-curves for short

"natural" surface cracks on the tensile surface of bend bars are

discussed. .

In the SENB-geometry, the depth of the narrow (a = 70 lim),

straight-through notches varied between an/W = 0.2 and an/W = 0.8,

where W is the width in the direction of crack growth. It should

be noted that sharp starter cracks generated by the bridging

method /16/ are not appropriate in the case of R-curve behavior

because controlled crack propagation starts at an already high

resistance level.

The technique used for the propagation studies of long cracks is

illustrated in Fig. 7. Load (P), load-point displacement (d) and

crack length (a) (monitored with a travelling microscope) were

measured simultaneously to generate P-d-a curves; as shown in the

lower part of Fig. 7. In addition to continuous experiments under

displacement or cross head-position control, tests with several

intermediate unloading loading sequences can be run to gain

insicht into the underlying fracture mechanisms and/or to provide

further information for the evaluation of resistance data. Such

P-d cjrves are shown for a coarse grained A1203 (Fig. 8) and a

high :oughness Mg-PSZ (Fig. 9). Unloaded, both ceramics reveal a

residual displacement (dr), but they significantly differ with

respect to the hysteresis upon reloading. Due to frictional wake

effects of rough serrated crack surfaces, hysteresis is very pro-

nounced in A1203 /17/. Also, the residual displacement can be

increasingly reduced by stepwise renotching from notch to crack

tip. When the renotch approaches the crack tip, no further dr is

left in A1203 /17/. In Mg-PSZ, the decrease in dr depends on the

width of the renotch cut /18/, as well. The residual displacement

only diminishes if the complete transformation zone is machined

away.
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Which R-curve determination methodology to utilize when analysing

mechanical tests, particulary whether residual displacements must

be incorporated is currently an unresolved topic of discussion.

Most often, the evaluation procedure follows a linear elastic com-

pliance approach, neglecting residual displacement effects. In the

case of quasi static crack growth, G = R, and

p2 dC
R = (2)

2B da

where B is the width and C the compliance of the specimen.

The three possible methods used in applying Eq. 2 are:

A) from experimental P-d-a data, the experimental compliance

function Cexp (aexp) is taken

B) a theoretical compliance function Cth (ath) is used after cal-

culating ath by equating Cexp and Cth

C) the experimental crack length is combined with a theoretical

compliance function (C = Cth (aexp)). (Note that this method

is equivalent to standard procedures of stress intensity

factor determination.)

These three methods can generate different crack resistance

curves. For example, due to the wake interaction (discussed in

section 3.2.1), alumina is less compliant than theoretically pre-

dicted. Thus, the crack length (ath) calculated with method B, is

shorter than the physical crack length (aexp) measured with the

travelling microscope.

If residual displacement is relevant for the specimen behavior

during crack propagation then Eq. 5 has to be modified and

extended /15/, which gives

p2 dC 1 d(dr)
R -- - + - P - (6)

2B da B da

where C is a compliance determined from unloading-loading

sequences and dr is the residual displacement on unloading.
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Interestingly, in alumina, all 4 analysis methods yield almost the

same R-curve over a wide range of crack extension (SENB: 2-3 mm)

before significant deviations occur. The details of this compa-

rison will be reported elsewhere /17/. For Mg-PSZ, the initial

part of the R-curve is shifted towards a higher resistance if the

contribution of residual displacement is considered. The curves

from all ev&luation methods then approach the same plateau value

after about 2-3 mm of crack extension.

(Note that the long crack R-curves shown in this paper were

derived either from compliance method A (Mg-PSZ) or B (A1203,

predominantly in SENB geometry).)

3.2 R-Curve behavior

Controlled crack propagation studies using the standard specimens

of LEFM allow one to trace the crack-microstructure interaction

over a long range of crack extension. Thus, the full potential of

a ceramic to resist crack growth can be explored with a long crack

R-curve. Some features of the fracture- (resistance-) behavior of

A1203 and Mg-PSZ resulting from such crack propagation studies are

discribed in the following two subsections, respectively.

3.2.1 Alumina

In pure alumina, R-curve behavior is more pronounced in coarse-

grained than in fine-grained materials (Fig. 10). In summarizing

the various R-curve results from different testing geometries and

grain sizes, a general shape can be deduced, which is given by an

initially rising curve that plateaus out after a certain crack

extension. Note, that, in Fig. 10 the specimen size (w = 7 mm) was

not large enough to exhibit a plateau-regime. A detailed analysis

of the grain size dependence reveals an interesting behavior of

the R-curves. Fine grained material starts from a notch tip with a

higher initial resistance (Ro ) than coarse grained A1203 but expe-

riences almost no increase, unlike the coarse grained material.

This crossing of R-curves, which is confirmed by recent work of

Lawn and coworkers /18/, gave rise to some confusion in the past
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when KTC values determined from different testing geometries (e.g.

SENB and DT) were compared. DT measurements determine the plateau

regimes of R-curves /11/ and, therefore, the KIC values so

calculated are relatively high. Also, the grain size dependence is

inverted compared to Kic-experiments with crack instability in the

initial part of an R-curve, e.g. short cracks in SENB.

Crack propagation studies also probe the severe differences in R-

curve behavior between the two modes of microfracture (Fig. 11).

Nearly pure, coarse-grained alumina fractures predominantly inter-

granularly and exhibits a steeply rising R-curve. However, the R-

curve of a material comparable in grain size but with more glassy

phase and transgranular microfracture, is comparatively shallow.

Although both curves start at about the same Ro-level, they differ

significantly in their slope.

The information gained from crack propagation studies in alumina,.

stroncly favour wake controlled crack tip shielding as the basic

R-curve mechanism /19, 20/. Our current understanding may be

summarized with the aid of the schematic model in Fig. 12.

Alumina, due to anisotropy in the thermal expension coefficients,

contains residual stresses between neighbouring grains. They

depend on grain size and are large for pure coarse grained

material. However, when a glassy grain boundary phase is present,

the stresses are assumed to be lower. The residual stresses are

relieved by the formation of a damage zone of microcracks which is

triggered by the stress field of a macrocrack. The microcracks

force the macrocrack to generate a rough, tortuous crack surface.

In addition, the microcracks became unconstrained when the

macrocrack advances, thus generating a layer of dilated material

along the crack surfaces. The crack surface roughness and dilation

give rise to frictional crack bridging effects which shield the

crack tip from the external stresses. The maximum length of such a

crack shielding wake zone is reached when the local crack opening

displacement is larger than the interaction length of the bridging

elements. A constant, steady state size of the wake zone, which

obtains thereafter, corresponds with the plateau of the R-curve.

In summary, it is important to note that both microstructural pro-

perties and crack/specimen geometries determine the actual shape

of an R-curve. Quantitative details for the model of the R-curve

behavior of A1203 are reported elsewhere, /17/.
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3.2.2 MgO partially stabilized Zirconia

The effectiveness of transformation toughening, the major

toughening mechanism in zirconia-containing ceramics, is manifest

in the strong R-curve behavior of Mg-PSZ; with plateau toughnesses

measured for long cracks of up to 18 MPa 4m /21/.

In Mg-PSZ, tetragonal precipitates transform in the crack tip

stress field to monoclinic symmetry. The frontal transformation

zone thus generated has no effect on the crack tip field /24/.

However, upon crack extension, the constraint on the process zone

unloads in the wake, giving rise to residual dilatation-associated

stresses and crack shielding. A steady state level, which

corresponds with the plateau regime of the R-curve, is only

attained after substantial crack extension (2-3 mm in high

toughness Mg-PSZ /21/).

In the simplified case of supercritical transformation, i.e. all

particles within the transformation zone fully transform, the

achieveable plateau toughness depends on the size (h) of the zone

/23/. A Raman microprobe technique has been developed recently to

measure h very accurately /24/ and the zone can be detected easily

on pclished surfaces (Fig. 13) due to the surface uplifting

triggered by the dilatation accompaning the t-m transformation.

Nevertheless an exact correlation between the microstructure, zone

size, and the R-curve shape cannot be specified to date /1/ yet.

Toughnening can be optimized by special heat treatments of Mg-PSZ.

Again, crack propagation studies with R-curve measurement probe

the effectiveness of a given heat treatment.

Results for a 9.7 mole % Mg-PSZ are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

After solution annealing at 1700 0C and rapid cooling, samples were

annealed at 14000 C for various times up to 10 hours. Additionally,

some samples were annealed at 11000C for up to 2 hours. Figure 14

shows the change in the precipitate microstructure due to the

1400cC heat treatment. The subeutectoid, ll000C annealing did not

change the precipitate size.
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The R-curves determined after annealing reveal substantial diffe-

rences, not necessarily at the beginning (Ro-value), but, with

increasing crack extension (Fig. 15).

The R-curve results indicate that, for the given Mg-PSZ,

toughening is optimized by annealing at 1400 0C followed by 11000 C.

The toughness in such samples changes from KR = 4 MPa 4m in the

solution annealed material to Kplateau = 12 MPa 4m after the treat-

ment.

4. R-curve behavior and strength

The crack propagation studies and R-curve results presented in the

previous section are very useful for material development in terms

of better understanding the basic mechanisms. However, the high

toughness values often cited for modern structural ceramics, which

correspond to the plateau of long-crack R-curves, are not really

relevant for most structural applications. After failure of

cerawlic components, no fracture causing cracks of millimeters in

lengti are observed usually. Typically, critical crack sizes are

at least one order of magnitude smaller. In order to determine the

strength-toughness relationship of ceramics, crack propagation

studies should focus on failure relevant short cracks rather than

long cracks.

To observe and analyse the propagation of short cracks, stable

growth must be achieved. This is possible when R-curve behavior

obtains, as was shown by using the energy balance in section 3.1.

To date, only few R-curve measurements for A1203 and Mg-PSZ with

short, failure relevant surface cracks, are published. The short

cracks either originated from indentation /12/ or initiated
"naturally" on tensile surfaces of bend bars during increasing

loading /25, 26/.

Figures 16 and 17 show surface cracks generated by stepwise

loading of bend bars in coarse grained A1203 and high toughness

ZrO2, respectively. In both ceramics, "natural" surface cracks -an

grow from some tens of microns to several hundred microns. In

orde- to calculate the toughness from such cracks, the crack
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profile must be determined. Dye penetrant techniques indicate that

the surface cracks are almost semi-circular in A1203, whereas,

serial sectioning in Mg-PSZ reveals that the cracks advance much

further at the surface compared to depth (ratio = 5/1). With

appropriate Y-functions, determined using the crack profile, KR is

determined in a straightforward manner from Eq. lb.

The resulting short crack R-curves are plotted for comparison with

those of long cracks in Figures 18 and 19.

The short crack R-curves start considerably lower in both ceramics

and the plateau toughness level is not reached before instability.

Unlike LEFM tests, where the long cracks are forced to initiate

from a notch tip, the "natural" surface flaws originate from local

heterogeneities, e.g. pores or larger grains. Often, more than one

microcrack forms on the tensile surface. In this case, the one

with the shallowest R-curve slope becomes unstable first. The

fracture stress at instability corresponds to the bending strength

as determined from fracture tests with low loading rates. Thus,

under technically relevant loading conditions, specimens or compo-

nents cannot utilize the full potential of R-curve behavior.

Clearly, toughness or resistance data referring to the plateau of

long crack measurements overestimate the values pertainent for

application of a ceramic material.

5. Conclusions

The quasi-static, controlled crack propagation studies reported

here enable one to characterize the fracture behavior of struc-

tural ceramics in more detail than one parameter descriptions.

Furthermore, deeper insight into the correlation between micro-

structure and mechanical behavior is possible.

Long-crack fracture tests using the standard specimens of LEFM

reveal if toughness (equivalent: crack resistance) is a material

property constant or increases with crack extension (R-curve

behavior). The full potential of a microstructure for toughnening

is enabled.
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However, for failure relevant fracture -zharacterization and a

better understanding of strength-toughness relationship, crack

propagation studies have to focus on short cracks. In the case of

pronounced R-curve behavior, stable crack growth of natural sur-

face flaws can be achieved experimentally by stepwise loading. As

the resulting R-curves are significantly lower than those from

long cracks, it must be emphasized that long crack plateau

toughness values, often quoted in literature, may overestimate the

toughness applicable in components considerably.
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Fig. 13: Surface uplifting (between arrows) showing the
transformation zone around crack in Mg-PSZ. The zone
between the notch and first arrow was annealed out at
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A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO ASSESS DAMAGE
DURING FRACTURE OF ROCK, CONCRETE AND REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Hideaki Takahashi
Research Institute for Fracture Technology
Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University

Aramaki Aoba, Aobaku
Sendai/980, Japan

ABSTRACT. For quasi-brittle materials like rock, concrete and their
composites it is usually adopted that a term of fracture process zone is
used as a measure of fracture damage during loading. To assess the
fracture damage quantitatively, a significance of acoustic emission ana
ultrasonic testing have been reviewed.

1. Introduction

For quasi-brittle materials like rock, concrete and advanced
cementitious composites it is usually accepted that a term of fracture
process zone is commonly used as a measure of fracture damage during
loading. However, no physically reasonable explanation of fracture
yrocess zone is not made uptil now, because there is no experimental
technique to characterize formation and extension of the fracture
zrocess zone quantitatively. To investigate the fracture process at the
ricroscopic level, three kinds of NDE methods have been currently
developer at Tohoku University. These three techniques are photoelastic
coating method, acoustic emission rating method and ultrasonic time
difference method. The detail of these techniques are described in Refs
[1-5, 8).

2. Intense Microcracking and its Observation by Photo-elastic Coating
Technique [1]

2-1. Materials and Photoelastic Coatinq Technique

The materials examined in this study are rock (a granite with an
average grain diameter of 1.3 mm), graphite (a nuclear-grade graphite
designalted PGX) and mortar. The compositions and mechanical properties
of these materials are shown in Table 1.

Rectangular bend specimens (100 x 30 x 28 mm) were cut using a
diamond wheel saw. A notch with a root radius of 50 Um was machined
into each test specimen.

A transparent ferroelectric ceramic, (Pbo.91 , Lao.09) (ZrO.e6,
Ti0.34)03 was used as a photoelastic-coating material (designated PLZT).
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TABLE 1-COMPOSITION AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS USED

Young's Tensile Fracture
Modulus Strength Toughness K,, m

Material Composition E (GPa) #,(MP&) J,, (Jim2 ) (MPa rm")

Granite Quartz (38 percent), Feldspar'(56 percent), Mica (6 percent) 19.4 3.6 68.0 1.15
average grain size: 1.3 mm

Graphite Coke (T0 percent), Binder (Pitch) (30 percent) 6.0 7.2 72.0 0.66
max. grain size of coe: 1.0 mm

Mortar Cement (42 percent), Sand (42 percent), Water (16 percent) 40.4 3.2 11.5 0.68
max. grain size of sand: 2.5 mm

The material was obtained in the form of a circular disk, 50-cm diameter
and 10-n thick. Thin sections of the PLZT were cut from the disk. The
foil thickness was in the range 110-150m. For light-reflection
purposes, an optical mirror was formed on one plane of the ceramic plate
by evaporation of chromium. The prepared thin foil was glued with
clvanoacrylate to the surface of the three-point-bend specimens. A load
frame was designed to permit the specimen to be loaded by high
c-:.pliance springs on the stage of a polarizing microscope.

Fracture-toughness tests were conducted on the three materials
according to the ASTM standard test method using an Instron testing
machine. Single-edge-notch specimens were tested in three-point
Lending.

The averaged load versus J-integral relationship obtained from
fracture-toughness tests was used as a calibration to determine the load
Levels of specimens tested for strain-field observation in terms of J.

The calibration-test for the PLZT was carried out in terms of the
z elationship between the birefringence Ln and principal-strain
cifference L.

The photoelastic sensitivity of the PLZT, defined as tn/A is
1.75, which is two or three orders of magnitude higher than common
=hotoelastic-coating materials such as epoxy and Araldite.

2-2. Results and Discussions

Typical test records of load versus load-line displacement (P-VL
are given in Fig. 1. The three materials exhibit different amounts of
nonlinear deformation. The ratio of the secant specimen compliance at
peak load to the initial compliance, Csec/Cini, can be taken as a
measure of the degree of the nonlinearity (see Fig. 1). The ratio
values are 2.22, 1.90, and 2.88 for mortar, graphite, and granite,
respectively, indicating that the granite has the highest nonlinearity
of deformation.

An example of the interference fringe pattern formed around the
notch tip is illustrated for the granite in Fig. 2. The principal-
strain difference is determined from the fringe observation using the
calibration diagram. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the principal-
strain difference along the notch plane at various load levels, where r
is the distance from the notch tip, and the J integral is chosen to
indicate the load conditions. It is noted that the fringe shape around
the notch tip and the strain distribution shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are
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quite different from triat observed for linear-elastic materials. The
deviation from linear-elastic-deformation behavior is considered to be
due to the formation of an extensive microcrack zone ahead of the notch
tip.

In order to characterize the strain field within the intense
microcrack region, the principal strain difference under several
different load conditions is plotted against the nondimensional distance
in Fig. 4, where the distance from the notch tip is normalized by the
length parameter J/Oult. It is noted tha the strain distribution around
the notch tip is well characterized by the J integral, irrespective of
load levels, and the logarithmic plot leads to the following empirical
relation.

Ae= AEo[(J/G,)/r]"

where LEO and m are material constants. Looking at the normalize
strain distribution, we see that the value of m is close to 1.0 for the
t..ree materials, and thus the principal-strain difference ahead of the
nztch tip has the singularity of r-1 , equialent to that of perfectly
rigid plastic materials.

We now examine the extension behavior of the intense microcrack
region. Here the length of intense microcrack region w is taken as the
distance from the notch tip where the principal-strain difference
exceeds 760 lie. Figure 5 shows the development of the intense
nicrocrack region w as a function of J. The intense microcrack region
_ncreases linearly with increasing J integral at low load levels. Note
tnat the intense microcrack region extends rapidly with increasing load
E.t the point indicated by an arrow. The abrupt increase in w is
interpreted to be due to the effect of macroscopic crack growth. In
tis study, the J-integral value at the knee point is defined as the
critical J-integral value at the onset of macroscopi crack growth, and
It is denoted by JIC"

As described above, the crack-tip strain fields in the brittle-
nicrocracking materials show the singularity of r-1 , unlike the strain
field expressed by the stress-intencity factor K. Froin this observation
the 3 integral was selected to characterize the strain fields in this
study. The fact that the crack-tip strain field and the extension
behavior of the intense microcrack region can be characterized by the J-
integral supports the use of the JIC criterion for a valid measure of
the fracture toughness for these materials.

3. AE Evaluation of Fracture Damage in Rock and Concrete

3-1. Acoustic Emission Characteristics and Determination of Fracture
Toughness Evaluation Point in Rock [2, 3]

The load versus displacement record (P-VL) is shown in Fig. 6 for a
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small three point bend specimen (TBend). The granite exhibits

signifdcant nonlinear deformation behavior well below the maximum load.

The energy of the AE signal, EAE for a 10 s interval at various stage of
the bending test is plotted against the load-line displacement. AB

s~gnals are detected at early load level. The onset of AE occurs

Epproximately at the load level at which the load-displacement curve

becoes nonlinear. The AE activity iicreases with increasing load and

znuber of AE signals are emitted prior to the maximum load point. It

can be considered from the AE behavior that the development of numberous

Sicrocracks around the initial notch tip precedes the macrocrack

propagation in the rock. In order to correlate the AB behavior with the

fracture process, the EAE was summed with respect to load level, and the

accumulated AE energy EEAE is shown as a function of J-integral value in

Fig. 7. The EAE-J curve can be divided into two regions. The first
egion, ofL lower slope, denotes the micrccracking with little acoustic

activity. The second region of the curve has a high value of slope, and

consists of AE events of much higher amplitude than those detected

earlier in the test.
To study the correspondence of the AE characteristics shown in Fig.

7 with the microfracture process at the crack tip spectral analyses of

7X signals and microscopic observations at the notch tip were made. It

-s known that the measurement of the frequency spectrum of AE signals

enables the identification and separation of individual sources of AE

events. The spectral analyses were made on recorded AE signals and the

variation in frequency content of the AE signals with respect to load

level was examined. The results showed that AE signals observed during

the tests can be classified into two groups, type I and II. This
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observation
classification is made on the basis of the difference in low frequency
content of AE signal. AE signals of the type II has a predominantly low
frequency content in the audible range compared to the type I signal.
P~ ak amplitude of the type II signal is observed to be generally larger
t:.an that of the type I. In Fig. 8 is shown the load level at which
th-e classified individual AE event was detected during three-point bend
.:est of the specimen. AE signals of type I with small peak amplitude

a~re emitted at the early loading stage, and then the type II signals
s, 'art to appear as the load is further increased. The occurrence
rates of type I and II signal are seen to be approximately the same
_:_ter the maximum load level. Similar trend in the emission behaviors
has been observed for other tests. It is noted that the abrupt increase
in the activity of type 11 signal corresponds to the knee point as shown
inl Fig. 8.

microscopic observations of the notch tip region was made using
thin sections prepared as follows. Four three-point bend specimens with
identical dimensions(lTBend) were tested for this observation. As shown
in Fig. 9 two specimens were loaded to just beyond the load level which
czrresponds to the JiAE point, and the loads just below the JiA level
were applied to the remaining specimens. The predetermined load was
applied to the inverted specimen in such a manner that the precrack
-outh was located at the top, and maintained while adhesive
(cyanoacrylate) was injected to fix the local opening of fractured zone.
After the adhesive was cured the specimen were unloaded. The loaded
specimen were sliced off in sections normal to the notch plane, polished
and thinned to a thickness of about 20 Uim. The thin section was then
examined under a polarizing microscope. No crack initiation was
iden~tified up to the loading stage of J = 90 J/M 2 , although some
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microcracks were observed around the notch tips. However, when the load
was further increased to just above the JiAE point crack growth was
found to occu from t... notch tip throughout the specimen thickness.
Based on the observations of the present study, the microfracture
processes- in the rock can be summarized as follows. On loading the
prenotch, a few isolated microcracks are formed due to the heterogeneous
nature of rock. On further loading the intensity of microcracking
increases and deformation behavior around the crack tip region becomes
nonlinear. Finally, macrocrack extension occurs because of the
ccalescence of microcracks in the nonlinear zone. The acoustic emission
characteristics observed in the present experiments support the general
picture of the microcrack-controlled fracture processes described above.

Let us discuss the source mechanisms of the classified AE events.
The sequence in occurrence of type I and II signals suggests that the
emission of type I signal is associated with the formation of
microcrack. The coalescence of microcracks is expected to generate
elastic stress waves having larger energy since the remaining ligament
between microcracks possesses stronger linkage than the neighboring
r..:crocrack sites. Hence the intensive microcracK coalescence can be
considered to produce the AE signal of type II. The critical event for
r.acroscopic crack growth is the intensive coalescence of microcracks
and li-mkage with the prenotch tip throughout the specimen thickness. We
can say that the abrupt increase in the type II activity can pinpoint
the critical stage of the notch tip region, and thereby the acoustic
e-.ission characteristics as shown in Fig. 7 is used to determine the
fracture toughness evaluation point. The J-integral value corresponding
to the knee point is hereater called JiAE.

2-2. Effect of Concrete Strength on AE Behavior [4]

Concretes having different compressive strength have been tested in
this study. The mix pioportions are given in Table 2. Normal
Portland Cement was used for all specimens. The maximum size of the
coarse aggregate was approximately 20 mm. Water/cement ratio and

Table 2 Mix proportions of Concretes

unit weight (kg/i3)

sample T/C s/a* water cesent sand gravel silica w.r.a.**
(%) () -tuse (cc)

A 60 42 188 313 721 1008 0 0
B 47 42 160 S40 721 1008 s0 12.1
C 25 42 111 444 721 1008 111 41.2

: s : sand, a : sand + aggregate
** w.r.a. : water reducing agent
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Table 3 Specimens dimensions of Si CT sad SPB specimens

speclien loading ao W B Bn Ws L S*
conf iguration (mm) (U) (m) (m-) (ms) (U) (mm)

SR wedge splitting 90 170 100 60 2 - -

SR wedge splitting 105 170 100 80 2
CT tension 40 100 100 80 5
CT tension 50 100 100 80 5
CT tension 60 100 100 60 5

SPB bending 50 100 100 - - 780

: S : span
contents of cement and silica-fume were controlled to obtain different
strengths. In order to fix the slump, furthermore, water-reducing agent
was added into high-strength concrete (B) and very high-strength
cc.-.-rete (C). Each .mIixtuire Wa cast in the rectanaular !inoA for 3 pL
specimen and in cylinder mold for SR specimen. All specimens were cured
toacther with the same condition (wet curing). The tests were carried
out in wet state on the twenty-eight days of curing time. The average
compressive strengths at this curing time were approximately 30, 60 and
95 M2a, respectively.

The geometry of the SR specimen tested is used, together with
those of two rectangular specimens; CT and 3PB. The length-to-diameter
ratio is set to be the same as that of the conventional compressive test
specimen. The specimen dimensions are listed in Table 3. An
artificial notch with width of 2 mm was machined into each specimen
using a diamond wheel saw. CT specimens were made from remaining halves
c: tested 3PB specimen.

The wedge splitting method was employed for fracture tests of SR
specimens. The load was transmitted to the specimen by means of a
wedge and roller bearings. The two roller bearings are fixed to a load
box, which was placed on the top of the sample. A clip-gage was located
across the load application points, and used to measure and control
load-line displacement during tests.

AE signal were classified into eight threshold levels according to
the amplitude. AE event distributions plotted on load versus load-line
displacement curve of CT test are shown in Fig. 10. In all specimens,
the AE occurrence started below the maximum load and continued beyond
the maximum load. AE activity during the softening process shows the
claear tendency to increase with increasing strength. It can be
considered that AE signal was caused by nucleation and propagation of
microcrack.

The evidence suggests that a following AE parameter, high energy AE
ratio, Rn, can be used as a measure of microfracture resistance.

I N
Rn =
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where £NAE is AE cumulative count and ENHIAE is cumulative count
of AE signal with high energy. AE having energy above 1.6 V was taken
as a high energy AE signal. It is considered that the frictional
sliding due to crack bridging may produce high energy AE signals.

4. Application of AE to Fracture Evaluation in Advanced Concrete
Composites [5]

4-1. Materials and Paper-laminate Coposites

Table 4

(a) Starting materials for calcium silicate matrix

I - . .. ..

Siiica Lime Cemeni Gypsum I lp tier water
(wtz.) PIM(wt**) VlM(wt'.)

63 17 17 3 )I or 2 70

M=SiIica+Line+Cement+Gypsum

(b) Laminated spacing, molding
process and specimen size

Laminatedl Fiber Specimen
spaC lal content Molding sizein matrix

(wt (1n)

0ayer 0

Ca8t 40x40x ISO
1. 0

1.4

i vi der 1.1

Fig. 11 Section for fracture 1.0 2. 0 Press 20x8Ol8O

toughness test o.j 1

Paper sheet laminated cementitious composite was made as shown
Table 4 (a) (b).

Notched three point bending test with AE method was carried out on
the divider section as shown in Fig. 11. On the press molded
samples, also the crack growth resistanc& were measured by un-loading
compliance method. The notch cut by carbon blade on the center of the
beam had the tip of 0.15 mm curvature radius and one-third depth of the
sample width. An AE sensor was glued near the tip of notch. A clip
gage for the measurement of the displacement was attached on the
shoulder of the notch.
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4-2. Results.

A typical compliance curve is shown in Fig. 12. The deformation
behavior at un-loading and reloading of calcivin silicate/woodpulp
laminates, was irreversible similar as that of ::ocks and concretes.
Thei efore, the determination of compliance by 10 % unloading
measurement, which established to examine the compliance of these
laminates. In the case of these laminates, as the deformation at
reloading had linear behavior, a gradient at unloading as shown dotted
lines in Figure 12 was adopted.

The normalization load-deformation curves of all samples are shown
in Fig. 13. The displacement on the shoulder of the notch (Vg) was
measured. On the normalization for different sample size, the load was
provided by the bending strength, and the deformation by Vg/Vgcal.
Vgca! warz cajC1l+-a y 'fKf,1c: ^,-=jaA ly FPmA r6i-

J integral values at maximum load, Jpmax was more than 30 times
larger than that of non-laminate. It is difficult to examine the
tendency of Jpmax values with laminated spacing because the maximum load
y:int could not be determined as shown in P-Vg curves. Figure 14 shows
the relationship between the J integral value and the crack growth
length obtai.,ed by unloading compliance method on the press-molding
laminates (J-R curves).

Khan et al. [7] proposed an AE rating parameter Tac by using AE
events energy after the onset of the crack growth and fracture energy,
and reported that Tac was an effective parameter evaluating the fracture
toughness in various alloys. Tac is defined as follows;

IZEAE/ B
Tac = A J

where r EAE is AE cumulative energy and AJ is the difference of J
integral value after the on-set of the crack growth. The relationship
between Ta and tho crack growth resistance AJ/Aa obtained by un-loading

oj 9V 8 / I - --:-b -_ r" ._- T  -

J -6C- S2.F0 0000! 1.5 mm

Load poFnt dspiocement mm

Fig. 12 Typical complance monitor-

ing curve Fig. 13 Load-deformation curves
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compliance metho, "igure 14) is shown in Figure 15. This figure shows
the similar relationship to alloys. Also in calcium silicate/woodfiber
comosites, therefore, the crack growth resistance can be predicted by
Sac.

The AE event counts distributions plotted on the load-deformation
curves according to threshold level were illustrated in Figure 16.
These representative illustrations are the nonlaminate and the
laminates of 2.3 mm spacing. In the case of laminates, most AE events
had low energy in the Area II, while many AE events had high energy in
the nonlinear behavior area (Area III). The curves had the load tremble
wnich was caused by the pull-out and/or the failure of the fibers in the
non-linear behavior. It was observed that high energy AE events
occurred at every short load-drops. Therefore, it is considered that
most high energy AE events were caused by the full-out and/or the
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failure of the reinforcing fibers.
AE parameters, high AE relative frequency RE and RN were defined

respectively as follows;

Z E t. V-AE

£ EAE
and

Z N 3. GV-AE

1: N E

where EEI.6V-AE is AE cumulative energy over 1.6 V threshold level and
EN1.6V-AE and ENAE are AE cumulative count over 1.6 V threshold level
and AE cumulative count, Yespectively. The rel4tion"hip b^-e- -r E -a
crack growth resistance and between RN and crack growth resistance is
shown in Figure 17. The relationship between RE and crack growth
resistance had large dispersion with the difference of AE event rates ;.5
low AU middle threshold levels, because the lower energy AE events were
treated lightly in energetic evaluation. On the other hand, RN
increased with increasing of the crack growth resistance. It is
suggested that RN is an effective parameter for reinforcettent effect,
whether laminating or non-laminating. Figure 18 shows the relationship
between RN and the laminated spacing. RN clearly increased with
decreasing of the laminated spacing. In other words, it is suggested
that the crack growth resistance increased with increasing of lamination
number. From the other aspect of this figure, RN values of the
laminates asymptotically approached to RN value of the non-laminate with
increasing of laminated spacing. RN obtained by AE measurement can be
used as a measure of effectiveness of lamination reinforcement.

080 O

0.2 / ,-L.S.1 m Non ;,,,,,.,, ...... ~.~.~n

000.6 LS 10

200 '00 60
J/4o KJ/LS. Non Iomenate. s,,.men(rw . -J.

Fig. 17 Relationship between high AE 0 1 2 3
relative frequency and crack Lorninoted spoc mm
growth resistance Fig. 18 Relationship between Rm and

lainated spacing
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5. Application of Ultrasomic Timing Method to Fracture Process zone On-
line Monitoring in Rock (8]

Labuz et al.[9] and Swanson [10] investigated an extension behavior
of the fracture process zone by use of ultrasonic attenuation method,
where thdre exists no quantitative relationship between UT data and
process zone size.

In this section the usefulness of ultrasonic timing method for
monitoring the formation and extension of the fracture process zone in
granite is described. The specimen geomery used is a CT type of 50 m
thickness and 125 mm width.

During the fracture toughness test, the travel time of longitudinal
wave prapagation through the specimen is monitored using 500 kHZ
transduser as shown in Fig. 19. Based upon an experimental calibration
curve of travel time and prenotch length, the extension of fracture
process zone can bo cstimated. Fig,_e 20 shows a typical load-
displacement curve and variation of travel time At, where the increase
cf Lt corresponds directly to the length of process zone extension
(- lp). In addition, compliance macrocrack monitoring was also made.

S ring Loadm; 2.s2.S

S 2.0 2.0-
c4

WI CI 1.5 1.5

Fw:ure O 0
Process -. 0 >

Zone 0 - 1.

C 0 0.5 •_0.5 6
I rieceivin; Proor /"

Fig. 19 Illustration of

ultrasonic tim- Load line displacement 6 , M

ing method Fig. 20 Load-displacement curve
and time-difference (At)

30.

E20-

0 Specimen No.

10 * M-261

10-

- o 0 M-U3 Fig. 21 Macrocrack ex-
4a A-UT tension (La) vs

10 process (lp)
0 10 20 30 40 50
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Figure 21 is a relationship between A
fracture process zone length (Alp)
and the amount of crack growth
(Aa). It is clearly shown that
although. there is a non-linear .
relation of Alp - Aa at an initial
loading stage, a linear Alp - Aa
relation exists during st1I=Y
propagation stage.

Atkinson proposed an idea of C
"cloud " of microcracks and macro-
crack extension to discuss an exten-
sio. behavior of the fracture
process zone quantitatively, as D
shown in Fig. 22, where the actual
extension of physical macrocrack Aa
(Aa) and the length of fracture [Tj
process zone (Alp) are indicated.

This illustration is support- E
ed by experimental finding that
there is nonlinear Alp - Aa at the
beginning of loading, whereas there Alp
exists the unique Alp - Aa relation
during the macrocrack extension, as Fig. 22 Sketch of macrocrack growth
shown already in Fig. 21. and process zone extension

(modification of the picture
6. Concluding Remarks. by Atkinson [i])

Although there exists several experimental techniques like AE or UT
reviewed in this paper to evaluate fracture damage in brittle-
microcracking materials, it is still lacking to understand a
quantitative relationship between a macroscopic crack extension and
microscopic cracking behavior. Extensive efforts for development of
reasonable and quantitative NDE procedure to evaluate microcracking
behavior in brittle materials are highly encouraged.

Acknowledgements: The author wishes to express his gratitute to Dr. T.
Hashida, Tohoku University and Dr. S. Teramura, Onoda ALC Co., for their
continuous and fruitsful discussions.
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A review of some theories of Toughening
mechanisms in Quasi-Brittle materials

C. Atkinson
Department of Mathematics, Imperial College, London

May 3, 1990

I Introduction

To properly account for fracture processes in quasi-brittle materials such as
ceramics, rocks or fibre reinforced composites consideration must be given
in the first place to the propagation of discrete cracks. However these
materials have many microcracks either inherent in the microstructure or
created by the inhomogeneous nature of the induced stresses of applied or
residual loads produced by fabrication, joining or wear. Thus subsequent
sieps in the analysis must account for microcrack arrays and statistical
methods have been applied to this and other probabilistic aspects of the
fracture problem. Although it is important to transfer from analysis of
discrete cracks to arrays of cracks, including important interaction effects,
we will limit attention here to a single macroscopic crack and discuss various
toughening mechanisms in terms of it.

Various toughening possibilities have been suggested which include
(a) Martensitic toughening processes (b) Controlled micro-fracture in a

crack tip process zone (c) Ceramic-metallic systems (e.g. cermets such as
tungsten carbide cobalt ) and (d) Fibre toughening. Although the intrinsic
toughness of most ceramics is of tle order of 2 to 3 MPaV/i, the maximum
toughness provided by the above mechanisms can be as much as four or
five times the intrinsic toughness.
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Cases (b), (c) and (d) above have usually been discussed in terms of
a mechanism which reduces the effective load seen by the crack. Thus for
case (c) the metallic inclusions are assumed to toughen the ceramic by a
crack bridging mechanism in which the faces of the advancing crack are
pinned together by intact particles for some distance behind the crack tip.
These particles provide an additional resistance to the crack opening at the
tip hence reducing the effective stress intensity factor of the crack. In case
(d) as a crack advances through a fibre composite fibres bridge the crack
tip again causing a resistance to the crack opening. For short cracks the
fibres may span the whole crack. Each of these situations can be modelled
as a crack which in addition to the external applied stress has a compressive
internal stress acting on the crack faces which is some function of the crack
opening. This stress acts to oppose the external stress and hence reduces
the effective crack tip stress intensity factor or an equivalent energy release
rate. Such models which have received a fair bit of attention in the last
few years have a sentimental interest for the writer because of a review in
Applied mechanics reviews (1971) of the paper Atkinson (1970). The paper
considered a penny shaped crack in which the faces of the crack were acted
upon by a normal traction which was an arbitrary specified function of
the crack opening displacement and subsequently derived a way of solving
it by an iterative numerical method. The motivation came from the fibre
composites work going on at. N.P.L. at. the time (1968 when the work was
done) but the method wasn't, restricted to any particular model and I said
so. The review said - Author claims no compelling physical motivation
which led him to consider this problem and indeed reviewer fails to see
any problem wherein this analysis could be meaningfully applied ". It is
a pity that we no longer have published named reviews of papers, Applied
mechanics reviews now only publishes abstracts I believe.

Case (a) above, martensitic toughening, is somewhat different to the
other cases since here the increased fracture toughness has two fairly dis-
tinct ingredients. First. there is the work supplied to effect the marten-
sitic transformation which reduces the energy available to produce fracture
hence causing an increase in toughness and secondly there is the effect of the
transformed inclusions as sources of internal stress. These internal stresses
may increase or decrease the effective loads seen by a crack depending on
the particular distribution of internal stresses produced. Recently some
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models of the interaction of these two effects have been discussed.
It is of course a well known result, for a plane crack with the usual

definition of stress intensity factor (a - K/f(2r)) , that for a non-uniform
loading o'aPP the stress intensity factor can be represented by

K = (a')- s [(a + 1 )'(a-zl)o'"(zz)dz1  (1)

With this expression and a suitable model leading to the non-uniform load-
ing seen by the crack a number of situations can be considered.Thus the
well known Dugdale model has the non-uniform loading as a small "pro-
ces." zone at the crack tip in which there is a fixed compressive stress
resulting from plastic flow in addition to the tensile influence of the ap-
plied stress. (We are assuming here that the remote stresses have been
subtracted out. of the problem so the above formula applies , one can then
think of the applied tensile stresses as being equivalent to an appropriate
internal pressure acting on the crack faces. ) The model then requires that
the net stress intensity factor produced by these competing stresses is zero
and hence a relation between the extent of a plastic zone to the crack length
is obtained. Similar models have been invoked to describe craze formation.
For the rwnore sophisticated models considered here the effective stress seen
by the crack is not independent of the shape of the crack,thus in general
one has to solve a (possibly) non-linear integral equation to determine the
crack shape. Models of this kind will be discussed in section 2 where we
pay most attention to the problem of a plane crack in plane strain or stress
although the case of a penny shaped crack will be considered briefly.

2 Crack bridging by fibres, particulate re-
inforced ceramics, line spring models.

The cases considered here (b), (c) and (d) of the introduction have in
common the fact that the crack can be modelled as reinforced internally by
some mechanism which results in a resistance to the crack opening which is
some known function of the opening itself. Thus the crack can be imagined
as being supported internally by springs which resist its opening in either
a linear or non-linear manner and over an extent of the crack which is
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localised near the tip or extends over the whole crack. It is , of course,
essential to determine the particular relationship between the crack opening
and the internal stress acting on the crack from a detailed model of the
microstructural processes which are active for particular composites. This
will be considered in the next section, here attention is given to the stress
analysis of the internally loaded crack.

2.1 Mathematical statement of the discrete crack prob-
lem.

(A) THE PENNY SHAPED CRACK.
If the crack is assumed to have a penny shaped planform and the fibres

or particles bridge the crack normal to it then using cylindrical polar coor-
dinates Ip:O.: with the crack lying on z = 0,0 < p < a one can write an
integral over the crack faces as (Collins (1962))

2(1- d)Y d___ ____(,)d__,(p)- =. _ -____ d uo.) (_) (2)
U(/))5 (12 - ?2.

this being valid for 0 -. p - a . Changing the order of integration we
can write this in the form2(1 -1,_ af° f

( 1 - L') w]lU,17( u'J(w,,p)du + U1,(,)12 (w,p)dw) (3)

~*If
where Iw(tt'wp) = J df/(( 2 - P2)'S(12 - u,2) 5) (4)

and
12 (t, p) = jdl( (y 2 _ P2).SI(t2 _W2).S)(5

In the above integrals u is the half opening of the crack of radius a, and
a is the normal stress acting internally on the crack faces. Thus a posi-
tive meansthe crack opening up under a given pressure a negative denotes
the resistance to the crack opening due to the micromechanics. The above
forms are suitable for the determination of u or equivalently a, once the re-
lationship between u and a has been determined from the micromechanics.
Once (r on the crack has been determined the stress intensity factor follows
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as some weighted integral over the crack faces as discussed in the introduc-
tion (equation (1)).The corresponding formula for the penny shaped crack
can be written as

.=2(a~rF5 p of(p)pdp (6)
Jo (a2 -p2).(

As stated above this formulation was originally given by Atkinson (1970),
a similar formulation has been presented more recently by Marshall, Cox
and Evans (1985) to describe the mechanics of matrix cracking in brittle-
matrix fiber composites. The expression they derive for the expression of
a(ti) has a resistance to the crack opening which is proportional to /u.
We will return in the next section to the details of their model we merely
note that the above equations together with the expression for o(u) enable
the calculation of the stress intensity factor of the crack in the composite to
be determined and comparing this with the corresponding stres intensity
factor of a pure matrix crack or a crack in an assumed composite medium
enables the toughening effect. to be determined.

(B) THE PLANE CRACK.
As in the penny shaped crack case considered above the crack opening at

a given position is determined by the entire distribution of surface tractions
and can be written as

I 2(1 z)r . d" f (u,)dw(
- i.,, (J.(1 2 )5S jo(12 - Uj2 ).5

Changing the order of integration enables a single integral expression
to be obtained with a weak logarithmic singularity i. e.

u(x)= - fo (u,)dwlog( (a2 - 1)" +(a2  
- u 2 ) ) (8)

Here it has been assumed that the stresses on the crack are symmetric
about its centre. An integral equation similar to this is used by Budiansky,
Amazigo and Evans (1988) to analyse a model of small scale crack bridging
in particulate reinirced ceramics.Essentially the model considers various
relationships between u and sigma and for each relationship there results
an integral equation to be solved. A number of authors have considered
some aspects of this problem e. g. Walton and Weitsman (1984) gave an
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analytical and a numerical treatment of the problem when the resistance
f'(I, I was issiaitd to lw llaglr il 1 ;as t model of a craze tip zone also
Calhe~ ; ",iiaclkfal region". Also Rose (19i'7) has given a fairly extensive
I rea t men of t he linear spring model and given useful asymptotic relations.
As parI of ia "sof" conta' th-ry in c4lloi science Hughes and White
(1979T give an account of some non-linear models. In addition to these
faith" extensive frea.1te1lls if. is possile to get some simple results using
simple phlvsical arguments and path independent integrals

e.

U r

I" t.ui , I. SjI hg lii Ih'l

2.2 Siml)h. (Slmliti, Ve, r 1stms

Pvrlhaps t h, simliplest sys, j frout which fo derive qualitative results is that
w,'v" a phlh" 'r.'ack ha'. a, brihe'l r,'tzi,,d I,,,'ali.eI at the crack tip and this
,eL ,,ltI t'. ,ttaIl ,',,,e ,,ttI it, t'r 1. I,.... It ( fit,. I). Sillce in this case

ih,. lst : telgtt ,,, * ,. I, '.'t.16 i I. ::v ,'h 1h.11 %/& < I Inhe siress fiel viewedI
, ,,, ; I 'n v l -, a l,. ',u 1h I .11 ; 1 r . -,d #11 1 11,i, l w , :,,. :, I ll t lr X1 Ljti )l -0, X in ll1Vf i l 1

I he crac wifl 1 h,t , Ih,'rli natt zom,'. Th,' -4re.se. iear I li' crack tip would
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then have the distribution

Ka faj(8)/(2r1r)s (9)

where K is the stress intensity factor due to the applied loading alone
on an unbridged crack and the function f the well known 0 dependence of.
the crack tip stress field. A standard procedure of fracture mechanics is to
consider the problem with the bridging zone in a new coordinate system
scaled on the zone length C. In this coordinate system in the limit t/a -+ 0
the crack plus bridged zone appears to be semi-infinite with the stress field
(9) as the boundary condition at infinity. This n, r crack stress distribution
can be expressed as

ac1 : Ky.fo(6)/(2r7r) "  (10)

where K,,. is now the stress intensity factor of the complete bridged
crack problem in the presence of the applied stresses. A relation between
K,, .K the "applied" stress intensity factor (i.e. with no bridged zone ) and
the spring characteristics can be obtained via the J integral (Rice (1968)
Eshelby (1951)) . This can be written as

J = j(Wni - o0,u 0,1n,3)ds (11)

taken around the path shown in figure 2. (Here W is the strain -energy
density and ti,, components of the displacement vector ). The following
result is obtained

(1- ,2)12/E- (1 _-,,2)J2/E+ ju,dx (12)

The result on the left of the equation comes from the integral around
the large circle which picks up the stress field of (8) , the outer solution,
and hence gives the energy release rate ( per unit crack advance ) of the
unbridged crack. The first term on the right of the equation is from the
integral around a small contour at the tip giving the bridged crack energy
release rate . Further since the crack surfaces are unloaded except in the
bridged region where the only non zero stress for mode one deformation is

r' ( cin our notation) one gets the second expression on the right. of (12)
(1) LINEAR SPRINGS
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5"- V

Figure 2: Path for integral

In the special case when the bridged region is modelled by linear springs
and the spring stress er is written as

a = kEu/(1 - v 2 ) (13)

in terms of u (the normal crack tip displacement for mode 1 deformation
). Youngs modulus E . Poissons ratio v and a spring stiffness k, equation
(12) reduces to

(1- )K,2I2/E = (1 - v 2)K'/E + (1 - v'))2 (t)/(kE) (14)

where a(() is the spring stress at the edge (furthest from the crack tip
of the bridged zone (Rose (1987) , Budiansky et al (1988) ). An implicit

assumption has been made here that K : K,. > 0 and that the bridged
region has opened up with u ".- 0. With this proviso equation (14) provides
a relation for the " toughening ratio " X = K*'K,, ( Budiansky et al (1988)
)with the following interpretation . It is supposed that. K,, represents the
critical stress intensity factor for crack growth in the matrix and that new
springs connecting the crack faces emanate from the crack tip whenever
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the crack propagates i.e. the crack runs into a self similar bridging zone
With the peak spring stress a() set equal to the spring breaking strength
oay crack propagation with simultaneous fracture of the last spring occurs
for 2 / ,- /2

S= [1 + )(15)

Of course equation (15) is nothing more than a reformulation of (14) since
we do not know K,, without solving the integral equation (8) even though
k and al. would be specified from the micromechanics. Various expressions
are given by Budiansky et al (1988) and Rose (1987) including full numerical
solution of the integral equation. A useful alternative is to rewrite equation
(14) in the form

A = (I- (4/A.K) 1  (16)

since K. the applied stress intensity factor, is easily deduced from the en-
ergy input provided from the applied stress field. It is also readily available
for a given crack length and loading geometry from handbooks of stress in-
tensity factors. The expression (16) does not require solution of an integral
equation it is merely a consequence of the energy balance argument and
the assumption that C/a 1,-: I . This is analogous to the situation with
the Dugdale model where the condition of no net stress intensity factor
enables the length of the plastic zone to be removed from a crack opening
displacement growth condition in terms of the ratio of applied load to yield
stress. However for comparison with experimental observations of bridging
zone lengths relations have been derived which involve this length. Thus
Budiansky et al (1988) and Rose (1987) give relations between A and a
defined hv

n = 4kC/r (17)

which are derived from numerical solution of the integral equation (F).
Simple asymptotic solutions which are useful are

A :z (1 0 1 (18)

for n tending to zero. and
..A :. 7rc (19)

for o tending to infinity. Thc ahove rsults equations (13 ) to (19) are
all for the linear spring model whereas equation (12) applied to any stress
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displacement law acting in the bridged zone. Thus for application to par-
ticulate toughening when plastic yielding of the particles is important other

relationships are neccessary, these are considered by the above mentioned
authors and outlined below.

(2) ELASTIC' PLASTIC, SPRINGS
If for -increasing u, the springs obey the elastic ideally plastic constitutive

law a" =ku/( - vl),

for
U < Uy

where
- (1 - v 2)/kE

and
'= Cry,

for

Then if 1,(f) at the end of the bridged zone exceeds uy the result (12)
gives

(1 - I, ')K2 - ,,v)I')2/E + (1 - v 2)a, /(kE) + 2ay[u(t) - uy] (20)

If failure of the last spring is now assumed to occur when Ju(t) - uy] attains
a critical plastic value up. then the toughening ratio becomes

1 1i + l.(1 + 2up/u, )l(kK M)1'1 2  (21)

Alternatively writing this in terms of K gives

11 - cr.(1 + 2up/uty)/(kKh)] 1/2  (22)

Results from the numerical solution of integral equations which give the
lengths of the zones where plastic yielding occurs are given in Budianky
et al (1988) .

(3) RIGID PLASTIC SPRINGS
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This case follows from the above result when up is considered very
large the elastic contribution to the spring energy is then ignored and (20)
reduces to

(1I - i')K'/E - V 2)KM/E + 2aryup (23)

The toughening ratio is now

A = [1 + 2Eoyrup/(K2(1 - v'))]1 /2  (24)

or equivalently

A = i- 2Eoy-up/(K.(l - V2))]'2/ (25)

For this case a simple relation can be presented which gives A in terms of
the bridge length f as

,\ = 1 + 2(2/7r) 1 2ayLl 12/K. (26)

All of the above results are for the case when the zone length is small
compared to the crack length. For situiations where the zom.. extends over
the whole crack length such as occurs for short cracks in composites the
integral equation formulation is still applicable.

3 Micromechanical models leading to "spring"
properties.

We give a rather brief survey of some of the models which have been used
to produce stress displacement relations for the region modelled by springs.
As we have indicated earlier such considerations are .of course, an essential
part of the models. The basis of these models is a more detailed accounting
of the deformat ion processes on the scale of individual fibres or particles and
the transfer of this information to concentrations of such fibres or particles.
For example in the case of fibre composites models of fibre pull out are
used to give a relatioship between (Y and u for use in the spring model.
Similarly for crack bridging by particles a model relating the average crack
opening produced by the particle piuning to the average energy released on
a microcrack level can be used to relate average a values to u values for use
together with the spring models for the main macroscopic crack analysis.
WNe give a cursory account of some recent models below.
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Figure 3: Steady state matrix crading

3.1 Brittle matrix fiber composites, fibre pullout

The nature of the debonding process between an individual fibre and the
matrix can be quite complicated. For example experiments on pulling out a
glass rod from a polyeurethane matrix and observing the interface fracture
process (e.g. Atkinson et al (1981)) showed a debond to occur initially
either at the stress singularity where the rod met the free surface or at a
preexisting microscopic flaw at the interface. This latter situation usually
occured at the rod base and as the rod was pulled the defect propagated
around the interface finally stopping as it met the compressive stresses seen
by the rod sides. In this paper the details of the observed failure process
was explained in terms of debond fracture mechanics and the induced stress
fields. In principle the more detailed the knowledge of this process the more
meaningfil the application to the spring models. Figue 3 illustrates what
might happen to a matrix crack as it proceeds across a fibre composite. If
there is enough frictional resisrance no slip will occur at. the fibre matrix
interface (cf. figure 3 (a)). When slip does occur the situation shown in
figure 3 (b) may occur, this is the situation considered below where an
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equivalent spring model is derived. We consider a simple model of this
here see e.g. (Marshall et al (1985) ) . The main assertion is that the
application of tractions T to the end of a fibre cause sliding between the
matrix and fibre over a distance t4 say and allows the fibre to pull out of the
matrix a distance u. Such behaviour does of course depend on the nature
of the matrix bond. For a purely frictional bond the sliding distance is
determined by the length over which the interface shear stresses exceed the
friction stress r. Marshall et al (1985) deduce the following approximate
relation between T and u.

T= 2IuEjr(1 + 1)/R]1/2  (27)

where n7 = Ejf1I/E,,, VT,, with E, and E, the modulus of fibres and matrix
respectively and 1 ' .1 ,, Y the volume fractions. wR 2 is the fibre cross sectional
area. It remains to relate T to a acting in thespring model. This is done
by writing

t = T 1'. (28)

Thus from this model o is proportional to the square root of u.
The application of the spring model with the above value of a leads, via

solution of the integral equation, to a value for KL the stress intensity factor
of the loaded spring crack model i.e. including both the effect of applied
load and the springs. This intensity factor thus characterises the composite
stress and strain fields in the region immediately ahead of the matrix crack.
Because in this region no relative displacements between fibres and matrix
are permitted the matrix and fibre strains must be compatible. Hence

a'IE , = oIE (29)

where cyM is the matrix stress, a is the composite stress and Ec is the
composite modulus

Ec = EmV, + Ef Vf (30)

The matrix and composite stress intensities scale with the stresses such
that

K' = ATAE:E, (31)

where KM is the stress intensity in the matrix. The condition for equi-
librium crack growth (in the absence of environmental effects) is given by
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setting V' equal to the critical stress intensity factor, K f for the matrix.

The criterion for crack growth can then be expressed in terms of KL as

KL= K = K!E/Em (32)

This model has been further developed recently by Budiansky et al (1986)
and Budiansky and Amazigo (1989) and some simpler energy balance ar-
guments such as discussed in the last section apply to this situation also.
These authors thus attempt to generalise the earlier model of Aveston et
al (1971).

3.2 Particulate toughening

--- I 2 4 --
-'2a a

Figure 4: Particulate reinforcement

Budiansky et al (1988) assume spherical particles and suppose that the
laces of an advancing plane crack are pinned by particles at their equators.
Such an assumption interpreted strictly would require that the matrix area
on the bridged zone were reduced by a fraction that exceeds the volume
concentration c of particles. As an approximation they assume that the
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matrix area concentration on each crack face has the value (1-c) which
corresponds to an arbitrary plane cross section of the composite material.
To apply the spring models of section 2 the spring stress a at a given
location on the crack plane is identified with smeared out particle stresses
cop where ap is the average stress at that location i.e. the average over all
particles in the thickness direction perpindicular to the plane of figure 4 for
the plane crack model. The following estimate for the spring constant k is
given by Budiansky et al (1988), they write

k 2c E. )( 1-V 2 )
k=a--3 i-v (33)

where E and v are the effective elastic constants of the composite material
consisting of the ceramic matrix contaning a randomly distributed concen-
tration c of particles. ais the particle radius and f#(c) is given approximately
by the formula

3 : (1 - c)(1 - c5 ) (34)

The equation (14) denoting the energy balance is modified to

(1 - L' )K 2 iE = (1 - c)(1 - V2)K,,!E, + (1 - V2)0,(2/(kE) (35)

Here they argue that since the first term on the right denotes energy re-
lease into the real crack tip and this tip advances only into matrix material
then e and v should be replaced by E,, and v,, and further this term should
be multiplied by (1-c) to take into the fact that the bridging particles re-
duce the the length of the advancing crack front by a factor c. The reader
is referred to the original paper for details of comparisons with experiment.
The observation is also made by these authors that to be aneffective tough-
ening mechanism a matrix crack should tend to be attracted to the particles
and a neccessary condition for this might be that the elastic stiffness of the
particles should be less than that of The matrix. Such an effect occurs when
one considers the interaction of a plane crack and a circular inclusion of
different elastic constants see e.g. Atkinson (1971).

4 Concluding remarks

In this rather brief account ol some curreni theories of toughening we have
not treated case (a) of the introduction in any detail .We merely note that
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recently Budiansky and Amazigo (1988) have discussed the role of both duc-
tile crack bridging particles and phase transforming particles witha view to
the possible enhancement of toughness by these two effects. Rose (1985) has
also discussed the transformation toughening problem. It is clear of course
that a transforming particle induces an internal stress field in the matrix
which will influence crack growth. Precisely how it does this requires the
interaction of the spring model and the inclusion problem and a definitive
treatment of this perhaps still remains to be done. Although Budiansky
and Amazigo (1988) claim to show a synergistic effect in certain parameter
ranges. Another interesting paper we have not mentioned hitherto is that
of Foote et al (1986) who derive crack growth resistance curves for a fibre
cement composite in a double cantilever beam geometry. They look at the
effect of various softening indexes (n) of a power law relationship between
a and u .Thus again a a u relationship holds across the faces of the crack
so Atkinson (1970) was not. so useless afterall.
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ABSTRACT

The present paper offers a cursory review of the state-of-art in analytical modelling of

brittle response. The discussion is formally divided on considerations of dicrete (statistical)

and continuum (micromechanical and phenomenological) models. An effort was made to

detect the relations between these three classes of models and ascertain the manner of using
these relations in improving these models.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to review and scrutinize the methodologies for analytical

modelling of the response of elastic material weakened by a diffuse ensemble of crack-like

micro-defects. The ultimate goal is to examine the methods leading to the establishment of a

constitutive relation between the macro-stresses and macro-strains reflecting the physics of
irreversible changes of the microstructure of the solid. Since the utility of an analytical

model, and its acceptance in engineering practice, are proportional to its simplicity a due
consideration must be directed towards the introduction of a set of physically justified
simplifying assumptions. Blurring the inconsequential and experimentally not reproducible

details of the mechanical response these assumptions emphasize the salient aspects and
essential nature of the underlying phenomena. On the other hand, the introduced
simplifications by their very nature place limits on the utility and applicability of the model
which must be recognized in analyses.
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The discussion in this paper is limited to the response of an elastic specimen containing a

large number of microcracks distributed over a significant fraction of its volume. It will be
assumed that most, if not all, of the energy is dissipated on the formation and propagation of
microcracks. Focusing on the predominantly brittle response the macro-strains and attendant

deformations may be regarded as infinitesimal rendering the linear theory of elasticity

applicable.

For the sake of simplicity assume that all microcracks are planar and elliptical in shape.
The stress and strain fields in the specimen containing N of these cracks can be determined,

at least in principle, solving N coupled integral equations (Kunin 1983). Naturally, since N

is, by definition, a very large number such a strategy will in most cases not be a feasible one.
Moreover, in the case of a typical engineering material (such as concrete) the shape of these

cracks is irregular and their size and position random. Therefore, a rigorous determination of
stress and strain fields within the specimen will not be possible. Additionally, the growth
pattern of these microcracks depends not only on the fluctuations of the local stress field but
also on the randomness of the material toughness on the microscale. In other words, the

evolution of damage (understood herein as a gradual change in the number of cracks and
their growth) is a problem with an infinite number of degrees of freedom (Bolotin 1989).

Since a rigorous analytical solution of the problem is not possible it becomes necessary to
rely upon a phenomenological theory, construct an approximate micromechanical model or
resort to computational methods in conjunction with statistical considerations. First of these

strategies, most frequently used in engineering analyses, will be given only a cursory
attention within this paper. Even then, phenomenological modelling will be addressed only in
relation to the micromechanics. The approximate micromechanical models are commonly

based on idealized crack geometry (considering them, for example, penny shaped in form)
and involve an averaging (homogenization) process within the framework of the effective

continua models (Mura 1982, Kunin 1983, Krajcinovic and Sumarac 1987, Sumarac and
Krajcinovic 1988, Ju 1989, etc.). Except for few cases (M. Kachanov 1987), this approach,
by its very nature, disregards the irregularities in the microcrack geometry and their
interaction leading to tractable, local analytical models involving acceptable levels of

computational effort in applications. The last of these three approaches, popular among

statistical physicists, !ully acknowledges the randomness in the defect morphology and the
distribution of fracture energy on the microscale. However, this class of algorithms is purely

numerical in fomi involving numerous and repetitious large scale computations. In fact, the
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computations are so extensive that all of the existing analyses were restricted to two-
dimensional lattices.

The emphasis of this paper will be placed on the analytical micromechanically based
models. The statistical models will be discussed solely in the context of the limitations and
possible modifications of the analytical models.

DISCRETE (STATISTICAL) MODELS

For a better understanding of the problem it is, perhaps, advisable to start with a very
simple model such as a loose bundle of parallel rods carrying an external tensile load F
(Krajcinovic and Silva 1982, Hult and Travnicek 1983, Krajcinovic 1989). The analysis of
the parallel bar system, shown in Fig. 1, is based on the following simplifying assumptions:

- all rods are elastic, perfectly brittle and arranged in such a manner that they equally
share in carrying the external load F,
- all N rods have identical stiffness K/N and elongation,
- the strengths of the rods are different.

The system is supplied by a rigid beam (bus) at both ends serving as a device preventing
unequal elongation of individual bars.

P(Fo)
12N

F F F

Fig. 1. (a) System of parallel loose bars.
(b) Probability density function of bar strengths
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Despite the initial (quenched) disorder, introduced by unequal bar strengths, the analysis

is thereafter deterministic. It is trivial to prove that the equlibrium is satisfied when

F = Kx(1 -D) (1)

where x is the elongation of the system and

D = (n/N) (2)

the damage variable selected as the ratio between the number of the already ruptured bars n

and the total number of bars N.

Assuming that the strength probability density function of individual bars is p(FR), and

that the number of bun tends to infinity the equlibrium equation (1) can be recast in form of

an integral

KxfJ P(FR) dFR (3)

The damage variable can now be written as the cumulative probability function P(Kx) of the

given strength probability density function p(FR)

D = p(FR) dFR = P(Kx) = prQ'R < Kx) (4)

In the case when the probability density function of bar strengths is uniform p(FR) =

(1 / FRM) , where FRM is the strength of the strongest bar, it can readily be demonstrated

that

D =KX/FRM and F = Kx[l-(Kx/FRM)I (5)

The force-displacement curve is a quadratic parabola with apex at
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F =FM= (1/2) Kxm =NF / 4 (6)

At the apex of the force-displacement curve (Fig.2) the damage is

DM = 0.5 at x=XM (7)

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 KX/PRM

Fig.2. Force-elongation curve for parallel bar model

For different strength distributions the damage at maximum stress and the maximum stress

itself will be different (see, Krajcinovic 1989).

Using conventional expressions F = Aoa, e = x/L and K = EAo/L, where E, Ao and L

are the elastic modulus, initial (undamaged) cross-sectional area and length of the macro-bar,

the expressions (5) can be rewritten in the conventional form

a = E(1- D)e and D = Av/Ao (8)

where Av is the area initially occupied by the ruptured bars which is not available for the

transmission of forces.

A computationally much more intensive problem of a triangular lattice (Fig.3) was lately

examined by Herrmann, et al. (1989) and Hansen, et al. (1989). The central idea was to

examine the influence of the initial disorder and the size of the lattice on the mechanical
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response. The first task was accomplished assigning different strengths to different bars of

the lattice and repeating computations for each distribution (initial disorder). In each case the

computations of forces in the lattice members for a given displacement of the rigid end

members are performed in the routine manner. Naturally, the strength probability density

function (taken as uniform as in Fig. 1, showing a module of the lattice repeating itself along

the horizontal axis) was identical for all cases allowing for a meaningful comparison of

results. Computed quantities were then averaged over different lattices keeping the number n

of ruptured bars constant ("history" averaging). The influence of the lattice size was then

assessed considering lattices for which L (Fig.3) was taken as 4, 8, 16 and 24.

L

Fig.3. Central-force triangular lattice (L = 4).

According to the reported results of these computations the relationship between macro-

stresses and macro-strains (translated into more traditional form) was found to be

a = Ee(l- czc3) (9)

where the parameter a, proportional to LI1 4, is determined in such a manner that it fits the

results for all lattice sizes equally well. The damage variable can be deduced to be of the form
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o= (3/4) 13L' /4 e (10)

It is notable that the corresponding expressions for the loose bundle parallel system and the

lattice are identical in form for the pre-critical regime. In other words, the response is not

very sensitive to the level of sophistication in modelling.

It is interesting that these computations demonstrate that in the pre-critical regime:

(a) the average stress-strain curves for all four lattice sizes and all distributions of the

initial disorder can be collapsed on a single (paabolic) master-curve, and

(b) the relation between damage and strain (10) is linear.
(c) the damage at the apex of the stress-strain curve was again equal to 0.5 as in the

previously discussed case of the parallel bar model

In concert with the loose bundle parallel bar system this obviously means that in the pre-
critical regime ie crack interaction has little influence on the overall response which is well
described by simple volume averages of the involved fields. In other words, the pre-critical

regime is deterministic by nature. The crack interaction and even the redistribution of stresses

is not crucial for the determination of the overall response. The fractality, i.e. dependence of

the overall response on the size of the lattice (10) is, perhaps, associated with a rather small
number of triangular elerr ,nts and should disappear for larger lattices. In a sharp contrast,

the distribution of forces in the post-peak regime, just becore the rupture, is strongly multi-
fractal. The inability to identify a single length scaling parameter should be related to the fact

that the post-peak regime strongly depends on the distances between the adjacent cracks. It

seems reasonable to expect that more than one length parameter must be introduced to model

that behavior. Additionally, the post-peak response is found to depend strongly on the initial
disorder. Consequently, since the initial disorder in engineering materials is random the post-
peak behavior is not deterministic.

It is very important to notice that neither of two models require-' ar .dditional kinetic law

describing the rate of the damage accumulation with either stresses or strains. This law was,
indeed, derived from the initial disorder, i.e. assumed distribution of initial defects and
fracture strengths. The damage evolution law was, however, found to be different for

different strength distributions (Krajcinovic and Silva 1982).
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CONTINUUM MODELS

One of de fist tasks elad to the inuodctiw ofan effective continuum is to define the
repesentative voume element (RVE). In a vmy gwnal seme, a RVE is the smallest volumd

of material whch with , reec to a given random viabe has the sae properties as t
maco-specin. More specifica ly, the first (n) smtsftc nxmrents o tht distribution of a
particular random variable taken over the volune V ofie RVE should to a desred level of
acuayequal die contenmding S monms of the disgn tl ae a,

acurcyeqalte oresonig statisia nmasodeitribution ofldie same maiable
taken over all volumes larger than V. These requirements were fmhe reduced by Nemat-

Nasser and Hori (1990) who, roughly speaking, considered a RVE to be statistically

representative of the macro-response if the macro-suess is a volume average of micro-

stresses corresponding to the same elastic macro-strain. An analogous definition has been

advanced by the same two authors for the case of imposed macro-strains.

Assuming that these conditions for the RVE are satisfied it becomes possible to establish a

relation between a field on the micro-scale and the same field on the macro-scale. All

information regarding the structure of the materials and the defects within the RVE will form

the configurational space attached to a material point of the effective continuum. Therefore,

the RVE allows for the mapping of the micro-structure of !he material on the material point of

the continuum. Naturally, since the RVE must contain a statistically valid sample of

microcracks a configurational space describing all defects must contain a large number of

data. Assuming, for simplicity, all N cracks to be planar and elliptical in shape an all

inclusive configurational space should comprise of 8N scalars (2N half-axis lengths, 3N

Euler angles and 3N scalars defining the position of the microcrack center). In the case of

inhomogeneous state of macro-stress and strain the bookkeeping associated with upgrading

the configurational space in every material point of the specimen can obviously present a

significant and often unsurmountable problem.

The conventional method of establishing the governing equations is typically prefaced by
introducing the Helmoltz 4(,e) and Gibbs '(o) energies of the specimen (or RVE) with

volume V such that

cb(e) + T(a) = V(a:e) (11)
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whe the bar above the symbol deotes the volume average or, in sense of Nemat-Nasser

and Hori (1990) definition, the macro-fields. Te macro-stresses and macro-strans at

defined as

Va = 0]0/ and VE = W/ }f (12)

When the elastic strains in the matrix are small, and the arncentration of inhomogeneities

dilute, the macro-stresses are mapped on the macro-strains by a linearized relation of a

general form

C = P(H) +S(H):G (13)

where H is used to denote a set of scalar and tensor variables defining the irreversible

rearrangements of the material microstructure (recorded history). Also, S(H) is a fourth rank

tensor known as compliance which, in the present case, depends on the properties of the

matrix and the given distribution of microdefects. From equations listed above the

compliance is

S = (i/V) (a2? / &- G a) (14)

Additionally,

EP = c(a = 0) (15)

is the inelastic (plastic or residual) strain in the specimen.

The incremental form of the relation between the macro-stresses and macro-strains (13)

necessary for inelastic analyses is

& = dsP + S :do + dS: o (16)

The last term on the right hand side of the equation (16) represents the inelastic stress

associated with the change in the compliance of the specimen. Naturally, the compliance can

change only if the recorded history is changed, i.e. if the energy is dissipated.

Substituting (13) into (11) it also follows that
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'V(o,H)= -- (H) + V(q:ep) + (1/2)V(:S .o) (17)

where 00 is the locked in energy at vanishing state of stress.

Assuming that ihe irreversible rearrangement of the micrctr can be described by a
finite set of thermodynamic fluxes dki (i= 1,2,...,n), the inelastic increment of the Gibbs

energy can always be written as a scalar prduct of fluxes and their conjugate thermodynamic

forces (Rice 1975),

diT = '(a, H + dH) - T(a, H) = X fj dj (j = 1,2,...,n) (18)

Combining (17) and (18) it further follows that

M f(o-I)d = - dO(H) + V (a : dP) + (1/2) V (a: dS : o) (19)

Concentrating on the defects in the form of microcracks the history recording set of

parameters H consists of data related to the size, shape, orientation and position of all
microcracks within the volume V of the RVE. The inelastic change in the Gibbs energy is

then (Rice, 1975)

di T = Y = d [(G- 2y) d]dL > 0 (20)

where G is the elastic energy release rate, y the surface (fracture) energy, and dk the local

advance of the crack front L in the direction of its normal. The integral in (20) is taken along

the perimeter of each active microcrack. The sign of the inequality in (20) is the consequence
of the second law of thermodynamics (entropy production). It is important to realize that no
energy is dissipated unless the crack size changes (dk > 0), i.e. unless additional atomic

bonds in the material are ruptured.

The energy release rate of a crack embedded in an elastic matrix can be written in form
(Rice 1975)

G = (t/4) ki Cij kj (21)
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where k is the vector having the stress intensity factors as components (i = 1,2,3) and C(H)

a second rank tensor depending on the elastic properties of the matrix and the recorded
history H. From the expressions (19) to (21) the inelastic change in the compliance tensor is
now

dSijm (22)v L [2. aor j acom I

with integration extended over the perimeters of all active cracks within the RVE.

It is important to notice that:

(a) the deformation process is elastic (non-dissipative and reversible dH = 0) in the
case when the crack surface area does not change (dk = 0), regardless of possible

changes in the stress and strain fields or even crack opening displacements and/or
stress intensity factors,
(b) the overall compliance changes as the history is recorded. Correspondingly, the
slopes of the unloading segments at different values of H will not be parallel among
themselves or with the initial, elastic part of the loading curve (at H = 0).

The inelastic macro-strain EP can readily be derived from the known eigenstrains within

the inhomogeneous inclusions (see Mura 1982)

EP = < EP> = fe** = f(EP + e*) (23)

where eP is the plastic strain and c* the eigenstrain within the inclusion. Also

f = T .A /V (24)

is the fraction of the volume occupied by the inhomogeneous inclusions. The sum in (24) is
extended over all inhomogeneous inclusions a.

The expressions for the rate of the inelastic change in the compliance tensor can also be

derived using the inclusion method in conjunction with averaging (Horii and Nemat-Nasser

1983, Krajcinovic and Fanella 1986, etc.). An elliptical crack is modeled as a limiting case of

an ellipsoidal inclusion of vanishing thickness 2a3 in the direction of the crack normal. The
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eigenstrain can then be written as (Mura 1982, Horii and Nemat-Nasser 1983, Krajcinovic

and Sumarac 1987, etc.)

M (430) .J(n[u] + [u@n) dA (25)ft--40 2 A

In (25) n is the normal to the crack surface and [u] the displacement discontinuity across

the surface of the crack. The integration is extended over the entire crack surface A. The

symbol ® in (25) denotes the dyadic (tensor) product of two vectors.

Introducing the expressions relating the stress intensity factors and crack opening
displacements (Hoenig 1978) it can be shown that the inelastic change of the compliance can

be written (Krajcinovic 1989)

dS = f(a B a) dL (26)

where a is a characteristic length (for instance, the length of one of the axes of the ellipse)
and B(H) a fourth rank tensor containing information about the crack sizes and orientations
(Euler angles 0 and 0). Since the components of the tensor B are computed from the crack

opening displacements they, in principle, depend on the presence of other cracks within the
RVE. Since the perimeter of the crack can be normalized by the length a from (26) it finally

follows that

dS = N (31V) < (3 a2 8a) B(0,0) > (27)

where N is the total number of cracks within the volume V of the RVE. If the crack sizes and

orientations are not correlated the expression (27) can be rewritten in a simpler form as

dS = { ( N / V ) <3 a2 ba> ) <B(4,O)> (28)

where the term in the first brackets on the right hand side of (28) is the increment of the

Budiansky and O'Connell (1976) damage variable. Consequently, expressions (27) and (28)

confirm that the change in compliance is nothing but an orientation weighted volume average
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(i.e. macro-structural analogue) of the Budiansky-O'Connell damage variable. In all of the

above expressions the change of the compliance is inelastic. Since the elastic change of the

compliance does not exist it is not considered necessary to use the superscript "i" in

equations (26) to (28).

According to the above discussion the constitutive law (21) relating macro-stresses and

macro-strains can be written in an explicit form whenever the expressions for the rate of

change of the volume averages of the inelastic strains dei and compliance tensor dS are

available. In view of the expressions (21), (22) and (25) this is the case when the geometry,

loading and material properties are simple enough to admit analytical solutions for the stress

intensity factors, components of the second rank tensor C and the crack opening

displacements [u] (needed to compute the components of the tensor B) In general this
restricts the analyses to the planar and penny-shaped cracks embedded in a homogeneous

isotropic or at most transversely isotropic and infinitely extended elastic matrix. In all other

cases the determination of the stress intensity factors and/or crack opening displacements

requires use of approximate expressions (Nemat-Nasser and Horii 1982, Fanella and

Krajcinovic 1988, Nemat-Nasser and Obata 1988) or nontrivial quadratures of complicated

integrals (Mura 1982) unsuitable for the considered problem. The above mentioned

restrictions severely limit the applicability of these micromechanical models since the

anisotropy will, in a general case, be introduced by microcracks into an otherwise isotropic

matrix.

The expressions such as (22) and (28) imply summation of contributions of each of the N

microcracks needed to compute the change of the compliance of the RVE mapping on the

material point. This process is further complicated by the fact that both the stress intensity

factor and the crack opening displacement of the observed cra.k will be influenced by the

presence of the other (N-l) cracks within the RVE. Even though these stress intensity factors

and crack opening displacements can be, as already mentioned, determined solving a system

of N coupled integral equations, such a strategy is by no means feasible since the

computations would have to be repeated for every increment :)f the stress field (during which

the history changes) at each material point.

A much more promising strategy is associated with the application of the effective

continuum models discussed at length in Kunin (1983), Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1990) and

many other sources. The basic idea of this approach consists in reducing the problem of

determining the stresses and strains in an elastic solid weakened by many cracks by a series

of much simpler problems of computing the stresses and strains for the case of a single crack
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embedded in an effective continuum. The simplest, and most frequently applied, model

belonging to this family is based on the so-called self-consistency property. More

specifically, the self-consistent model implies that:
(a) the external field of an observed defect weakly depends on the exact location of the

other defects within the RVE, and that
(b) the external field of each crack is equal to the average (macro, or far-field) stress in

the RVE.

The assumption (b) eliminates the need to solve the system of integral equation while the

assumption (a) reduces the configuration space by eliminating from considerations the

location of cracks within the RVE. More importantly, it becomes possible to place each crack
into the center of the RVE occupied by an effective solid which in the sense of the overall

energy reflects the presence of all other cracks. Since a microcrack is typically small
compared to the size of the RVE, the stress intensity factors and the crack opening

displacements of a given microcrack (assuming it to be penny-shaped or elliptic in form) can

readily be determined if the effective solid is either isotropic or transversely isotropic. The

simplest solution, to be referred to as the Taylor's model, is to neglect the other cracks

altogether and assume that each crack is embedded in the virgin (undamaged) solid. This

approximation is, obviously, justified only in the case of a dilute crack concentration. In all

of these cases, regardless of the approximation level the overall solution still implies a
superposition of a large number of simple problems. The superposition is typically replaced

by quadratures introducing the probability density functions for the crack sizes and

orientations and integrating over the corresponding space (M. Kachanov 1982, Horii and
Nemat-Nasser 1983, Krajcinovic and Fanella 1986, Krajcinovic and Sumarac 1989, etc.).

It is notable that in its conventional form the self-consistent model (Budiansky and

O'Connell 1976) predicts that the elastic moduli will vanish at some microcrack density. For

example, for the case of isotropic damage (perfectly random orientation of cracks) the elastic

modulus vanishes when

W = (Na3/V) = 9/16 (27)

It is very interesting, and perhaps not entirely fortuitous, that the damage at the maximum

stress is again close to 0.5 as found in the case of the parallel bar model (no interaction) and

lattice systems.
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This result provided motivation for several modifications and improvements of the

original method such as double embedding suggested by Christensen and Lo (1979), a more
recent method promoted by Mori and Wakashima (1990). Additionally, the application of the
differential scheme (Hashin 1988) attracted substantial interest. All of these models
significantly improve the estimates of the elastic moduli for moderate to high microcrack
densities defined as the range 0.2 < (o < 0.5 of the Budiansky-O'Connell variable (see,
Nemat-Nasser and Hori 1990). However, a question remains whether the direct interaction
of microcracks at these densities already becomes significant. A more rigorous level of
modelling (Kanaun 1974) appears to be too complex to be appealing. An approximation
along the lines suggested by M. Kachanov (1987) seems to present a feasible alternative even
though the configurational space attached to each material point of the continuum becomes
substantially larger since it becomes necessary to keep track of the exact position of each

crack within the RVE.

The most difficult problem in the process of the formulation of a continuum theory consist
in a rational definition of the kinetic equations, i.e. in prescribing the law describing the
advance of the crack front UA as a function of the stresses. It was already noted that this

was not the case utilizing the discrete models discussed above. The kinetic law was just a
consequence of the initial disorder, i.e. of the fact that the resistance to the crack growth was
not uniform. An essentially similar idea was advanced in Krajcinovic and Fanella (1986),
Krajcinovic and Sumarac (1987), Krajcinovic (1989), etc. who considered statistical
distribution of strengths based on the microstructural hierarchy of fracture energies, and the
morphology of the microstructure itself. The performed computations did not prove to be
very sensitive within the considered range of initial disorders. This was to be expected since

all performed computations were based on the Taylor's and/or self-consistent models and
were, therefore, valid only in the pre-critical regime. The post-critical regime will, in all

probability, strongly depend on the morphology of the microstructure (grain size, initial
disorder and initial defects).

A rational formulation of kinetic equations, analogous to the procedure commonly
adopted in slip theories, was suggested by Krajcinovic and Fanella (1986), Krajcinovic and
Sumarac (1987), Krajcinovic (1989), etc.. This formulation is based on the Griffith's
criterion, derivable from (20), according to which an observed microcrack will commence its
growth (S9 > 0) when

G- 2y > 0 (28)
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The elastic energy release rate G of a given crack depends on the crack size a, orientation
(Euler angles 0), recorded history (accumulated damage) H and the state of stress. Thus, the

expressions (28) written for all N cracks within the RVE, represent a family of surfaces in
the (a, , a, H) space. The inner envelope of this family of surfaces (which contains the
unstressed state a =0) represents the locus of points (thermodynamic states) at which the

history can change (8- > 0).

The fracture (surface) energy y must be considered as being a random variable. The

distribution of this random variable depends on the morphology of the micro-scale (coarse

aggregate grading in concrete, grain size distribution in ceramics, etc.) as well as the
hierarchy of strengths of the constituent phases.

The analyses using the described models (see a summary in Krajcinovic 1989, Nemat-
Nasser and Obata 1988, or Ju 1989) proved to be reasonably straightforward in the case of
simple, homogeneous states of stress. Most, if not all, material parameters were directly

identifiable reducing the ambiguity to a minimum. Despite the simplifying assumptions
introduced into the model the results proved to be sufficiently accurate for all practical
purposes. In all considered cases of uniaxial tension and compression of brittle and semi-

brittle materials, time dependent and time independent deformation of polycrystalline
ceramics these models were restricted to the pre-critical regime. Nevertheless, by relating the

macro-response to the micro-structure of the specimen the micromechanical theories will,

eventually, provide rational basis for optimization of materials for a specific set of
circumstances. This aspect of the micromechanical modeling was further emphasized in the
formulation of an analytical model for the prediction of the gradual degrauation of concrete
exposed to the sulphate attack, Fig.4 (Krajcinovic, et al., 1990). In this particular case it was
possible to go a step further, examine the equations of the chemical reactions, and establish a

rational connection between the available volumes of the reactants and the eigenstrains related

to the expansion of the reactive products. As a result, the overall strain, and the failure mode,
is found to depend on the chemicad composition of the concrete, its microstructure

(diffusivity and porosity) and the concentration of the diffusing solute. The results, shown
below clearly indicate the power of the adopted modelling technique.
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Fig.4. Expansion of mortar bars caused by external sulphate attack

(solid symbols - experiments by Ouyang, et al. 1988)

Phenomenological Models

Despite their great advantage in modelling physical reality with a minimum of ambiguity
and arbitrariness the micromechanical models are, in general, computationally inefficient for
practical applications. Conversely, the ambiguities inherent in macro-modelling of micro-
processes often result in emergence of many different and often contradictory
phenomenological models. This was certainly true in the case of the damage mechanics (see
Krajcinovic, 1984) which was from the very beginning plagued by a plethora of models
claiming to be rightful generalizations of the original Kachanov's (1958) model.

It seems, therefore, useful to settle some of the outstanding points using the already
known results following from the micromechanics of the analyzed phenomenon.

Concentrating on the perfectly brittle processes on the basis of the expression (18) rewritten
as,
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d = Qdqi (29)

the macro thermodynamic flux written in form of a vector can be defined as

dq = (dSlll1, dS2222,...} (30)

while the corresponding vector of affinities is

Q = (1/2)(011011, 022022, ...) (31)

The micro-fluxes and affinities derived from (20) as

fj = (L/2A) (G - 2y)j and dtj = (I/V) (2A dA/L)j (32)

can be related to the corresponding macro fields (31) and (32) in a manner derived in Rice
(1971). Thus, as argued in Krajcinovic, et al. (t.a.) the thermodynamic force is the excess

energy release rate integrated along the perimeter of the crack and averaged over its surface.
Also, the thermodynamic flux is recognized as the increment of the Budiansky-O'Connell

damage variable (27).

Following Rice (1971) it can be further shown that if the increase in the surface area of a
crack depends on the external stress only via its own affinity dkn = F(fn, H) the macro-

potential (Krajcinovic, et al., ta.)

Q(Q, t)= m (f, H) dfm

can be obtained superimposing all micro-potentials F(fn,H). The macro-fluxes are then

obtained as in the theory of plasticity from the normality property of the macro-potential.

The most important aspect of the outlined micro-to-macro transition, discussed in

considerable detail in Krajcinovic, et al. (t.a.) are that the potential exists as long as the
propagation of a crack depends only on its own energy release rate. All other cracks

influence the observed crack only through the properties of the effective medium.

Consequently, the potential exists whenever the self-consistent approximation is justifiable.
It is also noticed that while the change of the compliance can be selected as the macro-flux it
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is not always possible to identify an instantaneous magnitude of the compliance as the
interndl variable. This situation is analogous to the theory of plasticity which is also unable to
determine the initial value of the plastic strain at the onset of an experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the present paper was to review the state-of-art in modelling of brittle
response of engineering solids. Without dwelling on details of the discussed models it seems
reasonable to conclude that despite the significant progress achieved during the last decade
the task of formulating a realistic, reliable and comprehensive analytical model has not as yet
been fully accomplished. The mere fact that the three discussed classes of models have not as
yet been properly related is just one of the reasons for the above statement.

The statistical (discrete) modelling was limited to expensive computations which will
become even more extensive with transition to the three-dimensional problems and more
realistic lattices. Nevertheless, the physical insight into the phenomenon of damage evolution
and its dependence on the random properties of the microstructure, brought to light with this
type of models, should not be underestimated.

The micromechanical modelling seems to work exceedingly well for the homogeneous
states of stress and strain and the pre-critical regime. The versatility of this class of models
and the ease with which it can be adopted to different types of problems has been established
beyond any doubt. The most important accomplishment of these models is associated with
their ability to relate the macro-response to the micro-structure and even chemical
composition of the solid. The extension of this type of models to the post-critical response
(see the papers in Mazars and Bazant, 1989) is still a matter of considerable disagreements.
In view of the results of the statistical modelling it appears doubtful whether a deterministic
model of the post-peak response presents a realistic objective at all.

It was finally argued that a reasonably simple phenomenological model can be derived
from the micromechanical theory in a rigorous manner via a micro-to-macro transition
(similar to those establishing connection between the slip and plasticity theories). This
approach seems to be very helpful in settling the dispute centering on a "proper" selection of
the internal (damage) variable which plagued the adolescent period of the development of the
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damage mechanics. However, insufficient data and experience related to the application of
this model to a wide spectrum of problems prevents any definitive conclusions and
assessments of its utility.

The most far reaching conclusions is, perhaps, that the deterministic nature of the pre-
critical response lends itslef well to micromechanical and phenomenological madelling alike.
The volume averages of the involved fields are sufficient indicators of the mechanical
response and further refinements of these models will lead to an accurate assessment of many
related phenomena. The modelling of the response in the post-critical (or softening) regime is
an altogether different problem. The response becomes by its nature strongly non-local and
non-deterministic. Direct crack interaction takes a dominant role. In the language of the
statistical physics the damage is a multifractal involving more than one scale parameter. In
view of the random nature of the response, large deviations from the expected values and
large skewness of the results the volume averages have much less significance than in the
pre-critical regime. Hence, a rational model of this regime of the overall response presents a
serious challenge which must be addressed in all of its complexity.
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- ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRACTURING OF BRITTLE MICROCRACKING

SOLID AiD ITS EFFECTIVE ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Mark KACHANOV
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Tufts University
Medford, Massachusetts 02155

ABST .ACT

It is argued that, contrary to the spirit of many danage
r.dels, there is no simple correlation between fracturing of a
brittle ricrocracking solid and the change of its effective
elastic roduli. Physically, the absence of such a correlation is
explained by the fact that the fracture-related properties (like
stress intensity factors) are determined by local fluctuations of
the crack array geometry whereas the effective elastic constants
are the volure average q-antities, relatively insensitive to such
fluctuations.

i. I:TR: DU- Ci 04;

It is discussed whether a correlation exists between the
effective elastic noculi of a solid with multiple cracks and the
fracture-related properties (like stress intensity factors, SIFs).
This discussacn is relevant for a nurber of damage models (see
reviews [2,2)) which are aimed at description of fracturing of a
hrittle microcracking solid but in actuality deal with the
effective e2astic properties of the solid. Such a substitution is
done either explicitly, by assuming that the tensor of effective
elastic compliance Sijkl can be used as a damage parameter, or
implicitly, by constructing an elastic potential f which is
quadratic in stresses (or strains) and contains, in addition, a
damage parameter D (scalar, vectorial or tensorial); such a
construction, aside from the statement that the derivative f/6D
can be inz.erpreted as an energy release rate associated with
damage, reduces to a certain zodel for the effective elastic
constants. The underlying idea - that progression towards failure
can be ronitored by the change of effective elastic constants -
seems intuitively reasonable; it is particularly tempting due to
the fact that the effective elastic moduli can be easily measured.

An objection can be raised that, as is well k-nown,a small
crack in a brittle material has a very small impact on the
effective elastic constants but drastically reduces the tensile
strength. One ray argue, however, that, after certain initial set
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towards failure is uniquely correlated to tne cnange oi Tne
effective elastic moduli. This idea is examined below from
several points of view.

2. "PARADOXICAL" EXAMPLE

To demonstrate that this idea is far from obvious, we start
with a simple example when the relation between the SIFs and the
effective elastic properties is "paradoxical". Consider a plate
containing stacks of parallel cracks (fig.1). Suppose that extra
cracks are introduced in-between the neighboring cracks in stacks.

Z=

Fig. 1. Crack array with paradoxical relation between SIFs and
effective stiffness

Introduction of these new cracks, obviously, reduces elastic
stiffness in the direction normal to cracks (since it produces
additional displacements at remote boundaries when load is
applied) - material elastically "softens". However, the SIFs
decrease (due to an increased shielding) so that the critical load
at which the cracks start to propagate increases - material is
strengthened by new cracks.

3. RAINDON CRACK ARRAYS

It may be argued that the example above does not represent
any realistic crack statistics (although such parallel crack
patterns occur in rocks and certain composites) and that for the
crack arrays that are more "random" the association between
progression towards failure and reduction of elastic stiffness is
appropriate. To demonstrate that such an association is not
obvious even for random arrays, we did the following computer
experiments. A number of two-dimensional crack arrays containing
randomly oriented cracks of the same length 21 were generated
(using the random number generator); statistics of crack centers
was also random (subject to the restriction that cracks were not
allowed to intersect; this was achieved by generating cracks
successively and discarding a newly generated crack if it happened
to intersect the already existing ones). For each sample array,
using the method of [3), we calculated (1) the effective Young's
rodulus Eeff and (2) maximal, among all the crack tips, value of
KI+1KII induced by a uniaxial loading. (Strictly speaking, the
value of Ki-+KII is relevant for the initiation of crack
propagation only in the case of rectilinear crack extension; when
both2 KI and KII are present, a certain linear combination of
Yi, ii is a relevant parameter. This combination, however, does2 d
not differ much fron K14K11 so that the latter quantity can be
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was quite stable, differing by not more than a few percent f~om
one statistical sample to another, the value of Max (K +KII)
fluctuated significantly (reaching high values in those samples
where two very2 closely spaced crack tips could be found). The
average <Max (KI+KII)> over several statistical samples increases

with crack density P=NI2/A (N is the number of cracks in a
representative area A) increasing; it may thus seem reasonable to
argue that the value of Eeff can be used as an indicator of the2
fracture-related parameter Max (KI+KII). (since both quantities

are monotonic functions of P). It should, however, be mentioned
2.2

that (1) unlike Eeff, the value of <Max (KI+KjI)> increases not

only with p but, also, as both the number of cracks N and the

representative area A increase while keeping p constant (or even
decreasing!) and (2) it is uncler whether, in view of a
significant fluctuation of Max (KeI+KlI) from one crack array to
another, the average (over a number of statistical samples) value
of Max (KI+KIh) can be used as a representative quantity for any
given crack array.

4. STRONG A1;D WEAK INTERACTIONS. CLUSTERING OF CRACKS

As discussed in [4), crack interactions that are strong in
terms of their impact on SIFs may be weak in terms of their inpact
on the effective elastic constants. Indeed, as is well known,
contribution of a given crack into the overall strain of a solid
with cracks is E = (<b>n+n<b>) (21/A) where b> is the average
displacement discontinuity across the crack line. This implies
that the contribution of a given crack into the reduction of the
effective stiffness is proportional .o (b> In many cases,
interaction of a given crack with other cracks will produce a
significant increase in SIFs and will, thus, be important from the
point of view of fracturing, whereas the average displacement
discontinuity4b> and, therefore, the effective moduli, will be
affected by interactions insignificantly. (Such situations are
typical for the collinear cracks).

A closely related issue is that the maximal values of SIFs
attained in a crack array are highly sensitive to clustering of
cracks. Fig. 2 illustrates this statement: Max (Yf+fII) is,
typically, substantially higher in the configurations of the type
2b as compared with configurations of the type 2a.

I / I

Fig. 2. Clustering of cracks
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At the same time, the effective elastic moduli exhibit a low
sensitivity to clustering, i.e. the difference between the values
of Sijkl for the configurations 2a and 2b is generally
insignificant (provided the overall crack density is the same).
Thus, monitoring the change in effective elastic constants may not
necessarily detect the onset of strong crack interactions and
clustering of defects - events that are crucially important from
the point of view of progression towards failure.

5. CRACK-MICROCRACK INTERACTION PROBLEM

The absence of correlation between the effective elastic
constants and the fracture-related properties of a cracked solid
is particularly apparent in the problem of crack-microcrack
interactions. As has been found in [5-7], the microcracks located
in the short range interaction zone (several microcracks closest
to the main crack tip) produce a dominant effect on the SIFs at
the main crack tip, as compared with the total impact of all the
microcracks located farther away (this can also be seen from two
examples considered in [8,9]); due to a high sensitivity of the
interaction effect to the exact positions of microcracks in the
short range zone, the SIFs at the main crack tip fluctuate
significantly and even qualitatively (from "shielding" to
"amplification") from one sample of the microcrack statistics to
another.

This means that there is no statistically stable effect of
stress "shielding"; on the contrary, being conservative, one may
conclude that the overall effect of interactions with microcracks
is the one of "enhancement", particularly in the 3-D
configurations [5,7). (This does not exclude, of course, other
possible mechanisms of toughening due to microcracking, like
expenditure of energy on nucleation of microcracks; neither does
it exclude the possibility of stress shielding for some special
microcrack arrangements, like an extremely dense array of
microcracks parallel to the main crack [10)). At the same time,
modelling of the microcracked region by an effective elastic
material of reduced stiffness would predict that the effect of
interactions is the one of stress shielding - the result that
appears to be --correct.

Ancther important effect of interactions is the appearance of
"secondary" nodes on the main crack, due to stochastic asymmetries
in the microcrack field, i.e. KII under mode I remote loading (or
Yj under shear remote loading). Since the appearance of mode II
SIF promotes crack kinking, this may be partially responsible for
an irregular shape of crack paths in brittle microcracking
materials. This effect is obviously, missed if the microcracked
zone is modelled by an effective elastic material. This indicates
that modelling of the microcracked region (at least, of its short
range zone that produces the dominant effect) by an effective
elastic material may not be adequate, in the sense that there is
no simple correlation between the reduction of stiffness of the
damage zone and its impact on the SIFs at the main crack tip.

6. CONCLUSION

It appears that there is no direct correlation between the
effective elastic constants and the fracture-related properties of
a solid with multiple cracks. Physically, the absence of such
correlation has a clear explanation: the fracture-related
quantities (like SIFs) are highly sensitive to local fluctuations
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* of the crack array geometry. The errective eiastic constants on
the other hand, are the volume average properties which are
relatively insensitive to such fluctuations.
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THE FRACTURE RESISTANCE AND STRENGTH OF BRITTLE MATRIX
COMPOSITES

F. ZOK
Department of Materials
College of Engineering
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106

ABSTRACT. The fracture resistance and fracture strength of brittle matrix components have been examined
through a combination of experimental and modelling studies. R-curve measurements on both
fiber-reinforced and ductile-reinforced composites have been correlated with models of crack bridging. An
important feature of the measurements and calculations is the strong influence of specimen size on fracture
resistance. The results are used as a basis for the development of an analytical model to predict the fracture
strength of composite materials.

1. Introduction

It has now been well established that many brittle matrix composites exhibit R-curve behavior, i.e.
their fracture resistance increases with crack extension. The R-curve is due mainly to bridging
processes in the crack wake. Specifically, intact particles or fibers exert closing tractions on the
crack faces, thus reducing the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. This behavior has been
observed in a broad range of materials including fiber-reinforced ceramics 11-5] and cements 16,71,
metal-reinforced ceramics [8-10 and intermetallics [11-12], and some monolithic ceramics
[13-19].

The fracture resistance can usually be expressed as the sum of two components,

KR = Ko + Kb (1)

where Ko is the initial fracture resistance and is typically of the same order as the fracture
toughness of the matrix itself. The term Kb is the component due to the bridging ligaments and is
described by [20]

2 (x) F( a dx
KWb = "7na ' (2)

where a is the total crack length, x is the distance behind the crack tip, W is the specimen width, Aa
is the crack extension, a (x) is the spatial variation in the bridging stress and F is the Green's
function applicable to the geometry under consideration. It should be noted that when the crack
opening displacement becomes sufficient to break the ligaments furthest from the crack tip, the
length L of the bridging zone reaches a saturation level and thus the upper limit on the integral must
be replaced by L.
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In most cases the stress distribution o (x) cannot be measured directly and so is inferred from
experimentally measured R-curves and equations (1) and (2). The bridging stress so obtained is
then compared with the results of micromechanical models which take into account the details of
the bridging process. To conduct such comparisons, an appropriate expression for F must be
selected. It should be noted that the expression applicable to small scale bridging conditions
(F = a / 2x) is not valid for specimen geometries in which the bridging zone length is a
significant fraction of other in-plane specimen dimensions. This result has not been recognized in
home studies [16,17] and has lead to some confusion about both the effects of specimen geometry
on R-curve behavior and the magnitude of the bridging stress. Such effects have recently been
examined in detail 121].

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First it demonstrates that R-curve behavior is indeed
dominated by bridging processes in both fiber-reinforced and ductile reinforced composites. This
is accomplished through a combination of experimental measurements, micromechanical modelling
and microstructural observations. Emphasis is placed on understanding the effects of specimen
geometry on the measured fracture resistance. Furthermore, the effect of reinforcement orientation
in ductile-reinforced composites is examined. These effects are important in composites containing
randomly oriented metal fibers, such as those recently developed by Lange et al. [22]. The second
purpose is to illustrate how R-curves can be used to predict the fracture strength of composites. In
particular, the effects of the spatial variation in the bridging stress, the size of the the reinforcement
and the size of the initial flaw are considered.

2. Fracture Resistance

2.1 MEASUREMENTS

Standard testing geometries have been employed for the R-curve measurements, including compact
tension specimens and pre-notched 3 point and 4 point bending beams, designed in accordance
with ASTM standards [23]. The fracture resistance calculations were based on the usual linear
elastic formulations, using the applied loads and the length of the matrix crack. Some tests were
interpreted to observe microstructural changes.

A variety of composite materials have been studied, including a metal-reinforced ceramic, a
model system consisting of a brittle polymer matrix and metal reinforcements, and a
fiber-reinforced glass ceramic. Pertinent details of the microstructures are described in subsequent
sections; additional details can be found in Refs. [5], 121] and [24].

2.2 DUCTILE REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Two ductile reinforced composites were examined. The first was A120 3 reinforced with randomly
oriented, continuous fibers of an Al 4% Mg alloy, with a metal volume fraction of = 23%. The
processing route is described n detail in Ref. [22]. The second was a model system consisting of
a polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and continuous Al wire reinforcements. It was fabricated by
aligning the wires between the PMMA sheets and hot pressing at 200"C for several hours. The
PMMA/Al composite has numerous advantages, including ease of fabrication and good control of
the orientation and volume fraction of reinforcements. Furthermore, the wires can be extracted
from the composite by dissolving the matrix and thus the in-situ flow properties of the
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reinforcements can be measured directly. Typical micrographs of both composites are shown in
Figs. I and 2.

Figures 3 and 4 show the R-curves for the A120 3/AI composite and two of the PMMA/AI
composites. The reinforcements in the PMMA/Al composites were aligned perpendicular to the
crack plane. The curves for both materials are characterized by an initial fracture resistance Ko
equivalent to the fracture toughness of the matrix (3 MPa -\ for the A1203 and I MPa 1n for
the PMMA), an intermediate region where the fracture resistance increases gradually and finally a
region in which the resistance apparently increases very rapidly with crack extension. As shown
later, the rising portion is symptomatic of large scale bridging and is therefore not representative of
the true fracture resistance. Microscopic examinations of the tested specimens reveal the presence
of ductile ligaments across the crack faces, an example of which is shown in Fig. 5.

A simulation of the R-curves for the PMMA/AI composites was conducted assuming that the
bridging tractions are uniform (as in the Dugdale zone model) and equal to the ultimate tensile
strength of the Al wire reinforcements (80 MPa), as measured in a tensile test of the wire itself.
The choice of the bridging stress can be justified on the basis that the flow stress of the Al wire
increases rapidly from the yield point to the ultimate strength and subsequently remains constant
over most of the plastic straining history [21]. Furthermore, the debond length is much larger than
the wire radius (Fig. 5) and thus plastic constraint effects can be neglected [25,26]. The fracture
resistance is calculated from equations (1) and (2) using an expression for F applicable to the
present specimen geometry [20,211. The agreement between theory and experiment is excellent for
composites containing 3% and 10% Al (Fig. 4), thus indicating that the toughness enhancement is
indeed attributable to a crack bridging mechanism.

In addition, the computed R-curves for infinitely large specimens of the same material are shown
on Fig. 4 for comparison. These correspond to the behavior under small-scale bridging conditions
i.e. when the bridging zone length is small relative to all other in-plane specimen dimensions.
Evidently the R-curves for the finite specimen geometries are appreciably larger than those
corresponding to the infinite specimen, even at relatively small crack extensions. The discrepancy
is attributable to large scale bridging in the finite geometry and emphasizes the need to account for
size effects in interpreting R-curve behavior in composite materials.

A similar simulation was conducted for the A1203/Al composite, again assuming uniform
bridging tractions, and is shown on Fig. 3. In this case, selection of the bridging stress is
complicated by the fact that the metal reinforcements are oriented randomly in space and thus do not
contribute equally to the fracture resistance. Consequently, equations (1) and (2) were used along
with the experimental data to infer an average ligament stress of 110 MPa: this corresponds closely
to the average oetween the initial yield stress (70 MPa) and the ultimate tensile strength (170 MPa)
of the Al-Mg alloy [21]. The shape of the computed R-,.urve is in good agreement with the
experimental data, provided the finite geometry is taken into account. The R-curve corresponding
to small-scale bridging conditions is also shown and again differs substantially from the
experimental data obtained on the finite specimen geometry.

Though the R-curve data for the A120 3/AI composite are seemingly described adequately by the
Dugdale zone model, cognizance must be taken of the fiber orientation distribution and its role in
the crack bridging process. To examine orientation effects in ductile-reinforced composites, a
senes of PMMA/Al composites containing a symmetric arrangement of inclined wires was tested.
The composites contained 4 layers of equally spaced wires with a metal volume fraction of = 3%.
The wires in the two outer layers were aligned parallel to one another but were inclined at an angle
20 to the wires in the two inner layers. The compact tensions specimens were then machined such
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that the wires were inclined symmetrically at angles of ± 0 to the crack plane, as shown
schematically in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the measured R-curves for values of 0 ranging between
0' and 65. Though they exhibit characteristics of large scale bridging. the curves provide a
relative measure of toughening due to bridging since all specimens are the same size. The data
show that the toughening contribution Kb decreases substantially with 0: it drops by a factor of -2
as 0 goes from 0" to 45" and is negligible for 0 > 65.

The reduction in Kb with 0 is attributable to two sources. First, the number of wires intercepted
by the crack front per unit area of crack, NA, decreases with 0 as:

f
NA = 2 cos 0 iER (3)

where f is the metal volume fraction and R is the wire radius. Second, the inclined fibers require a
smaller load to be plastically deformed than those which are aligned perpendicular to the crack
plane because of the imposed bending moment. At the extreme, the wires inclined at a steep angle
act essentially as end-loaded cantilever beams and thus contribute minimally to the crack closing
tractions and the corresponding toughness Kb. A more detailed examination of orientation effects
in both the PMMA/AI and A120 3/Al composites is currently in progress and will be presented
elsewhere [24]. For present purposes it is sufficient to note that such effects are important in the
fracture resistance behavior of ductile-reinforced composites and must therefore be incorporated
into micromechanical models of crack bridging.

Ar important feature of the present measurements is the absence of a steady-state fracture
toughness, Ks.;, expected to occur when the ligaments furthest from the crack tip begin to fail.
This behavior arises because of the large scale bridging effects at large crack lengths. Similar
trends have been observed in other materials exhibiting R-curve behavior [16,171 and suggest that
the present techniques are not suitable for obtaining 3teady-state toughness values. An alternate
technique, known as the "work of rupture test" [27], was thus employed in this study to evaluate
Gss (the steady-state strain energy release rate) for the A103/Ai composite. The measurements
yield an average value of Gss = 400 Jm 2, which corresponds to Kss = 10 MPa m1/2

(assuming an elastic modulus of 250 GPa) [24]. This value is significantly lower than the apparent
fracture resistance at iarge crack lengths (-30 MP3 m1/2)rneasured in the previous tests but is likely
more representative of the true asymptotic fracture resistance. The magnitude of the discrepancy
again demonstrates the problems associated with large scale bridgirng in the R-curve measurements.

2.3 FIBER REINFORCED CERAMICS

A similar series of R-curve measurements were made on a lithium aluminosilicate (LAS) glass
ceramic reinforced with continuous SiC kNicalonl) fibers. The composite contained a symmetric
arrangement of 0' / 90" cross plies and a fiber volume fraction of 0.44. Beams suitable for bend
testing were machined from the composite plates, with the notch front oriented perpendicular to the
plane of the laminate (Fig. 8). The beams were annealed in air at 800' C for periods ranging front
I h to 16 h (51.

Figure 9 shows a summary of the R-curves for the LAS/SiC composites. The curves are similar
to those of the ducile reinforced corm sites in the sense that they star, at a relatiely low level of
fracture resistance (-5 to 6 MPa mt -) arid increase rapidly with crack extension Once again,
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however, the data are influenced by large scale bridging effects, particularly at crack extensions
- Imm.

Insight into the origin of the rising R-curve is provided by microscopic observations of the side
surfaces of the tested specimens (Fig. 10). Evidently some of the fibers fracture along the plane of
the matrix crack whereas others fail at some distance away. Examples of the latter are indicated by
arrows in Fig. 10. The embedded fibers are then pulled out of the matrix during crack growth and
thus exert tractions on the crack faces.

Near the crack tip the bridging stress associated with fiber pull-out can be expressed as [5]

N(x) = 2tfh 1(Ko
R Eh (4)

where c is the sliding resistance of the fiber-matrix interface, h is the average pull-out length, Ko is
the critical value of the crack tip stress intensity factor and f is the volume fraction of fibers oriented
perpendicular to the crack plane (f = 0.22). Provided the pull-out length is sufficiently large, the
second term in the square brackets in equation (4) can be neglected and the bridging stress then
taken as

2tf h
(7b - - R (5)

This approximation allows for a preliminary comparison between theory and experiment, taking
into account the large scale bridging effects. Fig. 9 indicates that the measurements are consistent
with the computed R-curves for a bridging stress in the range of 80 MPa to 160 MPa. Combining
this result with measurements of pull-out length [281, equation (5) gives a sliding stress of
-75 MPa to 250 MPa. These values are broadly consistent with those inferred from pull-out
measurements [281, but somewhat higher than those measured by push-through tests [29].

2.4 DISCUSSION

The correlation between the computed and measured R-curves in both the ductile reinforced and
fiber reinforced composites indicates that the toughness enhancement is attributable to bridging
processes in the crack wake. The important parameters in the resistance behavior are the spatial
variation in the bridging stress and the specimen geometry via the function F. In fiber-reinforced
composites the bridging stress depends on the interfacial sliding stress and the average pull-out
length. In ductile-reinforced composites the bridging stress is governed by the flow characteristics
of the metal, the degree of debonding, as well as the orientation of the reinforcements with respect
to the crack plane.

An important feature of the present measurements is the marked influence of large scale bridging
on fracture resistance. These effects have been incorporated into the simulations through the use of
an appropriate Green's function. In general, the magnitude of the large scale bridging effects can
be described by the ratio Kb/Kw, where Kb is the increment of toughness due to bridging in the
finite specimen and K is the corresponding increment in an infinite specimen. The ratio
Kb/Kb -- 1 when small-scale bridging conditions exist; conversely, Kb/Kb >> I when the
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Fig. 11 A diagram showing the effects of large scale bridging, assuming uniform bridging
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bridging zone length is on the same order as the crack length and specimen width. Equation [2]
gives

L/a
Kb _ a F(.!,-!-) d( ')

2L (6)

Figure 11 shows a plot of Kb/Km against the normalized crack length, a/W, for various values of
notch depth, ao/W, assuming uniform bridging tractions. The curves show a strong dependence of
apparent fracture resistance on the relative size of the bridging zone.

It is of interest to note that the preceding calculations can be used in the design of specimen
geometries for R-curve measurements, analogous to those of the ASTM Standards for ductile
materials. Specifically, the specimen dimensions required to maintain small scale bridging
conditions can be determined. First, an estimate of the steady state bridging zone length is
required: this is usually available from information about the nature of the bridging process and the
scale of the microstructure. From the curves in Fig. 11, appropriate combinations of a and W are
then selected such that Kb/Kb remains below some prescribed level for all resistance
measurements up to the saturation level. As a general rule, if the allowable error in Kb is 5 %, i.e.
Kb/Kbm _. 1.05, and the initial notch depth ao/W is between 0.1 and 0.5, then the specimen
width should be at least 40 times the bridging zone length. This figure is essentially the same as
the minimum ratio of 9pecimen width to plastic zone size in ductile materials, as prescribed by
ASTM Standard E399 (231.

In addition to the problems of large scale bridging, there exist other effects associated with
specimen geometry and mode of loading which may influence resistance measurements in
composites. First, the crack opening profile in bending is generally greater than that corresponding
to a uniform remote tension, as shown schematically in Fig. 12. Thus, in bending, the bridging
stress reaches a maximum at smaller distances from the crack tip, the steady state bridging zone
length is shorter, and the slope of the R-curve is higher. Second, the rotational effects in bending
result in a crack opening profile which depends on crack length. Specifically, the increase in
specimen compliance associated with crack growth causes the crack opening displacement to
increase more rapidly with distance from the crack tip, as shown schematically in Fig. 13a.
Consequently, the spatial variation in the bridging stress is altered, as is the length of the bridging
zone at steady state (Fig. 13b). The resultant R-curve may then exhibit a maximum at the point at
which the crack opening effects become larger than those due to large scale bridging (Fig. 16c).
Such behavior has recently been observed in TiAlTI'iNb composites and has been modelled
accordingly [30).

3. Strength

In most recent studies of fracture of composite materials, the emphasis has been focussed mainly
on understanding the R-curve behavior and the steady state toughness. In designing structural
components with composites, it will also be necessary to understand the relationship between
fracture resistance KR and fracture strength (5f. However, this relationship is more complicated
than that in monolithic ceramics where the two are linked to the defect length via Griffith's
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equation. Here the criteria for crack stability involves both the magnitude of KR and the slope of
the KR - Aa curve. A brief summary of the procedure required to evaluate the fracture strength
from the R-curve and some typical results are presented below. The effects of the spatial variation
in the bridging stress, the size of the reinforcements and the initial defect length are considered.
The results illustrate that the enhancement in strength is appreciably lower than the enhancement in
steady state toughness, particularly for short cracks. Furthermore, they demonstrate the need to
understand the influence of debonding in ductile-reinforced systems on both the fracture toughness
and fracture strength.

3.1 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The criteria for crack stability under mode I loading conditions are

K = KR (7a)

dK dKR
and da da (7b)

where K is the mode I stress intensity factor associated with the remote stress 0. A graphical
representation of these criteria is presented in Fig. 14. In this diagram, the fracture resistance is
plotted against crack extension, Aa, whereas the applied stress intensity factor is plotted against the
total crack length, ao + Aa. At each level of applied stress, the stress intensity factor is
represented by a parabolic curve (shown by the dashed lines). At a critical stress the K curve
intersects the KR curve and the crack begins to grow stably (point A). Further increases in stress
result in increases in both K and KR such that the crack grows stably along the trajectory A-B.
Finally, at point B, the incremental increase in K with Aa exceeds the corresponding increment in
KR and hence the crack becomes unstable.

In the present calculations it is assumed that the R-curve is attributable to the bridging tractions,
as described by equations (1) and (2). The bridging tractions are assumed to take the form

UPL (8)

where u is the crack opening displacement, um is the critical value of u at which the ligaments fail,
N is an empirical coefficient which describes the shape of the stress-displacement curve, and ap is
the peak bridging stress (at u = 0). Three values of N are considered here: 0.1, 1 and 10. The
corresponding o - u curves, shown in Fig. 15, encompass the range of behavior expected in real
composite materials. In order to examine the effects of the spatial variation in the bridging
fractions, cp is selected in such a way that the total work required to fracture the ligaments,

oUmIR a d (u/R), is constant. Furthermore, small scale bridging conditions are assumed to exist,
so that the crack opening displacement near the crack tip is govemed by the local stress intensity
factor Ko and increases as x1/2 .

The results are conveniently expressed in terms of a number of non-dimensional parameters,
defined by [331:
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where Aac is the crack extension at the point of instability (point B in Fig. 14) and L is the steady

state bridging zone length. The parameters Tl and ic describe the enhancement in strength and

toughness, respectively, while o represents the work necessary to fracture the ligaments.

Furthermore, p and a are measures of the particle size and initial crack length, respectively,
normalized by an appropriate length parameter.

From equations (1), (2) and (7)- (9), the instability point AXc is defined by

p w(N+)AX" 2- N 1 = 0

2N L AM ' A(10 N)+ (
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The solution for A.c is obtained through an appropriate numerical method and the strength
enhancement Tl then evaluated from

p po (N + 1) XY2 )Y~2 (1 _XA
2N (1I)

The steady state toughness enhancement is described by

K = 1  P+P (12)

2

3.2 RESULTS

To establish some of the important trends, the preceding formalisms have been used to calculate 1i
and ic for various values of p, X and N. The results are presented as diagrams with Ti as the
ordinate and K as the abscissa. In the present calculations (o is taken as 10-3 and 8 as 1.

Figure 16 shows the effect of the initial defect length (through the parameter (x) in the Ti-K
relationship for N = 1. Also shown is the behavior for an infinitely long crack (or, equivalently,
an infinitely steep R-curve): in this case Tl = K, as predicted by Griffith's equation. The results
show that Ti initially increases with K at a rate of unity, but subsequently reaches a steady state
value, independent of K. The steady state value of Ti increases monotonically with the initial defect
length. Thus, for relatively short cracks, the strength enhancement is only a small fraction of the
toughness enhancement. In this case, the instability point (L) in Fig. 14 is very near the point of
initial crack growth (A) and consequently most of the R-cure is not utilized in improving the
fracture strength.

Figure 17 shows a similar il-K plot for 3 different values of N and a = 106. At small values of
p (and consequently small K), the shape of the stress distribution has a negligible effect on the
strength enhancement. However, as p and K increase, the strength enhancement decreases with N.
This result demonstrates the importance of the bridging stresses very near the crack tip: for a fixed
amount of work, co, it is desirable to concentrate the bridging stress into the region close to the
crack tip (as is the case for N = 0.1) rather than distributing it uniformly over the bridging zone.
In principle, this can be accomplished by introducing strongly bonded ductile particles so that the
plastic constraint associated with a small debond length increases the bridging stress near the crack
tip. In practice, however, the constraint effects are accompanied by reductions in both the plastic
stretch to failure, um, and the total work, o [31], suggesting that there exists an optimal debond
length at which Ti is maximized. Indeed, recent experimental work on lead-glass composites [32]
indicates that such an optimum does exist and that it depends on the initial defect length and the
particle size.
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4. Conclusions

The results of the present study demonstrate that R-curve behavior in composites is attributable to
bridging processes in the crack wake. Good correlation between experiment and theory is obtained
when the finite specimen geometry is incorporated into the model of crack bridging. However.
issues regarding the effects of fiber orientation am. specimen geometry on R-curve behavior still
need to be resolved.

The influence of a number of microstructural variables on fracture strength has also been
explored. The calculations indicate that the strength enhancement attributable to bridging processes
is relatively small for short cracks. Furthermore, they demonstrate the importance of the shape of
the bridging tractions in crack stability. Trends obtained from these calculations may be useful in
designing composite microstructures with optimal strength and toughness characteristics.
However, additional experimental evidence relating fracture resistance and fracture strength is
required to validate the model.
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Introduction

Research in fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) has been ongoing for at least two decades.
Yet the use of this material at the present time, while growing, is still relatively limited.
There are even concerns about the effectiveness of this material in relation to time
dependent property deterioration. Although FRC has been repetitedly demonstrated to be
an improved structural material over plain concrete, its present commercial push' is more
on :reducing shrinkage cracks'. In other words, after curing, the presence of fibers in
concrete is not expected to contribute to the properties of this material. The limited volume
usage, and its limited functionalrole raise the question of what has gone wrong in the
research and develo'pment of this material. A collorary of this question is: Despite the many
years of research (ceitainly earlier than fiber reinforced ceramics), why is it still much less
an engineered material than say, fiber reinforced ceramics or polymers?

To answer the above questions may require a full scale investigation by itself, involving
an understanding of both the technical deficiencies of and non-technical demands place on
FRC, and is surely outside the scope of this paper or this workshop. What could be said at
this point is that a great deal of research in FRC are empirical in nature, which makes it
difficult to generalize the findings of a piece of research. While often a specific
performance of FRC is demonstrated (e.g. flexural capacity), it is not quantitatively related
to the fundamental mechanical properties of the material, even less to the material structure.
This results in difficulty in furthering the design of FRC. In addition, until in very recent
years, the processing of FRC is probably least studied among all modem composites. This
probably stems from the fact that the mixing of concrete is relatively simple, and the

making of FRC therefore involves just adding fibers into the concrete mix. The drawback
of this apparent simplicity in processing is that the material structure is seldom well
controlled or even received any critical attention.
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Despite these drawbacks, FRC is once again receiving its due attention, partly because
of the commercial need of finding substitute materials for asbestoes cement which has been
found to be carcinogenic and is being phased out in most industrialized countries, and
partly because of the increasing availability of a wide variety of fiber types and geometries
for use as reinforcements. In addition, the increasing ease of making high strength
concrete and the recognition of the brittleness and difficulty in quality control of this
material is begging for a solution in the form of fiber reinforcement.

These recent developments present an opportunity for realizing the structural utilization
of fiber reinforced concrete. The lack of understanding in processing, in its linkage to
material structure, in its effect on material properties which directly influences the
performance of FRC, present immense challenges to the research community. Although it
is not the intention of this paper to review the complete picture of performance-property-
process-structure relationships, it is still useful to have a brief overview of these
relationships to place the more detailed discussions to follow in the context of this
framework.

The Performance-Property-Process-Structure Relationship

Performance, property, process and material structure form the apexes of a tetrahedron
schematically shown in Figure 1. Their relationship to one another was proposed as a
general framework for the study of modem engineered materials by the National Research
Council (1990). For our present purpose, we shall restrict the use of this framework to
FRC.

The performance of FRC may include durability, reliability and safety,
manufacturability, sesimic resistance (energy absorption capacity), flexural and shear
capacity and other desirable features of the specific structure which ultilize this material.
These are elements which the end user and the structural engineer normally would like to

see improvements in.

The important properties of FRC may include stiffness, strength, fracture toughness
and others. In the past, most construction codes are concerned with stiffness and (usually
compressive) strength. However, the effectivness of fiber reinforcement in improving

these properties are usually insignificant. This may be one of the reasons for the lack of
appreciation for the unique structural property which FRC offers. These include for
example, the tensile strength and toughness which are expected to influence several of the
performance parameters such as reliability, seismic resistance, and shear and flexural
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capacities.

As mentioned earlier, until recently, both processing and material structure
received little attention from researchers. For FRC, the use of pulthsion, intense shear
rolling, infiltration, high frequency vibration processing techniques have been attempted
with varying successes. They are also responsible for some of the more high performance
FRC materials such as SIFCON and reinforced MDF cement, that have surfaced in recent

years. The material structure of FRC includes the fibers and thdir orientation, the cement or
concrete matrix and the pores in them, and the fiber/matrix interface. Observational studies
of interface microstructure (see e.g. Mindess et al, 1988) have received much attention in
recent years, but quantitative links between interface observations and bond properties are
rare. These links are needed to relate interface properties to composite properties, and to
relate interface structure to processing, and hence processing to composite properties and

performances.

Within the framework of the tectrahedron described above, it can be seen that research
in FRC is still quite deficient. This framework offers tremendous opportunity for
exploration and developtrnt of FRC as an engineered composite. The following cites a
more specific example of the challenges in FRC research in the context of the performance-
property-process-structure fram.work.

Development of High Strength High Ductility Concrete

In recent years, the strength of concrete has steadily improved such that high strength
concrete with compressive strength exceeding 10,000 psi can be readily made in most
laboratories. The problem with this material is brittleness and lack of reliability, the latter
associated with the increased sensitivity of processing flaws. Thus, its present use is often
limited to those structual components requiring additional steel reinforcements or with steel
jacketing. The use of additional steel reinforcement defeats the original intent of using less
material with less weight for the same structural capacity. The use of steel jacketing
restricts the versatility of the application of this material. Thus it is very natural that
significant research is currently being pursued in using fibers for regaining some of the lost
ductility. If fiber reinforcement is successful, a high performance high strength-high
ductility concrete which could be utilized reliably would result.

Unfortunately, the fiber type and volume fraction suitable for reinforcing normal
strength concrete becomes inadequate when used for reinforcing high strength concrete.
For example, figure 2 (Green, 1989) shows the post-cracking tensile behavior of a high
strength mortar reinforced with 0.6 volume percent of a high strength polyethylene fiber
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(fiber length = 6.4 mm). Although the fracture energy has been significantly improved,
the brittleness of the material remains high due to the rapid drop in strength after peak. For
effective reinforcement, it appears necessary that the post cracking strength must be of
comparable value to the cracking strength, in addition to having a high ficture energy.
Thus it is necessary to understand the origin of the post-cracking strength as a composite
property.

It can be shown (Li, 1990) that the post-cracking strength for a 3-D random fiber
reinforced brittle matrix composite is given by

CFPC Vf T(1)

where r is the interface bond strength, Lf is the fiber length, df is the fiber diameter, Vf is
the fiber volume fraction and the snubbing factor g is given by:

9 2 (2
4+f 

)+e~f

in which f is a snubbing coefficient. The snubbing factor is associated with the additional
resistance when fibers are pulled-out at various angle to a matrix crack. In contrast to a
continuous fiber composite where the matrix crack plane usually lies in a direction normal
to fiber alignment direction, fibers bridging across a matrix crack in a discontinuous
randomly oriented fiber reinforced composite can be oriented in any direction. When a
flexible fiber is pulled out in this manner, the exiting fiber acts as if it were passing through
a friction pulley. The result is a pull-out load which is as much as three times for high
angle pull-out compared to that of a straight pull-out of polypropylene monfilaments
embedded in a normal concrete matrix (Li et al, 1989, Figure 3a). Pull-out energy of up to
four fold has been recorded (Figure 3b). Preliminary result suggests that these increases in
pull-out force and energy are limited by the tensile and/or crushing strength of the cement
matrix. Surface spalling of normal strength mortar has been observ-Ad at high angle pull-
out, as is reflected by the large amount of scatter in the high angle data in Figures 3a and
3b. The spalling phenomenon has also been revealed in scanning electron micrograph of
fracture surfaces of Spectra (a high strength polyethylene) fiber reinforced normal strength
concrete (Figure 4).

The typical range of the snubbing coefficient appears to be between 0 and 1. Figure 5
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shows the snubbing factor g plotted against the snubbing coefficient f. At the high end of
f, the post cracking strength can be increased by as much as 2.3 times in comparison to the
case where no snubbing occurs.

Equation (1) has been used to predict the post-cracking strength of steel and Spectra
fiber reinforced concrete. The comparison with experimental data is shown in Figure 6.
The Post-Cracking Strength in Figure 6 has been normalized by the interfacial bond
strength '. For the steel FRC (data from Visalvanich and Naaman, 1982), a bond strength
of 4 MPa has been assumed. For the Spectra FRC, an interfacial bond strength of 1 MPa
(Li et al, 1989) is used. These comparisons suggest that the snubbing coefficient for steel
fiber in normal strength mortar is approximately unity, although the well known effect of
fiber plastic bending (Morton and Groves, 1974) is not a',counted for in this calculation.
However Morgan and Groves (1976) suggested that the bending effect is probably small
compared to the snubbing effect based on limited pull-out test of steel fibers embedded in
an epoxy matrix. For Spectra fibers, the present limited data suggest that f-0.3 in a normal
strength matrix and f-0.55 in a high strength matrix (7 day compressive strength of
80MPa). However, pull-out tests based on polypropylene and nylon monofilaments have
indicated a snubbing coefficient as high as 0.7 and 0.9 respectively.

Although high strength concrete demands higher post-cracking strength for effective
reinforcement, it has been found to have certain advantages over normal concrete in its
capability of producing a higher post-cracking strength. For example, Table 1 (Li et al,
1989) shows thb effect of matrix strength on pull-out load of nylon monofilaments. In one
sample, :;ie fiber was pulled out normal to the matrix crack plane, whereas the other sample
involved the fiber pulled out at an angle of 600. For the normal pull-out case, the average
of 8 tests for the higher strength matrix shows a 6.3% increase over that for the normal
strength matrix, but the standard deviation was large enough not to attach much
significance to this increase. For the 600 pull-out, the average of 8 tests for the higher
strength matrix shows a 127% increase over that for the normal strength matrix. This
increase was significant in comparison to the standard deviation recorded in the test data,
and suggests that while the interface bond strength may not have increased much, if at all,
the snubbing effect appears to have been enhanced for the fiber pulled out from the higher
strength matrix, presumably due to the better spall resistance of the higher strength matrix.
These observations are consistent with that of measured post-cracking strength for Spectra
fiber reinforced normal and high strength concrete, discussed above.

Apart from post-cracking strength, another primary property in reducing material
brittleness is the fracture energy of the composite. Li et al (1990) derived an expression for
the enhanced fracture energy G due to the fiber bridging mechanism in a 3-D random FRC:
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G =2Lf2 F(Lff) (3)

where

G
G (4)

L,

and the non-dimensional function F is

F= fo f 1' _Z[ e' p()U z'- (- )cost dz' (6)

21.0 #so ILOO I L

where the U(g) is the step function and g is defined as:

g=z- -L~e -  cosd (7)

and p(z) and p(4) are probabiliiy density functions of fiber centroidal location z and
orientation 4 for a uniform random distribution of fibers. The step function U has been
included in the integrand in (6) in order to discount those fibers of length Lf exceeding
twice the critical embedded length Lc.These fibers will be broken instead of pulled out.

Figure 7 shows a plot of the normalized fracture energy as a function of the normalized
fiber length, based on equation (3), for different values of f. It is clear that while the
snubbing effect increases the fracture energy for short fibers, the maximum attainable
fracture energy Gmax is reduced for increasing f, due to increasing amount of fiber
ruptures. Thus, while the snubbing friction assists in attaining a higher post-cracking
strength, the maximum attainable fracture energy is simultaneously reduced. This is shown
in Figure 8.

From the above discussions, it is clear that the material structure -- in this case the fiber,
the matrix, and the interface all play a role in controlling the composite property,
specifically the post-cracking strength and the fracture energy.
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Apart from the snubbing effect, equations (1) and (3) also elucidate the dependence of
the post cracking strength and the rcture energy on the bond strength, the fiber volume
fraction and the fiber aspect ratio. They suggest that high fiber volume fraction and high
fiber aspect ratio is preferred for high post-cracking strength. However, this route presents
a difficulty in material processing. Conventional mixing of fiber in concrete limits the
volume fraction to a few (typically less than 2) percent and fiber aspect ratios of less than a
few hundred (typically less than 100). Larger fiber volume fraction and longer aspect
ratios cause lumping of the fresh mix, resulting in high porosity in the matrix. These large
pores tend to act as sites of internal cracks and can lead to significant strength loss.
Because high strength concrete typically employs a smaller water/cement ratio, this lumping
problem becomes even more serious than conventional concrete. Special processing
technique, such as the use of high frequency vibration, may be needed to compact the mix.

Conclusions

Although discussed only very briefly, and using only extremely narrow and specific
examples, the above presentation is meant to bring out the inter-dependencies between
performance-properties-processing-structure for the development of high strength-high
ductility concrete. Successful development of such an engineered material cannot be
achieved without appreciating the inter-dependencies and constructing solutions which take
advantage of the understanding of these inter-dependencies. In this process, it is also
recognized that micromechanics plays a significant role in quatifying the various links, and
especially the link between material structure and properties. In addition, the need for
studies in material processing is especially emphasized.

The tetrahedron shown in Figure 1 also suggest an approach perhaps foreign to the
development of construction materials -- the performance driven approach. If performance
criteria (e.g. durability determined by the life expectancy of the structure; or energy
absorption capacity determined by expected seismic load which may be imposed on the
structure) can be specified, then the required material structure could be developed to
achieve certain material properties using a certain processing route. In other words, a
material could be engineered to satisfy the required performance of a given structure in a
given environment. Certainly our current state of the art is far from this ideal, but that is
precisely the challenge we must face in the research and development of high performance
engineered FRC.
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Table 1: Effect of Matrix Strength on Pull-out of Nylon Monofilament

Pull-out Load (N)
Normal strength HCP High strength HCP

f = 00 4.91 5.22
(CV = 5.6%) (CV = 22.8%)

f=60 11.85 26.94
(CV = 27.1%) (CV = 5.4%)

P6oJPOo = 2.41 5.16
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Figure 4: Scanning Electron Photomicrograph of Surface Spalls from the Fracture Surface

of Spectra FRC
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FAILURE CHARACTERISATION OF FIBRE-REINFORCED CEMENT
COMPOSITES WITH R-CURVE CHARACTERISTICS

YIU-WING MAI
Centre for Advanced Materials Technology
Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Sydney, NSW 2006
Australia

ABSTRACT. The failure of fibre-reinforced cement composites can be
characterised by the crack-resistance (R) carve approach. In short fibre
composites, where the fibres pullout rather than break, theoretical models are
presented for the prediction of the R--curve based on the constitutive equation
between the closure stress-crack face separation in the fibre-bridging zone at
the wake of the crack tip. The influences of specimen size and geometry and
the matrix fracture process zone on the R-curve are evaluated and compared to
experimental results. Using this crack-face bridging concept the Weibull
distribution of the tensile strength of short fibre composites is investigated both
theoretically and by computer simulation experiments. It is shown that not
only is the crack growth process stabilised but that the Weibull modulus is
considerably increased due to the R-curve effect. By including the slow crack
growth phenomenon in the theory the time-dependent strengths for short fibre
composites with R--curve characteristics are also predicted.

1. Introduction

It is now generally recogn!sed that the failure behaviour of fibre-reinforced
cement composites cannot be adequately described by the conventional
one-parameter fracture criterion such as the critical potential energy release
rate Gc and the critical stress intensity factor Kc. When a crack develops in a
short fibre-reinforced composite we have a small matrix fracture process zone
FPZ) at the crack tip region where microcracking activities take place and a
fibre bridging zone (FBZ) at its wake where fibre-matrix debonding and fibre
pullout occur, Figure 1. The size of these two zones depend largely on the fibre
aspect ratio, fibre volume fraction and specimen confluration, Table 1.
However, it is the development of the FBZ that gives rise to stable crack
growth and the so-called crack-resistance (R) curve usually plotted in the form
of stress intensity factor (KR' versus crack growth (Aa). in these lecture notes
only those short fibre cement composites whose failure mechanism is
predominantly fibre pullout rather than fibre breakage are considered. Some of
the experimental difficulties associated with R--curve and matrix fracture
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process zone size measurements are first highlighted (Section 2). Analytical
modelling of R-curves consistent with the particular toughening mechanisms
are then described in relation to effects of specimen size and geometry and
influences of the matrix FPZ (Section 3). The application of R-curve in
prediction of tensile strength of short fibre cement composites is finally studied
both theoretically and by computer simulation (Section 4).

TABLE 1. Size of fibre bridging and matrix
fracture process zones for cemetitious materials

Material Fibre bridg- *  rature Reference
______ing zone process zone

_ _ _m) (mm)

Asbestos fibre
- cement ~125 28 14.48
Cellulose fibre
- cement - 80 28 4
Steel wire-
concrete > 610 - 17
Steel wire-
cement 760 - 48
Glass fibre
- cement - 15 49

saturated fibre fracture00 bridging z process
zoneA OS & m

continuous matrix crack

Figure 1. Fibre bridging FBZ) and fracture process (FPZ)
zones at crack tip of a fibre reinforced cement composite.



2. Measurements of FBZ and FPZ for Fibre Cement Composites

In the experimental evaluation of the rack-resistance (R) curve it is required
to determine quite accurately the relative sizes of the fibre bridging zone (FBZ)
and the matrix fracture process zone (FPZ). Depending on the relative size of
the matrix FPZ it may or may not have to be included in the theoretical
analysis. Distinction of the exact boundary between the FPZ and the FBZ is
always difficult. Many direct and indirect methods have been used to measure
either of these two zones.. These liclude optical and scaning electron
microscopy techniques, pho hy, staiingind Moire' fringes, replicas,
electrical potential difference methods, ;*,cury prometry acoustic emissions
and compliance techniques. Foote [1]has lven areview of these test methods
and their relative merits and usefuliess for measurements of the FPZ and FBZ.
It is perhaps important to point out that the compliance method, so often
employed by the majority of investigators to measure crack length, is not very
accurate. The fibres bridging across the crack faces tend to reduce the
compliance of a stress-free crack of the same length [21. Evaluation of crack
length from theoretical compliance calculations therefore underestimates its
true length (see Figure 2). Recently, Hu and Wittmann [3] have developed a
"tmulti-cutting" technique to measure the FPZ of cementitious matrices and
the bridgin& stresses within this zone. Elegant and simple as this technique
may be, it is difficult to extend to fibre cement composites for the separation
and measurement of the FPZ and FBZ.

0/

30 -i-

Natural / o /

crack

6 - Saw-cut / .l.
E T i - a _ n o t c h /

Sew -cut notch
datat:10 0 Dry

,~~ ~ W.oet

I _ - I I, I

0 50 100 150 Zoo
a (m)

Figure 2. Fibre bridging effect on compliance measurements of a
DCB cellulose fibre cement mortar. Compliances C* anC C refer to
presence and absence of FBZ respectively.



2.1 NEW METHODS FOR FRACTUR.E PROCESS ZONE SIZE MEASUREMENT AND CRACK
GROWTH

The author and his co-workers have developed a new technique to detect the
crack tip position and hence to distinguish the boundary of the FBZ and FPZ of
fibre cements. An automated method of continuous crack length measurement
using a screen-printed conductive grid and a micro-computer is also given.
Details of these experimental meth6ds have already been published elsewhere
[4]. In the following only the essential isatures4re described.

Figure 3 shows a schematic-dirap aof the computer aided crack growth
monitor system and Figre 4 gives the conductive grid pattern that was used for
a compact tension (CT) wood-fibre cement composite specimen. There were 64
bars in eizht blocks of eight allowing the crack to be measured over a distance
of approximately 140 mm. The bari were nominally 1 mm in width and had a
repeated distance of 2.14 mm. The conductive ink used consisted of finely
divided graphite particles dispersed in a vinyl resin binder and a butyl cellosolve
acetate solvent. In operation the computer scanned each bar on the grid serially
and tested each for continuity. When a broken bar was detected, indicating the
presence of a crack at that location, a voltage corresponding to its number was
sent to a plotter and a graphic display of the grid on a monitor showed that bar
as broken. With each scan the latest broken bar was detected, plotted and
displayed. This permitted the crack growth process to be clearly seen. Both
load-time and crack growth-time records could be simultaneously and
continuously obtained with this technique until final failure. Figure 5 shows the
results obtained for the wood fibre cement CT specimen. The complex nature
of crack grwoth was revealed by the bars recording breaks and sometimes
closures followed by a second break. The region of bars breaking, or the
"activity zone", was approximately 20 mm over the period of crack growth.
Table 2 compares the observed crack tip using optical microscopes and the
location of the activity zone. Quite clearly, the leading edge of the activity
zone gave a good measure of the real crack length and hence a plausible
demarcation of the FBZ and FPZ.

In order to measure the size of the matrix fracture process zone narrow
strips were cut from the CT specimen after crack growth had taken place.
Strips away in the unstressed region were also cut to represent the undamaged
material, Figure 6(a). The bending stiffness of crack strip was measured in pure
bending wit h the compressive surface facing the crack growth direction, Figure
6(b), and the location of fracture noted. In strips cut from the cracked (or fibre
bridging) region of the specimen, the failure sites would lie along the
prolongation of the machined notch. However, in the matrix fracture process
zone, the fracture sites were scattered. Figure 7 shows the variation of the
normalised bending stiffness with distance from the crack origin and the
locations of the failure sites. It is clear that these results support the general
concept discussed above. The crack length indicated here is about 80 mm which
agrees closely with the optical and orputerised electrical methods shown in
Table 2. Figure 8 plots the normalised bending stiffness results for four CT
specimens as a distance from the crack tip. The matrix FPZ size deduced from
this figure varies between 28 mm to 40 mm. Such a size is certainly not
negligible and it would seem that it must be properly included in the R-curve
modelling. However, as shown later in Section 3.5, its inclusion in the model is
not really necessary.
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TABLE 2. Crack length measurement using the computerised
electrical method and the section and bend stiffness test

Crack length (mm)

Specimen No. Optical Electrical d stiffness
method conductive urement

Wbara/activity zon

1 78 62-86 77
2 83 56-88 83
3 99 70-105 112

3. Crack-Resistance (R) Curve and Failure Characterisation

The crack-resistance curve is basically controlled by both "intrinsic" and
"extrinsic" variables. Intrinsic variables are microstructural in nature and
include the level of porosity, the fibre type and its surface treatment, the
residual stresses and the matrix properties. By changing these variables it is
possible to change the stress-displacement constitutive relations in the FBZ
and FPZ. Extrinsic variables are those of specimen geometry, size and loading
configuration which would affect the deformation of the FBZ and FPZ and
hence the crack tip shielding mechanisms. In the following sub-sections the
mechanics of crack-interface bridging and analytical modelling of specimen size,
geometry and matrix FPZ effects on R-curves are presented.

3.1 MECHANICS OF CZACK--INTERFACE BRIDGING

In fibre cement composites the single most important variable on the
crack-resistance curve is the closure stress (a)-crack face separation (b)
relationship in the FBZ. Once this relation is known it is possible to predict
R--curves for different effects of size and geometry and alternatively the load-
deflection or moment-curvature diagrams for various types of structural
components. For the very simple situation of fibre debond/pullout the a-,
relationship can be worked out theoretically. If it can be assumed that the
mechanical shear bond strength r is a material constant then the force F to
pullout a fibre is F = xdr, where d and I are the diameter and embedded
length of the fibre. When the fracture surfaces have separated a distance 6 the
maximum possible pullout force is given by F,(1-26/L) where Fs = rdrL/2 and
L is the fibre finite length. The number of fibres per unit area of fracture
surface (N) is nVf/(rd2/4), where V is the orientation efficiency factor equal to
unity for aligned fibres, 2/r for 2-D randomness and 1/2 for 3-D randomness;
Vf is the fibre volume fraction. Thus, the average closure stress-displacement
relationship is as expected linear, i.e.

or = [(VfrL/d][1 - 26/L]. (1)
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However, if it is considered that when the fracture surfaces are separated by an
amount b, then a proportion 26/L of the embedded fibres have already pulled
out completely. Hence the average stress on the composite is

a= [qVf rL/d][1 - 26/L]2 (2)

indicating that the '-6 relation is parabolic rather than linear. Indeed
Ballarine et al [5] have shown that equation (2) is valid for steel fibre reinforced
concrete. It may be criticized that neither equations (1) and (2) considers the
Poisson's contraction of the fibres and the non-onstant shear stress at the
fibre-matrix interface. Gao and co-workers [6] have developed a-b
relationship that incorporates these additional factois from a simple shear lag
model.

For many fibre cement composites the complex failure mechanisms in
the FBZ make it difficult to derive a rigorous theoretical &4 relationship. In
these cases experimental methods remain the only solution and both direct and
indirect techniques have been developed to measure the a-b relations hip. In
the direct tensile test method a very stiff testing machine or special stiffening
devices are required to produce a stable fracture and misalignment has to be
eliminated in order to obtain an accurate 4r-6 curve [7,8]. Figure 9 shows a
schematic tensile stress-displacement curve for a fibre cement composite. In
region I the specimen is essentially elastic. In rion II the non-linear
deformation is largely due to dispersed cracking within the gauge section.
When the cracking becomes localised on a future fracture plane the ultimate
strength am is achieved. Up till ao the deformation is uniform throughout the
specimen; but in regions III and IV the deformation is localised in the fracture
process and fibre bridging zones. During region III the matrix FPZ develops
and when the displacement across it reaches 6. a continuous matrix crack is
established. (see Figure 1). Usually 6. << bf so that the stress af is close to
the maximum pullout stress. The difference between af and a. depends upon
Vf and F.. In region IV the fibres gradually pullout and fracture. Complete
fibre pull-out occurs when the crack face separation distance 6t equals to half
the fibre length. The a-b relation is therefore that given in regions III and IV
as shown in Figure 9. The total specific work of fracture J in a tension test is
given by the sum of the matrix fracture work JIc and the fibre pull-out work,
i.e.

J0 = JIc + ?7VfrL 2/6d (3)

if 6. << L/2. In a sufficiently large notched specimen where the FBZ can be
fully established and the crack profile remains unchanged during stable crack
growth J can be obtained and may be identified with the plateau value K of

the crack-resistance curve, i.e. JE K2. The crack resistance oo
is therefore

JR( = J a(c)d= + f a(6)db (4)
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Equation (4) has provided a theoretical basis for a simple indirect method to
evaluate the a-6 relationship if the crack-resistance curve JR(b) can be
obtained. Using the energetic definition of J it is possible to determine JR
experimentally using specimens of different crack lengths. However, JR is now
evaluated at the load-point or crack mouth opening displacement A but not at
the leading edge of the FBZ which is L ;For any given specimen geometry A
and b can be experimentally related to each other so that

)o JR(A) dA
AU 1A (5)

Li and his co-workers [9,10] have successfully shown the use of equation (5) to
determine the u(b) functional relationship for concrete and fibre cement
composites. Figure 10 shows the o-6 curves for a range of fibre cementitious
materials obtained by Li and Ward [10). It is interesting to observe that or-6 is
not linear but parabolic as predicted by equation (2). Since crack-resistance
curves are usually represented in terms of crack growth Aa and not A or 6
another version of equation (5) has been derived using the KR(Aa) curves. For
the notched crack shown in Figure 11 where Aa is the fibre bridging zone and
the initial crack length ao is much larger than Aa, then

K Aa

KR(Aa) = KIc + [] I(6)

and it follows that

r t dKR (Aa)

o(Aa) .[7 (Aa)f dTaT (7a

in which dKR/d(Aa) is easily obtained from the KR(Aa) crack-resistance
curve. To convert to a(6) it is necessary to determine the relationship between
Aa and b either theoretically or experimentally. If it is assumed that the crack
profile is an approximate straight line [11] so that

Aal6 = 2Aas/L (8)

where L/2 is the critical fibre pull-out length at the leading edge of the fully
developed FBZ of size Aas, then

a(b) = (7rAas/L)i dKR(Aa)/d(Aa). (9)

Since the direct tension test method is difficult to use, Chuang and Mai [12
have recently shown that for cementitious matrices the o-b relationship can be
extracted from the load--displacement or moment-curvature curves of an
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unnotched beam in pure bending, provided it is possible to identify the points

on these curves for the onset of the FPZ and the initiation of crack growth at

the tensile surface. However, this method cannot be readily applied to fibre-
reinforced cement composites.

3.2 UNIQUENESS C? CILACK- ISTANCE (L) CUILVE

It is of fundamental interest to ask if the crack resistance (R) curve is a unique
material property for fibre cements and other cementitious matrices. If it were
to be so then the characterisalo ofailure wo.ldbe a smple matter of
determining the tangency point on 6the Rtoe due t the applied stress
intensity factor Ks-curve (see Section 3.6). The evaluation of the instability
point for non-unique R-curves however require an Iterative process. In terms
of the crack face separation at the leading edge of the fibre bridging zone
equation (4) describes the JR 4- relationship as the crack resistance i -reases

from a matrix toughness JIc to a plateau value J defined by equation (3).

Thus, in between these two limits, i.e. for 6 << L/2 and b> ,

= + 1 { 1[I b]31 (lOa)

or combining with equation (3) this becomes

JO = Jlc + (J - JiC){- [ 1 (lOb)

It is quite obvious from equation (10) that when plotted in terms of 6 the crack
resistance curve JR is a unique material property. However, since the

relationship between 6 and crack growth Aa (or extension of the FBZ) is both
specimen geometry and size-dependent, JR in terms of Aa is generally not

invariant with these extrinsic variables. During the evolution of the crack
resistance curve expressed in terms of Aa,

a

JR(Aa) = JIc + a a(x)- dx. (11)

Except for a very large specimen the shape of the crack profile changes with
crack growth so that Ob/8x j - 86/8a and JR(Aa) is not unique. A unique

crack resistance curve can be obtained in theory if we consider a semi-infinite
crack in an infinite sheet and this has indeed been studied by Foote et al [13]
using Muskhelishville's method. In this way not only does the crack face profile
remain unchanged but that the FBZ is very small compared to the crack length.
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3.3 ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF CR.ACK-3.ESISTANCE CURVE

Many analytical models for crack growth in fibre cements follow the fictitious
crack model of Hillei-borg and co-workers [14,15] originally developed for
cementitious matrices, e.. Wecharatana and Shah [16, Ballarine et al [5],
Visalvanich and Naaman 17] etc. Beca&e. the closure stresses in the FBZ and
FPZ are dependent on the crack face neWaton tWe problem is a non-linear one
and requires an iterative numerical iolutl6nJ15,16. To provide a simpler and
more general model Jenq and.Shah hveet facture
model for concrete [18] to ire the
critical value of . already defined in igure a the cit cal stress intenty
factor K6 at the tip of the effective or fictitious crak. It is claimed that theseparameters are independent of both spcime se and geometry and c be

used to predict the crack resistance curve of fibre cementitious composites 120].
A review of these previous fracture models is given by Cotterell and Mal 121b

It appears that the simplest method of analysing crack growth in fibre
cements is by superposition of the stress intensity factors due to the applied
stresses Ka and the closure stresses in the FBZ, Kr, and the FPZ, Km. Lenain
and Bunsell [22] were the first to use the K--superposition method to model
crack resistance in asbestos cements. They assumed that crack growth would
commence when the effective Ke at the crack tip was equal to the matrix
toughness Kic. Instead of calculating K. they assumed Kr to prevail over an
effective crack length which included a portion of the matrix fracture process
zone. Thus, the equilibrium crack growth criterion becomes:

Ke = Ka + Kr =Kic. (12)

The crack resistance is the term Ka which increases as the crack extends and it
is usually described by KR, i.e.

KR(Aa) =Kc - Kr(Aa). (13)

Lenain and Bunsell further assumed the bridging stresses to be constant and
avoided solving the non-linear iterative problem. Kr(Aa) can be obtained
easily from the expression

Kr = - f G(a,x)(x)dx (14)

where the negative sign is to show that Kr is acting in an opposite sense to the
applied Ka and the Green function G(a,x) is dependent on specimen geometry
and loading configuration. It is unfortunate that they have used the wrong
Green function in their analysis making their results invalid.

The approximations used by Lenain and Bunsell are not realistic and
unnecessary. Equations (13) and (14) can be used in conjunction with equation
(2) for the a-b relationship in the FBZ to obtain an exact solution. Of course,
this introduces a non-linear problem, since Kr depends on a which in turn
depends on b that is the sum of the displacements due to the applied stresses
and the fibre bridging forces. Iterations are required to obtain a that is
consistent with 6 in the FBZ. For a bridged crack in a uniform stress field o,
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the solution of b is relatively simple though iterations are still needled. In P,
non-uniform stress field, such as that in a notched bend (NB) or a double-
cantilever-beam (DOB) geometry, the solution of 6 is far more complicated.
Foote et al (Ill] have derived a simple equation for 6 from stress intensity factors
by application of Castigliano's Theorem. Thus the displacement 6(x) at a
point xf rom the crack tip (Fig. 12) due to an app led load P acting at a point a
away from the tip is given by 111, 23-25]

X 2 K~)[E(u-&+X)] du (15a)
-x ' F=O0

where F is a fictitious force at x, Kp and KF are stress intensity factors due to
P and F. If the positions of P and F have been interchanged along the crack
face 6(x) can be obtained from a similar expression

a

(x) = 2 a Kp(u-x+a) r F(U)I u 1b

x-a F=0

Note that the integration in equation (15) is carried out over the distance
between the forces. If P is a unit force the integrals give the displacement
coefficients along the crack face which can be used in the iterative scheme to
evaluate the exact KR-curves. It is important to point out here that equation
(15) is a powerful tool for crack face separation calculations provided the
K-solutions for the applied and fictitious loads P and F are known right to the
crack tip for any given geometry.

Foote etal [I,21,23-26 have also developed an approximate method to
calcu!ate crack resistance curves for fibre cements. In common with Shah and
his co-workers [5,16] the crack faces in the FBZ are assumed to remain straight
so that using equations (2) and (8) it can be shown that:

11)/m [n = [1 -"] (16)

where the maximum fibre pull out stress a. = qVfrL/d and n = 2 in this
example but it may assume other values depending on the strain-softening
characteristics of the material. An iterative solution is still required to
determine Aak knowing KiC, E, os and L while satisfying the equilibrium crack

growth condition of equation (13). For crack growth less than Aa6, a(x) is
given by equation (16) and Kr calculated from equation (14). No further
iterations are necessary. Justifications of the linear crack face profile and the
approximate method are shown in Figures 13 and 14 respectively for a wood
fibre cement composite and details of these calculations are given in [11,25].
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3.4 INFLUENCE OF SPECIMEN GEOMETRY AND SIZE ON CRACK RESISTANCE CURVE

It is discussed in Section 3.2 that the crack resistance curve is unlikely to be a
unique material property because the FBZ is not small compared to the cracked
or uncracked ligament lengths and the crack face profile is not invariant with
crack growth. Consequently, s size and geometr must have some
effects on the R-curve. Foote et al [11^271 have sudied the size .efect of the
DCB and NB geometries for asbesto and wobd fibre cement composites.

For ease of comparison non-dimensional crack resistance curves, where
= KR/KO and Aa = Aa/(K./vs)2 are plotted the DCB geometry in

Figure 15 and NB geometry in Figures 16 and 17. In these KR-Curves a non-

dimernional fracture toughness of the matrix KIc = 0.3 is assumed which is
typical of wood fibre reinforced mortars. K-solutions for the DCB and NB
geometries are taken from Foote and Buchwald [28] and Tada et al [29] for use
with equation (15) to calculate the crack face separation b in the FBZ. In the
DCB geometry, by keeping ao/H = 3 constant, the crack resistance curves are
dependent on the depth of the beam IT(= H/(KM/o.)2) with the length of the

fully developed FBZ A-a decreses as IT decreases but the plateau values K R
are very close to the theoretical limit K., Figure 15. The effect of the notch to
depth ratio ao/H on the crack resistance curve is practically zero, Figure 18.
Some very interesting observations can be made for the NB geometry. Keeping
the notch to beam depth ao/B ratio of 0.30 constant it is shown that the size of
the beam has a significant effect on the crack resistance curves. When the non-
dimensional beam depth R(=B/(KO/,.)2) is large compared to the FBZ the 1ZR
curve reaches a plateau value and indeed the whole crack resistance curve is
identical to the DCB geometry when IT -4 w. For smaller R the fully developed
FBZ size decreases with specimen size and the crack resistance curve can be
much larger than the plateau value KG, Figure 16. Also, unlike the DCB

geometry, the notch to depth ratio ao/B has a far greater effect on the "R
curves as shown in Figure 17.

It is worth noting that whenever the crack approaches the back-face the
crack resistance curve rises rather sharply, such as in NB specimpens in Figure
17. In this way small compact tension specimens give similar behaviour. There
is no physical reason as to why the fracture resistance should suddenly increase
near the back-face other than it is a consequence of the K-solution as the
uncracked ligament approaches zero. In fact in ementitious matrices alone the
crack resistance curve may decrease as the back-face is reached [30]. This
result may be caused by the reduction in the width of the damage zone (a
parameter which is not considered in a crack growth model presented in these
lecture notes) and the prior damage of the material near the back-face due to
precompi assion [31].
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Experimental crack resistance curves obtained for an asbestos/cellulose
fibre cement mortax [27] for the NB geometry of varyig depth and different
initial notch length are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The crack growth was in
the strong direction of the composite. Table 3 gives the composite and fibre
properties. The bond strengths (r) were not measured directly but selected to
give good agreement with the experimental fracture strengths which were
dependent on direction of the sheet. -Tbe crack resistance values K (f 1.9

MPaf and K. (= 5 P ) were e empirically to give the best fit to
the KR curve for the largest NB with Bi 200 im. These parameters
were then used to calculate the theoretical crack resistance curves for the
smaller NB specimens in Figure 19 and varying initial notch length in Figure 20
using the approximate method outlined in on 3.3. The agreement with
experimental data is very good. An experimental KR curve for a similar
asbestos/cellulose cement mortar for the DCB geometry is given in Figure 14 in
which theoretical KR curves using both the exact iterative and approximate
methods are superposed. Crack growth here was in the weak direction. The
agreement with experimental data is apain excellent.

In concluding this section it is important to point out that there are two
levels of modelling. The fundamental level is to start from the closure stress (a)-
crack face separation () relationship and use it to determine Kr(Aa) as may be
affected by size and geometry of specimen whilst still satisfying the crack
growth criterion of equation (13). Since an accurate a-6 relationship is difficult
to obtain for a real composite material, it is appropriate to model crack
resistance curves on a more practical level. This involves determining the most
appropriate fracture parameters (Kic, KO, E, o.) or (Ki,, ct, 4t E that give
the best fit to the KR curve of a given geometry and size of specimen. It is also
assumed, without any loss of accuracy, n = 1.0 in these calculations. With
these parameters the behaviours of other geometries and even full-size
structures can be theoretically predicted.

TABLE 3. Properties of asbestos/cellulose fibre cement mortars

(a) ComNsite properties
Young's modulus (E) 6 GPa
Matrix toughness (Kic) 1.9 MPa ii

Maximum toughness (K,) 5.0 MPa ii

Fracture strengths (am)
strong direction 10 MPa
weak direction 5 MPa

(b) Fibre Droperties
Cellulose Asbestos

Aspect ratio (L/d) 135 80
Fibre length (L) 3.5 mm 2 mnn
Volume fraction (Vf) 0.07 0.08
Bend strength (r) 0.88 MPa 2.0 MPa
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3.5 EFFECT OF MATRIX FRACTURE PROCESS ZONE ON CRACK RESISTANCE CURVE

In fibre cements the matrix fracture process zone is not small, (see Table 1 aid
Figure 8), it is hence necessary to consider what effect the FPZ will have on the
crack resistance curve. To model this cue equations (12) and (13) are not valid
for crack growth. Instead the FPZ Is-osidered as a fictitious extension of the
continuous matrix crack and it carris a constant stress equal to ar. For
equilibrium crack growth the crack ' - displacement at the tip of the
continuous matrix crack must be equal to the britical value a.. In addition
since there is a finite stress at the"fictitious ixtension of the continuous crack
the sum of the stress intensity factors at the tip of the fictitious extension must
be equal to zero, i.e.

Ke = Ka + Kr + Ka = 0. (17)

Now Ka is not identical to the crack growth resistance KR which is calculated
at the continuous matrix crack tip but not the fictitious crack. A linearised o-6
relationship and straight crack face profiles are assumed to hold in the FBZ in
modelling crack growth. The method of solution is the same as that given in
Section 3.3 except now both Aas and Aa. (the matrix FPZ size) have to be
determined by iteration. For Aa less than Aa it is still required to determine
the current length of the FPZ Aam by iteration so that the crack face separation
at the continuous matrix crack tip is &. Crack resistances KR evaluated at the
continuous crack tip can now be obtained and plotted against crack extension
Aa. These predicted KR curves are also superposed in Figure 19 and, quite
clearly, there is very little difference when they are compared to those KR
curves obtained from the earlier model without the inclusion of the matrix FPZ.
In practice the scatter that would be obtained from experimental crack
resistance curves is far greater than the difference between the two models. For
simplicity therefore it is sufficient to model crack growth in fibre cement
composites without considering the matrix FPZ.

3.6 FAILURE CHARACTERISATION OF FIBRE--CEMENTS WITH i-CURVE
CHARACTERISTICS

In an earlier review [32] the author has discussed the usefulness of the crack
resistance curves in the context of determining the maximum load that can be
withstood by a structural component containing a well-defined crack.
Certainly, the component may contain many micro-cracks then the application
of the crack resistance curve instability analysis is somewhat complex and this
is discussed in Section 4.1. The following discussion is limited to the single
crack situation.

Mai and Cotterell [33] assumed that if the crack resistance curve were
independent of specimen geometry and size it could be approximately
represented by a power law function:

KR = O(Aa)a = #(a - ao)& (18)
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in which a and f are constants and ao is the initial crack length. The criteria
for crack instability (at maximum load) under load-ccitrolled conditions are:

Ka = KR = Kc (18a)

8Ka Z dKR (18b)

and in general Ka can be expressed as:

Ka = PY(a) (19)

where P is the applied load and Y(a) is the geometry correction factor for a
given specimen geometry and loading configuration [29]. Thus, combining
equations (18) and (19) the maximum load Kc value can be obtained.

Kc = (o4)# (20)

in which 0 = Y(a)/Y'(a) is a geometry parameter evaluated at the crack length
ac corresponding to the maximum load P.. Experimentally, it has been
established that there exists a linear relationship between ao and ac for a range
of specimen geometries and sizes [33], i.e.

ac = ao + Aac = 7ao (21)

so that 0(ac) can be determined easily knowing ao. Using NB specimens of
different sizes on an asbestos/cellulose fibre cement composite Mai and
Cotterell [33] have confirmed the validity of equation (20). However, the
compact tension geometry data do not fallwithin the scatter bend of the NB
data, Figure 21. This means that a and # are geometry dependent and have to
be evaluated separately for different geometries.

There are some fundamental problems with the above approach to obtain
solutions for fracture loads. A major difficulty lies with the assumption of a
geometry- and size-independent crack resistance curve as defined by equation

18). But " shown in Section 3.4 crack resistance curves generally vary with
size and t ietry. It appears that equation (18) may be approximately valid
for a given . Yometry up to the maximum load and it is correct if small cracks in
infinite piates are considered. The latter may be proven as follows. In general
the geometry parameter 0(ac) can be written as the product o( ac and 0(ac)
which is a constant evaluated at ac. Thus, using equation (18), (20) and (21), it
can be shown that

0 =( H / 0(22)

so that the crack resistance curve becomes

KR = f(Aa)(- 1)I70 = f(a-ao)(7- 1)'7 0 . (23)
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(ac) is not only geometry-dependent, but for a given geometry, it also varies
with ac. This suggests that the crack resistance curve is crack
length-dependent. In this way the solution for Kc is not self-consistent.
However, for small cracks in large sheets, 0 is invariant with ac and equals to 2,
i.e.

KR _ p(Aa)('-1)/ 2 7 (24)

which is also obtained by Broek [34J and is now a unique material curve.
A similar approach has bee used by Mobasher et al [20] for fracture

load predictions in cement-baid fibre composites. They also used an energy-
based R-curve similar to the power-law equation (18) (in which KR is replace
by R) and assumed equation (21) to apply. The constants 0 and 7 (and hence
a) are obtained by solving a set of non-linear integral equations satisfying the
following conditions for fracture instability:

ic = Kr(ac) + Ka(ac) (25)

and

= br+ 6a. (26)

The two fracture parameters Ki and & are to be evaluated from the fracture

properties of the unreinforced matrix. It seems that by using K6c instead of Kic
in equation (25) the effect of the matrix FPZ is included. But as shown in
Section 3.5 this does not really cause any difference in the predicted crack
resistance curve. In addition the same comments made above with regard to
the Mai and Cotterell approach [33] using a power law R-curve apply. It is

also not obvious that Ksc is geometry and size independent because the length
of the matrix FPZ does depend on these variables [24].

In view of the absence of a unique material resistance curve a more
rigorous and general approach is to start from the instability equation (18a) and
compute the crack resistance carve as Aa is increased in accordance with the
procedures outlined in Section 3.3 for any given specimen geometry and size and
initial critical crack length. Fracture instability is reached if equation (18b) is
satisfied. This solution gives the fracture load and the critical crack length.
A numerical iterative scheme is required to solve this problem but it is not
difficult. A demonstration of this technique has been given by Cotterell and
Mai [35] for cement paste in NB specimens.
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4. Studies on Tensile Strength of Short Fibre Cement Composites

Practical cement-based short fibre composites contain many inherent defects
which are bridjed by. fibres so that each individual crack essentially exhibits a
R-curve behaviour. The size of these defects is not constant and in the absence
of the fibres the Weibull weakest link to applie, i.e. the tensile strength is
predominantly controlled by the largst defect., :-Whm fibres are bridging these
defects and because the fibres are not umfoiily-. distributed some cracks wil
have more fibres and others fewer. Thtensile strength cannot be determined
by the aimple weakest link theory aditheckra eslstance curvecharacteristics
for each crack has to be considered l i" ' frEcture model. Because the fibres
exert closure stresses on the crack face higher applied stress is needed to cause
tensile failure of the matrix so that its steng t-,c be Increased. Hence, as
shown by Andonian et al [36], low ifiodulus fibres like polypropylene and
cellulose can indeed reinforce cement mortar with a higher mod lus (see Figure
22) because there are many crack-like defects from which fracture initiates.
Both the first cracking and final tensile strengths are therefore increased due to
the bridging effect of the fibres. In addition, if the matrix material exhibits a
time-dependent strength degradation the same will apply to the strength of the
fibre cements. These problems and others have been studied both theoretically
and with computer simulations by Hu et al [37,38] and Hu [39]. In the following
subsections only the essential features of the analytical and computer simulation
studies are presented.

4.1 TENSILE STRENGTH OF SHORT FIBRIE CEMENT COMPOSITES

Consider a rectangular p.ate specimen under uniform tension in which the fibre
density pf and the fibres of constant aspect ratio (L/d) are randomly distributed
throughout the plate but are aligned in the direction of the applied stress. The
size of the matrix cracks, which are considered as equivalent Griffith cracks
lying normal to the applied stress, varies according to the Pareto distribution:

q(a) = (pm m/2ao)(ao/a)(m+2)/2 (27)

for a > ao and pm is the density of matrix cracks, m is the Weibull modulus of
matrix material and ao is the reference crack size. This choice of q(a) gives the
usual Weibull strength distribution equation because

F(o) =I-exp{-V a () q(a)da}

= I-exp{-Vp 0 for 1 (28)

where V is volume of material under tensile stress, Oo = KIc12Tii; and KIc is

the matrix toughness. Crack growth in each individual crack occurs if equation
(12) is satisfied, i.e. Ke = Ka + Kr = KIc. The R-curve effect of the matrix
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material is not considered in this crack rowth criterion so that it is only
necessary to evaluate Kr due to fibres bridging the individual cracks. Failure of
the composite is complete when the cracks coalesce and spread across the plate
width.

If the fibre density pf is high, the number of fibres bridging a crack is
proportional to its length and the effective bridging stress (in this 2-D model)

afb = rrdpfL2/4d (29)

is the same in each crack being determined by the shortest of the two embedded
lengths. Equation (28) then gives the strength distribution of these fibre
cement composites if o is replaced by the effective stress ae(= -Of ), i.e.

M

F(a) = 1 -exp{- Vp O } . (30)

In this way the Weibull weakest link theory applies because there is little
variation of the bridging stress across the matrix cracks. However, when the
fibre density is moderate the numbe of fibres in defects of a given length is not
constant and the bridging stress changes. Unlike the high pf case there will be
considerable stable crack growth (Aa) prior to fracture instability due to the
stabilization effect of the bridging fibres. Hu et al [38] derived the following
failure probability equations:

F(o,Aac) = 1 -exp-VJ Q(aac)da} (30)

for Aa equals Aac which is the statistically averaged maximum stable crack
growth, and

qa{ V (p dLa)
-i-- exp(-pfLa)da

(31)

for first cracking. Q is defined by

Q(a,Aa) = q(a) E (pfLa)-

As
S-s (p LAa)s0 -ys!- exp(-pfLAa). (32)

As=O
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is the maximum number of fibres with which a crack of size a can propagate
under a stress a. 9 is the equivalent of i when a becomes (a+Aa). It should be
noted that when pf becomes zero the Weibull equation (28) is recovered.

To illustrate the application of equations (30) and (31) the pro -ies of
a typical steel wire reinforced mortar as ihown in Table 4 are used. Equation
(31)shows that for pf = 0 a constant strength of a(F--0.5) invariant with Aa is

obtained. This is consistent with the weakest link theory. For p = 0.1 and

0.2 mm equation (30) is used to calculate a(F=0.5) as Aa is increased to Aas.
These strength results are tabulated in Table 5. For pf = 0.1 mm"2 the tensile-2

strength is about 9.6 MPa after Aac s 10 mm; and for Pf = 0.2 mm this
becomes about 13.22 MPa after Aac t 40 mm. These strength values should be
compared with the matrix strength of 6.71 MPa. Even the first cracking
strengths of the fibre-reinforced mortars are larger than the matrix strength.
The amount of stable fracture prior to reaching Aac is enormous particularly for-2
p =0.2 mn.

TABLE 4. Properties of a fibre reinforced cement mortar composite

(a) Matrix properties

Fracture toughness Kic = 0.6 MPaii

Reference crack size ao = 2 mm
Weibull modulus m = 8
Density of cracks p = 0.003 mm

Volume of specimen V = LxW = 100400 mm2

(b) Fibre properties

Fibre diameter d = 0.1 mm
Fibre length L = 5 nun
Bond strength r = 4 MPa
Fibre density pf = 0.1, 0.22 mm"2

5
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TABLE 5. Tensile strength of short fibre cement mortar composite

Fibre density Crack growth Tensile strength
pf(mM-2) Aa (mm) (F=0.5). a(MPa)

0.00 - 6.71
0.10 0 8.51

1 8.86
2 9.14
5 9.52
10 9.60
20 9.58

0.20 0 9.67
1 10.42
10 12.29
20 12.74
30 13.09
40 13.22

In parallel with the theoretical calculations above computer simulation
experiments have also been carried out for these fibre composites. Defects in
accordance with the Pareto distribution, equation (27), and distribution of
fibres are randomly generated. Incremental stresses are applied and the
effective stress intensity factor Ke (due to the applied stress and the fibre
closure forces) calculated for each crack. When Ke = KIc of the mortar matrix
crack growth is permitted from fibre to fibre until arrest. This procedure is
repeated until complete failure of the specimen. Appropriate stress intensity
factors for discrete forces acting on the crack face can be obtained from Tada et
al [29]. To avoid stress singularity in K due to a point force acting at a crack
tip the closure forces are assumed to act halfway along the shorter half of the
bridging fibre and in a symmetrical position on the other side of the crack face.
Figures 23 to 25 show the strength distributions for the matrix material and the
two fibre cement mortars. Both the first cracking and final failure strengths are
shown. Several comments may be made about these results. In Figure 23 the
Weibull failure strength distribution obtained from computer simulations is
given by:

In en [.L] -8.74 tno- 16.7 (33)

which may be compared to that calculated from Weibull's equation (27) using
the properties shown in Table 4, which is:

In In -8 &aa- 15.56. (34)
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The agreement is hence excellent. In Figures 24 and 25 there are considerable
increases in the Weibull moduli for the first cracking and final failure strengths,
e.g. m = 8.74 and 16.7 for pf = 0.1 mm-2; and m = 12.6 and 14.8 for Pf =
0.2 mm-2. Physically, this means that there is much less scatter in strength
when the mortar matrix is reinforced with short fibres and this must be caused
by the R-curve mechanism in the ,ompote materials. Also, the tensile
strengths as expected are increased eral times that of the unreinforced
mortar matrix.

4.2 TIME-DEPENDENT TENSILE STR'NOTHOF'SNRT ME CEMENT COMPOSITES

Many cementitious matrices suffer slow crack- wth due to the effects of a
hostile environment such as water or moisture 140-42. This phenomenon is
usually manifested in terms of strength degradations in constant stressing rate
and cyclic loading tests as well as the time under which a sustained stress is
applied. The simplest equation to describe slow crack growth in brittle
materials is [43]:

da/dt = AK p  (35)

where A and p are constants and Ka is the applied stress intensity factor at the
crack tip. Hu et al [44,45] have studied the time-dependent strength behaviour
of cementitious matrices by combining their statistical theory of fracture with
equation (35) for constant sustained stresses, constant stressing rates and cyclic
stresses. In short fibre composites the fibre bridging stresses Ufb must be
included in the analysis and are assumed to smear over the crack face. Hence in
terms of the effective stress intensity factor Ke equation (35) is recast as:

da(t)/dt = AKP = A{(U-Ofb)V/-at) p  (36)

where a(t) is the crack size at time t and is used to distinguish from the initial

value a at t = 0. The fibre closure stress afb at time t is

Cfb(t) = {s(o) + pfL[a(t)-a]}(?rLdr)/4a(t)d (37)

where s(o) is the initial number of bridging fibres. Thus, the time At required
to extend a distance Aa may be obtained from equation (36), i.e.

a+Aa

At = J {AV(O-Cfb(t))IMt }'Pda(t) . (38)

Hence, for any given initial values of s and a, At can be obtained for a given Aa
or vice versa.

Computer simulation tensile experiments similar to those described in
Section 4.1 for tensile strength can be conducted in accordance with equations
(37) and (38). The properties of the fibre cement composite are the same as
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those given in Table 4 except the following changes: r - 2 MPa, Kic = 0.34

MPa&i, p = 36, AKPc = 0.1359 m/s. These variations are required because of
a new matrix material is now selected 140). Initially a time interval At is
prescribed and the crack growth Aa is calculated according to equation (36) for
all cracks. If no unstable crack propagation occurs and the specimen can still
sustain the applied stress, another time interval is assigned and the crack
growth calculated again. This procedure is repeated until a crack runs through
the specimen. The lifetime to failure tf at the given stress is the sum of the
total time intervals.

Simulations are performed for the matrix material and the fibre
composite with pf = 0.1 and 0.2 mm-2. These results are shown in Figure 26 for
a 50% failure probability and for a given pf the data can be described by the

equation: otf = constant [47]. The slope of the log c-log tf plot gives a
measure of the effective slow crack growth exponent p of equation (35). Thus,
when pf = 0, p* = 33 which compares well with the input value of p = 36.
When pf = 0.1 and 0.2 mn- 2, p* becomes 125 and 200 respectively. The
observed changes in the effective slow crack growth exponent due to the
R-curve effect are not uncommon and have also been reported for ceramics with
residual stress effects [46,47].

Theoretical evaluation of the time-dependent strength may be obtained
from an equation similar to (30), i.e.

F(a,Aac,tf) = 1 - exp{- V Q(a,Aac,tf)da}. (39)

a ( o',tf)

Q(aAac,tf) is more difficult to calculate and is given in [39]. Since no
additional physical insight is to be gained from equation (39) the theoretical
predictions of o-tf--F diagrams are not given here.

5. Concluding Remarks

The fracture behaviour of fibre cementitious composites has been studied using
the crack growth assistance curve concept. It is shown that the KR--curve is
not a material property but depends both on specimen geometry and size. In
small NB beams the crack resistance does not tend to the limiting plateau value
K. as in large DCB specimens. A simple K-superposition method is proposed
to model the crack resistance curve. This assumes that crack &rowth occurs
when the effective stress intensity factors Ke at the tip of the continuous matrix
crack is equal to the matrix toughness Kic* Since Ke is the sum of the applied
and closure stress intensity factors, Ka and Kr, the modelling reduces to
determining Kr due to the fibres bridging across the crack faces. With the
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Figure 26. Failure lifetime versus applied stress for plain
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assumptions of a linearised closure stress (a)-crack face separation (6)
relationship for the fibre bridges and straight crack flanks in the FBZ the crack
resistance curve can be obtained by simple iteration routines. The effect of the
exponent n in the stress-displacement equation (16) on the KR curve is

negligible [21]. What matters most are the fracture parameters Kic, or. and K.,

(or J.)" As shown in Section 3.4 these parameters can be determined by

choosing such values that give the best fit to an experiment crack resistance
curve for a given geometry and size. They can be used then to evaluate
R-curves for other geometries and sizes.

Failure characterisation of fibre cement composites containing a single
dominant crack with a R--curve characteristics may be effected by considering
the interaction of the crack resistance curve and the applied stress intensity
factor curve and determining the tangency point to evaluate the critical load
and critical crack growth. Since the crack resistance curve is not unique
iterations are required to solve this problem. Both theoretical and computer



simulation studies on the tensile strength behaviour of short fibre cement
composites containing many cracks show that as a consequence of the R-curve
characteristics of each individual crack the tensile strength is increased even
though low modulus fibres such as cellulose and polyethylene are used. Also,
the Weibull modulus of the fibre composite is considerably icr eased compared
to the unreinforced matrix. The time-dependent strengt behaviours of short
fibre cement composites when subjected to constant 'aplied stresses are also
investigated and they show that the eectivestrecorrosion exponent of the
slow crack growth law is increased dueito the A-curve effect of the bridging
fibres.

A final remark is that whilst these lecture notes deal exclusively with the
crack resistance curve - its theoretical modelling and its applications in failure
characterisation of cement-based fibre composites - such a concept may not be
readily comprehensible to the civil or structural engineers. For practical
purposes, once the parameters Kic Ke and am are determined, it is desirable to

calculate the load to extend a crack and hence to obtain a complete load-
deflection curve or a moment-curvature diagram that are of more immediate
use. Future work should be directed towards a sensitivity study of these
fracture parameters on the shape of the load-deflection curves. Fracture
mechanics models can also be extended to investigate the time-dependent
strength behaviours of fibre cements particularly for cyclic loading situations.
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PRELIMINARY VERSION.

ABSTRACT A proper characterization of the fiber/matrix bond in fiber reinforced
cementitious - FRC - composites is of great importance not only in the evaluation of
the quality of a given fiber/matrix system. Different kinds of fiber/matrix debonding
mechanisms are included in many models for the macroscopic mechanical behavior of
FRC-materials and the applicability of such models naturally depends on the avail-
ability of experimentally determined fiber/matrix bond parameters. The present
paper consist of a unified treatment of the fiber/matrix bond models proposed in
the literature along with an evaluation of these models from a experimental and the-
oretical point of view. When dealing with perfectly bonded interfaces, basically two
approaches are identified: the stress criterion and the fracture mechanical criterion
approach. The results of these two approaches are examined and discussed. Finally
some new research directions are proposed.
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1 Introduction

Fiber Reinforced Cementitious - FRC - materials are a special type of the so-called
fiber reinforced brittle matriz composites which again are a special type of brittle
matrix composites. The latter group of materials consist of composites characterized
by the fact that the matrix is very brittle compared to the other phases in the
composite material.

Brittle matrix composite materials are desined in order to retain some of the
matrix characteristics, typically the stiffness and the medanical behavior in com-
pression while other characteristics - typically the brittle behavior of the matrix
material in tension - are modified.

Fiber reinforced brittle matrix composite materials are the most common of the
brittle matrix composite materials. The fiber reinforcement modifies the brittle
behavior of the matrix material by stabilizing cracks and microcracks. The crack
stabilization takes place both on the so-called meso-level, i.e. the level where the
characteristic length is in the order of big pores, cement grains, preexisting cracks,
and inclusions as well as on the macro-level, i.e. the level where the characteristic
length is that of the structure and where the cementitious material is treated as a
homogeneous continuum.

Looking specifically at cementitious fiber reinforced materials a number of differ-
ent mechanisms for crack stabilization on the meso- and the macro-level have been
identified in the literature including:

# Crack blunting (meso-level), originating in the Cook-Gordon arrest mecha-
nism, (Cook and Gordon, 1964)

* Crack path deviation (meso-level), presumably connected to the Cook-Gordon
arrest mechanism, see e.g. Bentur et al. (1985a).

* Crack bridging (meso- and macro-level).Fibers crossing the crack introduce
crack closing forces on the entire crack surface (meso-level) or part of the
crack surface near the crack tip (macro-level). This effect is probably the most
widely recognized crack stabilizing effect identified and modelled by numerous
investigators, see e.g. Hillerborg (1980), Korczynskyj et al. (1981), Hannant et
al. (1983), Selvadurai (1983), Mori and Mura (1984), Budiansky et al. (1986),
Stang (1987), and Budiansky and Amazigo (1989).

* Crack shielding (macro-level), related to the increased formation of cracks
on the meso-level. Crack shielding has been dealt with especially in ceramic
systems, e.g. Evans (1984), and Hutchinson (1987) but is probably also a
significant mechanism in cementitious systems.

In almost all fiber/cementitious matrix systems the bond between the fiber and
the matrix is relatively week. It follows as a consequence that all the mechanisms
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mentioned above include fiber/matrix debonding to a certain extend. As a further
consequence, the magnitude of the fiber/matrix bond - along with the mechanical
characteristics of the fibers and the matrix material - has a significant influence on
the macroscopical mechanical behavior of the composite material.

Numerus models have been introduced in the literatur dealing with the macro-
scopical behavior of cementitious fiber reinforced composite materials or brittle
matrix composites in general as function of the interfacial fiber/matrix behavior,
see e.g. Aveston et al. (1971), Hillerborg (1960), K cy j eta. (1981), Han-

nant et al. (1983), Budiansky et d. (1986), Stang (1987), and Budiansky and
Amazigo (1989), and Abudi (1989).

All these models include - implicitly or explicitly - a quantitative characteriza-
tion of the fiber/matrix bond. The applicability of such models is of course limited
if the fiber/matrix bond parameters cannot be determined independently by exper-
iment.

Following this line of thought, the following requirements must be imposed on
the parameters used to characterize the fiber/matrix bond:

* The bond parameters should be true "material" parameters in the sense that
the magnitude of the parameters should be independent of the loading condi-
tions and the geometrical configuration of the fiber/matrix system.

* The concept behind the parameters should be realistic enough to reflect the
significant features of the bond mechanisms and simple enough to allow for ap-
plication in simplified approaches to complicated composite material systems.

e It should be possible to evaluate the bond parameters directly from relatively
simple (pullout) experiments or indirectly from the macroecopical behavior of
simple composite material systems. In both cases the magnitude of the bond
parameters should be determined by comparing the experimental results with
a robust analytical model.

In the following models presented in the literatur will be presented and evalu-
ated with respect to the requirements suggested above. First the different types of
interface characterization will be identified from a general point of view. Secondly
different types of debonding criteria will be examined and their application to the
pullout problem will be investigated. Thirdly different types of experimental inves-
tigations will be mentioned and finally conclusions will be drawn on the basis of the
findings in the previous sections. Finally some suggestions for future research and
investigations will be given.
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2 Interface characterization

The volume surrounding the surface separating the fiber and the matrix is usually
denoted the interfacial zone.

This zone is often idealized as a surface i.e. as a zone with no extension perpen-
dicular to the fiber. In this zone special requirements are then imposed on stresses
and displacements - requirements which are different from those imposed in the
matrix and fiber volume. These requiremnt rellhcts the nature of the interfacial
fiber/matrix bond.

There is experimental evidence that this type of modelling doe represent an
idealization. Typically in steel fiber reinforced cementitious composite materials
an interfacial volume or transition zone rather than a surface has been described.
See Pinchin and Tabor (1978a), Barnes et al. (1978), Page (1982), Bentur et al.
(1985b), and Wei et al. (1986). It has been shown that each fiber in the transition
zone is surrounded by matrix material which is more porous and less stiff than the
bulk matrix material.

Typically the interfacial zone is divided into two parts. One where the original
bonding - which can be of a physical and/or chemical nature - between the fibers
and the matrix is intact. This part is here denoted as the perfectly bonded part,
and is usually described by a set of mathematical relations describing continuity of
stresses and displacements across the interface.

The other part of the interfacial zone is denoted the debonded interface. This zone
is usually thought of as a zone created by external thermal or mechanical loading. In
the debonded part of the interface a completely new set of mathematical interfacial
relations are set up which reflects the ability of the fiber and the matrix volume to
experience relative displacements.

2.1 The Perfectly bonded interface

From a continuum mechanics point of N.ew - and accepting the surface ideali7ation
of the fiber/matrix interface - the perfectly bonded interface is characterized in the
following way.

Using conventional index notation the stress field in the fiber is denoted f4 and
the displacement field denoted u! while the stress field and the displacement field
in the matrix is denoted e and u".

The constitutive relation in the fiber and the matrix relates - along with the
definition of strain - the stress and the displacement fields in each of the two volumes.
However, on the perfectly bonded interface it is required that

Snj = on (1)
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along with

u{ =uT on Ib (2)

where b represent all points on the perfectly bonded interfadal surface and ni is
the outward unit normal vector to the br surface while mi is the outward unit
normal vector to the matriz surface.

Thus, the perfectly bonded interface is nmodelied by requiring continuity in the
surface tractions and the surface displacements on the'interface.

Many analytical models are two dimensional and the analysis may not involve
the complete displacement and stress tensor field, however, all modes dealing with
the perfectly bonded interface set up requirements which can be interpreted as parts
or special cases of the equations (1) and (2).

2.2 Debonded interface

On the debonded interface the characterization is changed into a prescribed surface
traction boundary condition which is applied to both the fiber surface and the matrix
surface in the following way:

o = fi on I d  (3)

and

a =Tj -fi on Id (4)

where Id represent all points on the debonded interfacial surface while fi represent
the prescribed surface traction.

This description obviously allows for displacement discontinuities along the de-
bonded interface, however, it does not give any guarantee that surface overlapping
will not occur.

Thus the relations (3) and (4) are only sufficient if:

(uT - u!)n, < O. (5)

The surface traction fi represents frictional stresses which are usually related to
surface roughness. Often the frictional surface tractions are assumed to be constant,
Lawrence (1972), Laws et ai. (1973), Bartos (1981), Laws (1982), Gray (1984),
Gopalaratman and Shah (1987), Palley and Stevans (1989) Stang, Li, and Shah
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(1990), however, if the surface traction is connected to surface roughness it is rea-
sonable to assume ime sort of relationship between the surface traction and the
displacement discontinuity across the interface:

fi = f , (ujm- uD on V' (6)

see e.g. Wang et al. (1988) who umed. i type omodeflligin a fiber pullout
investigation involving loading and unloading. In spite of the appealing concepts
underlying equation (6), not much work has been done in this direction.

Some models, Budiansky et .l. (1986) and Gao (1987), Abudi (1989), and Sigl
and Evans (1989) deal specifically with the case were the matrix exerts a compressive
stress on the debonded interface due to thermal mismatch, mechanical loading, or
matrix shrinkage. In that case the boundary condition on the debonded interface
becomes a complicated mixed type of boundary condition requiring displacement
continuity perpendicular to the interface:

nul = -miut on Id (7)

along with stress continuity perpendicular to the interface:

ninpnq01 = --rinpnqa; on Id  (8)

However, the surface traction in the interface plane is a prescribed frictional surface
traction. This condition can be written as:

jn - n,nnac =A on Pd (9)

and

o!Mu - mimo = -A on P4 (10)

assuming a symmetrical stress tensor.
The magnitude of the prescribed frictional surface traction can be assumed to

depended on the normal stresses on tke interface according to the Coulomb frictional
law:

Ilfil = c - pn,,aq (11)
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where c is a measure for the cohesion, and p is the frictional coefficient. The
direction of the frictional surface traction can be determined from the direction of
the displacement discontinuity rate, as suggested by e.g. Abudi (1989). Thus, the
most general type of relationship for the surface traction can be written as:

n = ® (12)

Again, many analytical models are two dimensional and the analysis may not
involve the complete displacement and stress tensor field, however, all models dealing
with the debonded interface set up equations which can be interpreted as parts of
or special cases of the above equations.

2.3 Other interface models

A very attractive interface model was suggested by Needlenan (Needleman, 1987)
originally for use in plastically deforming solids and composite materials. However,
it seems obvious to use this kind of interface description in brittle matrix composites
as well.

The basic idea of the Needleman interface model - which places it somewhere be-
tween the perfectly bonded interface and the debonded interface - is that a separate
constitutive relation is postulated relating interface surface traction with displace-
ment discontinuity.

Thus, in this type of model there is no clear distinction between bonded and
deboned interface since a relation of the kind (3), (4), and (6) is governing the
interface at all times:

4nj =f on I (13)

and

aimimi = -fi on 1 (14)

and

fi = fi(u7 - ut) on j (15)

where I means all points on the total interface.
Using a potential formulation the response is specified in terms of three parame-

ters: a maximum tensile surface traction a.,.. corresponding to a positive interface
separation, a maximum positive interface separation b and the total work of sepa-
ration, .
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The potential is chosen so that all surface traction components reaches a max-
imum for increasing interface separation and then drops to zero when the corre-
sponding interface separation component. exceeds 6. In case of negative interface
separation (interface overlapping) compressive interface tractions build up.

This model has been used in a couple of papers for studying void formation at
inclusion boundaries (Nutt and Needleman, 1987) and (Needleman and Nutt, 1989).
Tvergaard (1989) modified the model in order to include Coulomb friction and used
the modified model to study debonding in whika-reinforced metals.

The model is somewhat similar to the cohesive crack models by Barenblatt
(1962), and Hillerborg et al. (1976).

A Needleman type of model was applied to fiber reinforced cementitious matrix
composites by Nammur and Naaman (1989) assuming a linear elastic perfectly plas-
tic type of relationship between slip and shear stres at the interface. This relation
was assumed to govern shear transfer at the total fiber/matrix interface at all times.

Finally, Leung and Li (1990) mentions the pouibility of using cohesive crack
models to describe the transition zone separating the debonded and perfectly bonded
interface in a fiber pullout test.

3 Debonding criteria

Assume that a model for a fiber imbedded in a cementitious matrix has been estab-
lished including an interface model derived from the general interface description
above. If the interface is divided into a perfectly bonded and a debonded interface,
a criterion is needed in order to determine weather a point on the perfectly bonded
interface is about to change status and becoming a point on the debonded interface.

Basically debonding criteria can be divided into two classes: the stress based pre-
dicting onset of debonding when the interface surface traction reaches some critical
value.

In general terms the stress based condition for debonding is

F(o ni) = 1 on Ibld (16)

where Ibl/jd means the transition point separating the perfectly bonded and the
debonded interface.

The other approach is the fracture mechanical approach which was applied to the
fiber pulllout problem by Gurney and Hunt (1967), Outwater and Murphy (1967),
Bowling and Groves (1979), Wells and Beaumont (1982), Gray (1984), Piggott et
al. (1985), Wells and Beaumont (1985), Stang and Shah (1986a), Piggott (1987),
Morrison et al. (1988), Gao et al. 1988.
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Basically the fracture mechanical postulate is that given a measure a for the
debonded zone A, the debonded zone will increase in size if and only if

G 9A (17)
Da

where r is denoted the work of fJcture and where

-=0. (18)
G a Da Da

Here W. is work done by prescribed external forces, W is elastic strain energy,
and Wf is dissipation in inelastic parts of the structure, e.g. work done by friction
on the debonded interface.

If the interface characterization is of the Needleman type no extra criterion is
needed in order to determine weather debonding takes place or not.

3.1 The fiber pullout problem

The fiber pullout where a single fiber or a number of fibers are loaded axially and
pulled out of a piece of cementitious matrix material with a given geometry as been
studied extensively in the literature. The aim of this modelling is to provide a model
which can be used to

1. Identify the fiber/matrix bond parameters.

2. Provide a model that can be used for interpretation of a given fiber pullout
experiment in order to determine the bond parameters experimentally.

Modelling of the fiber pullout problem involves modelling of the fiber/matrix inter-
face along with a modelling of the matrix geometry and the fiber geometry.

Here, only models which use a perfectly bonded/debonded kind of interface mod-
elling will be considered.

A number of authors, Greszczuk (1969), Lawrence (1972), Laws et al. (1973),
Bartos (1981), Laws (1982), Gray (1984), Gopalaratman and Shah (1987), Palley
and Stevans (1989) Stang, Li, and Shah (1990) have used a simple shear lag type
of analysis. The advantages of a simple shear lag approach is that simple closed
form analytical expression can be derived and at the same time the model is general
enough to be able to identify some of the basic features of the fiber pullout problem.

A typical shear lag solution of the pullout problem based on the description (1),
(2), (3), and (4) with a constant shear stress at the interface gives the following
load/ displacement relation at the end of the fiber (see Stang Li and Shah, 1990):

U P  -qfacoth(w(L - a)) + EP ! - a (19)
Ey Aw EfA
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Here, Uf is the displacement of the free fiber end while P is the pullout load at
the free fiber end . The frictional force per length q! is acting at the debonded
interface which has a length of a. The stiffness and the cross sectional area of the
fiber is denoted E! and A respectively. The quantity w is given by

W =4 T(20)

where k is related to the shear stiffne and the geometry of the matrix material.
The total axial displacement field of the fiber U(z) is given by:

U ) -!-a cosh(wz)
EjAw sinh(w(L - a))

and
(21)

U(X)= P -f- a cth(w(L-a))- P E qfL(L -a)
Ef Aw Ef A

q -(L _ a)2+ P-L X + qf _2 (L -a) < x:_ L
2Ef A~ Ef A 2Ef A

where L is the total fiber length, x = L is the free fiber end, x = 0 is the embedded
fiber end, while x = (L-a) correspond to the perfectly bonded/ debonded interface
transition.

The fiber force as function of the position in the fiber is given by equations (21)
in combined with the constitutive relation for the fiber:

P = EJAU' (22)

Solutions of the same nature but introducing the shear stress as function of the
normal stress (equation (11)) and furthermore relating the normal stress on the
interface to a geometrical misfit due to e.g. matrix shrinkage have been presented
by Pinchin and Tabor (1978b, 1978c) and by Beaumont and Aleszka (1978).

More detailed models than the shear lag type are models based on linear elastic
analysis of a fiber embedded in an infinite half space, Muki and Sternberg (1970),
Sternberg and Muki (1970), Luk and Keer (1979), Phan- Thien (1980), Phan-Thien
and Goh (1981), Phan-Thien et al. (1982). These models take advantage of the
axial symmetry of the pullout problem, thus reducing the 3D problem to 2D. To
some extend analytical expressions for stresses and displacements are derived, but
only the case where the total interface is perfectly bonded is treated.
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Applying finite element or boundary element solutions to the pullout problem
allows for a more general type of analysis including modelling of the exact geometry
and including more general types of interfacial models. Atkinson et dl. (1982), Stang
(1985), and Morrison et al. (1988) presented FEM and BEM solutions based on axial
symmetric linear elastic models and used a perfectly bonded, stress free debonded
interface model. Marmonier et a. (1988) presented an axial symmetrical FEM
model but considered only a perfectly bonded interface. Steif and Hoysan (1986)
considered a two dimensional FEM analysis'of the pullout problem and introduced
a interface relation of the kind (13), (14), and (15) governing the interface at all
times.

3.1.1 Stress based criteria for debonding

As mentioned above the perfectly bonded, debonded interface type of models are
not complete until a criterion for continued debonding is established. On the other
hand models which do not include the perfectly bonded interface in the analysis, but
assume some sort of slip/ stress transfer relation governing the interface at all times
(e.g. Nammur and Naaman 1987) do not distinguish between bonded and debonded
and all the bond parameters are already included in the model.

Consider a simple shear lag model for the pullout problem like the Stang Li
and Shah (1990) model and apply a maximum shear stress criterion for continued
debonding:

q _ qmoa (23)

where q is the shear force per length at the interface. Then the pullout force as
function of the debonded length a is given as

P1 = qfa + qm.. tanh(w(L - a)) (24)

The load that initiates debonding Pf is given by eq. (24) for a = 0:

= q tanh(wL) (25)

Apart from a different interpretation of the factor w similar expressions were
obtained by Lawrence (1972), Laws (1982) and Bartos (1980).

The approach outlined above thus identified two parameters: the maximum shear
stress at the perfectly bonded interface, qm.,T and the frictional shear stress at the
debonded interface, q1 . However, it is important to note that if the shear lag
approach was exchanged with a different type of analysis, e.g. a FEM analysis, then
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the magnitude of the maximum shear stresses at the perfectly bonded interface
would change significantly.

This is pointed out by .e.g. Atkinson et al. (1982) and Mamonier et al. (1988)
reporting singular stresses at the interface in the complete linear elastic solution.

Thus, applying a maximum shear tre criterion to experimental results the
bond parameter q. determined would depend on the type of analysis used in the
analytical modelling.

3.1.2 Fracture mechanical criteria

The problem of dependency of the magnitude of the bond parameters on the analyt-
ical modelling is overcome if a fracture mechanical criterion for continued debonding
is applied.

Applying e.g. the fracture mechanical criterion (17) and (18) to the shear lag
analysis of Stang, Li and Shah (1990), and identifying the term Wf as the work
done by the constant frictional stresses at the debonded interface then the solution
for the pullout force as function of the debonded length a reads:

P=qa(+2w+ ( +2EfApP tanh(w(L-a)) (26)

or

P1 = qla+(2L + rif -p ) tanh(w(L - a)) (27)(2W

depending on the approximations done in order to estimate the work done by the
frictional stresses. The quantity p designates the perimeter of the fiber.

The solution for the load that initiates the debonding process is readily obtained
from the equations (26) and (27):

PY = (w+ ( +2EjApr tanh(wL) (28)

or

P = (f+ 1i_1pr) tanh(wL) (29)

A similar solution was derived by Palley and Stevens (1989) for a different ge-
ometrical configuration, however, their solution was not presented on an explicit
analytical form.

It is interesting to compare the solution obtained from the stress criterion with
the two solutions obtained from the fracture mechanical criterion.
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Identifying the latter approach as the "true" approach and the first approach
as the "approximate" approach it is clear that the approximate parameter q.f
contains contributions from two real pargameters r, the work of fracture, and qj'-
the interfacial friction. Since q., includes a fracture mechanical parameter it is
obvious that q... will depend heavily on the approximations done in the modelling
of the approximate stress distribution.

Furthermore, it is observed, that according to the fracture mechanical criterion
approach:

q1 < qm (30)

a relation which is not included in the stress criterion approach.

4 Experimental investigations

The most commonly applied experimental setup used for the determination of bond
parameters in FRC systems is the fiber pullout experiment where a single or number
of fibers simultaneously are pulled out of a block of matrix material while the pullout
load and displacement is measured.

Pullout experiments have been used by numerous investigators and a review
paper summarizing some of the most commonly used experimental configurations
has been prepared by Gray (1983).

In general it is not possible from a conventional pullout experiment to evaluate
the validity of a given interfacial modelling scheme, i.e. it is not possible to deduct
from a simple pullout test weather a perfect bonding/debonding approach or a more
general type of modelling (13)-(15) should be used.

Bien and Stroven (Bieri (1986), BieAi and Stroeven (1988)) conducted some very
detailed studies of a series of pullout tests using a holographic interferometry method
combined with a special pullout setup. The experimental setup consisted of a
40x80x20 mmm block of concrete with an embedded steel strip modelling the pull-
out of a steel fiber from a cementitious mnatrix. This setup allowed the displacement
fields in the fiber as well as in the matrix to be determined.

Bien and Stroeven clearly identified one interfacial zone with displacement conti-
nuity and another interfacial zone with displacement discontinuity, thus supporting
a perfectly bonded/debonded approach to the interface modelling problem.

Applying a perfectly bonded/debonded approach to the interfacial modelling of
the fiber pullout problem and furthermore applying either a stress criterion or a
fracture mechanical criterion to predict continued debonding the following should
be noted:

* According to the fracture mechanical approach the stress criterion parameters
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qmax and q1 are subjected to the requirement (30). Experimental observa-
tions seems to verify this, see Bentur and Mindess (1990), p.62. Bentur and
Mindess applies a number of different stress criterion based models to differ-
ent experimental pullout tests reported in the literature and find with one
exception (q,,,I/p = 9 MP and qj/p = 11.5 MPa) that equation (30) holds.

e As pointed out by Leung and Li (1990) it is not possible from a single or
a series of pullout tests with the same fiber radius to determine weather a
stress criterion or a fracture mechanical criterion is the most appropriate one
to use. To determine which of the two approaches to be used a series of tests
with different fiber radii should be conducted to test weather the size effect
predicted by the fracture mechanical approach can be observed.

* To the authors knowledge no experiments on cementitious matrix/fiber sys-
tems have been reported which directly indicate that the perfectly bonded/
debonded type of interface modelling is inadequate. However, only very few
experiments allow for microscopic observation of the fiber/matrix interface
during loading.

* Finally it should be noted that the displacement measurements done on con-
ventional pullout tests include not only the displacements originating from
the strains in the fiber/ matrix system but also the displacements originating
from the strains in the free part of the fiber and sometimes part of the testing
machine. Simple calculations show that the latter part often can one order of
magnitude grater than the first part. This of cause makes a comparison with
models which yield only displacements in the fiber/matrix system difficult.

5 Conclusions

From a theoretical point of view characterization of the interface in a cementitious
fiber/matrix system consists of one or two steps: Characterization of the interface
and if the interface characterization involves a perfectly bonded interface as well a
a debonded interface determination of the criterion for continued debonding.

The fiber pullout problem has been investigated with a perfectly bonded/ de-
bonded interface characterization and applying a stress based as well as a fracture
mechanical based criterion for continued debonding.

From a theoretical point of view the stress based criterion does not predict true
material parameters since the magnitude of the parameters depend heavily on the
type of modelling used.

From an experimental point of view a fracture mechanical criterion for continued
debonding can only be verified using a test series designed especially to bring out
the size effects involved.
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6 Future research

On the basis of the investigations above the following suggestions for future research
are made:

* Further experimental investigations of the size effects involved in bond char-
acterization (e.g. in connection with pullout tests) in order to verify of reject
the size effect predicted by the fracture mecanical approach.

9 Further development of advanced pullout test setups which are capable of de-
termining loads and displacements near the matrix surface as well as debonded
lengths at different load levels.

* Further work on the implementation in pullout models of interface modelling
of the type (13)-(15), either on the whole interface or on part of the interface
serving as a transition zone between the debonded and the perfectly bonded
interface.
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ABSTRACT

Based on the post-peak cyclic tensile behaviour of concrete, a model for the

fatigue behaviour of this material is proposed. In order to verify the model,

crack opening and closure of a discrete crack under cyclic loading is studied

by computer simulation. Input for the model is an appropriate description for

alternating stresses in the post-peak tensile region. Results of deformation-

controlled uniaxial tensile tests have been used to develop a new model, which

consists of continuous functions. This constitutive model was implemented in

the FE-code DIANA. It is shown by numerical analysis of a beam under four-

point bending, how a crack or softening zone propagates under repeated

loading. The fatigue life of this beam for cyclic loading between load-levels

0 and 95 % of its maximum load bearing capacity, is predicted. The results of

this preliminary analysis are promising and show good agreement with results

that can usually be found in fatigue experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Fatigue of concrete has been studied for many years now. Especially, after the

oil crisis in the seventies, research activities in the Netherlands concerning

this topic increased considerably. All these investigations yielded an

enormous amount of data, like Wdhler curves or S-N curves and Goodman

diagrams. Nevertheless, despite all these efforts, the cause and mechanism of

the fatigue behaviour of concrete is yet still not fully understood.
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Meanwhile, fracture mechanics had entered the research field of concrete

structures. Especially the nonlinear fracture mechanics, in which a softening

zone ahead of a visible crack tip is assumed, has shed new light on the

behaviour of concrete structures (see for instance [1]). By using appropriate

material models, the behaviour of most structures can now very well be

predicted. It may be obvious that also new achievements in computational

techniques and the fact that much more powerful computers became available,

has contributed strongly to this progress.

A fatigue model based on nonlinear linear fracture mechanics will be

presented. With the model it will be shown that a discrete crack in concrete

will grow under cyclic loading. For the sake of clarity, in this paper, a

discrete crack is defined to be a visible crack with a softening zone ahead of

it, or just a softening zone alone As soon as the concrete strain reaches the

strain that belongs to the tensile strength, which amounts about 100

microstrain, a softening zone is created. It may be obvious that such discrete

cracks exist in most concrete structures.

Input for the model is the post-peak cyclic behaviour of concrete under

tensile loading. Therefore, deformation-controlled uniaxial tensile tests were

performed in the Stevin Laboratory of the Delft University of Technology.

Based on the results for post-peak cyclic loading, a new constitutive model

was proposed [2). This model was implemented in the DIANA finite element code

and a first fatigue analysis was performed. In this paper, the material model

will be presented and some model predictions will be compared with

experimental results. Furthermore, the results of the preliminary numerical

analysis will be presented and discussed.

APPROACH

From deformation-controlled uniaxial tensile tests on concrete, it is known

that a loading cycle in the post-peak region of the c-6 relation displays a

behaviour as sketched in Fig. 1. It appears that after an unloading-reloading

cycle, the curve will not return to the same point of the envelope curve where

it started from, but to a point which belongs to a lower stress. This

phenomenon is due to the damage which is caused in such an unloading-reloading

loop. It may be clear that some mismatcb of the crack surfaces will occur at
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Fig. 1 Post-peak cyclic tensile behaviour of concrete.

unloading, resulting in a propagation of existing microcracks. From the

experiments, it was furthermore concluded that the envelope curve is not

significantly affected by the cyclic loading [2].

In Fig. 2 the stress-state in front of a visible crack after n loading cycles

(n 0) is plotted (solid line). Suppose this is part of a total structure which

is loaded till a certain load F. If this structure is subjected to another

unloading-reloading cycle, then we know by the post-peak tensile behaviour

t I I I I
loading cycle

n.,

LiI
F ... softening zone

I I I I I

Fig. 2 Assumed stress-distribution near a crack; before and after a loading

cycle.
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(Fig.l) that the different area in the softening zone cannot attain the same

stress as they had at the beginning of this load cycle. This means that for

the same maximum external load F, an internal stress-redistribution has to

take place. By the dashed line in Fig. 2, a possible stress-distribution after

the load cycle is plotted. The actual new stress-distribution depends on the

total structure in combination with its load application. Nevertheless, the

basic idea is that the softening zone propagates under cyclic or fatigue

loading. Furthermore, it can be assumed that deformations increase with the

number of load cycles and that this will continue till no longer equilibrium

can be found. For the load-deformation relation of the structure, it means

that in that case the descending branch is reached. To illustrate this, Fig. 3

shows an assumed load-deformation relation for a certain structure under a

continuous increasing deformation. The maximum load bearing capacity is equal

to F max . If the same structure is loaded cyclically, probably loops as

sketched in Fig. 3 will be found. The loops shift a little to the right, each

time a loading cycle is performed. This will proceed till, in a certain cycle,

the reloading curve meets the descending branch which is the boundary for

combinations of load and deformation that fulfill the requirement of

equilibrium. Then failure of the structure occurs.

load F

Fmax.

Flo w

deformation 6

Fig. 3 Schematic representation for the load-deformation relation of a

structure loaded under continuous increasing deformation or cyclically

loaded between Fupp. and Flow.'
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In Fig. 3, it can be seen that for a decreasing upper load level of the

cycles, the maximum available increase of deformation, which is equal to the

deformation at the descending branch minus the deformation at the ascending

branch for that load level, increases. This points to an increasing fatigue

life for a decreasing upper load level, which tendency corresponds to that one

known from S-N curves (see Fig. 4a). Nevertheless it may be clear that it can

only be a minor contribution to the increase of the fatigue life N for a

decreasing upper load level. This, namely, yields a S-N relation which is

approximately linear, while in reality a logaritmic relation will be found

(see Fig. 4a). Therefore, for a decreasing upper load-level of the cycles, the

increase in deformation per cycle has to decrease considerably.

Experiments show for the increase of strain (or deformation) at the upper

stress-level (or load-level) a relation as schematically plotted in Fig. 4b.

It is now interesting to see if such a relation can also be found with a

numerical analysis. Finally, the fact that experiments showed that there is a

strong relation between the cyclic strain rate in the secondary branch of the

c-n relation and the number of cycles till failure [31, supports the existence

of a failure criterion based on a maximum deformation as it is included in the

proposed model.

Omax/ft or Fupp/Fmax Eor 6

secondary branch

log N n

Fig. 4 Typical results for fatigue tests on plain concrete; a) S-N curve or

Wbhler curve, b) cyclic creep curve (see also [3)).

The idea as presented above, is not completely new. A similar model was

proposed in 1983 by Gylltoft [4]. The material model for the post-peak
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behaviour he used, however, deviated strongly from that one that can be found

in experiments. In his material model, he did not assume a unique envelope

curve. As a result, the deformation at the descending branch did not act as

the failure criterion in his model. Nevertheless, the idea of tackling the

fatigue behaviour of concrete, starting from a fracture mechanics point of

view was the same. Then, at the Stevin Laboratory some preliminary

investigations in this direction were performed (see [5]).

CONTINUOUS-FUNCTION-MODEL

For the approach of the fatigue behaviour, as presented above, it was

necessary to have an appropriate model for the tensile post-peak cyclic

behaviour of concrete. It can be mentioned, however, that such a model is not

only required for the fatigue modelling, but for all analyses in which

unloading (and reloading) occurs. In this respect it should be noted that a

structure may partially unload due to stress-redistributions, while the

overall loading increases continuously.

For the post-peak cyclic tensile behaviour of concrete, a limited number of

models has been presented in recent years (for a review see [2)). Out of these

models, that one by Yankelevsky and Reinhardt [6] simulates appropriately the

real material behaviour. It exists of multilinear loops which are constructed

by means of so-called "focal-points". A draw back of this model for the

fatigue approach is that the increase in crack opening after a loading cycle

is independent of the lower stress-level of this loop. As a result, the

influence of the lower-stress level of loading cycles on the fatigue life

cannot be studied with this material model. Furthermore, for convenience of

implementation in numerical programmes, it was preferred to use continuous

functions instead of multilinear descriptions. For these reasons, a new model,

that can easily be implemented as a mathematical subroutine in numerical

programmes, was proposed. The model gives a description for the stress-crack

opening relation, while crack opening is defined according to the Fictitious-

Crack-Model by Hillerborg et al. [7]. It consists basically of three

continuous functions (see Fig. 5) and is therefore called "Continuous-

Function-Model" (CFM). Here, the basic equations will be presented. For a

complete description of the model, including descriptions for inner loops

(reversals within a loop), the reader is referred to [2].
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Fig. 5 Set-up for the crack cyclic behaviour model (2].

The three basic equations are, respectively, empirical expressions for the

unloading curve (I), the gap in the envelope curve (II) and the reloading

curve (III). It has been chosen to use only characteristic points in the a-w

relation (ft,Wc WeuiCeu ,OL) as variables in the expressions, while wc is

defined as 5.14GF/f t The expressions that were chosen are based on a close

inspection of the experimental results. The softening relation is described by

the following expression:

V ), 3 3
f (i+(c1 c) )exp(-C 2w ) -Wc1)exp(c2) (1)
f w Wc w lc)ep-

with c-3, c2-6.93 and w=5.14GF/ft.

Starting from point (Weuiaeu) at the envelope curve, the unloading curve is

determined by:

a eu -0.57J( (2)
Ft - +t 3 (weu/Wc)+0 4 }[0 0 14

5
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When reloading starts from a lower stress level aL, the gap in the envelope

curve is known by an expression for Winc:

w c  w f -

The coordinates of the returning point at the envelope curve (wer ,aer ) can now

be found with

Wer- Weu + Winc (4)

and eq. 1. The reloading curve, starting from the point at the lower stress

level (aL,wL) up to point (w er, aer) at the envelope curve, is determined by:

(w-wL) 0.2c, (w-wL) c4  cs  a

a + 3 I-w "w +(l-(l- (w )2 ( , (5a)
L  er - er L L

with for the coefficients c3 and c4 :
weu 0.71ft

f eu tft-aL (-1-0.5--) wu(----
C3-3(3 ) c l(-U (5b)

c,-[2(3-t f 3 + 0.5)1"  (5c)

t

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE MATERIAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Predictions by the Continuous-Function-Model have been compared with

experimental results of deformation-controlled uniaxial tensile tests.

Therefore a test series was performed in which post-peak loops between the

envelope curve and five different lower stress-levels (aL is approximately 1,

0, -1, -3 and -15 MPa) were performed. For a complete description of these

comparisons, the reader is referred to [2]. It could be concluded that the

model represents the material behaviour very well. To illustrate this, Fig. 6

shows the results for one experiment. In this figure also the predictions by

the Focal-Point-Model are plotted.
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lower stress-level should be modelled properly for studying the influence of

the lower load-level of the loading cycles on the fatigue life of a structure.

The gap in the envelope curve can be represented either by the increase in

crack opening w.n or the stress drop &A (see Fig. 5). Fig. 7 shows the

(nc

comparison between the model predictions and experimental results for the

relative stress-drop as function of the relative crack opening. As can be

seen, the experiments show the stress drop to increase for a decreasing lower

stress level, which is also included in the Continuous-Function-Model. The

fact that Ac is independent of aL in the Focal-Point-Model can also clearly be

seen in this figure.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A BEAM UNDER FATIGUE LOAING

In order to verify the proposed material model, a number of four-point-bending

tests on plain notched beams were performed and simulated with the f'nite

element code DIANA. Results of these analyses will be presented in [8]. One of
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loading arrangement are, schematically plotted in Fig. 8a. The notch depth was

50 T wich is half of the bea heigt. Symmetry was used for the applied FE-

idealization (see Fig. 8b). For the concrete, ei t-noded and six-noded

quadratic elements have been used, while six-noded interface-elements were

applied to model the crack. For the interface-elements, the vertical

displacements of each two nodes that were positioned besides each other were

assigned to be equal. In horizontal direction, the Continuous-Function-Model

becomes active as soon as the tensile strength is reached. For reasons of

comparison with experiments, the vertical displacement of point A (see Fig. 8)

was used for the deflection of the beam.

The elastic concrete properties were taken as: Young's modulus E-38000 MPa and

Poisson's ratio v=0.2. The softening parameters, tensile strength and fracture
2

energy were: ft- 3.0 MPa and GF=12 5 J/m
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Fig. 8 Sp.:cimen dimensions of the four-point bending specimen used for the

analysis (a) and applied FE-idealization (b) [8].

Load-deflection relations

First an analysis for a continuous increasing deformation was performed. In

this analysis the vertical deformation at the loading point was used as

control-parameter. The l.oad-deflection relation that was obtained is plotted

in Fig. 9 by the dashed line. Here, only the result up to a deflection of 0.15

mm is plotted. For the force at peak load Fmax' a value of 1292 N was found.

For the fatigue analysis, the same input was used as for the quasi-static

analysis, while in this case the loa" was applied by load increments (load-

controlled). First, load steps ul to a maximum of 95% of the peak load were

performed. Subsequently, the beam was unloaded till zero load again, followed

by a reloading till the same upper value of C.95 Fm. For the unloading as
max

well as for the reloading path, nine load steps of equal size were performed.

This procedure was repeated till it was no longer possible to find a new

equilibrit.... The result of this analysis as far as the load-deflection

relation
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Fig. 9 Load-deflection relations predicted by the FE analyses [8).

is concerned can be seen in Fig. 9. It appeared that 35 unloading-reloading

loops could be performed, while in the subsequent reloading part it was not

possible to find a solution at the upper load-level. It can be assumed that

for smaller loading steps the descending branch as found in the quasi-static

analysis would have been reached at a load level smaller than Fupp.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the descending branch of a quasi-static

analysis was an envelope curve and failure criterion for the fatigue loading.

Stress-distributions

For a number of loops, the stress-distributions at the upper (F-F upp.) and

lower (F-0) loading points are plotted in Fig. 10. First of all, it can be

seen that the length of the softening zone increases with the number of load

cycles. Furthermore, the stress-distributions at zero load show that important

residual stresses are active after a preloading till 95% of the maximum load.

It appears that the tensile residual stresses in the centre part of the cross-

section increase with the number of cycles performed.
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Fig. 10 Stress-distributions at the upper and lower load level for a number of

loading cycles [8]

Cyclic creep curve

As already mentioned before, fatigue tests usual.ly show a particular shape for

the increase of strain or deformation at the maximum load level as function of

the number of cycles performed (Fig. 4b). Normally strain is plotted as

function of number of cycles, but it may be obvious that the same holds true

for deformation, or, as for this analysis, deflection. Characteristic for a

cyclic creep curve is that first the increase of deformation per cycle

decreases with increasing n. This first branch of the curve is followed by a

secondary branch where this increase is constant. Just before failure occurs,

the increase of deformation per cycle increases rapidly.

The deflection as function of number of loading cycles for the performed

analysis is plotted in Fig. 11. As can be seen, the shape of the curve

resembles very well the cyclic creep curve as found in experiments.

DISCUSSION

In the model for the fatigue behaviour of concrete as presented, starting

point is the existence of a softening zone in the structure. This means that

if the material of a structure behaves elastically till F and thatupp.

nosoftening zone existed in advance, the fatigue model will not become active.

First of all the authors believe that for most structures, softening zones,
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number of cycles nFig. 11 Deflection as function Of number Of cycles [8).for instance, due to differential drying shrinkage, exist in concrete
structures, Furthermore, the authors believe that a similar model can also be

used to study the fatigue behaviour of a structure without a softening zone as
defined above. For that purpose, however, the structure should be modelled at
a lower level. In fact, the model was presented at a macro-level Concrete is
treated as a homogeneous isotropic continuum, in which a crack will arise
after the strain belonging to the tensile stress is passed. At a lower level,
the concrete can be modelled as a two-phase material, in Which larger
aggregates are ejnbedded in a mortar matrix. In this matrix, softening zones
will exist, for instance near aggregates, due to a difference in stiffness
between the matrix material and the aggregate (see Fig. 12). It may be obvious
that an analysis with a structure modelled in this way demands for extremely
powerful computers. Here, however: it is only intended to show that the modelcan be used at different levels of modelling.

Now the model can further be used to study tht relation between F and N (S.
N curve) or the effect of the lower load level on N. The analysis which is
presented, however, is very computor-time consuming Thorefore for such a
study a more simplified modelling o f the concrete 

stside the crack area is
required. NeverLheless, even then simulating all loadings cycles (thousands or
mill]vs) will not be possible. If, however, in one way or another, the
secondary branch can be reached directly, then an estimation for the number of
cycles till failure can be obteined by simulating only a limited number of
cycles. Yet, it looks not to be Possible to do this with the presented modelFurther study-is this direction is required.
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Fig. 12 Assumed stress-distribution between the aggregates in a two-phase

model. of concrete.

CONCLUSIONS

1 The proposed approach for the fatigue behaviour of plain concrete looks

promissing.

2 The constitutive model for the stress-crack opening relation of concrete

represents the actual material behaviour, including the relation between

stress drop and the icwer stress-level of the loading cycle, very well.

3 By numerical simulation, it has been demonstrated that the softening zone

will iropagate under repeated loading.

4 Failure criterion in the presented modelling is the deformation

corre:ponding to the deformation at the descending branch obtained by a

quasi-static analysis.

5 For the increase of deflection as function of number ef cycles, a curve was

obtained by the numerical analysis which resembles the cyclic creep curves,

as usually found in fatigue experiments, very well.
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FRACTURE OF CONCRETE AT HIGH STRAIN-RATE

C. Allen Ross

Air Force Engineering and Services Center

Tyndall AFB, Florida 32403-6001

INTRODUCTION

Fracture of concrete at high strain rates, as well as other
nonmetallic materials, show a rather similar dependence of
tensile fracture strength af upon the strain-rate t to the one-
third power. Here the high strain term is used to mean a strain-
rate above 1.0/sec. This rather interesting similarity amongst
several brittle materials is shown in Figure 1. These several
sets of data were experimentally determined by different
researchers and collected for comparison by Grady and Lipkin [1].
An analytical approach to determining fracture strength of
brittle materials either from a inherent flaw size [1] or an
energy method [1-4] leads to the same result. i.e. fracture
strength of brittle materials at high strain rates is a function
of strain rate to the one-third power. The relationship, based
on an inherent flaw size of a penny shaped crack, presented by
Grady [1-3) and discussed in detail by Reinhardt [51 is given as

0f=0.777i1/3[ EK ] 1/3j1/3(I

CS

where E is Young's Modulus, K1c is the fracture toughness, C,
is the elastic shear wave velocity, of is the fracture stress and
c is the strain-rate. It is worth noting here that Equation (1)
is limited to dynamic loadings or high strain-rates. Apparently
the relationship given by Equation (1) holds regardless of the
quasistatic cylinder compressive strength f' c. However, at
strain-rates below approximately 1.0/sec and at quasistatic
strain-rates, fracture strength is also dependent upon f'c .
Semiempirical curves of various concrete mixes and strengths are
presented by Reinhardt [6). However, the slope of the fracture
strength versus strain-rate for the dynamic and static regimes
are not sufficient information to determine where strain-rate
effects become very large.

Using data presented by Reinhardt [6) a simplified fracture
strength versus strain-rate curve may be drawn as shown in Figure
2. For this curve a critical strain-rate icr may be defined,
above which strain rate effects are very important because of the
rather large increases in fracture strength with relatively small
changes in strain-rate. The critical strain-rate is different
for different types of loadings. The normalized strength
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compression of tensile and compressive loading of concrete by
Ross [7] shows this rather distinct difference in Figure 3. The
critical strain rate for tensile fracture of a concrete (f'cs =

48.3 MPa, 7000 psi for 6-inch diameter cylinder) was found to be
approximately two orders of magnitude less than that for
compressive fracture of the same material. Differences will also
exist between flexure and shear, however very little data are
available for these comparison but John and Shah [23] show some
estimates for various loadings.

Following the same assumptions and development for Equation
(1) an expression for concrete fragment size af as a function of
strain-rate is given by Reinhardt [6] as

f=O.1477/3[ ]2/3j-2/3 (2)
E

Again, the expression of Equation (2) is for high strain-rates.
For compressive fracture of a split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB)
concrete specimens, the fragment distribution of a sieve analysis
by Ross and Kuennen [8] showed considerable difference between a
low strain-rate test of 25/sec and high strain rate tests of
100/sec and 200/sec. The size distribution for the SHPB tests is
shown in Figure 4. Equation (2), based on an inherent flaw size
distribution gives a good estimate of the average experimentally
determined high-strain-rate fragment size of Figure 4, but
underpredicts the fragment size of the 25/sec test. Fragment
size based on an energy criterion equation, similar to Equation 1
predicted much higher post-test average fragments for the SHPB
tests of Reference [8].

EXPERIMENTS

Initial studies and experiments of dynamic concrete fracture
and increases in compression strength were conducted using impact
hammers or dropped weights against short concrete specimens and
long bars [9-15]. These early studies (1950-1980) may be
classified as dynamic tests as opposed to quasistatic tests; but
were mainly conducted in the low to intermediate strain-rates
range of 10-3/sec up to 10-1/sec. The disadvantage of dropped
weights is they require large drop heights to achieve impact
velocities necessary for high strain-rates. Probably the first
use of the higher strain-rates generated by a SHPB to test
concrete is reported by Sierakowski at al [16], as early as 1977.
Gas gun driven or torsional spring loaded SHPB test devices offer
an advantage of high velocity impact and high strain rates for
compression strength test and fracture of concrete. Several
large diameter SHPB devices have been built for compression
testing of concrete. A 76-mm (3.0 inch) diameter SHPB is located
at the University of Florida and is described in detail by
Malvern and Ross [17]. A 64-mm (2.5 inch) diameter SHPB,
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described by Felice [18], is located at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. A dual mode compression-tension 51-mm (2.0 inch)
diameter SHPB is located at the Air Force Engineering and
Services Center, Tyndall AFB, FL. and details of this device are
given by Ross [7].

Experiments on compression of cement paste at strain-rates up
to 0.3/sec were conducted by Harsh et al [45]. The effect of
strain-rate on cement paste and mortar show a nonlinear increase
up to the maximum strain-rate of 0.3.sec. Harsh also reports
increases in Poisson's ratio with strain-rate and decreases in
strain capacity with increases in water-cement ratio. The
presence of pore fluid and it's movement in saturated cement is
shown by Harsh to contribute to strain-rate sensitivity. The
higher the porosity the higher the strain-rate sensitivity.

Fracture of concrete in tension at strain-rates above
1.0/sec, by gas gun impact of steel projectiles on concrete rods
was reported by Mellinger and Birkimer [19] in 1966. These data
showed very large increases in concrete tensile strength; much
larger than the 100% and 150% increases in compressive strength
that had been reported earlier. Similar experiments were
conducted by Griner [20] but the large increases in concrete
tensile strength were not evident in the Griner data. A falling
weight driven tensile SHPB was developed at Delft University,
Netherlands and is described in some detail by Komeling et al
[21]. Tensile fracture of uniform crcss section concrete bars
was accomplished in References [19-20] whereas short notched
specimens were fractured in References [7,21] by cementing the
specimens to the SHPB. The tensile pulse in the concrete bar
specimens [19-20] was generated by reflection of a compressive
pulse from the concrete bar free end, as opposed to the direct
tension SHPB loadinj devices of [7 and 21]. High strain-rate
tensile fracture of splitting-tensile specimens is also reported
by Ross [7] and this data along with other dynamic tensile
strength data are shown in Figure 3. A rather novel technique
developed by Gran [22] uses axial release waves from an initial
compression of a cylindrical concrete rod. The superposition of
the two relief waves at the rod midlength place the rod in
tension and the rod fails in tension. Tensile strengths found by
Gran are not nearly as high as those reported by Millinger and
Birkimir [19] and Ross[7j.

Experiments specifically designed to study effect of high
strain-rate on fracture mechanics parameters are reported by John
and Shah [23]. Tor their experiments crack mouth opening
displacement (CMOD) and modulus of rupture (MOR) were measured in
a three point bending test specimen mounted in a modified
instrumented Charpy impact test device. The highe.st strain-rate
obtained in these tests was 0.4/sec. Using linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) the simplified fracture toughness K'cs
and the crack tip opening displacement CTOD can be determined
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from the experimentally determined CMOD and MOR of Reference
[23]. In similar experiments John and Shah [24] measured crack
velocity of concrete at high strain-rates using foil Krak gages,
developed by the TTI Division, Hartrun Corp., St. Augustine, FL.
These same gages were used by Ross et al [25] to measure crack
velocity of splitting tensile concrete specimens in a SHPB.

Bentur et al [26] examined the effect of concrete strength on
fracture energy and energy absorption capacity of impact tested
flexural beams made of reinforced concrete. Discussion on the
operation of this device and analysis of experiment al data is
given by Banthia et al [27]. Other dynamic modulus of rupture
and flexure tests are reported by Gopalaratnam et al [28-29], as
well as the modified Charpy impact data of Sauris and Shah [30],
and additional flexural impact experiments by Mindess and Nadeau
[31].

It appears that there are no laboratory experiments designed
specifically for gathering dynamic shear strength. This was
pointed out by Sierakowski [32] in a paper written for this NATO
Advanced Research Workshop of 1984 and there still appears to be
no specific research in this area. Field tests of scaled
reinforced concrete slabs failing by direct shear at the edges
are reported by Slawson and Kiger [33]. For these field tests
direct shear occurs for very short rise time blast loads and
occur at strain-rates of 10/sec. For rise times which are
longer, the response and subsequent failure of the slabs is that
of flexure.

Laboratory SHPB compression tests of concrete with confining
pressure is reported by Malvern and Jenkins [34]. These tests
were performed on concrete cylinders of unconfined static f' =

48.3 MPa using confining pressures of approximately 3.3 to 10.3
MPa (485-15000 psi). Dynamic tensile tests on concrete with
confining pressures are reported by Gran et al [22,35].

DISCUSSION

Fracture of concrete at high strain-rates is significantly
different than that found at the lower rates. Figure 5 shows a
schematic of the initial compressive fracture of concrete taken
from a high speed (10,000 f/sec) film for research reported in
Reference [7]. For Figure 5a the strain-rate is approximately
25/sec and the strain-rate of Figure 5b is approximately 130/sec.
For both strain-rates the fracture appears as wavy cracks running
almost parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen. For
the lower rate of Figure 5a the number of cracks are less than
that of the higher rate of Figure 5b. In addition there appears
to be more transverse cracks in Figure 5b which gives smaller
fragments which is in agreement with the fragment distribution of
similar tests shown in Figure 4. These rather longitudinal
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surface cracks appear to be similar to the internal crack
patterns, Figure 6, found by Malvern and Jenkins [34] when
testing concrete in a SHPB with a limiting strain collar which
slightly shorter than the specimen. The crack patterns of
Reference [34] were obtained by a special crack enhancement
process after sectioning of the cylindrical specimen. These
internal cracks of Reference [34] and the surface cracks of
Figure 5 are probably the result of tensile straining caused by
Poisson effect and tensile stress cracking due to bournary
conditions at the interface of the specimen and SHPB.
Experimental evidence by Malvern and Ross [17], using
circumferential strain gages on a dynamically compressed concrete
cylinder in a SHPB, shows that a compressive stress greater than
the static compressive strength is evident prior to failure in
the circumferential direction. Also, for Reference [17] the
ratio of the circumferential strain to the longitudinal strain
compared to Poisson's ratio for the concrete material. It is
interesting to note here that the onset of high strain-rate
effect icr for tensile fracture is much less than that of
compressive fracture, see Figure 3.

The effect of a static confining pressure on the compressive
fracture strength is to increase the compressive strength for a
given strain-rate. The combined effect of strain-rate and static
confining pressure of 19 confined and 8 unconfined SHPB tests is
given in Reference [34] as

f= A + B if + Cpf
A = 64.4 MPa
B = 0.388 MPa's
C = 7.59 (3)

where of is the compressive failure stress, ef is the strain-rate
at failure and pf is the confining pressure at failure. The
expression, Equation 3, was obtained for an unconfined concrete
strength of 48 MPa (7,000 psi) at strain-rates of approximately
50/sec to 150/sec and confining pressures of 3.3 MPa (485 psi) to
10.3 MPa (1500 psi). Extrapolation outside these ranges is not
recommended. For unconfined tests of References (7,8,17,34) the
stress-strain curve rises to a peak and decays very quickly to
zero with no elastic recovery and the specimen is reduced to
rubble. For the confined tests, the stress-strain curve rises to
a plateau and remains relatively constant (resembling a ductile
curve) throughout the loading pulse then falls to zero with an
apparent elastic unloading. The effect of confinement in the
SHPB tests on specimen fracture is to produce an almost intact
specimen with one major crack running diagonally across the
specimen from one end to the other as opposed to the highly
fracture rubble of the unconfined SHPB tests.

Tensile fracture of direct tension SHPB specimen by Ross [7]
showed one or more rather clean fractures across the test
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specimen. Multiple fractures occir as strain-rate is increased.
The experimental data indicates that fracture occurs during the
first passage of the tensile stress wave across the specimen.
The tensile fracture surface of the 48 MPa compressive strength
concrete showed both aggregate pull out and fracture in an
approximate one to one proportion. Splitting-tensile SHPB
tests[7], of the 48 MPa concrete gave slightly higher tensile
strength than that of the direct tension tests. However both the
splitting-tensile tests and direct tensions tests show similar
strain-rate effects. Large increases in tensile strength show up
at lower strain-rates than the compressive data (see Figure 3).

Both photographic and Krak gage data were obtained for crack
propagation in the splitting-tensile tests of Reference [7].
Figure 7 shows the crack pattern and the stress associated with
these patterns for a SHPB splitting-tensile test. The Figure 7
crack pattern was copied from a Polaroid film taken using an
image converter camera running at an equivalent rate of 2000,000
f/sec. The initial crack of Figure 7 appears to start just to
the left of the center of the specimen on the side of the
incident pulse at a time equivalent to the twice the transit time
of the specimen. The pulse then travels in both cirections and
the specimen fails into two major pieces. Crack velocity
measurements for these splitting tension specimens at strain-
rates of 1/sec to 10/sec were found to be of 10 to 50% of the
3620 m/sec acoustic velocity of the specimen.

Dynamic analysis, using an ADINA finite element code, of the
splitting--tensile cylinder by Tedesco et al [36] shows a build-up
of stress distribution very similar to the static stress
distribution. A compute: generated crack pattern using the
specimen loadings of Reference [7] is shown in Figure 8. The
Difurcation of the crack shown in Figure 8 was also observed in
the experiment. Bifurcation of the crack occurs at the higher
strain-rates and appears to be a result of the biaxial
compression-tension that occurs off the centerline of the
specimen. The failure surface model used in Reference [3f]
degrades the tensile strength ±inearly with the presence a
compressive principal stress. It is interesting how well the
fracture pattern generated using a structural analysis code
resembles the fracture pattern observed in the experiments. The
differences in times of events of Figures 7 and 8 is due to the
difference in crack velocities in the analysis and experiment.
In the analysis of Reference 36 the acoustic velocity of a linear
elastic material is used in the calculations and in the
experiment the crack velocity may be only 10% of the acoustic
velocity.

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEMF) parameters have been
used to predict the effects of strain-rate on the tensile
strength and modulus of rupture. John and Shah [23] measured
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crack mouth opening displacements (COMD) and used LEMF
relationships to predict crack tip opening displacement, (DTOD)
and fracture toughness for Mode I fracture, K. These values
and Young's modulus E may then be used to predict uniaxial
tensile strength and splitting-tensile strength. For the higher
strain-rate regimes the DTOD is assumed to be the only strain-
rate dependent parameter in their calculation. The ratio of
dynamic CTOD and quasistatic CTOD of [23] is based on an
exponential function using the ratio of dynamic to quasistatic
strain-rates. The elastic modulus E and the fracture toughness
KIt are assumed to be strain-rate independent but vary with
concrete compressive strength f',. Strain-rate independence of
compressive Young's modulus has been observed in Reference [28]
and in experiments of Reference [7]. The compressive module
obtained in SHPB work such as [7] is not usually reported as the
initial linear portion of the stress-strain occurs during the
rise time of the loading pulse, before uniform stress along the
specimen length is obtained. Use of the quasistatic fracture
toughness in [23] was justified on the basis of the very low
crack velocity observed at the higher strain-rates.

The two parameter fracture model of [28] appears to predict
the low strain-rate tensile strength data of Cowell [37], Takeda
et al [38], Kormeling et al [21] and data presented by Oh [39].
However, it underpredicts experimental data at strain-rates above
1/sec [4,7]. This underprediction of the tensile fracture
strength of concrete at high strain-rates, for a predictor based
on slightly lower strain-rate data, may be attributed to the
steep rise in strain-rate sensitivity on tensile strength shown
by Reinhardt [6].

The two parameter fracture model of John and Shah [23] was
also used to predict modulus of rupture (MOR) by using CMOD data
taken from fracture of three point bend specimens in a modified
Charpy device. Again the model agrees well with MOR data taken
at strain-rates below 1/sec, but would not be expected to predict
MOR for the higher strain-rates.

Probably the highest dynamic tensile strength data reported
is by McVay [40]. Dynamic tensile strength increases of over
700% at strain-rates of 100/sec were calculated from spall of a
concrete slab subjected to blast from a conventional weapon.
These stresses were obtained by back calculating the failure
stress from the measured spall plane and the stress wave shape
measured at the back of the slab. These data are shown in Figure
3 and fall in the high strain regime predicted by Equation (1).

The observations and data for both low and high strain-rates
point out the importance of knowing the fracture strength and
fracture processos for the entire strain-rate region of the
loading environment. This is especially true for the tensile
dominated frractures of un- tl r~ tnv .- r t i s e
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fracture of direct compression, splitting-tensile fracture and
the tensile fracture of flexure. Models predicting tensile
fracture must include the nonlinear portion of the low strain-
rate regime and the rather linear and steep slope of the higher
strain-rates.

A model presented by Weerheijm and Reinhardt [41], based on
an array of penny shaped cracks agrees very well with the
concrete tensile date shown in Figure 3. This model, shown as
solid lines of Figure 3 predict both the lower strain-rate
concrete strength as well as changing slope to predict the
concrete strength at the higher strain-rates. This model takes
into account the strain-rate dependence of crack speed and
fracture energy as well as the effect of compressive concrete
strength on tensile strength.

The micromechanical modelling of concrete is based mainly on
some distribution of microcracks, microdefects or weak planes.
Chen [42] uses a Weibull statistical crack per unit volume
distribution which is activated by bulk or volumetric strain
based on the mean stress and bulk modulus. The crack
distribution is defined in terms of constants taken from
experimentally determined fracture stress versus strain-rate data
or estimated from Equation (1). In addition the average crack
dimension used by Chen [42] is based on a fragment dimension
similar to Equation 2. The interaction of the cracks in Chen's
model is treated as an internal state variable which represents
the accumulation of damage in the material. This damage is
assumed to degrade the material stiffness based on equations by
Budinasky and O'Connell [43] for an array of penny shape cracks
in an isotropic medium. The point here is that modelling of
fracture of concrete at strain-rate, whether it be a complicated
code such as [42], a single formula for dynamic tensile strength
as given by Oh [39] or empirical equations such as Soroushian et
al [48], are all based on some form of experimental data.

SUMMARY

Based on experimental observations, fracture strengths of
concrete for most all types of loading are -dominat b-ensi

fractures. At the quasistatic and low strain-rates the fracture
strength versus strain-rates is nonlinear up to some critical
strain-rate. Beyond this critical strain-rate the strength
increases rather drastically as a function of the strain-rate to
the one-third power. It appears that the critical strain-rate
occurs at different strain-rates for the different loadings. It
is not that any type of loading is more strain-rate sensitive
than another, but that the high strain-rate sensitivity occurs at
different strain-rates for different types of loading.

A7l the modelling of cocrete fracture ath
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at some point in the analysis requires time dependent fracture
data. Many times this data is not available and care must be
exercised in extrapolating be yond t!ie strain-rate range in which
the experimental data was taken.

For the tensile dominated concrete fractures, Mode I fracture
appears to occur in the majority of failures. In the low strain-
rate compression loading the inherent flaws at the higher stress
concentrations grow and relieve the stresses at other sites.
Under the low loading rates these activated cracks have time to
grow into the weakest areas of the concrete matrix and aggregate.
The result is a post-test specimen with very few cracks and large
broken pieces. -As the compression load rate increases many more
of the inherent flaws are activated and forced to grow into the
high strength areas of the mortar and aggregates. This results
in increased strength, a larger number of much shorter cracks and
smaller fragments. At much higher rates the fragments are much
smaller and the concrete is reduced to rubble. In the case of
tension/compression biaxial or triaxial stress states the tensile
failure stress is reduced by the presence of the compressive
stress. Hydrostatic confining pressure on concrete inhibit crack
growth and fracture at high strain-rates. Continued research
into high strain-rate compression of concrete is needed to
characterize the crack area and crack pattern for both unconfined
and confined loadings.

High strain-rate uniaxial tension specimens usually fail by a
single crack plane across the specimen. At high strain-rates
multiple cracks form. Experimental direct tension fracture
strength at strain-rates higher than 1.0/sec are needed to
completely define this area of strain-rate. Data on the effects
of confining pressure on tensile strength at higher strain-rates
are needed to better understand fracture processes of the
compression loading.

Strain-rate effects data on fracture mechanics parameters are
scarce and further experimentation is needed. Fracture toughness
is a vary fundamental part of the prediction of fracture strength
of concrete. Some fundamental high strain-rate experiments in
Mode I and Mixed Mode fracture, with and without confining
pressures, are needed to determine the extent of strain-rate
effects on fracture toughness.
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bar side
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Figure 5 Tracing of surface cracks of SHPB concrete compressive
specimen taken from high speed film. Time is approx-
imately 200 microsec after arrival of incident pulse.
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Figure 6. Internal crack pattern of SHPB concrete compressive test with
strain limiting collar. Strain-rate 150/sec. Maximum strain of
0.0128 at approximately 150 microsec after arrival of the
incident pulse. (Fig. 24 Ref. [461)
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